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Preface



Today, the natural environment is threatened by many forces, the most powerful
of which is mankind. We are aggressively destroying this essential part of our own
existence. The wounded state of the environment is now apparent in many regions of
the world and has attracted the attention of individuals and organizations who either
want to protect it or further exploit it for personal advantage. Terrorists, loosely defined
as individuals or groups who use violent acts to achieve various social or political goals,
now have a nexus with the natural environment.
This book deals with this dangerous nexus and the security methods that can protect

individuals and organizations from the actions of those terrorists who perceive the
natural environment as a motivational cause, vulnerable target, or powerful weapon.
The natural environment, human violence, and security are subjects that have engaged
my interest for most of my adult life. These interests led to and were enhanced by
my choice of careers. First, an early career in the U.S. Army’s Special Forces, where
training and operations in wild regions of the world developed my appreciation of the
importance of wilderness to human existence. Then, a lengthy career in the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) taught me more about the human capacity for violence
and our ability to commit and then justify horrific crimes than all my years of formal
education. My current career as an associate professor of justice, law, and security at
La Roche College in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has given me the opportunity to study
and advance my knowledge in the areas of violent crime, terrorism, and security. This
book is the culmination of individual experience and academic study.
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Purpose and Scope
To accomplish my purpose in this work, the subjects of climate change and resource

scarcity, environmentally linked terrorism, and the disciplines of risk assessment and
security planning were integrated with the goal of achieving a synthesis of the subject
matter.
The research approach was predominately qualitative. It encompassed literature re-

views, legal and policy analyses, analyses of various media accounts and online sources
of information, and historical research to develop a genetic interpretation of envi-
ronmentally linked terrorism. Some quantitative research was conducted through a
secondary analysis and application of data concerning terrorism. The data was drawn
from the following repositories of terrorism data: the American Terrorism Study, the
Worldwide Incidents Tracking System maintained by the National Counterterrorism
Center, the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terror-
ism (START), and the FBI’s series of reports— Terrorism in the United States, Terror-
ism 2000/2001, and Terrorism 2002–2005. Judgments made and hypotheses offered
are based on my belief in their validity. The issue of the validity of judgments made
in the field of terrorism studies is somewhat controversial. The social sciences have
become heavily oriented toward a quantitative methodology in the belief that truth
about social phenomena can only be discovered through mathematical analysis of em-
pirical data that is objective and scientific. From the historical and legal perspective,
probable truth can also be determined without statistical evidence. Some researchers
can accomplish this through studying qualitative data and judging its validity. This
judgment is based not upon a guess or hunch, but on “the common grounds derived
from life: general truths, personal and vicarious experience (which includes a knowl-
edge of previous history), and any other kind of special or particular knowledge that
may be relevant.”[1] Admittedly, this approach has a strong subjective element and
lacks the desired objectivity of a more sciencebased approach. However, I have some
doubts about the degree of validity of a scientific approach to understanding human
beings and their various cultures. Both qualitative and quantitative approaches offer
their own insights and have their own limits to understanding. Of course, in regard
to my presentation of the environmental crisis, I relied on the best scientific evidence
available in formulating my beliefs and to support my offered conclusions.
The eclectic approach adopted for this book, which was designed to be as appealing

to a general audience as to scholars and security practitioners, is used to advance the
following proposition: the nexus between the in creasingly vulnerable environment and
the tactic of terrorism threatens our national security, the security of other nations,
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and the security of multinational corporations operating throughout the world. Those
institutions and individuals responsible for the security of the nation’s people and
infrastructure should prepare for this threat, whose attacks are difficult to predict yet
will certainly occur and may result in terrible consequences for human beings and the
environment that gives us life.
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Chapter Map
The book focuses on three main subjects: the natural environment, terrorism, and a

behavioral science-based approach to security. Chapter 1 is an overview of the book. In
chapter 2, the current environmental crisis is described. Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 cover the
basic concepts of terrorism, examine the terrorist mindset and analyze those specific
terrorists who perceive the environment as a motivational cause, powerful weapon,
or target to be destroyed. Chapters 7 and 8 discuss the methods and problems of
risk assessment as applied to terrorism and explain a strategic approach to security
planning that emphasizes external environmental scanning techniques and detection-
based countermeasures to prevent terrorist attacks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction



Night and day he [the revolutionary] must have but one thought, one aim—merciless
destruction.
—Sergey Nechaev
Thus using fire to aid an attack is enlightened, using water to assist an attack is

powerful.
—Sun Tzu
If Sergey Nechaev and Sun Tzu were resurrected, they would understand the ideas

expressed in this book. Nechaev’s Catechism of the Revolutionist, written in 1869,
captured the radicalization process that can turn social activists into nihilistic terror-
ists.[1] Sun Tzu’s classic, The Art of War, written in the fifth century b.c.e. during
China’s warring states period, recognized the importance of strategic planning and
understood that the natural environment could be used as a weapon of attack.[2] This
book explores the dangerous nexus of terrorism and the deteriorating natural environ-
ment and presents a strategic approach to security planning that detects and prevents
environmentally linked terrorist attacks.
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The Environmental Crisis
The world is in the prodromal stage of an environmental crisis.[3] This crisis has

been described by the Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Thomas Friedman as “the
world . . . is getting hot, flat, and crowded. That is, global warming, the stunning rise
of middle classes all over the world, and rapid population growth have converged in
a way that could make our planet dangerously unstable.”[4] In analyzing the linkage
of the environmental crisis to terrorism, there are four critical terms: environment,
ecosystem, greenhouse gases, and environmental threats.
Environment, the broadest term, refers to the sum of all external factors, both biotic

(living) and abiotic (nonliving), to which an organism is exposed.[5] The environment
includes the built environment, which refers to those areas and structures affected or
built by human beings, such as dams and buildings,[6] and the environment’s natural
resources, which refers to those living and nonliving objects that are “found in or arising
from nature, as opposed to being produced by human labor.”[7]
The term ecosystem refers to “the organisms and physical factors in a specific loca-

tion that are interrelated through the flow of energy and chemicals to form a charac-
teristic trophic structure.”[8] Ecosystems are dynamic and interdependent. If human
actions or natural events damage or destroy one resource in such a system, cascading
effects can occur and may result in resource scarcity in other areas of the ecosystem.
For example, a forest is a dynamic and interdependent system. If too many trees are
removed from a forest for economic reasons, the results can include loss of soil, de-
struction of the diverse plant and animal life that is part of the forest ecosystem, and
a decrease in the forest’s contribution to the reduction of global warming.[9]
As dynamic systems, ecosystems have a constant flow of energy and chemicals.

This includes greenhouse gases (GHG), which are positive climate forcings—things
that are imposed externally—that warm the climate. GHGs derive from both human
and natural sources. They include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous
oxide (N2O), ozone, halocarbons, and water vapor. Water vapor does not force the
climate but is considered a feedback process that amplifies the warming forced by
the other GHGs. Increases in carbon dioxide, which are strongly contributed to by
human actions, are the largest climate forcing contributing to global warming.[10] The
excessive amount of anthropogenic GHGs is possibly the largest threat to the global
environment, but it is not the only one.
A review of the relevant literature concerning environmental threats consistently

identifies the most serious threats as climate change, destruction or loss of natural
resources, toxic pollution, and human consumption and impact. These environmental
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threats are linked together, which increases their danger and makes them difficult to
ameliorate. Currently, climate change has generated the most emphasis, and it is the
current focus of numerous efforts to foster a combined international response to stop
or mitigate it.[11]
Unfortunately, the nations of the world have not acted effectively as this ecological

crisis progresses. Abundant evidence exists for the proposition that some components
of this crisis have already reached either the acute stage (e.g., deforestation and wet-
lands destruction) or the chronic stage (e.g., air pollution with toxic chemicals and
pesticides).[12] This failure to be productive derives from a lethal combination of
individual indifference, business resistance, and political venality. Powerful business
interests, such as the coal and oil companies, have and will continue to work against
environmental legislation that could reduce corporate profits. Their lobbyists, which
far outnumber lobbyists for alternative energy use, have the power to kill, weaken,
or delay needed regulations.[13] An example of this process is the ongoing congres-
sional resistance to enhanced air pollution controls. This occurs despite the fact that
“deaths in the U.S. from air pollution alone are conservatively estimated at 130,000 per
year.”[14] Further, in 2007, the United Nations released the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) report that concluded the planet is becoming warmer,
which could have deleterious effects on our climate. The conclusions of the IPCC have
been undergoing heavy criticism from conservative talk radio and cable news commen-
tators; business groups, like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce; and some members of
the U.S. Congress. This resistance and criticism may obstruct governmental efforts to
pass legislation that could ameliorate the negative effects of climate change.[15]
While elected officials procrastinate, there is some awareness and concern among

the general U.S. populace concerning climate change and environmental fragility. Nev-
ertheless, the acrimonious debate between environmental activists and climate change
naysayers will continue. The IPCC’s finding that anthropogenic warming could cause
abrupt changes in our environment that may be irreversible should, but may not, cause
increased concern on the part of the general public.[16] Awareness is growing in many
sectors of the world’s populace, however, that the natural environment is endangered
and that all facets of our current existence may change for the worse. Comprehensively
examined in chapter 2, the critical societal issue of this century will be environmen-
tal change and national and world government’s corresponding response to it. Such
change, if not effectively addressed, will serve as both a protective motivation for en-
vironmental activists and a catalyst for terrorist activity.
Historically, terrorism has always been linked to actual or perceived societal prob-

lems. These problems sometimes act as powerful forces that engender fanatical behav-
ior in those individuals who are predisposed to extremism. The radicalized individuals
whose motivations are either the defense of the environment or the use of the environ-
ment as a weapon or target of attack are today’s ecoterrorists and nihilistic terrorists,
respectively.[17]
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The Terrorists
On September 8, 2009, Daniel Andreas San Diego—animal rights activist, fugi-

tive from justice, and alleged terrorist—was portrayed on FOX TV’s America’s Most
Wanted program as the first domestic terrorist to be placed on the FBI’s Most Wanted
Terrorists list. Unlike Osama bin Laden, also on the FBI’s list, San Diego is not wanted
for murder but for the 2003 bombing of the offices of two companies he believed were
connected with live animal testing. San Diego’s alleged actions did not conform to the
standard “no harm to human or animal life” tactics of U.S. ecoterrorist groups, as one
of the bombs placed by San Diego incorporated nails that upon detonation became
potentially deadly, 100-mph projectiles. In addition, an e-mail posted by “The Rev-
olutionary Cells—Liberation Brigade,” who claimed credit for the attack, threatened
harm to the families of company employees. America’s Most Wanted also displayed
photographs of San Diego’s ominous tattoos, which portray buildings, a foliaged valley,
and a lone tree—all in flames.[18]
When a writer deals with the subject of terrorism, the definition of the term is

always an issue, and environmentally linked terrorism is particularly problematic. The
term terrorism does not have a universally accepted definition.[19] Historically, the
general concept of the tactic or strategic approach that today we call terrorism (the
subject of chapters 3–6) involved the intentional commission of violent acts for the
purpose of engendering fear in an identified target that may or may not have been the
physical victim of the attack.[20]
The tactic was first named during the French Revolution, when the Jacobins would

refer to their intimidation and execution of suspected counterrevolutionaries as “the
terror.” British statesman and writer Edmund Burke brought the term into English
when he referred to the French revolutionaries as terrorists.[21]
Today, terrorism has varied definitions, but most official and scholarly ones contain

the following elements: (1) the use of violence, (2) political objectives, and (3) the in-
tention of sowing fear in a target population.[22] Given these elements, terrorism may
occur in multiple manifestations, and this book focuses on two types that, although
environmentally linked, are distinctly different. The first, ecoterrorism, has been de-
fined by the FBI as “the use or threatened use of violence of a criminal nature against
innocent victims or property by an environmentally oriented subnational group for an
environmental-political reason, or aimed at an audience beyond the target often of a
symbolic nature.”[23]
The second, environmental terrorism, can refer to either an attack against persons or

property using an element of the natural environment (e.g., water or fire) as a weapon
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or an attack directly against a natural resource (e.g., forest or ocean reef) for the pur-
pose of instilling fear in a human target.[24] San Diego represents a bridge between
two antithetical types of terrorists whose actions have a nexus with the environment.
The decentralized cells and individuals who claim credit for terrorist attacks under the
banners of various environmentally linked groups, such as the Earth Liberation Front
(ELF) and the Animal Liberation Front (ALF), are part of the radical environmen-
tal movement (REM), which champions the protection of the natural environment,
including wild and imprisoned animals.[25] Other groups and individuals adhere to
Nechaev’s edict and recognize no moral limits in regard to tactics and targets. For
these groups and lone individuals, the environment, because of its increasingly recog-
nized value and fragility, can serve as a justification for murder, a target to attack and
a weapon for destruction.[26] Based upon motivational and ideological factors, these
two types are characterized in this book as ecoterrorists, who often identify themselves
as eco-warriors, and nihilistic terrorists, respectively. Although normally distinct types
dissected in separate chapters of this book, it is possible for individual members or cells
of ecoterrorists, who regard themselves as principled eco-warriors that do not inten-
tionally harm human or animal life, to evolve into pure ecoterrorists who engage in
serious acts of property destruction and violent crimes against persons. Some ecoter-
rorist groups and individuals have the potential to develop the nihilistic ideology of
“merciless destruction” as advocated by Nechaev. If this were to occur, it would result
in the use of tactics that include the intentional and incidental taking of human life.
San Diego and the group who claimed credit for the bombing could be harbingers of
a more violent type of ecoterrorism that justifies using violent acts against persons as
a tactic to meet what it perceives as an enhanced threat to the survival of natural
ecosystems.
Although the FBI and its Joint Terrorism Task Forces have recently had great

success in preventing, arresting, and convicting both ecoterrorists and nihilistic ter-
rorists,[27] it is extremely unlikely there will be an end to such terrorism. As law
enforcement increases pressure on these terrorists, the groups will only further decen-
tralize and shrink in size. Some individuals will leave these groups but will continue
to commit terrorist acts alone—as “lone wolves.” Lone wolf terrorists have always ex-
isted on the fringes of extremist social movements. These types of terrorists are prone
to a nihilistic ideology that needs to “cleanse the world by destroying it” and that
believes a better world will be constructed with their ideology.[28] The law enforce-
ment and intelligence agencies of the government and the private security forces of
organizations and multinational corporations will increasingly face the challenge of en-
vironmentally linked terrorism. Part of the response to such terrorism should be the
use of a comprehensive security planning methodology that incorporates the natural
and built environments into both the risk assessment and strategic planning processes.
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Security Planning
In most areas of the world, terrorist attacks are characterized as low probability but

high criticality events. The risk of such attacks is difficult to reliably quantify because
of their random and rare nature.[29] On a macro level (state and national government),
the possibility of extreme consequences resulting from a successful attack is a sufficient
impetus for comprehensive planning. Such planning should include the deployment of
an extensive array of physical countermeasures and intelligence initiatives. This book
takes both a macro-level and micro-level (nongovernment organizations and multi-
national corporations) perspective on security planning. Its standpoint is that of an
organization’s security planners. The macro-level planning process is based on a public-
private cooperative partnership. The risk assessment and security planning chapters
examine the use of external environmental scanning as a necessary component of the
strategic planning process. This scanning process includes the identification of certain
regions of the world that are dangerous because of their vulnerable environment and
the presence of terrorists. Terrorist threat analysis and detection-oriented countermea-
sures are emphasized as cornerstones of security planning for environmentally linked
terrorism.
The book’s approach to planning methodology and countermeasures is tempered

by the author’s experience-based belief that defensive security measures will defeat
only a limited percentage of terrorist attacks. Any argument to the contrary should
first consider the 1996 Atlanta Summer Olympics’ Centennial Olympic Park bomb-
ing, which was committed by Eric Rudolph, a lone wolf, antiabortion terrorist who
is currently undergoing life imprisonment in the federal maximum-security prison in
Florence, Colorado.
Knowing that the Olympics are always a possible target for terrorists, the Atlanta

security planning team utilized the following assets and practical exercises, at a total
cost of $117 million: 30,000 police and security experts, more than 2,000 explosive
experts, 40 bomb-sniffing dogs, 1,000 video cameras, 200,000 ID badges, a computerized
command center (consisting of 100 computers), and practical exercises for a release of
sarin gas, a massive bomb attack, and a plane hijacking.[30]
In his attack, Rudolph utilized only three large pipe bombs wrapped with nails and

stuffed inside a military field pack. He intended to funnel the blast with a metal plate
that he also inserted in the pack. Rudolph penetrated the security net and placed the
timer-controlled explosive pack under a bench. Fortunately, the pack was accidentally
knocked over, and at detonation the full force of the explosion was diverted. The
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explosion caused two deaths and over 100 injuries. Rudolph had left the scene before the
explosion and was not arrested for the bombing and resultant murders until 2003.[31]
Relying solely on a defensive security plan when faced with potential attacks by

adaptable threats like terrorists is a mistake. This book’s intelligence-based planning
methodology incorporates a behavioral science approach to security that focuses on the
terrorist adversary’s beliefs and pre-attack actions in order to detect planned attacks
and make them impossible to implement.
Terrorists, even lone wolves and small cells, can be rational actors. As such, they

can often be deterred by security countermeasures that are based upon an analysis of
behavioral characteristics of specific terrorist types, and are selected to increase the
risk and/or effort to conduct a successful attack. This rational appraisal of risk and
effort was demonstrated by terrorist cell leader Mohamed Shnewer, who was recently
sentenced to life imprisonment for his involvement in a plot to murder soldiers stationed
at Fort Dix, New Jersey. Results of an FBI investigation revealed that Shnewer, after
he had conducted surveillance, rejected plotting a similar attack on Dover Air Force
Base in Delaware. He believed the security at the base made an attack too difficult.[32]
The security professional responsible for protecting an organization’s personnel and

property from a terrorist attack must not rely solely on a defensive strategy. The secu-
rity planning process should integrate both detection and defensive countermeasures
in order to stop attacks by terrorists who regard the natural environment as a cause,
target, or weapon for an attack. In planning that security, remember the following ad-
vice from Sun Tzu: “Thus it is said that one who knows the enemy and knows himself
will not be endangered in a hundred engagements.”[33] The information contained in
this book and the principles set forth help the security planner both understand enemy
terrorists and know how to defeat them.
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Chapter 2: The Environmental
Nexus to Terrorism



The life of all of mankind is in danger because of the global warming resulting to a
large degree from the emissions of the factories of the major corporations.
—Osama bin Laden
The use of terrorism across historical periods usually occurs in conjunction with a

perceived political, cultural, or religious problem or conflict. The endangered status
of the natural environment may be the most important issue facing our world today.
Worldwide, individuals and organizations who perceive environmental degradation as
threatening the survival of themselves, their families, or their nation will take action,
and such actions can take a variety of forms. The most threatening form of action is
terrorism, and it is probable that life-altering changes to the natural environment will
cause it to increasingly serve as a nexus to terrorism, both domestically and interna-
tionally.[1]
Our modern perspective on the environment as endangered has gone through sev-

eral stages. Concerns about the detrimental effects of environmental pollution and the
rapid growth of the human population were expressed initially by a small activist seg-
ment of the population in the 1960s. In the 1970s, public concern for the environment
increased in response to high-profile tragedies, such as Lake Erie being declared dead
because of industrial contamination and the discovery of toxic dumping at Love Canal
in Niagara Falls. The 1970s saw the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency
and the first Earth Day in the United States. While the 1980s were a time of decreased
environmental initiatives by the Reagan admin- istration (1981–89), they were also
a time of increased research into various at-risk environmental components, as well
as growth in grassroots activism. The increase in concerned activism was justified by
scientific studies and created a renewed interest in the environment in the 1990s that
culminated in an organized, worldwide movement to combat climate change in the
21st century.[2] Today, climate change, environmental degradation, and the disastrous
effects of human actions on the environment are prominent social issues, but they are
also a source of controversy among disparate segments of the world’s populace.
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Climate Change
The main factor driving the current interest in the environment is a consistent

message from prominent scientific organizations that climate change is already affecting
ecosystems, freshwater supplies, and human health, and although the most severe
impacts of climate change can still be mitigated, the time available for such action is
rapidly running out.[3] The current focus on climate change began with a scientific
discovery that revealed the fragile nature of our atmosphere’s protective cover.
In 1985, scientists discovered a hole in the ozone layer over the Antarctic. The

stratospheric ozone layer protects us from the effects of harmful UVB radiation, and its
depletion was caused by man-made chemicals called chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which
were used in refrigeration systems. This discovery catalyzed interest and reinvigorated
research on the effects of human-initiated environmental change on the atmosphere,
and both national and international organizations significantly accelerated research on
environmental influences on our planet’s wavering health.[4]
The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the World Meteorological

Organization (WMO) were prominent among international organizations, and, in 1988,
these organizations joined to establish the IPCC. The IPCC was tasked with examining
the state of scientific knowledge concerning climate change, determining the impact
such change was having on the world, and formulating appropriate response strategies.
The first IPCC report was issued in 1990 and confirmed a scientific basis for the
negative effects of greenhouse gases on the Earth’s climate. IPCC research led to
the subsequent adoption of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) in May 1992, and the numerous signatory countries, including the
United States, agreed to decrease their nations’ GHG emissions according to the steps
specifically stated in binding protocols. In 1994, the convention’s protocols entered into
force, and today, 165 nations have signed and ratified the convention. The Conference
of Parties (COP) is the convention’s ultimate authority. The IPCC issued a second
assessment report in 1995, and the COP held its second session in July 1996, with
a third session in December 1997, all for the purpose of signing the Kyoto Protocol,
which set new emission-reduction targets for signatory nations. In 2001, the IPCC
issued the third assessment report (TAR), and the fourth, and current, assessment
report on climate change was made public in 2007. The fourth IPCC report (AR4) is
today regarded as the gold standard in regard to climate change and has published
the following definitive and vital conclusions:
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• “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal” based upon observed increases in
global air and ocean temperature averages, widespread melting of snow and ice, and
rising global average sea levels.[5]
• In observing the effects of climate change, the IPCC had “high confidence that

natural systems related to snow, ice, and frozen ground are affected.” One empirical
example of the effects of global warming is evident in ground instability in permafrost
regions of the world.[6]
• Human activities since 1750 have caused a marked increase in global CO2 con-

centrations, dramatically exceeding pre–industrial age levels going back thousands of
years. Between 1970 and 2004, concentration levels of CO2 increased a striking 70 per-
cent, and “there is a very high confidence that the global average net effect of human
activities since 1750 has been one of warming.”[7]
• Anthropogenic warming over the last 30 years has “likely” influenced the observed

changes in global ecosystems.[8]
• On a regional basis, “non-climate factors (such as land use change, pollution, and

invasive species) are influential.”[9]
• “Anthropogenic warming could lead to some impacts that are abrupt or irre-

versible, depending upon their rate and magnitude of the climate change.”[10]
Scientific opinion is virtually unanimous that our societies need to adapt to and

mitigate the effects of climate change. While Arctic temperatures have increased much
more than in other regions, it is clear the planet’s landscape and unique ecosystems
are rapidly changing. What’s more, our current global level of CO2, the highest level
in 650,000 years, continues to rise. The scientific consensus is that our world has
been hotter during the last three decades than at any other time period since 1600
c.e. Undoubtedly, human lifestyles are changing the climate. The primary indicator
of change is the continuing increase in atmospheric levels of CO2 and other GHGs
over the past 100 years. Before the Industrial Revolution, there was a crucial balance
between the naturally produced CO2 emitted into the atmosphere and the amount
the Earth’s plants and other “sinks” absorbed. The burning of fossil fuels over the past
century, however, has released additional CO2 into the atmosphere. Today, roughly
half of the anthropogenic excess is still capable of being absorbed by oceans, plants,
and trees; the rest continues to accumulate in the atmosphere.[11]
Despite the litany of changes, the major concern of climate scientists is the possi-

bility of abrupt climate changes at the regional level. For climate scientists, abrupt is
defined as within a decade. The Dustbowl in the U.S. heartland during the 1930s was
an example of such abrupt change, and it displaced hundreds of thousands of people
living in the Great Plains. It is difficult for humans and ecosystems to adjust to any
change, even more so when it is abrupt. It is clear that reducing GHG emissions is
central to preventing abrupt climate change, and such reductions demand formidable
national and international political will, innovative and costly technology, and deeply
committed human effort.[12]
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Ecosystem Damage
The Earth’s warming is exacerbating disruptions in the world’s ecosystems. The

starting point throughout the world for measuring temperatures by thermometer was
1850. Since that year, the average temperature on the surface of the planet has risen
1.3°F. Along with this rise in temperature, sea levels have also risen, and the water
cycles of supply and demand are out of balance. Our oceans are acidifying as they
absorb more CO2 , and the carbonic acid formed by CO2 and seawater harms marine
life, including corals. Climate change has also instigated weather extremes, such as
drought and flooding, that affect our ability to grow food crops reliably, and, with the
exception of water, nothing is more important to our survival than food.[13]
When changes to global ecosystems affect our food supply and initiate other en-

vironmental problems, there is cause for concern about our world’s political stability.
The rise in the world population of humans and the concurrent increase in their overall
standards of living have led to greater demand for resources that are already declining
because of environmental degradation. Deforestation and field desertification have led
to crop shortages and to populations shifting toward coastlines. Increased reliance on
fishing as a food source, however, has caused the collapse of some important fisheries,
such as the Great Banks cod and North Sea herring industries.[14]
Additionally, our current system of agriculture inflicts extraordinary ecological costs

because of its overemphasis on livestock and the creation and maintenance of the
habitats necessary for their survival. In fact, this overemphasis on livestock habitat is
one important cause of the deforestation of large areas, and deforestation, an ongoing
process in many regions of the world, is believed to have been a key factor in the decline
of several past societies. This emphasis on livestock habitat also causes water pollution,
and the excessive use of grain to feed livestock results in scarcities for humans. This
agricultural system also affects climate through animal emissions of CO2 , methane,
and nitrous oxide.[15]
Clearly, the world also has chronic pollution problems, for humangenerated pollution

is causing grave damage to our ecosystems. Plastics, toxic chemicals, pesticides, caustic
substances, and smoke cause increased societal ills, such as cancer, birth defects, and
reproductive illnesses.[16]
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Contrarian Arguments
Despite the overwhelming evidence of climate change, ecosystem disruption, and the

overall degradation of our environment, the extent and cause of such damage remain a
source of political and social controversy. For example, in a 2010 issue of U.S. News and
World Report, Republican senator James Inhofe, a member of the Senate Committee
on Environment and Public Works that issued a minority staff report accusing climate
scientists who believe global warming is affected by human-generated GHGs of acting
with a political agenda, dismisses the findings of the IPCC as flawed. Inhofe goes on
to state that in regard to the scientific consensus concerning global warming, “there
is no consensus—except agreement that there are significant gaps in what scientists
know about the climate system.”[17] In one of his 2009 Newsweek magazine columns,
George Will, a conservative political and social commentator, expounded on his belief
that the whole idea of global warming is based on computer modeling that could be
flawed because of false assumptions.[18]
However, this controversy should not be unexpected. In the 1960s, for example,

Rachel Carson’s work on the harmful effects of pesticides, popularized through her
book Silent Spring, led the chemical industry and its political supporters to accuse her
of being a hysterical radical, possibly even a communist, whose ideas would destroy
America’s farms and the U.S. system of agriculture.[19] Today, affected industries and
their political supporters have concentrated on both climate change and the human
contributions to such change. Sadly, however, climate change deniers often have po-
litical and economic incentives to deny that the Earth’s climate is changing in any
manner except, of course, the normal cyclical variations that have always existed in
global temperatures. Climate change deniers also assert that it has never been proven
that human intervention is a major factor in global warming. Moreover, an array of
their final arguments maintain that the severity of global warming’s effects are un-
known, will be less severe than predicted, or will occur far in the future, and that the
way to prevent these effects (if they do occur) will be through technological inventions.
It seems the goal of all climate change deniers is to discredit any political or social
movement that would restrict the usage of carbon-based resources, even government-
initiated restrictions.[20]
The energy industry has been particularly concerned about any type of aggressive

governmental program designed to reduce carbon pollution. The power of this industry
to influence legislation is demonstrated by the 2,810 Washington, D.C.–based lobbyists
working daily to influence climate change legislation. Of those nearly 3,000 lobbyists,
only 138 are advocates for alternative energy sources. The energy companies who em-
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ploy the majority of these lobbyists also fund research studies dedicated to supporting
the still-unsubstantiated arguments that today’s climate change is nothing more than
the normal temperature variation that has always occurred on the planet and that
passing laws that cap emissions will destroy the economy. In fact, the 2009 goal for
energy industry lobbyists was to stop Congress from passing legislation that would
impose significant restrictions on carbon pollution before the start of the international
climate summit at Copenhagen in December 2009. The lobbyists won. Cap and trade
legislation was not enacted into law, and the international summit failed to produce
a treaty. At Cancun, Mexico in December 2010, the United Nations climate change
conference achieved, by most accounts, modest success, but again failed to produce a
treaty. The Cancun Agreement was an improvement over the Copenhagen Accord and
allowed the participating nations another year to decide if they would extend the 1997
Kyoto Protocol.[21]
The United States has the largest per capita influence on worldwide climate change,

an influence that would seem to demand a concomitant responsibility. Unfortunately,
some corporations with a powerful economic interest in carbon-based energy have
used their influence to sway the public and its elected representatives. Their goal is to
delay or stop any governmental action that would affect the current standard for GHG
emissions significantly. This objective was demonstrated at the Copenhagen conference,
where the president of the United States and members of his administration attempted
to reach an agreement on climate change with other nations. While the president was
acting to reduce the problem of climate change, four Republican members of the House
of Representatives were also in Copenhagen with the expressed purpose of countering
the administration’s argument in regard to climate change.[22] Unfortunately, climate
change deniers, supported by industry money, have had great success in manipulating
those portions of the U.S. population who have neither the time nor the inclination
to actually study the volumes of scientific reports that support the reality of human-
influenced climate change.
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Public Opinion Polls
Between 2007 and 2008, Gallup polls in 128 countries showed that 24 percent of the

world population had never heard of global warming, while 61 percent knew about the
problem. In the United States, where 97 percent of the population is aware of climate
change, only 63 percent of that 97 percent believed global warming was a serious
personal threat. (These results were similar to a poll taken in April 2006 wherein only
one-third of Americans predicted global warming would pose a serious threat in their
lifetimes.) Only 49 percent of Americans believed rising temperatures were the result of
global warming. The only other first-world nation with this degree of disbelief in how
global warming affects rising temperatures was Great Britain. Remarkably, another
Gallup poll shows that nearly half of all Americans (41%) believe the seriousness of
global warming is exaggerated.[23]
Although Americans are not highly concerned about global warming, they are wor-

ried about water pollution, air pollution, and toxic waste. In the 2009 Gallup environ-
ment survey of American opinions on the importance of eight environmental problems,
global warming was number eight while water pollution and toxic waste were the
biggest concerns. In addition, the poll revealed that only 37 percent of Americans were
greatly concerned about the extinction of plant and animal species. The overall trend
in concern for the eight environmental issues, except for a slight increase in concern
for drinking water quality, has actually declined since 2000.[24]
Despite political and public controversies over the environment, there has been a

growing movement among academics, military officials, and civilian members of the U.S.
national security establishment to examine the link between environmental problems
and conflicts around the world. This movement is part of our national security strategic
planning and policy formulation.[25]
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Conflict and the Environment
Historically, the natural environment has always been involved in human conflicts,

from disputes over fences all the way to war and terrorism. In the classical world, armies
looked to and relied upon elements of the natural environment, such as fire, earth, and
water, as sources for the production of weaponry and other methods of defense. For
example, earth was used to form embankments, water was used for moats and to flood
opposing warriors, and fire was a component of siege weapons. Thucydides’s History
of the Peloponnesian War, for instance, recounts the Athenians’ defeat at Aegitium,
where the victorious Aleutians killed many escaping Athenians by burning the woods
down around them. The Athenians also used the elements by destroying water systems
that furnished drinking water to cities under siege.[26]
The Bible itself is rife with scenes of conflict involving environmental weapons and

targets. For example, Moses parted the Red Sea to escape, and then he destroyed the
pursing enemy by closing the sea and drowning the Egyptian army.[27] Similarly, the
legendary Chinese general Sun Tzu recommended fire as a weapon to burn trees and
brush. He also viewed water as a good attack weapon, advising that water be diverted
to flood opposing military forces.[28] In the sixth century b.c.e, Sennacherib, the ruler
of Assyria, attacked the Babylonians and flooded their city by diverting water from its
canals. One hundred years later, the Assyrians seized water wells as a tactic of their
war strategy against Arabia. They also poisoned water wells with human and animal
bodies to induce epidemics.[29]
Closer to home, during America’s Indian wars of the 19th century, our national

and state governments seem to have encouraged soldiers and settlers to attack the
environmental resources of various Indian nations. Indeed, this tactic may have been
an implicit part of national and state strategies to eliminate the Indians from desirable
territory. For example, the Cherokee nation was destroyed because their land and the
resources it contained were valuable and desired by non-Indian settlers in Georgia.
Later, during the Indian wars on the western frontier, the U.S. Army destroyed entire
buffalo herds to gain victory over those Indians who resisted incursions into their
territories. The Indians relied upon the buffalo not only for food, but also for many
other functions integral to Indian culture. The destruction of the buffalo helped crush
the will of the western Indians, leading to their eventual surrender.[30]
In the modern era, our ability and willingness to harm the environment as a military

tactic or strategy has become much greater and more dangerous to our existence.
For example, during the Vietnam War, the United States targeted heavily foliaged
areas with chemical attacks to destroy a natural resource used by the Vietnamese to
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avoid detection. The harm these attacks caused to the natural environment and to
human beings, including American soldiers, is still not fully tabulated. This use of
defoliant chemicals in Southeast Asia led, in 1977, to the United Nations Convention
on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification
Techniques.[31]
The UN’s prohibition on destroying the environment had its first test in 1991 during

the first Gulf War. Iraq’s military forces, while retreating from Kuwait under fire,
released enormous amounts of oil into the Gulf and blew up hundreds of Kuwait’s
oil wells, blackening the sky with toxic smoke. Prior to the attack, Iraq’s dictator,
Saddam Hussein, had said he would destroy the oil wells if the allied forces invaded.[32]
According to Daniel Schwartz in a 1988 article, the destruction of the oil wells was
the genesis for the use of the term environmental terrorism. President George H. W.
Bush’s administration began referring to Iraq’s actions as environmental terrorism and
Hussein as an environmental terrorist. The term was rapidly adopted by the media, was
analyzed by political and legal scholars, and soon entered society’s lexicon of terms that
are widely used but whose exact meanings are not clearly delineated. Schwartz defined
the term as the threatened or actual use of force against an environmental target
with the objective of instilling fear of harm to the environment in a primary target
(generally, the civilian population or governmental forces). The goal was to coerce the
primary targets to accede to the demands of the terrorist group or individual.[33]
Another form of environmental terrorism occurs when environmental assets are

manipulated or destroyed as a means of attacking a primary target to instill fear in
the target for the purpose of coercing the target or secondary targets to accede to the
goals of the terrorist group or individual. In this situation, the environment is used as
a tool or weapon. An example is an attack with a biological toxin or agent.[34]
In both forms of environmental terrorism, the primary target is not the environment,

but the terrorist group has decided that destruction of the environment is a viable
tactic. It is also possible for the two forms of environmental terrorism to be combined.
The best example would be a “fire weapon” using the biomass of a forest. This tactic
could destroy humans but could also cause secondary targets to fear not only the loss
of human life but also the loss of the forest.[35]
The development of the environmental terrorism concept was integrated into and

aided the development of the environmental security concept. Thus, in the United
States, President Clinton created the position of deputy under secretary of defense
for environmental security, and the first appointee to that position soon perceived
environmental terrorism as a threat falling within his purview.[36] Terrorism with
a nexus to the environment has become one of the forms of conflict that threaten
environmental security on both a national and international basis. Thus, the two forms
of environmental terrorism join ecoterrorism, which has as its goal the protection of
the environment (discussed in chapter 1), as the representative forms of terrorism that
interact with the environment. The role of the environment as a nexus with terrorism
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will be examined from four perspectives: (1) as an environmental security component
of our national security strategy,
(2) as a weapon or tool of terrorism,[37] (3) as a symbolic target of terrorism for

the purpose of engendering fear of its destruction, and (4) as a valuable, threatened
resource to protect by committing acts of terrorism or to use as a justification for
terrorist attacks against the U.S. government and multinational corporations.
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Environmental Security
Today, there is an increasing awareness that the environment is vulnerable to being

manipulated in violent conflicts that can affect the national security of any nation
state. This strategic national security view of how the environment can be used to
support violent conflicts, including terrorism, looks at the issue from both a domestic
and international standpoint, recognizing that one nation’s environmental problems
can quickly spread beyond its borders to other nations. This viewpoint acknowledges
the increasing importance of the environment’s increasingly anarchic global commons
(i.e., the components of the environment that are not under the control of any nation)
because of their potential impact on national security.[38]
The United States’s environmental security movement is grounded in the environ-

mental activism of the 1960s, an era of increased social consciousness initiated both
by the civil rights movement and the Vietnam War. Rachel Carson’s book The Silent
Spring raised environmental awareness, which engendered concern and popular sup-
port for protecting the environment. The importance of oil to the welfare of the United
States, the increasing influence of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), and the 1973 oil crisis made Western nations aware that their lifestyles

could now be dramatically affected by resources withheld by other nations. In 1980,
President Carter and his national security advisors recognized oil, a natural and finite
resource, as vital to our nation’s security. The United States could not supply all its
oil needs and feared losing access to Middle Eastern oil. This vulnerability influenced
our strategic approach to the Middle East, causing President Carter to issue what has
become known as the Carter Doctrine—a warning that the United States would go to
war over oil, even if that valuable resource was in the possession of another country.[39]
In 1986, with the meltdown at the Chernobyl nuclear facility, the ongoing use of

nuclear power as an energy resource came under scrutiny as a new threat to human
existence. The meltdown caused widespread harm to a wide swath of territory in the
former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and widespread anxiety to nations
with nuclear power plants. It also demonstrated how one nation’s actions could af-
fect the welfare of all living organisms.[40] In the late 1980s and through the 1990s,
academic researchers published articles linking the environment to national security.
Jessica Tuchman-Mathews’s seminal article “Redefining Security” was both influential
and prophetic in regard to our current posture toward using the environment to im-
prove or weaken national security. For Tuchman-Mathews, unaddressed environmental
decline ultimately leads to conflict; thus, national security forces must be alert to the
impact environmental shifts and shortages can have on a nation’s economic health.
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Environmental decline can function as a trigger for a pervasive poverty that leads to
instability in governmental institutions. From local police and fire services to national
infrastructures, such as social security and defense, structural breakdowns often result
in conflict. Tuchman-Mathews called for a broadening of our concept of national secu-
rity to include the natural environment, its resources, and human influences on their
respective health.[41]
The nonacademically oriented members of the U.S. government and the more liter-

ate members of the general public were made aware of environmental security issues
with the publication of journalist Robert Kaplan’s 1994 article “The Coming Anar-
chy.” Drawing upon the chaotic social conditions in West Africa, Kaplan posited that
environmental degradation, combined with poverty, weak governments, and access to
cheap weapons, could lead to anarchic conditions and violent conflicts in many regions
of the world.[42]
The environmental security concept has engendered many academic debates. One

thread of the controversy involves assessing the adequacy of current research method-
ologies used to determine the validity and strength of the links between environmental
shifts and national conflicts, especially as those links compare to other conflict-related
variables. The degree of likelihood that an environmental factor could be a direct cause
of conflict rather than a dependent variable was also debated in academic journals.[43]
Although academic arguments reflected some disagreement over the exact impact of
(and on) the environment in relation to violent conflict, the United States and other
world governments began to link the two—the environment and potential conflict—as
issues involving national security.[44]
This nascent environmental security movement can be seen in the U.S. national

political structure, beginning in 1991 with President George H. W. Bush, who made
the environmental threat part of national security planning.[45] The subsequent Clin-
ton presidency, particularly Vice President Al Gore, incorporated several environmen-
tal issues into foreign affairs policies, culminating in the administration’s support for
the IPCC by signing the UNFCCC, commonly referred to as the climate treaty. The
vice president also actively supported the Kyoto Protocol. Without congressional sup-
port, however, the U.S. weakness in fostering international environmental initiatives
became obvious, and though Vice President Gore signed the Kyoto agreement on cli-
mate change, it was never brought before the Republican Congress so certain was the
administration that it would not be approved.[46]
The position taken by the United States in the 1990s on the natural environment’s

importance to national security was influenced by dominant academic theories propos-
ing a causal relationship between damage to the environment and violent conflict. The
work of Peter Gleick, for example, explores the historical and present-day relationship
between violence and access to fresh water.[47] Homer-Dixon and the Toronto group
developed extensive case studies on environmental resource scarcity and its impact on
intrastate stability. According to Homer-Dixon, the research and case studies he relied
upon show that when environmental stress worsens, there is an increased likelihood
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of environmentally linked conflicts. For Homer-Dixon, the key independent variable
that affects conflict will not be environmental degradation but a lack of “renewable
resources.” However, this scarcity of resources is unlikely to be a direct cause of conflict
or “resource wars”; instead, it is a variable that could interact with other independent
variables to cause conflict, both subnational and diffuse.[48]
Currently, the academic position on linkages between the environment and conflict

are still emerging. There is consensus, however, that climate change and the probabil-
ity of its negative influence on the environment leading to conflict cannot be assessed
without factoring in other intervening political and economic variables. Although na-
tions not experiencing conflict can still lack security, the academic literature views
conflict as the key factor in determining the status of a nation’s security. The issue
of conflict and its complex linkage to the environment has seized the interest of all
affected parties.
From the standpoint of national security professionals, the environment—

specifically climate change and the availability and health of natural resources—can
precipitate armed conflict, and thus they are linked. These professionals believe
climate change is important for its potential effect on valuable natural resources.[49]
According to UNEP, since 1990, 18 violent conflicts have been fueled by the exploita-
tion of natural resources. In addition, at least 40 percent of the world’s interstate
conflicts occurring over the last 60 years have been linked to quarrels over natural
resources. What’s more, UN professionals believe there is a high probability of
additional conflicts developing because of natural resource issues, as the probable
consequences of accelerating climate change, such as water scarcity, could aggravate
existing societal stressors, thus causing these new conflicts.[50]
National security and environmentally focused organizations, both governmental

and private, have asserted that environmental concerns should be integrated immedi-
ately into security planning.[51] These organizations identify non-state entities, such
as terrorists, as among the potential actors expected to engage in environmentally
charged conflict. Terrorists will seek out unstable, war-torn, and weak countries to be
used as recruiting grounds and safe havens. It should be noted that other diverse, non-
environmental causes of national and communal insecurity, such as religious, racial,
and ethnic discrimination, have increased in the third world. To these varied threats,
we can now add environmental degradation as a contributing factor to social instability
and conflict. In a sense, environmental vulnerability multiplies the effects of existing
social problems, increasing the possibility that social problems will engender forms of
armed conflict that threaten a nation’s security.[52]

U.S. National Security Strategy
To study national security connections to both the environment and terrorism, the

best window is the U.S. government’s published National Security Strategy (NSS).
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The NSS is the president’s statement outlining the priorities and goals of the execu-
tive branch of government, the various threats faced by the United States, and the
administration’s plan both to promote the goals and counteract the threats. In 1986,
congressional legislation required, for the first time, that the president of the United
States state publicly the administration’s strategies both to protect the security of
the United States from foreign and domestic threats and to foster the nation’s vital
interests at home and abroad. Since then, each president has been required to submit
to Congress an annual report on the administration’s NSS.[53]
The nation’s first NSS was issued by President George H. W. Bush in 1991. Presi-

dent Bush first made protection of the environment part of our national security plan
by placing the following statement in the NSS: “The environmental depredations of
Saddam Hussein have underscored that protecting the global ecology is a top priority
on the agenda of international cooperation—from extinguishing oil fires in Kuwait to
preserving the rain forests to solving water disputes to assessing climate change.”[54]
NSS 1991 also had a separate subsection titled “The Environment,” which stated that
environmental problems are often international and are already “contributing to po-
litical conflict.”[55] NSS 1991 was a revolutionary document in its recognition of the
symbiotic relationship between a healthy natural environment and a strong national
security policy. Almost 20 years later, the decline in the health of the world’s natural
environment was one of the critical issues facing the Obama administration.
President Barack Obama issued his administration’s first NSS in May 2010, 17

months after taking office. In the first paragraph of his introduction to the NSS, he
identifies the dangers America faces as international terrorism, deadly technologies,
economic upheaval, and climate change. He then presents as one of the steps to advance
his NSS the development of energy sources that will not damage our planet and that
can fuel our industries while eliminating our need for foreign oil. He explicitly lists
what he views as the challenges of our times: violent extremism, nuclear weapons
proliferation and the existence of unsecured nuclear materials, and climate change.[56]
In his personal introduction, President Obama clearly states the importance with

which he views the overriding environmental issue of climate change. This is instructive
because the body of the NSS, as a document prepared by the president’s National
Security Council, represents a consensus viewpoint on the many security challenges
facing our nation. The 2010 NSS was written by policy realists, not idealists, with
a focus on America’s national interests as the primary driver of America’s national
security strategy. The drafters begin their overview of the NSS with the words: “To
succeed, we must face the world as it is.”[57] This statement announces the realistic
perspective of the planners. Political realism versus idealism has been described by
former national security advisor Brent Scowcroft as follows:
To me, realism is a recognition of the limits of what can be achieved. It’s not what

your goals are, but what you can realistically do. The idealist starts from the other
end—What do we want to be? What do we want to achieve?—and may neglect how
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feasible it is to try to get there and whether, in trying to get there, you do things which
destroy your ability to get there and sacrifice the very ideals you were pursuing.[58]
President Obama and his National Security Council team, originally under the

leadership of General James Jones, believe the most exigent threat facing America is
the combined threats of weapons of mass destruction, particularly nuclear weapons,
and violent extremists, who are trying to obtain these weapons. Thus, the first objective
of our Security Strategy is the physical safety and security of our nation’s inhabitants.
The second objective of our security strategy is to increase our economic power. The
third objective is to shape a new international order that is capable of combating the
worst problems of our time. The NSS links the new international order to “a global
effort to combat climate change.”[59]
In the 2010 NSS’s section 2—“Strategic Approach”—the description of our strate-

gic environment incorporates two natural environmental issues: pollution and climate
change.[60]
In section 3—“Advancing our Interests”—the objective termed “Enhance Science,

Technology, and Innovation” includes an extensive exposition on the linkage between
a strong environment and America’s ability to become more innovative. In this sub-
section, the NSS planners issue a warning to America’s citizens that if the United
States does not take the “lead in the development of clean energy technology . . . the
United States will fall behind and increasingly become an importer of these new energy
technologies.”[61]
The 2010 NSS’s subsection titled “Sustain Broad Cooperation on Key Global Chal-

lenges” states definitive positions on critical environmental issues:
• The danger from climate change is described as “real, urgent, and severe.” It is

linked to conflicts, natural disasters, and worldwide land degradation.[62]
• A planned reduction in GHG emissions is listed as “in the range of 17 percent by

2020 and more than 80 percent by 2050”[63] if regulatory legislation and implementa-
tion of those regulations can be accomplished.
• The administration will take action on a global basis to implement and improve

the Copenhagen Accord with the proviso that “any approach draws upon each nation
taking responsibility for its own actions.”[64]
• It recognizes the importance of safeguarding the global commons and defines

them as the “shared sea, air, and space domains.” Those domains are described as “the
connective tissue around our globe upon which all nations’ security and prosperity
depend.”[65]
The NSS states that we are an Arctic nation with “interests” in the region, including

the protection of the environment.[66]
Finally, in the conclusion of the NSS, the planners emphasize that the 2010 NSS

reflects a “broad conception of what constitutes our national security.”[67] The 2010
NSS is truly an inclusive approach that takes the long view of protecting America’s
security. Securing the viability of America’s environment is part of that approach, and
the NSS clearly explains our national interest in also protecting the global environment.
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The United Nation’s Position
Darfur, Sudan, could be called the poster boy for environmentally linked conflict.

This region, termed the Sahel, has experienced over “300,000 deaths and the displace-
ment of more than two million people since 2003.”[68] Uncovering causations for the
violent conflicts in this region, particularly the role of environmental scarcities, leads
to two opposing viewpoints. On one side stands spokesperson Ban Ki-moon, secretary-
general of the UN, who locates the conflict’s beginning in a scarcity of food and water
brought on by a long drought partially caused by human-generated global warming.
The other side considers the primary cause of the Darfur conflict as rooted in Sudan’s
long-standing governmental policies that discriminate against black farmers in favor
of Arab herdsmen. This second argument at least acknowledges the exacerbating role
played by climate change in causing water and food shortages. Both sides agree that
long-lasting peace in the region will only be achieved with the development of effective
adaptation strategies designed to ameliorate the competition among different ethnic
groups over necessities like water and fertile land.[69]
In September 2009, the UN secretary-general issued a report titled Climate Change

and Its Possible Security Implications. This report summarized the secretary-general’s
view on the security implications of climate change as being largely untested; however,
the costs of preventing such change are outweighed by the possible future costs of un-
mitigated climate change. The report reviews recent literature and takes the position
that certain impacts addressed by the IPCC may be occurring faster or on a grander
scale than reflected within the report. The report also linked national security to indi-
vidual and community security, terming them interdependent. The secretary-general’s
report is in agreement with the UNEP’s position that climate change acts as a threat
multiplier, and the report expands its position by explaining how climate change func-
tions to worsen current problems through five existing channels: (1) most vulnerable
communities, (2) economic development, (3) local populations’ lack of adaptability,
(4) weak nation states, and (5) lack of natural resource availability or access causing
competition and disputes between countries.[70]
In terms of terrorism, the secretary-general’s report takes the position that in weak

states climate change can overwhelm adaption strategies and, in combination with
other variables, could cause political instability and the radicalization of vulnerable
members of the population. The density of that population may be another strongly
predictive factor for armed conflict. Although the report specifically states that em-
pirical evidence linking climate change and conflict is limited, it still forecasts that
Africa will be severely affected by climate change due to environmental and demo-
graphic issues and an inadequate ability to adjust to climate-induced changes. The
high percentage of youths in Africa’s population base, its accelerating urbanization,
and rapid population increases are examples of societal problems that climate change
can worsen.[71]
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In addition to Africa, the secretary-general’s report identified four other hot spots
that are expected to become critical problems the world will have to address in the
near future: (1) the melting of the Himalayan glaciers, which supply much of the water
for India, Pakistan, and China;
(2) the eventual statelessness of small, low-lying countries, such as the Maldives,

Papua New Guinea, and the Carteret Islands; (3) the depletion of the Indus River
system, shared by India and Pakistan under the terms of a 1960 treaty, which is being
threatened by a decreasing amount of available water due to the Himalayan glacier
melting; and (4) the Arctic, because the sea ice is melting and the resultant access to
the region could lead to competition over its natural resources.[72]
Undoubtedly, the environment is a variable to consider when trying to understand

the various causes of conflict. The environment almost certainly will degrade in the
coming decade without significant societal cooperation and coordination to stop or
reduce such degradation. Unfortunately, it seems doubtful the poorer nations of the
world will be successful in mitigating increases in global warming. Thus, environmental
changes will occur, and, with climate change acting as a driver, conflicts will increase
to include acts of terrorism and the development of terrorist organizations in economi-
cally and politically weak areas of the world. This has already occurred once and could
occur again in the failed state of Afghanistan. Other weak or failed states—such as
Yemen, Pakistan, and several African states— are probable targets for terrorist or-
ganizations. These organizations will regard the degradation of a state’s environment
as an exploitable weakness in its national security structure that will act as a force
multiplier for acts of terrorism.
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Environmental Weapons
The environmental weapons that have had historical success and are the most proba-

ble weapons for today’s terrorists to utilize are fire, water, and contaminated resources,
such as food and water. Some natural weapons can be augmented by and combined
with human-engineered biological agents and toxins that can harm human beings and
are often categorized as weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Although some terrorist
groups are believed to be actively working on chemical and biological weapons, their
limited and relative lack of success provides evidence of the difficulty these weapons
present to terrorist organizations.[73] In contrast, natural environmental weapons, such
as fire and water, require little expertise to deploy.

The Fire Weapon
Fire has been used historically as a weapon in a variety of applications. Intention-

ally set wildfires are an obvious weapon choice that has been employed successfully
by known terrorist organizations in the Middle East. Specifically, terrorist groups in
conflict with Israel, such as Hamas and Hezbollah, have relied upon arson to destroy
Israeli forests. Arson was used during the first intifada in the late 1980s, for example,
when terrorists burned the forests in Israel as a method to inflict both economic and
psychic damage on the citizens of Israel.[74]
The strategy of economic jihad has been openly promulgated by terrorist groups

such as Hamas, Hezbollah, and al Qaeda. Along with Israel, the other logical target
for these groups is the United States because of their support for Israel. Hezbollah is a
revolutionary Iranian-backed political organization that uses terrorism as a tactic and
strategic approach to achieve the goal of an Islamic state. During the 2006 war with
Israel, Hezbollah used “katyusha” rockets to attack Israel. The rockets ignited forests in
the Galilee area of Israel. While the forests were clearly a target, the wildfires were also
used as a diversionary weapon to draw Israeli resources away from the battleground
in south Lebanon. In addition, Hezbollah used the fires to demoralize the people of
Israel. This objective was part of a strategic approach based upon their knowledge
that Israelis revere their limited forests and would be psychologically devastated by
their destruction. Hezbollah has psychological and economic objectives as part of its
war-fighting strategy, and the burning of a valuable resource is a tactical component
of both strategic objectives.[75]
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Climate change increases fire risks to the dry segments of forests. In many areas of
the world, the built environment, in the form of personal residences and commercial
structures built by the hospitality industry, is juxtaposed with wildlands that often
include extensive forests.[76] In 2009, both the United States and Australia suffered
extensive damage to forests and the built environment because of intentional fires.
Although it has not been proven that terrorist organizations were responsible for these
fires, the possibility that terrorist groups could accomplish such tasks has become a
subject of concern for both the United States and Australian governments.[77]
To date, there has been no definitive evidence that al Qaeda or similar jihadi groups

operating outside the Middle East have ever used forest fires as a weapon.[78] Terrorist
organizations are aware of this tactic, however, and such attacks could also be initiated
by nihilistic terrorists operating as lone wolves or autonomous cells that recognize such
a tactic as being within their capability. The real threat to the United States, as to
Australia, is that once such nihilistic individuals or small groups become aware of the
magnitude of damage that has been caused by negligent persons or criminal arsonists,
they will begin to focus on implementing such attacks themselves.
An example of a lone wolf arson attack on wildlands occurred on June 27, 1998, near

Espanola, New Mexico. The attack resulted in the destruction of 5,185 forested acres
of the Santa Fe National Forest and Santa Clara Pueblo lands. A letter sent to the
Albuquerque Journal claimed responsibility for the act in the name of a militia group
called the Minutemen. The letter stated that the fire, termed the Oso Complex Fire,
was set as a statement against the killing of gray wolves. On February 24, 2003, the
FBI arrested Raymond Anthony Sandoval for setting the fire. He subsequently pled
guilty and was sentenced to 84 months of incarceration.[79]
As a tactic, wildfire arson is a simple and potentially effective way for terrorists,

whether lone individuals or small autonomous cells, to conduct terrorist actions that
have little risk of detection.

The Water Weapon
Water may be the oldest environmental weapon. In great quantities, water can

become a tactical weapon of great destructive power. Diverting watercourses or de-
stroying dams uses the power of water to flood and destroy both people and property.
The building of dams to generate muchneeded hydroelectric power is dramatically in-
creasing in the developing world. Using dammed-up water as a potential weapon has
been identified as a risk and is already a major national security problem in several
of the world’s hot spots. For example, water contained by the Hwanggang Dam in
North Korea has been recognized by South Korea as a potential weapon of terror. In
2009, without any warning, North Korea released 40 million cubic meters of water
from the dam, causing a tidal wave on one of South Korea’s rivers that resulted in the
drowning of six individuals. Although North Korea apologized for the incident, South
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Koreans are now certain that dammed water can be used as a weapon during any
conflict with the North.[80] Also in 2009, the Tamil Tigers terrorist organization used
explosives to penetrate the walls of the Kalmadukulam Reservoir as a tactic to stop
the advancing Sri Lankan military during its battle with the government’s forces.[81]
In 2008, although they did not carry through on their threat, Taliban insurgents is-
sued a warning that they would blow up Pakistan’s Warsak Dam, which would have
destroyed the main source of water for the city of Peshawar in Pakistan. The Taliban
threat was issued as a response to a Pakistan army offensive in the Peshawar region
targeting the Taliban.[82]
Water also has the property of incorporating other agents into itself. Water can

thus be used to transport and spread both poisons and disease-causing organisms.
When water is poisoned stealthily to kill members of a target population, then water
is being used as a weapon. Because water also dilutes and lessens the effectiveness of
many substances, such attacks are not easy to successfully accomplish and may require
scientific and technical knowledge on the part of terrorists.[83]
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Contaminated Resources
In addition to the air we breathe, food and water are the most important resources

for continued human existence. Food production worldwide is generally concentrated
in rural areas, which are not generally well-secured locations. Food, both animal and
crop sources, can easily be contaminated with toxins for the purpose of infecting and
terrifying urban populations who rely upon rural food sources. The strategic goal for
terrorist organizations is to foster the kind of panic in a population that leads to a loss
of trust in governmental effectiveness. There are several diseases, as well as various
poisons, that could contaminate agricultural sources without public knowledge, which
could drastically affect urban populations.[84]
The most probable biological toxin to be used by terrorists is botulinum toxin, pro-

duced by the bacterium Clostridium botulinum, the most toxic of known biological
food contaminants. Others, less potent but still potentially deadly, are Escherichia
coli (E-coli) O157:117, Shigella dysenteriae, and Salmonella enterica (serovar Typhi).
The food chain is most easily attacked at its origination points, and there have been
numerous instances of unintentional contamination causing loss of life and lack of
public confidence in food supplies.[85] For example, botulism poisoning, which occurs
periodically in the United States, has a mortality rate of 30 percent if the disease is not
caught rapidly and treated effectively. Cases are treated as public health emergencies
because a high percentage of victims who recover will sustain long-term medical prob-
lems. Botulism symptoms can include respiratory failure, which requires a respirator
to keep victims alive.[86]
In 1984, Salmonella, a toxin milder than botulinum, was used to intentionally poison

customers at several different restaurants in The Dalles, Oregon. The perpetrators were
members of a religious cult known as the Rajneeshees, who practiced vegetarianism and
believe in free love. Perhaps because of their advocacy of free love, the cult attracted
many members and sought to increase its political power in its county of residence.
To sway election results, the cult’s leadership decided to poison prospective opposing
voters. Although no one died from the poisoning, hundreds became ill from Salmonella
typhimurium. This was the first large-scale use of a biological weapon to attack food
sources in the United States.[87]
Although not nearly as deadly, in terms of the number of possible victims, as bio-

logical agents, such as smallpox and plague (which fortunately are not transmitted by
food), foodborne toxins hitchhike their way along the food chain and into our bodies
with relative ease. Outbreaks of public poisoning always cause some degree of public
concern. Intentional poisoning could result in a public panic.[88]
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Environmental Targets
Intentional destruction of the natural environment that results in a scarcity of re-

newable resources (e.g., cropland) can exacerbate existing societal problems, such as
poverty, and help stimulate the social disruption of a country that is the primary tar-
get of a terrorist organization.[89] Attacking the environment can also multiply the
effects of a bomb or arson attack, for the environment’s natural resources are a soft
and valuable target for terrorist attacks.
Bombs and arson are the respective weapons of choice for nihilistic terrorists and

some ecoterrorists, and there is a long-standing history of the successful use of these
weapons. Relatively simple, highly adaptable, and deadly, these weapons have the
greatest potential for effective results when terrorists decide to attack an environ-
mental target. Terrorists have also experimented with the use of biological, chemical,
and radiological weapons, and they are believed to be intent on acquiring nuclear
weapons.[90] To plan an attack, terrorists not only choose a weapon, but they also
estimate the value of the physical target to the psychological vulnerabilities of their
perceived enemies, the probability that security forces will detect or prevent the attack,
and the amount of effort needed to accomplish the attack. When one assumes a terror-
ist’s perspective to analyze the environment as a physical target, it becomes apparent
that the natural environment provides terrorists with five logical and potentially devas-
tating strike areas: (1) air and food supplies, (2) wildlands-built environment junctions,
(3) natural ecosystems, (4) water resources, and (5) built environments (e.g., mining
sites and energy infrastructures).

Air and Food Supplies
Although chemical and bacteriological weapons, normally classified as WMD,

present difficulties for terrorists, they are potential weapons that could be used to
poison the air we breathe and the food and water we consume. For example, the bio-
logical agents Bacillus anthracis and Salmonella have been used successfully in attacks
in the United States. The 2001 anthrax attacks involved the transmission of Bacillus
anthracis spores in five letters mailed to persons in New York City, the District of
Columbia, and Boca Raton, Florida. These acts resulted in five deaths from inhalation
anthrax (inhaling anthrax spores) and 17 injured survivors who suffered inhalation
or cutaneous anthrax. The FBI’s seven-year Amerithrax investigation ended with the
identification of the perpetrator, Dr. Bruce Ivins, a government-employed anthrax
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researcher who committed suicide by drug overdose shortly before charges could be
filed accusing him of the crime.[91]
The Amerithrax case demonstrated how the use of a biological weapon— even in a

restricted manner with limited numbers of potential victims— could instill fear in the
public and disrupt normal social operations (e.g., new postal restrictions and posting
security police at post offices for a while). To function as a true WMD, weaponized
anthrax must be dispersed through an aerosol spray system or by expulsion from a
plane in order to use wind currents for widespread dissemination. The fact that this
bacterium produces endospores (spores) that can persist in the environment and endure
adverse conditions (heat, cold, dryness, etc.) for decades makes it well suited for such
dispersal.[92]
While Salmonella, the weapon of choice of the Rajneeshees in their 1984 poison

attack in The Dalles, Oregon, did not kill anyone, it sickened over 700 individuals.[93]
Using Salmonella to attack our food supply would be particularly effective if directed
against restaurant chains. The results could be grave: fear, sickness, possible deaths,
and economic loss.
The first chemical agent used to poison the air by a non-state actor was sarin gas

employed in 1994 and 1995 by the Aum Shinrikyo cult. Cult members first disseminated
the gas through an apartment building in Matsumoto, Japan, which caused 7 deaths
and injured 200 individuals. The cult’s next attack was on the Tokyo subway system
in 1995, and it caused 12 deaths and injured over 1,000 persons.[94]
Chemical and bacteriological weapons are a threat to human beings because they

can be used to poison the environment. However, these weapons do not possess the ease
of material acquisition and use of bombs and arson devices. Terrorists also know that
with a force multiplier, such as the environment, bombs and arson may approximate
the physical and psychological effects of a WMD.

Wildlands-Built Environment Junction
Because of increased deforestation in many regions throughout the world, wildlands

have become an increasingly valuable resource. In developing areas of the world, for
instance, survival often requires burning wildland trees and brushland for cooking fuel
and subsistence farming. Additionally, the incidence of wildfires has increased over
several decades due to more frequent lightning strikes caused by warmer climates,
which increase both the air’s warmth and the number of incendiary fires.[95]
In the United States, human activity is still the greatest cause of wildland fires—

seven times greater than lightning strikes. Our forests are important to our economy,
which uses and produces more industrial wood than any other country.[96] In fact, our
wildlands are a perfect “soft” target for terrorists. The frequency of human-initiated fires
demonstrates how easy it is to start a wildfire without being detected. Terrorists are
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undoubtedly aware of the difficulty faced by security personnel charged with protecting
wildlands from arson attacks.
The most vulnerable area for terrorist attacks is the intersection of wildlands with

the built environment, especially considering the magnitude of the built environment’s
growing encroachment into wildland areas. In the West, 38 percent of new home con-
struction occurs in the junctions between the wildlands and built environments. The
potential for arsoncaused loss of lives, property, and valuable natural resources is sig-
nificant. From 1985 to 1994, wildfires in the western United States destroyed over 9,000
homes. In 1991, for example, a single fire in the wildlands–built environment juncture
in the East Bay Hills of Oakland, California, resulted in 25 human deaths and the
destruction of 3,000 structures. In Florida, during the summer of 1998, 500,000 acres
and hundreds of structures were destroyed by fire, with a cost to Floridians of $620
to $890 million.[97] Once a wildfire gains momentum, it is difficult for firefighters to
control, let alone extinguish.
Four problem areas arise for firefighting organizations when they are faced with

fires in the wildlands–built environment junction. First, the water necessary to fight
such fires may be insufficient due to lack of access to a municipal water supply. Second,
jurisdictional and control problems could develop if multiple agencies are involved.
Third, access problems could arise if transportation structures in the junction area are
inadequate; for instance, the existing roads and bridges may not be able to support
heavy firefighting equipment. Fourth, the training of responding fire companies may be
insufficient to accomplish their mission. Fighting wildfires is significantly different from
battling structure fires, and most departments are not trained in both methodologies.
Once initiated by arson, these fires are extremely difficult to stop, which makes the
interface between wildlands and built environments a perfect target for a terrorist
arson attack.[98]

Natural Ecosystems
By attacking an ecosystem, terrorists can affect the human beings who are uniquely

situated within that system. Ecosystems are absolutely essential to the continued ex-
istence of our species, yet various ecosystems today are imperiled by human activity,
both accidentally and intentionally destructive. Many of the world’s ecosystems have
become weak and vulnerable to selective human attacks by (1) killing the ecosystem’s
animal species with firearms, explosives, or poisons; and (2) inserting invasive foreign
species into the ecosystem to disrupt it and eventually destroy its capability to support
life.
Killing Other Species
Our ability and predilection to kill the animals living in specific ecosystems is an

obvious threat to those systems. For example, the mountain gorillas in the Virunga
Mountains region of Africa were essentially used as hostages in the late 1990s by
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Rwandan Hutu militias who used the area for base camps while attacking the Rwandan
government’s forces and facilities. More recently, the mountain gorillas have been killed
by rebel soldiers who still control areas of the gorilla’s habitat. In 2007, Congolese
Mai Mai rebels attacked three park ranger stations in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo’s Virunga National Park before fleeing into the park’s gorilla habitat and
issuing a threat that they would kill the gorillas if the park’s wildlife rangers tried to
come after them. Just a year before this attack, the Mai Mai had killed hundreds of
hippopotamuses in order to achieve recognition for their movement. In 2008, Rwanda,
Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo signed a 10-year agreement whose
sole objective is to preserve mountain gorillas and their habitat.[99]
Invasive Species
Inserting invasive species into an ecosystem could be economically devastating. In

2009, fish and wildlife officials had to dump poison into the Chicago Sanitary and
Ship Canal to kill the Asian carp invading U.S. waters and currently threatening to
invade Lake Michigan. With a total lack of predators, the Asian carp will take the
food supply from other fish, and it could even destroy the freshwater ecosystem of
the Great Lakes, severely damaging the lakes’ fishing and recreation industry, valued
at seven billion dollars. Ironically, our own government brought the Asian carp to
Arkansas in 1963 to control aquatic weeds. However, they escaped, spread north up
the Mississippi River, and now dominate many river systems.[100] The latest examples
of intentionally or accidentally released invasive species are the Burmese and African
rock pythons now making their home in Florida’s Everglades and potentially moving
into other southeastern states. Again, with no natural predator, these snakes could
overpopulate the Everglades, destroying the bird population and severely damaging
the ecosystem. Its only rivals are the crocodile and the American alligator, and so far
these species have not been capable of curtailing the population in- creases of these
two snakes.[101]
The ruining of our ecosystems with invasive species has already begun with people

who accidentally or intentionally release foreign species into the wild. If terrorists
intended to harm an ecosystem by deliberately using invasive species, the results could
be much worse.

Poisoning Water Resources
We have already discussed the historical use of water resource poisoning as a military

tactic, and it is still being used today. Several instances of labor disputes in France have
escalated into threats to poison rivers, and, in one instance, strikers actually poisoned
a river. The most recent occurrence involved French haulage-firm strikers in 2009
threatening to pour fuel additives and oil into a tributary of the Seine River. Thankfully,
the threat was never carried out, as a deal was struck between the companies and the
employees. In referring to this poison threat, Antoine Faucher, campaign director of
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Greenpeace France, stated the incident was “significant because today, perhaps unlike
previous years, the environment is recognized in itself as a resource. . . . To take
it hostage may be of greater value now than it was before.”[102] The French labor
movement has a history of threatening rivers as a negotiation strategy. In the one
instance of river poisoning, workers whose factory had been closed first threatened and
then actually did dump 5,000 liters of red-dyed sulphuric acid into the Fender Channel,
which leads to the Meuse River, located in France’s Ardennes region. Ecological disaster
was prevented by French firemen using sandbags to block the entry of most of the
polluted channel water into the
Meuse. The workers had used this tactic to force the French government to pay

them for their loss of employment.[103]
Modern terrorists are well aware of the powerful tactic of poisoning water sources.

In fact, according to the Middle East Media Research Institute, in August 2008 a
member of the Islamist forum Al-Boraq advised forum members that “poisoning the
water systems of major European cities is just one of many options.”[104]

The Built Environment
Logical targets for both ecoterrorists and nihilistic terrorists are the numerous facil-

ities and supporting infrastructures connected to a myriad of business activities. When
these structures and supporting infrastructure are within or intersect the natural envi-
ronment, they are a valuable, soft target. Mining facilities, oil and gas drilling facilities,
transportation infrastructures, and fresh-water containment sites have often been the
targets of terrorists.
Mining Facilities
Mining for coal and minerals entails an extensive supporting infrastructure with

storage areas for chemicals and explosives, as well as containment ponds for liquid by-
products of the mining process. Bomb or arson attacks would not only cause economic
and possible personnel losses but also damage to the natural environment, specifically
wildlands and freshwater lakes and streams. These types of attacks could also easily
be accomplished, for while these locations often have security, the predicted threats
are usually thieves and vandals, not terrorists. Because it may be possible to limit the
effects of attacks on the built environment to property damage, these targets appeal
to those groups and individuals whose ideology justifies harm to property but not to
humans. This broadens the scope of potential attackers.[105]
Oil and Gas Facilities
Oil and natural gas drilling sites, as well as their transportation infrastructures,

are also valuable targets. Conventional and irregular armed forces historically have
targeted energy production sites, and attacks on these sites can include intent to also
inflict damage to the surrounding environment. This is an example of using the envi-
ronment as a force multiplier for traditional weapons—bombs and arson.[106]
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Oil pipelines are targets with the longest history of successful terrorist attacks. Left-
ist guerrillas—such as the National Liberation Army (ELN) and Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC)—used to routinely bomb pipelines owned by Columbian
and U.S. oil companies. The sabotage of oil pipelines has also occurred in the United
States and Canada. In January 2010, police in Canada arrested Wiebo Ludwig, an
evangelical preacher and environmental activist, for allegedly blowing up six natural
gas installations in Northern Canada. (Although arrested, Ludwig was released the
next day without charges being filed.) One of the installations was a pipeline owned
by EnCana, one of Canada’s largest natural gas companies.[107]
Water Containment Sites
Freshwater containment sites, such as dams, reservoirs, and hydroelectric plants,

are a potential target of both nihilistic terrorists and ecoterrorists. Edward Abbey’s
fictional group of saboteurs in The Monkey Wrench Gang dreamed of dynamiting the
Glen Canyon Dam to save the environment. Nihilistic terrorists perceive freshwater
resources as valuable secondary targets that can have multiple effects on the primary
target: the civilian populace. These effects include not only the destruction of the
population’s supply of drinking water, but also the loss of any existent hydroelectric
power, damage to related buildings, and death and injury to the people caught in the
resultant flood.[108]
In this century, we are experiencing the confluence of an environmental crisis with

an increased threat of terrorism conducted by individuals and groups with various en-
vironmentally linked motivations. America’s National Security Strategy, with the for-
mulation of the 2010 NSS, now integrates environmental security into its overarching
security framework. Unfortunately, the environment’s weakened status is increasingly
apparent, and individuals and groups, like sharks circling a wounded seal, will regard
it as prey. In following chapters, these human predators—along with those ecoterror-
ists that misguidedly want to use violent acts of property destruction to protect the
environment—will be dissected in order to understand their history, mindset, organi-
zation, strategy, and tactics.
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Chapter 3: The Basic Concepts of
Terrorism



Anarchy is a crime against the whole human race; and all mankind should band
against the anarchist. His crime should be made an offense against the law of nations,
like piracy and that form of man-stealing known as the slave trade, for it is of far
blacker infamy than either.
—Theodore Roosevelt, First Annual Message to Congress, 1901
On November 5, 2009, at Fort Hood, Texas, U.S. Army major Nidal Malik Hasan,

a 39-year-old psychiatrist, walked into the base processing center and began firing
a handgun at any visible human targets. During the attack, Hasan, a Palestinian
American, shouted “Allah Akbar” (“God is great” in Arabic). Stopped only by two base
police officers whose bullets wounded and disabled him, Hasan succeeded in murdering
13 individuals and wounding 29. Arrested by military authorities, Hasan has been
charged under the Uniform Code of Military Justice with 13 specifications (the military
justice system equivalent of counts) of premeditated murder and 32 specifications of
attempted murder. Hasan is currently awaiting trial, which will be before a general
court-martial.[1]
The Hasan case raises several questions: Was Hasan’s crime an act of terrorism?

Does the finding by investigators that Hasan acted alone negate a terrorism determina-
tion? If Hasan’s motive was only hatred of the U.S. military, does that negate a terror-
ism determination? These are difficult questions to answer without first understanding
the basic concepts of terrorism: its definitions, types, organizational structures, strate-
gies, and tactics. This chapter explores these concepts.
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Defining Terrorism
The use of violent actions to inflict fear in other people is an ancient form of human

conflict. Long before the advent of the organized violence known as war, individuals
and small groups used fear as a weapon to “achieve limited goals—to overthrow existing
leaders, to ward off potential rivals, or to frighten opposing groups from lands they
wished to claim for themselves.”[2] Then, when man advanced to formal warfare, armies
sometimes used violent acts to physically harm and frighten innocent noncombatants
as a tactic to weaken their support for their own military forces. This tactic was known
by several names. For instance, the Romans used the term destructive war to refer to
attacks on both warriors and noncombatants, including women and children, as both
a punishment for resisting Roman armies and to break their enemies’ spirit.[3]
Today, some scholars believe the term terrorism is “simply the contemporary name

given to the modern permutation of destructive war deliberately waged against civilians
with the purpose of destroying their will to support either leaders or policies that the
agents of such violence find objectionable.”[4]
The first use of the word terror in the context of violent political conflict originated

during the French Revolution. It referred to the revolutionary government’s use of
violence to induce fear in its citizens in order to control them. During the period in
1793 and 1794 known as the Great Terror, thousands of French citizens were executed
by the revolutionary government, including King Louis the 16th and Queen Marie An-
toinette, both of whom were guillotined in 1793. The use of terror to control the upper
classes and other political dissidents who were considered a threat to the new French
republic entailed the execution of approximately 27,000 French citizens whom Maximi-
lien Robespierre and his Jacobin political party had decided were traitors. Robespierre
justified the extreme violence as necessary and believed the use of terror would lead
to virtue and from virtue would come a good society.[5]
In the 19th century, using terror as a tactic or strategy against national governments

became part of an overall revolutionary strategy. As Nikolai Morozov—a member of
the 19th-century Russian revolutionary group Narodnaya Volya (People’s Will), which
had assassinated Czar Nicholas in 1881—stated in a pamphlet titled “The Terrorist
Struggle,” “Before November 19 no one would have believed that the conspirators could
penetrate to the tsar’s castle. But terroristic struggle has exactly this advantage—that
it can act unexpectedly and find means and ways which no one anticipates.”[6]
In the post–World War II world, insurgent movements occurred in places such as

Aden, Cyprus, Algeria, and Indonesia. The goal was national liberation, and the battles
against the Western nations that controlled the various colonies involved both guer-
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rilla warfare and acts of what Western governments called terrorism. The insurgents
denied they were terrorists because their goal was liberation, and thus they were free-
dom fighters, not terrorists. The Western nations disagreed with this assessment and
uniformly stated that the insurgents’ tactics involved terrorism and that the insurgents
were terrorists. The debate between the Western nations and the Soviet bloc states
occurred at the United Nations and in the world press. Government leaders, statesmen,
UN officials, and respected scholars with international reputations tried unsuccessfully
to reach agreement on the parameters of the tactic of terrorism. The debate continues
today, although with less heated rhetoric.[7] The debate is centered on three questions:
What is the scope of the term terrorism? Should the definition of the term include a
“just cause,” or “ends,” component or should it be restricted to include only the use of
violence against civilians, or a “means” approach? Should the definition of terrorism be
restricted to organizational entities or should this definition include individuals acting
on their own without any organizational support (i.e., the lone wolf terrorist)?
Academics take varied positions in response to these questions. For example, Bruce

Hoffman believes that “to qualify as terrorism, violence must be perpetrated by some
organizational entity . . . beyond a single individual acting on his or her own.”[8] Al-
ternately, Jeffrey Addicott, a legal scholar at the Center for Terrorism Law, believes
that “individual terrorism can be committed by persons seeking personal rather than
political gain, or even by individuals who are mentally ill.”[9] Regarding the endsversus-
means argument from Richard Falk’s perspective, violent acts that have “moral and
legal justification” should not be considered terrorism.[10] Addicott focuses on a lim-
ited definitional approach, concentrating “on the act and not the . . . causes which
motivate the act.”[11] Lastly, Mark Juergensmeyer, in his work Terror in the Mind
of God, finds current usage of the word terrorism problematic and overly broad. For
Juergensmeyer, concentrating on the means (the violent act) without considering a
motivational component is simplistic and inherently biased or subjective. He justifies
his position by arguing that “a violent act is ‘terrorism’ technically only in the eyes of
the court, or publicly in the eyes of the media, and ultimately only in the eyes of the
beholder.”[12]
Terrorism may always remain a slippery term. There has never been a universal

consensus on a precise definition of terrorism. The type of behavior the general public
refers to as terrorism probably includes the planned use of illegal threats or violence
against a victim to coerce the victim or a secondary target to accede to a perpetrator’s
demands. Certainly, there would be scholarly objections to this definition because of
its lack of a political motivation. In the academic arena, there are disagreements over
the types of goals, victims, and tactics that should be included in a comprehensive
definition of terrorism. For example, the REM’s Earth Liberation Front and Animal
Liberation Front have published guidelines that limit direct actions to attacks on prop-
erty. Does this restriction of the choice of tactics mean that these groups are vandals
but not terrorists?[13]
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In the professional world of the detective, special agent, prosecutor, and judge, the
definition of terrorism has legal ramifications, despite the fact it still suffers from a
lack of consistency. Recognizing that the term terrorism is inherently vague because
no consensus has been reached on proposed universal definitions, the law enforcement
community has attempted to bypass the definitional problem by concentrating on the
specific criminal acts that must be committed and on the specific targets that must
be protected.[14]
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Statutory Definitions
The FBI is the U.S. agency with primary responsibility for the investigation of

terrorism, and it is instructive to analyze the definitional problem as seen through
this agency. In a landmark 1972 decision, the U.S. Supreme Court, in United States
v. Keith, set down constitutionally based restrictions that would be imposed upon
terrorism investigations conducted by the FBI within the United States. The “Keith
decision” requires that the FBI ensure its investigative procedures do not violate civil
liberties.[15] The FBI was thus forced to separate its investigations into three types:
criminal, domestic terrorism, and international terrorism. The FBI’s first step was to
adopt a nonstatutory definition of domestic terrorism to guide investigations: “Domes-
tic terrorism is the unlawful use, or threatened use, of force or violence by a group or
individual based and operating entirely within the United States or Puerto Rico with-
out foreign direction committed against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof in furtherance of political
or social objectives.”[16]
In the area of international security, the FBI did not adopt a definition, but, in 1978,

Congress passed the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), which included the
following definition of international terrorism:
(c) “International terrorism” means activities that—
(1) involve violent acts or acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the

criminal laws of the United States or of any State, or that would be a criminal violation
if committed within the jurisdiction of the United States or any State;
(2) appear to be intended—
(A) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population;
(B) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or
(C) to affect the conduct of a government by assassination or kidnapping; and
(3) occur totally outside the United States, or transcend national boundaries in

terms of the means by which they are accomplished, the persons they appear intended
to coerce or intimidate, or the locale in which their perpetrators operate or seek asy-
lum[17]
The FISA definition was the first statutory definition of international terrorism. It

remains the same today and is used as the basis for other definitions of international
terrorism subsequently adopted by the federal government. The most significant change
in FBI terrorism definitions occurred in 2001 with the passage of the Patriot Act, which
significantly changed the FBI’s definition of domestic terrorism:
(5) the term “domestic terrorism” means activities that—
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(A) involve violent acts dangerous to human life that are a violation of the criminal
laws of the United States or of any state;
(B) appear to be intended—
(i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population;
(ii) to influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion; or
(iii) to affect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or

kidnapping; and
(C) occur primarily within the territorial jurisdiction of the United States.[18]
Although included in Title 18, which includes all federal crimes of the
U.S. Code, the new statute is only a definitional statute, not a criminal statute that

includes a penalty provision. It changes the FBI’s prior definition by eliminating the
social-political cause aspect and broadening the definition of domestic to include acts
that could have some relationship to a terrorist group’s planning or post-operational
activities outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States.[19] The Patriot Act
also modified the Title 18 definition of international terrorism that had been in place
since 1992, which was based primarily upon FISA. These Title 18, section 2331 def-
initions of terrorism are not a specific element of any criminal law offense. However,
because of their incorporation into other statutes and regulations, they are a key part
of federal terror law.[20]
Defining terrorism is not the only problem in dealing with the subject. Indeed, the

“what is it” question may be answered, but answering this question leads only to a new
inquiry: Who are the terrorists? Answering this question necessitates another difficult
journey—this time into the realm of terrorist typology.
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Typology
While there is scholarly consensus on certain types of terrorism, academics and coun-

terterrorism experts often differ as to the nomenclature and standards for the inclusion
of some individuals and groups. Some forms of terrorism take their nomenclature from
insurgent movements; other forms are sui generis, and differing nomenclatures may re-
fer to the same type of terrorism. One debatable type of terrorism—terror from above,
or “state terror,” which refers to a state using fear to control its populace—certainly
exists today, as all terrorism scholars will agree. They disagree, however, about in-
corporating state terror into a typology of terrorism. Some scholars feel this typology
should only include terror from below or terror against both the state and weaker
or equally powerful groups.[21] This position recognizes the difficulty in determining
when a state is using terror to control its populace. For this reason, state terror should
be assumed to exist but will not be part of the typology discussed in this book.
Terrorism typologies, of which there are many, are often developed from an histori-

cal perspective, which can extend as far back as written works exist and often expands
the definition of terrorism to include the actions of individuals or smalls groups who
use assassination as a tactic to eliminate tyrannical rulers. Aristotle’s Politics discusses
tyranny by examining the motives, such as hatred and contempt, that men have for
killing tyrants. The Roman Senate’s assassination of Julius Caesar, who they consid-
ered a tyrant, is often used as an example of tyrannicide.[22] Although tyrannicide
should be considered a political crime and possibly an act of terrorism, it may not
include today’s generally accepted, fundamental elements of an act of terrorism. These
historical examples from Greece and Rome did not entail systematic efforts by a group
to use violence as a strategic tool to engender fear in a target audience. Based on
current definitions of terrorism, however, there is general agreement that the first uses
of terrorism as a strategy involved the religions of Judaism and Islam in the Roman
(1st century c.e.) and medieval (11th to 13th century c.e.) historical epochs, respec-
tively.[23]
The Jewish Sicarii sect operated in the Roman-controlled province of Judea from

66 to 73 c.e., often engaging in acts of banditry and extortion but also as part of the
Zealot insurgency against Roman rule. The second religious-based terrorism group,
the Assassins, was a fanatical branch of the Shiite Ismaili sect. The Assassins operated
from the 11th to the 13th century, sometimes striking at the occupying Christian
crusaders; but mainly attacking Sunni Muslim leaders in the regions of Persia and
Syria. Both groups, the Sicarii and the Assassins, used the dagger as their weapon
of choice, and both were prepared to die as a result of their assassination missions.
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The Sicarii were eliminated by the Romans at Masada in 74 c.e., and the Mongols
eliminated the Assassin sect in the 13th century.[24] With the elimination of these
groups, systematic political terrorism from below died out and did not reappear until
the middle of the 19th century.

Anarchist-Terrorism
Some of the political processes that formed what today is considered modern ter-

rorism emerged in mid-19th-century Europe as revolutionary activities by workers,
peasants, some merchants, and others were directed against absolute monarchies and
defenders of the status quo. In the year 1848, there were uprisings in major capitals in
Europe. But with the failure of the varied revolutions and the ability of the monarchies
to reassert their primacy in Europe, many radical democrats who participated in the
1848 revolution were driven into exile or underground. Various socialist and anarchist
perspectives flourished in this milieu, along with a widely held view that violence was
necessary to destroy a corrupt society so it could be reborn to allow rule by the people.
Within this context there arose a current that can be termed anarchist-terrorists.[25]
The ideology of these anarchist-terrorists was influenced by a variety of radical the-
orists. Some of these—such as Karl Marx and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon—adhered to
nonterrorist strategies. It is also the case that some variants of anarchism (for example,
that associated with Leo Tolstoy) have been committed to the philosophy and tactics
of nonviolence. But others, such as the Russian revolutionaries Mikhail Bakunin and
Sergey Nechaev and the German American Johann Most, inclined toward the following
principles and beliefs: (1) there is no absolute morality, (2) all states are inherently
evil and cannot be reformed but must be destroyed by violent means, and (3) law
is only the instrument of those in power.[26] Their tactics laid the groundwork for
a justification of individual terrorism against what they considered to be symbols of
tyranny.
Variants of this orientation spread throughout some portions of the working classes

in Russia, Europe, and Great Britain from 1880 until 1920, and in the late 19th century
it arrived in the United States. The major tactic of anarchist-terrorism was assassina-
tion by the use of gun and bomb. Like all terrorism, it was a response to major events
and causes of the time: the industrial revolution, the repression of unions, labor unrest,
and the ideological struggles between socialism and capitalism. The anarchist move-
ment was responsible for the assassination of leaders in many countries. In the United
States, an anarchist, Leon Czolgosz, assassinated President William McKinley. The
new president, Theodore Roosevelt, wanted to expel all anarchists to their countries of
origin and advocated a worldwide attack on anarchist-terrorism. In fact, the successes
of anarchist-terrorism led to operational changes in law enforcement organizations and
demonstrated to an international populace how easy it was for a terrorist organization
to force governments to overreact and curtail civil liberties.[27]
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For example, in 1919, a number of package bombs were sent to prominent persons
across the country. These bombings were believed to have been the acts of anarchists
and led President Wilson and Attorney General
A. Mitchell Palmer, himself a bomb recipient, to order the arrests of suspected

radicals in over 30 U.S. cities. In a massive raid on the night of January 2, 1920,
thousands of alleged radicals were arrested, but most were eventually released. Some
Russian anarchists and innocent Russian immigrants were deported back to the Soviet
Union. These Red Scare raids were criticized for violations of civil liberties, but the
attorney general remained firm in his belief that the actions of the Department of
Justice were necessary to stop an extreme threat to American society. Subsequently, on
September 16, 1920, in what is believed to have been revenge for the Red Scare raids, a
large bomb was set off in front of J.P. Morgan’s banking house on Wall Street, resulting
in the deaths of 34 persons and injuries to 200. This case was never solved.[28] Today,
the Wall Street bombing marks the winding down of anarchist-terrorists activities in
the United States. Yet the historical example and ideas of this ideological current
are capable of inspiring new disaffected elements, particularly with the resurgence of
anarchist perspectives.

Nationalist-Terrorism
As the anarchist movement dissipated in the early years of the 20th century without

achieving its goals, nationalist-terrorism became the predominant form of terrorism op-
erating in the world. In reality, nationalistterrorism had been occurring in certain areas
of the world at the same time as anarchist-terrorism, but it did not have the interna-
tional reputation, or notoriety, of anarchism. Because each campaign of nationalist-
terrorism was limited to a specific country, as opposed to the international scope of
anarchism, there was no international campaign directed against it. Then, in 1914,
came the most famous assassination in history—“the shot heard around the world”—
the death of Austrian archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife at Sarajevo. This murder,
perpetrated by a Bosnian Serb, Gavrilo Princip, was considered the spark for World
War I. Princip was a member of Young Bosnia, a nationalist-terrorist group, and may
have received assistance from a radical faction of the Serbian Nationalist Society called
the Crna ruka, or Black Hand.[29]
Nationalist-terrorism expanded after World War I, and it was waged predominantly

in countries occupied by the British. The seminal example of nationalist-terrorism oc-
curred during World War I with the revolt of Irish radicals against the British that
occurred in 1916 on Easter Monday in Dublin. Also, before and during World War II,
several Jewish nationalistterrorist organizations operating in Palestine were engaged in
both suppressing Arab resistance and trying to expel Great Britain from the disputed
territory. By 1948, their combined efforts had succeeded in accomplishing both objec-
tives. Before and after World War II, varied insurgent movements whose goal was an
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end to colonialism resulted in the expulsion of European powers from their regions of
control in Africa and the Middle East. Nationalistic terrorists referred to themselves as
freedom fighters, believing that the perceived justice of their cause negated the tactics
they used.[30] The goal driving nationalist-terrorism is independence from an occupy-
ing power or the territorial separation and independence from a country in which the
terrorist group is an ethnic, cultural, racial, or religious minority. Unlike anarchists,
who want freedom from governmental control as a general principle, nationalistic ter-
rorists base their concept of freedom on physical separation.
Irish nationalism was the political goal that drove the development of modern his-

tory’s longest-lasting insurgency. Irish terrorism grew in the 19th century with the
Irish Republican Brotherhood’s use of bombings and assassinations. These criminal
acts were directed against both the Protestant Irish who wanted Ireland to stay part
of Great Britain and the occupying British military forces. The failure of the British
government to grant home rule to Ireland led to the Irish Volunteers’ Easter rebellion
against the British in 1916. The failure of the rebellion led to the formation of the Irish
Republican Army (IRA).[31]
Under the leadership of Michael Collins, the IRA developed a strategy of selective

terrorism that combined the anarchist tactics of bombing and assassination with a
military-like organizational structure. Collins ultimately forced the British to agree to
the formation of the Irish Free State in southern Ireland in 1921; however, other leaders
in the IRA did not agree to the separation of Ireland and continued their campaign of
violence, including the murder of their former leader, Michael Collins. The IRA went
on to become the archetype for modern terrorist groups. Their struggle began with
nationalism and developed into a religious, cultural, and economic campaign of terror
that has culminated today into a confusing mix of criminal, anarchic, retributive, and
reactionary terrorism that incorporates actions conducted by both the IRA and the
Protestant, Unionist-based groups who oppose it.[32]
After World War II, ideas of nationalism were also greatly influenced by the ideology

of communism. In a series of revolts, insurgents utilized guerrilla warfare as the pre-
dominant strategy to overturn colonial orders, and new countries emerged. Terrorism,
specifically urban terrorism, was also a strategy used by some insurgents. The anti-
colonialism movement and its opposition to Western occupiers revealed an ideological
battle between Western capitalism and communism as propagated by the former USSR
and China. Nationalistic insurgencies and their strategy of terrorism even influenced
countries that were not physically occupied by colonial powers but whose governments
were influenced and, in some cases, controlled by Western powers. Perceived social in-
equities became the basis for revolutionary activities against the existing government.
Unlike anarchists with a limited range of tactics, these revolutionaries used tactics that
were based on military principles and incorporated a greater use of military armament.
The definitive revolutionary movement of the 20th century was the successful Cuban
revolution (1956–58) led by Fidel Castro and Che Guevara. Moreover, throughout
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the 1960s and 1970s, Cuban fighters tactically and ideologically influenced ongoing
struggles in Africa and Latin America.[33]

Revolutionary-Terrorism
In the 1960s, motivated by political, economic, and cultural movements—such as

the Vietnam War, the Cuban revolution, and Israel’s 1967 successful six-day war with
Arab forces—revolutionary terrorist groups began operating in Western Europe, Latin
America, the Middle East, and the United States. Their goal was to change or replace
existing governments. Their left-wing ideology was based on Marxism or Maoism and
advocated an anticapitalist, anti-imperialist, multinational campaign of urban-based
terrorism. There were a variety of revolutionary groups (e.g., Uruguay’s Tupamaros,
the Palestine Liberation Organization, and Italy’s Red Brigades), and these revolution-
aries were opposed not only by their respective governments but sometimes by other
domestic terrorist groups.[34] These opposing terrorist groups arose as a reaction to
the possibility that the revolutionary group would succeed and change the government.

Reactionary-Terrorism
Reactionary terrorist groups normally support the government in power and, in

some cases, are themselves an underground arm of the governmental forces. They
commit attacks not only against revolutionary terrorist organizations but also against
the public for the general purpose of discrediting the revolutionary insurgency. Reac-
tionary terrorism is often supported, or in some cases initiated, by the government.
When these groups are autonomous, they may commit actions against the government
if they believe the government is not supporting the interests of the state. Reactionary
terrorists often target members of religious, ethnic, or racial groups that the terror-
ists regard as a threat to their state. This can occur even if the targeted persons are
neither part of an insurgency nor engaged in terrorist activity. In the United States,
the Ku Klux Klan has a history of terrorist violence committed to maintain political
systems controlled by white persons. In Northern Ireland, the Ulster Defense Associa-
tion has carried out terrorist actions with the goal of maintaining a state connected to
Great Britain and separate from the Republic of Ireland and later tried to carry out a
political strategy that entailed separation from Great Britain.[35]
In the 1980s in the United States, groups like the Aryan Nations incorporated

religion as part of their reactionary ideology. Fundamentalist in tone and with irrational
doctrines that support the group’s ideas about society, various religions have been
structured to support the reactionary group’s political objectives.[36] Whereas religion
was just one of several motivations of Western reactionary-terrorist organizations, other
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groups developed in the Middle East and Asia that were motivated entirely by religious
beliefs.

Religious-Terrorism
Religious belief as a motivation for acts of terrorism is at the forefront of today’s

terrorist threats. Historically, religion has often been linked with violence and the urge
for power over property, land, and the souls of men.[37] Today, the most powerful source
of religion-based terrorism is a fundamentalist version of Islam that condones an armed
struggle (i.e., jihad) against designated enemies of Islam. It is referred to by various
titles (e.g., Jihadism and Caliphism), but the basic ideology is anti-Western, anti-
Israel, and has the long-range goal of establishing an Islamic state based on Sharia law.
The prototype of a transnational religious-terror organization is al Qaeda.[38] Unlike
al Qaeda, terrorist groups that espouse a distorted view of Christianity are generally
domestic but have some links to groups with similar beliefs in other countries.[39] These
groups desire a revolution that will replace a government they believe is controlled by
a demonic force with one based on principles of Christian patriotism.[40]

Single-Issue Terrorism
Along with the rebirth of religious terrorism in the 1980s came the development

of what the FBI has termed single-issue terrorist groups. These groups focus on what
they perceive as a specific religious, political, or social problem. Unlike other terrorist
organizations that respond to more broadly based religious, social, or political move-
ments, these groups have a limited focus. Although limited in focus and scope to one
particular cause, single-issue groups display all the characteristics of other terrorist
groups. For these single-issue groups, contrasting political ideologies exist on both the
right and left political wings. In the United States, the Army of God (antiabortion)
and the Earth Liberation Front (environmental protection) are examples of single-issue
groups with respective rightand left-wing ideologies who both “use violence to compel
society to change its attitudes about specific causes.”[41]

Criminal-Terrorism
There are two additional types of terrorists that transcend the traditional types:

(1) small cells or single individuals acting for egoistic reasons who espouse a variety
of ideologies and goals and engage in terrorism as disaffected angry individuals acting
without direct control by any organization (nihilistic), and (2) groups that engage in
both organized crime and terrorism (hybrid).
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Nihilistic individuals and groups are prone to conspiratorial beliefs, often possess a
millenarian perspective, and have identified a demonized enemy whose murder at their
hands will validate their existence. The groups often function as domestic terror cells
with little connection to international groups. They embrace both a “leaderless resis-
tance” organizational structure and a cause, such as jihadism or white supremacy, that
allows the release of anger toward some perceived demonic enemy. Nihilistic terrorists
advocate individual acts of violence with great destructive power. Examples of such ter-
rorists are Timothy McVeigh, who killed 163 people by bombing the Federal Building
in Oklahoma City in 1995, and Theodore Kaczynski, also known as the Unabomber,
who committed 16 bombings, 3 of which resulted in the death of a person.[42]
Hybrid groups have a criminal orientation with limited political motivation for their

actions. They can begin as either terrorist or (in rare cases) criminal organizations, and
they metamorphose into hybrid organizations through two different processes that de-
pend on their initial identification. Examples of hybrids that began as insurgent groups
are the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia and today’s Irish Republican Army
or one of its progeny.[43] Both these terrorist organizations began criminal operations
to raise funds for terrorist activities, but the profit from their activities caused them
to change their orientation from political revolution to monetary profit. In contrast,
criminal groups can begin utilizing terrorism as a tactic when their parasitic existence
is threatened by the host state. If they have sufficient power, like the Sicilian Mafia in
the 1990s, they use terrorism directed at the state to force the state into an accord.[44]
Hybrid groups are covered in more detail in chapter 6.
In launching a terrorist campaign, two things are necessary: a goal, such as political

power or social change, that unites and motivates the members and an organizational
structure that enables attacks to be planned and carried out while allowing the group
to survive governmental campaigns of counterterrorism.
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Organizational Structures
Small Cells
Historically, as noted earlier, the first terrorist organization of long duration was the

radical sect of Ismaili Shiites known as Assassins. The suicide attacks the acolytes com-
mitted were justified by a religious ideology that engendered fanatical loyalty toward
the Ismaili sect. Their goal was to disrupt and destroy the Sunni Muslim religious order
that controlled the regions of what today would be considered Syria and Iran and that
considered the Shiites heretics. Their religious beliefs alone, however, would not have
been sufficient for the Assassins to endure for two centuries as an organization that
practiced assassination directed at members of the powerful Seljuq Empire. They also
needed organizational skills. Assassins first developed secure bases in remote regions of
Persia and Syria, the most famous of which was Alamut Castle. This castle sheltered
the sect’s 12th-century leader, Hasan-i Sabbah, whose organizational structure had
a security system based on secrecy. The underground campaign of assassination was
supported by an aboveground political and religious organization. This organization’s
activities engendered needed logistical support and gathered intelligence concerning
the group’s enemies—predominantly the more numerous members and militarily pow-
erful leaders of the Sunni Islam–practicing Seljuq state. The sect’s operational units
were one or a few assassins armed with knives—a small cell engaged in asymmetrical
warfare.[45]
An historical and often-cited work that deals with organizing a terrorist group titled

Catechism of the Revolutionist was written by Russian revolutionary theorist Sergey
Nechaev in 1869. Nechaev believed that revolutionary groups should meet to discuss
and agree on potential operational plans, but, when carrying out the plan, each group
was to act individually without interaction with other groups unless absolutely neces-
sary. The recruitment and utilization of the group’s members was specified. The most
interesting prescription was that prospective members be required to commit “deeds”
before being admitted into full membership. Nechaev presaged the 20th century’s con-
cept of leaderless resistance, discussed later in this chapter.[46]
In the 1880s, Narodnaya Volya, a Russian revolutionary terrorist group, also em-

phasized small groups, strict conditions of secrecy, and the use of assassination as a
tactic that was restricted to government officials and members of the ruling class as
primary targets.[47] From 1900 to 1917, the Russian Socialist Revolutionary Party’s
organization of its Combat Organization (CO) as an underground terrorist cell that
was allowed to select its own tactics and members made the CO difficult to penetrate
and allowed it to carry out long-lasting, coordinated campaigns.[48]
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For 19th-century European and Russian anarchists, decentralization, secrecy con-
cerns, and the total operational autonomy of small cells and lone individuals made
communication and organization within the anarchist movement difficult. These small
groups and lone individuals had some degree of effectiveness by using “propaganda by
deed,” usually in the form of assassination. They were, however, incapable of mounting
extended campaigns involving fortified targets or even assassinations on a broader scale.
Their organizational strengths and weaknesses were similar to the lone wolf terrorist
of today.[49]
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Column and Cell
The next significant development in terrorist group organizational methods occurred

in the 20th century with the formation of the IRA. The IRA was essentially a combina-
tion of a guerrilla force and a terrorist group. The IRA was part of an insurgency with
an aboveground front organization. The IRA was structured on military principles
with modifications to ensure needed secrecy. The IRA used a column and indepen-
dent cell structure controlled by a central command called the Supreme Council. The
IRA also used military terms for its various components. To control the system, the
autonomous operational cells were regulated by disciplinary units that were internal
but separate from the remainder of the organization. The problem with this column
and cell organizational structure, however, is the inevitable disputes that arise among
components of the organization. Because of the emphasis on secrecy and the decen-
tralization of the cells and columns, the organization will have difficulty conducting
combined operations. The unity of command principle is violated, opposing leaders
often develop, and large terrorist organizations are prone to split into groups. These
organizations are harder for governments to penetrate by developing knowledgeable
informants, but the operational effectiveness of the organization suffers. The IRA has
suffered from these deficiencies during its history of terrorist activity.[50]
The reason a unified control element is often necessary to support a terrorist cam-

paign is that the organization has important non-attack roles, such as training, logistics,
and intelligence, as well as general support roles, such as manufacturing documents,
obtaining safe houses, and acquiring weapons, food, and medical supplies. In some
cases, if the group uses the tactic of kidnapping, staffed underground prisons may
even be necessary. Terrorists, unlike most criminal groups, must be trained to carry
out most operational activities and will need facilities and instructors. Moreover, large
terrorist organizations that plan and execute complex attacks will need some degree
of bureaucracy in their organizational structure.
The organizational structure problems for today’s terrorists have improved. Terror-

ists still use small cells as a foundation and develop a network of such cells as the
organization grows. The leadership element maintains a link with the cells through
use of the Internet, laptop computers, software programs, and encryption systems.
However, the central command required to direct these cells is still a problem. The
presence of a central command makes it possible for government forces to roll up a cell
network if they are able to infiltrate the central command.
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Leaderless Resistance
In 1983, Louis Beam, a former Texas Ku Klux Klan leader and participant in the

white supremacy movement, wrote an article titled “Leaderless Resistance” in which he
postulated that a resistance movement could dispense with a central command. Beam
believed that small individual cells needed only to know the mission in order to carry
out terrorist actions and that the mission could be transmitted to the cells through
a variety of mediums without revealing the other components of the organization.
The leaderless-resistance concept has become the favored form of organizing for both
single-interest terrorist groups and loosely affiliated terrorist groups with religious and
nihilistic ideologies.[51]
The global communication systems readily available today to most terrorist orga-

nizations afford a mechanism for leadership and motivational guidance from a central
control group. This central control may be able to communicate strategy, goals, and
tactical advice to cell leadership links without the links having any knowledge of the
central control’s current identity or location. Of course, this makes these organizations
difficult to penetrate, limiting the effectiveness of a successful penetration of an indi-
vidual cell by informants or undercover agents. This organizational structure, however,
may be detected through the use of electronic surveillance techniques. Individual cells,
self-generated without any central control and operating without any linkage to other
terrorist cells, are the hardest groups to penetrate. Their high degree of security, how-
ever, is matched by their lack of capability in carrying out a strategy to achieve their
ultimate goals.
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Strategy
The strategy of all terrorists, both organizations and individuals, begins with an in-

tention to use violence to induce fear in human targets to obtain an ideologically driven
goal. The decision to utilize terrorism as a strategy has been embraced by various politi-
cal insurgencies. In regard to insurgent movements, terrorism is often one component of
an overall strategy to obtain the insurgent organization’s ultimate goal, which usually
includes one or more of the following changes and controls: “regime change, territorial
change, policy change, social control, and status quo maintenance.”[52]
The strategic use of terrorism will focus on short-term, intermediate, and long-term

objectives designed to culminate in one or more of the aforementioned ultimate goals,
which, historically, have rarely been achieved. When the terrorist strategy is the main
or only insurgent strategy, the goal, if it is to be successfully achieved, must be very
limited. For example, the German Red Army Faction (RAF), a left-wing revolutionary
group operating in the 1970s and 1980s, had a strategic goal of replacing Western
Germany’s democratic government with a Marxist regime. The RAF was small, 30 or
fewer members, and the actions they took seemed sensational to the public, yet they
were limited in both scope and operational effectiveness. The RAF was never close to
achieving its strategic goal and was eventually eliminated as a viable organization by
the German authorities.[53]
To achieve operational success in using terrorism as a strategy requires a realistic

acknowledgment that most conventional military tactics, when used by a terrorist
group, will rarely be effective against the armed forces of a government. To accomplish
their goal, terrorists must utilize specialized tools and asymmetrical tactics to offset
the power of the opposition.[54] The most important objective for terrorist tactics is to
have a psychological impact on the targeted human audience. To achieve this objective,
competent terrorists follow a set of ideas or principles that guide their actions.

Propaganda by Deed
The term “propaganda by deed” was first used by 19th-century anarchists. The con-

cept, however, was probably first utilized in the first century c.e. by the Sicarii during
the Zealot insurgency against Rome. The phrase means that the physical act of vio-
lence is the preferred way to publicize an insurgency’s cause and that it is superior
to other forms of propaganda. The Sicarii, for example, engaged in public assassi-
nations of Roman soldiers and fellow Jews who were collaborating with the Roman
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occupiers. Images of daggers wrenching flesh were meant to intimidate members of the
public, both Roman and Jewish, and served to publicize the existence of the Sicarii
and demonstrate their power.[55]
When terrorists strike, the real target of the violent act can be either the physically

affected target, usually human, or a symbolic target that represents the true enemy.
Anarchist terrorists in the 19th and early 20th centuries generally restricted their acts
to human targets who symbolized the government. This sort of restriction is contrary
to the idea of indiscriminate attacks on civilians without symbolic meaning, entailing
large numbers of casualties, that are utilized by other groups, most prominently the
jihadist and nihilistic terrorists.[56]

Provocation
Provocation is another principle used during insurgencies, and it is often imple-

mented through the use of terrorism. Carlos Marighella, a Brazilian urban terrorist
and theoretician, stated in his 1969 Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla that one key
principle of terrorism is to provoke the target in order to obtain a reaction from the
civilian population favorable to the terrorist movement.[57] Provocation as a principle
of insurgency was also successfully used by the Front de Libération Nationale (FLN) in
Algeria during its 1954 to 1962 campaign to win independence from France. The FLN,
during their terrorist operations in the city of Algiers, conducted shootings, bombings,
and raids directed against the French security forces for the purpose of provoking a
reaction from those forces that would necessarily entail a repression of the civil rights
of the civilian population.[58]

Intimidation
The principle of intimidation is used to spread fear in a population that has a

significant group of citizens who are neutral observers to a particular conflict. To
implement this principle, selected members of the population essential to the efficient
operation of its system of government become targets. Once the effective operation
of the government has been severely damaged, the objective is for those once-neutral
members of society to become disgruntled with the government and become supporters
of the terrorist movement.[59]

Chaos
Terrorist groups create chaos by committing enough violent acts of a random, hor-

rific nature that the civilian population loses faith in the government’s ability to protect
it. The objective is to disrupt the necessary functions of civilian society. This principle
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is one that can be employed by numerically small terrorist movements and can be
implemented by the use of assassination on a random, widespread basis.[60]

Attrition
Attrition, as a strategic principle, forms the major impetus for any terrorist cam-

paign being waged by small independent terrorist groups that lack substantial re-
sources. These terrorist groups operate from a long-war perspective, believing their
actions, although limited in effect, are not insignificant. They count on wearing out
the enemy through periodic attacks over a significant period of time. For effective use
of the attrition principle, the terrorist group has to stay hidden; secrecy is paramount,
and high degrees of violence are not necessary. What is important, however, is that
attacks continue to happen so the terrorist group gains publicity and the public is
aware the group is still in existence and carrying out successful attacks against the
government.[61]
According to Professor Gregory Raymond, although the strategic approaches of ter-

rorist groups are usually similar in regard to their intermediate range objectives, they
usually have different ultimate goals. The strategic objectives can be classified as or-
ganizational, agitational, and coercive. The organizational objective encompasses the
enlargement and strengthening of a group. Forging group unity and identity and ac-
quiring resources are additional parts of this objective. Terrorist acts that help attain
agitational and coercive objectives, such as bank robbery, extortion, and kidnapping,
are criminal actions on the surface, but they are carried out to strengthen the ideolog-
ical movement. Generally, groups will take action against soft targets to ensure their
success and to build confidence among the group’s membership, thereby helping them
bond. Forcing members to participate in violent actions also lowers defections from
the group and reinforces their cohesiveness.[62]
According to Martha Crenshaw, a pioneer in the field of terrorism studies, terrorism

is embraced by varied, ideologically motivated groups, but achieving the strategic goals
of any terrorist campaign will require the group to commit violent acts. These violent
actions may vary according to the group’s capabilities and desires, but these groups all
have one or more common objectives. According to Crenshaw, these common objectives
include the following: (1) publicity, (2) discrediting the government,
(3) creating sympathy in support groups, (4) ensuring organizational control, and

(5) demonstrating power.[63] To successfully achieve their strategic objectives and
ultimate goals through the use of violent actions, terrorists must utilize tactics that
are within their capability and that will inflict harm to individuals and property in
order to influence their ultimate audience.
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Tactics
Terrorist organizations, because of their generally small numbers, have always used

tactics appropriate for a very small group or single individual. According to Brian
Jenkins, a highly experienced terrorism analyst, “six basic terrorist tactics comprise 95
percent of all terrorist incidents: bombings, assassinations, armed assaults, kidnappings,
barricade and hostage situations, and hijackings.”[64] The tactic of choice over the
longest period of time has been assassination of a government’s officials or civilian
supporters. Initially, the main weapon of assassination was the knife or dagger, and
even with the development of firearms, the knife has remained an important weapon,
resurfacing in a modified form with the 9/11 hijackers who used knives and box cutters
to assist in their airplane takeovers.[65]
Firearms were first used by terrorists in the 19th century, and they continue to be

a weapon of choice along with the knife. Most recently, firearms were the principle
tool used by the Mumbai terrorists to kill civilians and government agents during
their attack on that Indian city. The firearms used by terrorists are normally pistols,
submachine guns, and rifles. Larger groups of terrorists may employ their weaponry
through the use of firing-team tactics similar to military small-unit tactics. Marighella’s
minimanual furnishes information concerning this tactic, and he describes the four-or-
five-person firing group that carries out armed attacks on its own initiative. He states
that the “urban guerrilla’s reason for existence; the basic condition in which he acts
and survives is to shoot.”[66]
Bombings were the next development in terrorist tactics and remain the most ven-

erable and asymmetrical tactic in the terrorist repertoire. Until the mid-19th century,
a bomb attack involved a black powder weapon, which could be effective but required
large quantities of explosives. In 1866, however, Alfred Nobel invented dynamite, a com-
bination of nitroglycerin and diatomaceous earth, for use by the mining and railroad
industries. The ease of portability and the power of dynamite revolutionized terrorist
tactics, and the bomb supplanted the firearm as the most effective weapon. The bomb
could be used to kill, and, if murder was not the objective, it could be used to destroy
property and symbolic structures of the government without destroying human life.[67]
In 1881, Johann Most, a German anarchist and terrorist theoretician living in the

United States, wrote a pamphlet titled “The Science of Revolutionary Warfare: Hand-
book of Instruction Regarding the Use and Manufacture of Nitroglycerin, Dynamite,
Gun-Cotton, Fulminating Mercury, Bombs, Arson, Poisons, etc.” Most’s pamphlet had
wide distribution in social revolutionary circles, and its most cogent recommendation
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was that readers should try to obtain explosives through commercial sources and not
make them at home because of the difficulty and danger.[68]
The dangers of bomb making have been known since World War I, when the mili-

taries of most nations raced to develop more effective explosives. Although TNT (trini-
trotoluene) was a standard military explosive that had been used in a variety of ways,
World War II led to the development of plastic explosives, of which C4 has become
one of the most versatile. Plastic explosives look and can be manipulated like putty,
yet they are more powerful than dynamite. Although there have been many techni-
cal developments in the area of plastic explosives, one of the most effective weapons
developed has been the ANFO bomb, a combination of ammonium nitrate fertilizer
and any type of highly explosive liquid fuel. These ingredients are easy to acquire be-
cause there are many commercial uses for the components. For terrorists, the ANFO
bomb is a very effective weapon that can be constructed and utilized without a great
deal of expertise. The ANFO bomb was used in both the 1993 bombing of the World
Trade Center (enhanced with nitroglycerine and hydrogen gas) and the bombing of
the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in 1995.[69] Moreover, new techni-
cal developments in explosives and ignition devices were on display in 2001, when the
shoe bomber, Richard Reed, attempted to detonate a plastic explosive contained in his
shoe while traveling on an airplane, and in 2009, when the underwear bomber, Umar
Farouk Abdulmutallab, ignited an explosive device contained in his underwear while
trying to detonate it on a commercial airplane attempting to land in Detroit, Michigan,
on December 25, 2009. Fortunately, both Reed and Abdulmutallab were stopped by a
combination of the ineffectiveness of the ignition systems for their explosives and alert
passengers who subdued the bombers before they could repair the ignition systems.[70]
The 9/11 al Qaeda attack displayed an asymmetrical use of aircraft that, given their

ultimate effect, had been converted into bombs. The use of the bomb by terrorists runs
the gamut: from manufactured high-velocity explosives married to sophisticated timers
and ignition devices to the “Black Powder” pipe bomb, which is still the most common
bomb used in the United States.[71]
The bomb has also been incorporated in packages, letters, and vehicles since the

19th century. The package bomb, for instance, was effectively used in the United States
by Theodore Kaczynski, the Unabomber, who from 1978 to 1995 murdered 3 persons
and injured 10.[72] Starting in the 1980s, bombs were located on a person or placed in a
vehicle driven by suicidal members of both secular and sectarian terrorist organizations.
The suicide bomber is today’s most effective system of bomb attacks by terrorists.[73]
Vehicle bombs, in addition to being driven by suicidal terrorists, are also used with

remote detonation devices. Such remote-control devices have been a favored weapon of
organized crime organizations and are currently in wide use by terrorist organizations
in many areas of the world.[74]
Bombs have also been smuggled aboard aircraft, and certain devices can be used

to detonate bombs when barometric pressure changes. Possibly the most deadly non-
nuclear bomb that could be utilized by terrorists is a radiological dispersal bomb, also
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known as a dirty bomb, which is made by combining high explosives with radioactive
material that could contaminate a geographical area upon detonation. No terrorist
organization has actually detonated a dirty bomb yet, although one was constructed
by Chechen terrorists and placed in a park in Moscow in 1995. The Chechens warned
the Russians by calling a television station and describing the device and its location.
The device was located and disarmed by Russian police.[75]
There exists sketchy information that al Qaeda has conducted research on radiolog-

ical weapons and that the construction of such a weapon is within their capabilities.
This organization may even have obtained the needed radioactive material, for much
of the necessary material has been relatively available for many years through com-
mercial sources. The actual effectiveness of a radioactive dispersal weapon in terms of
loss of life is not as great as the public believes, however. It is not a true weapon of
mass destruction because it can cause only a limited number of deaths. The immediate
deaths would be approximately the same as those caused by the explosion alone. A
dispersal weapon, however, could have other devastating effects on human life and
would certainly cause a state of panic among a city’s population.[76]

Hijacking
The hijacking of airplanes is synonymous with terrorism in the minds of many West-

erners. This tactic was the preferred example of “propaganda by deed” for early Middle
Eastern terrorist organizations. Taking over a plane whose passengers included citizens
of their enemy nation and having the whole scenario portrayed to an international au-
dience via television was a tactic that appealed to terrorist groups in the Middle East,
whose actions against Israel were not having the required effect on its government.
Their use of the tactic began in 1968 with the hijacking of an El Al flight to Algiers
by members of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP). Numerous
hijackings followed throughout the 1970s until an increase in security measures made
the tactic less attractive to terrorists.[77] The tactic never vanished, however, and the
culminating use of this tactic was the 9/11 attack, which combined plane hijacking,
hostage taking, a suicidal attack, and the use of a WMD (the planes loaded with fuel
driven into buildings), with horrific results.
From 2001 to 2008, there were 21 incidents of airline hijacking apart from the 9/11

hijackings. Of these hijackings, only 3 were committed by terrorists. Only 2 of the 3
were suicide attacks, and both showed some similarity to the 9/11 attacks. On August
24, 2004, two Russian commercial planes were hijacked by female Chechen suicide
bombers who Russian authorities believe were members of the Islambouli Brigades of
al Qaeda. Although the planes exploded in mid-air, forensic analysis of the wreckage
revealed the explosive hexogen, which had previously been used by Chechen terrorists
in a 1999 Moscow apartment building bombing.[78] Airplane hijacking is the epitome
of an asymmetrical attack. However, current security practices on a worldwide basis
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will make such hijackings difficult to carry out, and future terrorists will probably
attempt aircraft bombings that do not require command and control of the aircraft.

Kidnapping
Kidnapping and hostage holding continues to be a widely used tactic of terrorist

groups. Hostage holding is used for the following reasons: (1) extortion to obtain funds
or exchange prisoners, (2) publicity, and (3) human shields for operations and bases.[79]
Kidnapping individuals is a complex operation and often involves multiple compo-

nents that may include criminal gangs. This complexity also makes it difficult for a
government to conclusively determine if a kidnapping is a terrorist act or a criminal
act using terrorism as a subterfuge. Between 2000 and 2007, there were approximately
600 kidnappings attributed to terrorist organizations that took place in a variety of
countries and involved victims of various nationalities. These types of kidnapping inci-
dents reached a low point in 2005 with less than 30 incidents and a high point in 2007
with 150 incidents. While such kidnappings occurred in numerous countries, there were
exceptionally high numbers in Iraq and Nigeria during this time period.[80]

Arson
Arson is a consistently used terrorist tactic, either alone or in combination with a

bombing attack. Unless an arson attack is claimed by a terrorist group, however, it is
difficult for law enforcement to determine if a fire was caused by arson. Arson com-
mitted by professionals is a difficult crime to detect. In 2007, terrorist arson attacks,
either alone or as part of combined attacks, numbered approximately 500 incidents
worldwide. These incidents occurred in numerous countries, and the attacks were com-
mitted by a variety of terrorist groups. In the United States there were 55 attacks
in 2007, almost all of which were committed by ecoterrorist groups that have stated
philosophical positions of not harming either human or animal life. From this philo-
sophical position, arson is the best option to obtain a result destructive enough to gain
the publicity desired by the terrorist group without actually killing anyone.[81]

Weapons of Mass Destruction
The most feared yet most unlikely terrorist attacks involve WMD. The termWMD is

normally considered to include chemical, biological, nuclear, and radiological weapons
(CBNR). Classifying this broad range of deadly weapons as WMD assumes that the
casualties and property damage resulting from an attack using these weapons would
be beyond that which conventional weapons could normally achieve. In analyzing the
use of WMD from 2000 to 2007, only 75 terrorist incidents took place, some of which
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were ambiguous. The first category reviewed—biological—is normally considered the
most dangerous, with the exception of a nuclear weapon attack. During 2000–2007,
only 14 biological weapon attacks occurred, and, of those 14, no terrorist groups were
identified as the perpetrators.[82]
The most serious biological weapon attack was investigated by the FBI in their

Amerithrax case. The case involved letters containing powdered anthrax, considered a
WMD, that were mailed to a variety of targets in 2001, causing seven fatalities. The
case was solved definitively in 2008. The perpetrator—Bruce Ivins, who took his own
life by a drug overdose before he could be arrested—was a microbiologist and anthrax
researcher at Fort Detrick, the U.S. Army lab in Maryland. Ivins’s motivation for the
crime is uncertain, but based upon the available information that was developed and
released to the public, Ivins obviously had a severe personality disorder that was a
factor in his decision to commit the crime.[83]
The other identified biological attacks involved ricin, a highly poisonous powdered

derivative of the castor bean. Three ricin incidents occurred in 2003 and 2004, and
all three involved letters whose envelopes also contained ricin; the letters were sent
through the U.S. mail to the White House, the Department of Transportation, and
Senate majority leader Bill Frist, respectively. The letters never reached their targets;
the perpetrator has never been identified, and no injuries occurred. Signing the letters
“fallen angel,” the perpetrator was further identified in the letters as the fleet owner of
a trucking company who was obviously angry about pending trucking regulations.[84]
Chemical attacks conducted by terrorist organizations, including ambiguous attacks,

were analyzed for the period from 1970 to 2007 on a worldwide basis. During this time
period, 212 incidents occurred. The most significant use of a chemical weapon was
in 1998, when chemical bombs were used by the Oromo Liberation Front to attack a
Kenyan army base in Wajir, Kenya, resulting in 142 deaths. The most widely known,
successful chemical attack, however, was the Aum Shinrikyo cult’s 1995 sarin gas attack
on the Tokyo subway. Although various chemical weapons are widely available, it seems
obvious that attacks using such weapons are difficult for terrorist groups to utilize
effectively.[85]
In examining WMD attacks involving biological, chemical, and radiological weapons,

their history of usage indicates terrorists either do not desire to or cannot employ these
weapons as WMD. The amount of actual damage caused by these weapons has not been
significant in relation to other types of terrorist attacks. Nevertheless, the potential
remains for their usage by nihilistic groups or individuals with apocalyptic visions.[86]
The deployment of selected biological agents and small nuclear devices is a threat with
a low probability but high potential for mass casualties. The other types of WMD do
not present the same degree of risk at this time.
Recently, the implementation of a cyber attack on infrastructure and critical facili-

ties has been described as having the potential of a WMD. It remains to be seen if this
type of attack is actually capable of causing large numbers of casualties or an extreme
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amount of property loss or damage. Catastrophic cyber attacks by terrorists have been
feared for over a decade, but as yet none have occurred.[87]
In examining the basic components of terrorism, one element is essential—a violent

act. The capability and willingness to commit violent acts is what separates a terrorist
from a social or political activist. The next chapter examines the human capacity for
committing violent acts and the mindset possessed by those individuals who become
members of terrorist organizations or operate as lone wolf terrorists.
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Chapter 4: The Terrorist Mindset



There are two methods of fighting, one with laws, the other with force: the first one
is proper to man, the second to beasts; but because the first one often does not suffice,
one has to have recourse to the second.
—Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince
On March 29, 2010, the federal government, represented by the U.S. attorney gen-

eral, the U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan, and the special agent in
charge of the FBI’s Detroit field office, announced a fivecount indictment charging nine
U.S. citizens, acting as a Lenawee County, Michigan, militia group called the Hutaree,
with conspiring “to levy war against the United States.”[1]
The indictment alleged that the Hutaree planned to commit a violent act to “draw

the attention of law enforcement or government officials” in order to initiate a response
by law enforcement. The Hutaree had developed several alternate scenarios, and each
involved the murder of a member of law enforcement (one scenario also included the
murder of a police officer’s family members). Once this initial murder was committed,
the Hutaree planned to attack the resultant funeral procession, which the Hutaree
believed would include law enforcement officers from throughout the United States.
The Hutaree intended to use improvised explosive devices (IED) and explosively formed
projectiles (EFP) to carry out their crime.
According to the indictment, the Hutaree believed their actions would initiate

a larger battle between themselves and government forces at several fortified, pre-
positioned rally points. The Hutaree believed this battle would serve as the catalyst
for a revolution against the U.S. government that would be carried out by militia forces
throughout America.[2]
In a four-hour detention hearing subsequent to the arrest of the Hutaree members,

the prosecutor recounted information gained by an FBI agent who had infiltrated the
Hutaree. According to the prosecutor, the Hutaree are a Christian-based militia group
that had been actively training for their planned attack on law enforcement for several
months. The Hutaree believed they were battling an organization that was trying to
rule the world and had already succeeded in gaining control over all law enforcement
in the United States. Before their arrest, the group’s members were under orders from
their alleged leader, referred to as Captain Hutaree, to kill anyone encountered during
their training sessions in preparation for their eventual battle with law enforcement.[3]
In his detention hearing statement to the U.S. federal magistrate, the prosecutor

recounted that one of the group members had allegedly told another militia member
that he had shot his cat to get ready for the planned operation. This individual was
quoted by the prosecutor as saying, “I did it to see if I could do it, to see if I could kill
something I had a feeling for.”[4]
The Hutaree militia members are accused of sedition, and, if the facts alleged in

this case are accurate, they clearly possessed a terrorist mindset. The U.S. government
alleges its evidence shows the Hutaree’s members possess a distinctive belief system
characterized by hatred for the government, demonization of its law enforcement rep-
resentatives, and a disposition to use violence to achieve a revolutionary goal. This
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mental structure of beliefs and goals, or mindset, is possessed by all terrorists. It is
this mindset that, in conjunction with a situational component, makes it possible for
humans to initiate an act of terroristic violence.
Fortunately, although individuals and groups are often motivated to affect radical

political or social change, their psychological traits along with situational factors often
restrict their actions to nonviolent modes of protest and civil disobedience. Even when
situational factors are conducive to violent rebellion, most members of an affected
society do not possess the ideological beliefs, goal-oriented thinking, and emotional
traits required to commit violent acts for the purpose of fomenting political or social
changes. These citizens lack the requisite mindset of the terrorist.
The term mindset refers to a fixed mental state relating to an individual’s cognitive

perception of society. A person’s mindset includes inherited and environmentally in-
fluenced personality traits, group and individual ideologies, and culturally influenced
values, beliefs, assumptions, and biases.[5] It has been described as an individual’s
“internal map of reality” that serves as a navigational guide through society. Unfor-
tunately, an individual’s singular map, or mindset, may not accurately describe the
reality of the world.[6]
In examining the terrorist mindset, the first question is also the most controversial:

do terrorists have a mindset that distinguishes them from other members of our species
who do not use violence to achieve political or social goals? To answer this question, this
chapter first examines the historical (yet still pertinent) observations of two brilliant
political philosophers concerning interpersonal violence in political environments. Next,
the human aptitude for violence is examined from an evolutionary, biological, and
psychological perspective. The traits of the terrorist mindset are identified with an
emphasis on the processes of motivation, justification, and group dynamics. Finally, the
radicalization process is discussed as an introduction to the comprehensive treatment
of the subject in chapters 5 and 6.
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Philosophical Observations on the
Choice to Use Violence
Two individuals—Niccolò Machiavelli and Thomas Hobbes, political theorists who

wrote in the 16th and 17th centuries, respectively— developed ideas that, although
controversial in their lifetimes, remain influential today because of their perceptive
insights into political violence and human nature.
Machiavelli’s political environment was Italy from 1498 to 1532. During this period,

Italy was a loose confederation of city-states characterized by competing political and
religious dynasties, fear of the military forces of France and Spain, violent coups, and
battles between mercenary armies of the competing Italian city-states. Machiavelli was
both an observer and a political participant in these events. His actual political career
culminated in his selection as a foreign affairs and military official of the republican
city-state of Florence. His political career ended in 1512 when Spain sent an invading
force to Italy that resulted in the surrender of Florence, the dissolution of the republic,
and the return to power of the powerful Medici family. An ensuing dispute with the
Medici family resulted in Machiavelli’s removal from his position, imprisonment, and
torture. Released as part of a general amnesty in honor of the election of Giovanni de’
Medici as the new pope (Leo X), Machiavelli went into seclusion, where he wrote his
seminal work, The Prince. Although written in 1513, The Prince was not published
until 1531, four years after Machiavelli’s death.[7]
The Prince was dedicated to instructing a ruler how to gain and maintain power.

As part of this instruction, Machiavelli recognized the necessity for the use of instru-
mental violence in some political situations. His observations on human nature may
have been validated by subsequent historical events, but they have also been widely
criticized for advocating unscrupulous and immoral behavior. Machiavelli’s experience
with politics, men, and power caused him to discount the importance of morality to a
leader who wished to gain political power and rule over men. The Prince was meant
to offer guidance for those who desired to rule others. Machiavelli described the charis-
matic mindset a leader needed to develop in the realm of power and politics. In doing
so, Machiavelli formulated the following prescient ideas about human nature that he
believed should guide individuals who seek political power:
• Men are naturally wicked.
• Self-interest motivates men and is a trait that can be managed by a leader to

achieve a successful result—a strong state.
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• Men will respond to both love and fear, but fear is a more effective tool to gain
obedience.
• Power is more important than moral values.
• The end, political power, is more important than the often-violent means used to

achieve it.[8]
Insurgent movements and terrorist organizations have leaders who obtain political

change by utilizing violence and who are accused by victims, both individuals and
nations, of being cruel and irrational. In The Prince, these leaders find a rationale and
a justification for the use of violence to obtain political power.
In the 17th century, Machiavelli’s ideas on leadership and power were expanded upon

by Thomas Hobbes, a political philosopher who was fascinated with the regulation of
interpersonal violence. Hobbes lived from 1588 to 1679, spending his adult years in
both England and Europe. His life progressed from student at Oxford, employment
as a tutor to the sons of British nobility, recognition as a scholar and controversial
political writer, and culmination in a life of scholarly reflection.
Hobbes, like Machiavelli, lived during a time of political and religious strife. In

the year 1605, while Hobbes was a student at Oxford, Catholic extremists tried to
blow up King James I, along with the members of Parliament. The revolutionary
group had managed to obtain a large quantity of gunpowder that, fortunately for the
prospective victims, was too damp to successfully ignite. This “gunpowder plot of 1605”
was prevented by the arrest of the group’s explosives expert, Guy Fawkes, in the cellar
below Parliament while he attempted to light the fuse to 36 barrels of gunpowder. This
extremist group bears some striking similarities to today’s homegrown terrorist cells.
The revolutionary cell members were Catholics who felt oppressed by the Protestant
government of England. There was, in fact, discrimination against Catholics at the time.
The group saw themselves as brave warriors fighting for a holy cause. Guy Fawkes, the
actual trigger puller, attempted mass murder for a religious and political cause. Fawkes
had been a mercenary and had fought for Catholic Spain’s forces against the Protestant
Dutch. His military experience furnished his expertise in handling gunpowder, and,
upon his return to England, he was recruited into a preexisting Catholic revolutionary
cell. After the arrest of the cell members, the government of England used torture
to extract confessions from the conspirators, who were all subsequently executed by
the government. These executions and their horrific results (all the participants were
not only hanged, they were also drawn and quartered) were a highly publicized and
controversial issue at the time.
After leaving Oxford, Hobbes became a tutor and companion to the son of a mem-

ber of England’s nobility and resided in France. At this time, England was engaged
in the civil war of the 1640s between King Charles I and parliamentary forces under
the command of Oliver Cromwell. In this civil war, Hobbes supported the royalists.
While Hobbes was still in France, the royalist forces were defeated, and Charles I was
beheaded. Hobbes wrote his seminal work—The Leviathan—while in France with nu-
merous other royalist exiles. Eventually he returned to Protestant England, with the
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permission of Oliver Cromwell, because his book had upset France’s Catholic govern-
ment with its criticism of the Catholic Church. Hobbes stayed in England for the rest
of his life and was a favorite of Charles II during the Restoration period of England’s
monarchy.[9]
In The Leviathan, Hobbes expressed ideas that were formulated during a long and

violent period in England’s history. He believed that men were afraid of other men
and that this fear prevented the development of a stable society. He believed that
interpersonal violence was caused by the passions and self-interest of men and that
men lacked altruistic motivations. To Hobbes, fear was the essential condition of man’s
life, as well as the factor that forced men to curtail their predatory motivations and
cooperate with others. Hobbes believed that men had three motivations: “So that in the
nature of man, we find three principal causes of quarrel. First competition; secondly,
diffidence; thirdly, glory. The first maketh men invade for gain; the second, for safety;
and the third, for reputation. The first use violence, to make themselves masters of
other men’s persons, wives, children, and cattle; the second, to defend them; the third,
for trifles, as a word, a smile, a different opinion, and any other signe of undervalue,
either direct in their persons or by reflexion in their Kindred, their Friends, their
Nation, their Profession, or their Name.”[10] For Hobbes, the only way for man to
achieve security was to come under the power of government, which to Hobbes was
either a monarchy (preferred) or a parliamentary system.[11]
Both Hobbes and Machiavelli developed ideas that remain influential today. Their

observations of and axioms about human nature as expressed in the political pro-
cess have influenced government officials, leaders of organized crime, modern political
strategists, and terrorists. The potential of man to choose the use of violence to achieve
political, social, or economic goals was, to Machiavelli and Hobbes, an empirically de-
rived fact that neither man ever doubted. They both felt that the security of the
individual depended upon the strength of a political leader and believed that security
was more important to men than any individual’s rights. Their belief that man was
driven by selfish motives and not altruism even guided the American founding fathers
during their deliberations on the best way to govern their country.[12] Today, the strug-
gle against terrorism furnishes empirical support for a Hobbesian and Machiavellian
perspective on human nature.
To Hobbes and Machiavelli, the use of violence was a rational choice. To Machiavelli,

men were motivated by self-interest, and violence was an acceptable method to achieve
and keep political power. To Hobbes, men use interpersonal violence to gain what other
men possess, to prevent the attack of other men, and to achieve glory, which would
entail gaining respect from and power over other men. In today’s world, individuals
engaged in a political or social struggle sometimes choose violent actions to achieve
their goals, just as in the eras of Hobbes and Machiavelli. This capacity to choose
violence as an acceptable means to achieve political or social change is a component
of the terrorist mindset.
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The Aptitude for Violence
Lone wolf terrorists and selected members of terrorist organizations must be capable

of using violence to achieve strategic goals. This aptitude—the ability to use violence in
a premeditated, instrumental manner—separates terrorists from a significant portion
of their fellow human beings. If violence as a constituent part of a terrorist act means
killing another human being, does this ability become the master trait of the terrorist
mindset?

Evolutionary and Biological Perspectives
Psychological, anthropological, and biological studies have reached differing conclu-

sions about the human aptitude for violent behavior. According to evolutionary psy-
chologist Stephen Pinker’s wide-ranging work on human nature, The Blank Slate, indi-
viduals differ constitutionally as to their propensity to commit violent acts. Our person-
alities as a species include certain genetic traits that developed in our hunter-gatherer
past. These traits include ethnocentrism, honor codes, moralization, and self-deception.
According to Pinker, who also recognizes cultural influences on human aggression, vio-
lence “is the near inevitable outcome of the dynamics of self-interested, rational social
organizations, the members of which possess these evolutionary traits.”[13]
Pinker’s evolutionary perspective on human nature is countered by a biological per-

spective that believes a human being’s relation to her environment is influenced by
both environmental and cultural influences that are an equal or greater influence on
behavior than genes. Paul and Anne Ehrlich are prominent advocates for this perspec-
tive and consider culture a component of the environment, positing that our cultural
practices and beliefs can override some genetic predispositions. In regard to the trait
for aggression, the Ehrlichs believe that unlike those human characteristics that are
products exclusively of natural selection, aggression is a trait that has a strong cul-
tural component. This cultural component exercises far greater influence on the human
organism’s predisposition than behavioral genes.[14]
The Ehrlichs are also skeptical of the theory that humans possess an aggressive dis-

position as a behavioral trait. They note that intergroup violence is not common among
most social mammals and that the chimpanzee studies that have shown predatory in-
tergroup behavior are based on one chimpanzee troupe, which could be an anomaly.
According to the Ehrlichs, “work with other primates suggests the environmental flex-
ibility of aggressive behavior.”[15]
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In regard to human intergroup warfare, the Ehrlichs acknowledge that war occurred
frequently among pre-state human groups and prehistorical humans. They have no
doubt that humans have the capacity to be aggressive, but they doubt that the trait
is determined solely by genetics or culture. According to the Ehrlichs, humans often
engage in conflict because of environmental issues such as resource scarcity and popula-
tion pressures. Thus, decisions to use violence are likely based on situational variables,
not evolutionary proclivity.[16]
The Ehrlichs note that even when human beings are organized into armies for

warfare, it is often difficult to get most individuals to kill another human being. They
point to three great wars—the Civil War, World War I, and World War II—noting the
low rate of actual firing among battle participants (information that has been verified
through several studies) as an example of humans’ disinclination to kill members of
their own species. For the Ehrlichs, the VietnamWar was an exception, for by this time
in history the human inhibition against killing was known by military trainers, who
were able to extinguish this inhibition against killing through the specialized training of
soldiers. Their firearms training methods (which used human-like targets) successfully
raised the rate of firing and killing in combat during the Vietnam War. Today, these
techniques are used by almost all modern armies and civilian police departments, for
the disinclination of many individuals to kill others when their own lives are threatened,
even on the battlefield, is well-known.[17]
Writing two decades before the Ehrlichs, Irenäus Eibl-Eibesfeldt made claims based

on studies of the great apes in his work The Biology of Peace and War: Men, An-
imals, and Aggression. The human capacity for violence probably derived from the
evolutionary process, according to Eibl-Eibesfeldt, but humans also inherit inhibitory
mechanisms capable of preventing them from murdering other humans during an in-
tragroup conflict, which enables them to live together in social groupings.[18]
According to Eibl-Eibesfeldt, the development of organized warfare (a human form

of intergroup conflict) is culturally based. The decision to wage war is not an instinc-
tual drive but a rational choice based on utilitarian calculations that generally involve
the forcible appropriation of valuable natural resources. He argues that our ability to
kill is culturally based because it is an essential part of intergroup warfare. However,
for most individuals to kill another human would be difficult from an emotional per-
spective. Humans have to suppress their innate aversion to such killing by developing
a justification for their act (if one does not actually exist), such as the belief that an
identified group of persons is attempting to destroy their country. Because humans’
intergroup conflicts often necessitate the killing of other humans, a filter has to be
developed to allow such acts. One of these filters is provided by the apparent ability
of humans to perceive members of another group as not being fully human and, thus,
not members of the human species. The ability to do this, according to EiblEibesfeldt,
is a culturally developed mechanism.[19]
The human capacity for violence is complex. The potential for humans to be ag-

gressive has certainly been part of our evolutionary heritage. Unlike other primates,
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however, our ability to transmit culturally derived traits to other humans makes our
use of aggression subject to a greater degree of control and instrumental motivation
than is expected in less-evolved primates. Certain terrorists, lone wolves, and selected
members of terrorist groups, like Marighella’s “firing group,” are expected to commit
violent acts that may include killing others—even innocent women and children. Most
terrorists who are part of an organized group will be able to justify and, thus, partici-
pate, in some way, in the killing of selected members of any society. Lone wolf terrorists
who possess the capacity to personally kill innocent strangers will, fortunately, always
be rare and will usually display evidence of some degree of psychopathology. Terror-
ist groups, however, use the training and indoctrination of members who may not
possess any psychological abnormalities to achieve an overall group capability to plan
and execute violent actions. Selected members must have the capability to personally
murder innocent human beings without remorse. Such killers have to filter out any
murder inhibitions they may have possessed and rely instead upon Hobbes’s competi-
tion, diffidence, and glory as motivational drivers to foster aggression toward an enemy
identified as subhuman.[20]

Psychological Perspective
It is important to note that the term mindset is not a synonym for an individual’s

personality, although certain personality traits undoubtedly influence the development
of individual mindsets. Whether a distinct terrorist personality exists is a question that
has often been debated among terrorism scholars. The debate concerns two schools of
psychology: the psychodynamic school and the psychological trait school.
Psychodynamic Theories
The psychodynamic school of psychology was first developed by Sigmund Freud and

is heavily reliant upon various theories of human behavior based on an individual’s
early childhood experiences. This school of thought is often criticized as not sufficiently
scientific, as failing to use experimental research, and as unable to demonstrate cau-
sation; indeed, some of its ideas, such as Freud’s death instinct, are untestable. The
opinion of many researchers in the area of terrorism studies is that psychodynamic the-
ories, which are based upon clinical evaluations rather than measurable, quantitative
evaluations, have limited predictive value.[21]
Trait Theory
Currently, trait theory is the primary focus of personality research by psycholo-

gists. For many years, psychologists developed personality profiles based on 16 bipolar
source traits (e.g., reserved-outgoing) derived by Raymond Cattell. Today, personality
profiling is accomplished by evaluating five orthogonal bipolar traits: (1) openness to
experience, (2) conscientiousness, (3) extroversion, (4) agreeableness, and (5) neuroti-
cism. These five traits are generally regarded as controlling personality factors that are
the source of other, more specific personality characteristics. Trait theory recognizes
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that the external environment, such as an individual’s employment or peer group, af-
fects the way a person behaves—referred to as cross-situational inconsistencies. The
behavior-predicting potential of trait theory has many supporters, and its advocates
have incorporated an interactionist viewpoint and “see the personality and behavior of
the individual at every point in life as the outcome of the interaction between his or her
innate temperament and all the experiences he or she has had up to that point.”[22]
An ongoing debate among terrorism scholars, related to personalitytrait theory, is

whether or not the existence of particular personality traits in certain individuals will
lead those individuals disproportionately to become terrorists. Jerrold Post furnishes
a guarded reply to this question when he states that a high percentage, but not all,
of the terrorist population display a damaged self-concept. Those who do, according
to Post, resolve feelings of inadequacy by utilizing the psychological mechanisms of
externalization, shifting blame to outside forces, and splitting, which entails rejecting
the damaged parts of the self-concept and projecting them onto another person or
group, who then becomes a target.[23]
Post carefully qualifies his observations by affirming that each terrorist group has

a distinct identity that can only be analyzed in the context of its cultural background.
In this sense, Post relies upon prior psychological studies of Germany’s Red Army,
the Basque separatist group Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA, or the Basque Fatherland
and Liberty Movement), and Italy’s Red Brigade terrorists to support his premise that
political violence by some members of terrorist groups is driven by specific psycholog-
ical characteristics.[24] From a contrasting perspective, John Horgan, in an inclusive
review of the literature concerning the predictive ability of trait theory in the realm
of individual terrorism, concludes that the theory has limited utility and suffers from
“conceptual, theoretical, and methodological problems.”[25]
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Terrorist Characteristics
If one accepts the premise that there are no definitive psychological traits that

distinguish terrorists who commit acts of interpersonal violence from normal individu-
als, are there physical and psychological characteristics that such individual members
must possess to operate effectively? For example, the late Eric Hoffer, in his work on
political movements, The True Believer, states that all religious, revolutionary, and
nationalistic mass movements appealed to individuals who shared the same “peculiar
characteristics.” Hoffer identifies a fervent member of a mass movement as an example
of a “true believer: a man of fanatical faith who is ready to sacrifice his life for a holy
cause.”[26]
For Hoffer, regardless of movement type, “true believers” will possess common char-

acteristics. The most important characteristic is a sense of “frustration,” which Hoffer
claims generates other identifying traits. Hoffer identifies the following pre-membership
traits in those he labels true believers: (1) desire for change, (2) looking to the future,
and (3) desire for a new identity tied to a great cause. According to Hoffer, mass
movements attract some members from the ranks of the poor and criminal. The group
(“collective body”) would then develop the other essential traits necessary for mem-
bers to function effectively and carry out the strategic goals of their organization: (1)
self-sacrifice, (2) hatred of the present, (3) hatred and demonization of the enemy, (4)
imitation of other members, (5) violence, (6) obedience and submission, and (7) sus-
picion.[27] Hoffer views violence and fanaticism as conjugates: “The practice of terror
serves the true believer not only to cow and crush his opponents but also to invigo-
rate and intensify his own faith.”[28] Hoffer’s determination that an individual’s sense
of frustration was the impetus for joining a mass movement leads to the question of
causation—what conditions in a society cause some people to become frustrated?
Ted Gurr, in his foundational work, Why Men Rebel, focuses on the idea of relative

deprivation as an origin of political violence. Gurr defines relative deprivation as “a
perceived discrepancy between men’s value expectations and their value capabilities”;
in other words, what men believe they are going to achieve even though they have
abilities that should allow them to achieve much more. He traces the genesis of political
violence from the discontent and frustration individuals feel when unable to achieve
their desired goals to the externalization of blame onto the existing political system and
ending, in some groups, with the commission of violent acts against perceived enemies.
Gurr terms this last stage as “actualization.”[29] Although relative deprivation leading
to frustration may cause some individuals to join political movements, the decision to
join a terrorist organization will usually depend upon additional factors.
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Bruce Hoffman, in his analysis of the terrorist mindset, identifies a trait trilogy that
terrorists tend to share, despite belonging to different organizations: violence, action
orientation, and focus on future goals. Hoffman recognizes violence as the master trait
of terrorism: “Violence or the threat of violence is thus the sine qua non of terror-
ists.”[30] Although violence is a master trait, the ideologies of lone wolf terrorists and
varied other terrorist groups affect the degree and target of such violence. For example,
revolutionary groups generally focus their violence on members of the government and
rarely commit acts that cause harm to innocent members of the population. On the
other hand, religious terrorists are more indiscriminate in their application of violence.
They are able to justify such violence as a sacred duty.[31] FBI criminal behavior ana-
lysts would agree with Hoffman’s trait trilogy. The FBI uses a basic axiom for criminal
profiling: behavior reflects personality. Individual criminals who resort to violent be-
havior have a distinct personality profile that includes impulsivity and an orientation
for action. It is Hoffman’s identification of “future oriented goals” as a terrorist trait
that distinguishes most terrorists from most criminals.[32]
Donatella della Porta’s research on Italian left-wing terrorism in Italy from 1970

through 1983 includes an analysis of how an aptitude for violence influences both in-
dividual motivations for joining terrorist groups and the recruitment process. Della
Porta’s detailed qualitative data demonstrates how recruitment of individuals is influ-
enced by the existence of “cliques” in which the same individuals interact with one
another through participation in a variety of activities. Based on the data, della Porta
concludes that the choice by an individual to join a terrorist group is influenced pri-
marily by the individual’s social interaction with other like-minded individuals rather
than individual motivation to join a terrorist group. Social networks and personal ties
were revealed as primary factors in the recruitment process. Italian terrorist groups
recruited their members through these networks and looked for militant individuals
who had a demonstrated predisposition to commit acts of violence.[33] In considering
an individual’s capacity for violence, della Porta reached the following conclusion:
People become involved in terrorist activities when they belong to dense political

networks and are socialized to accept violence. Previous exposure to violence predis-
poses individuals to involvement in terrorism. Participation in violence produces a kind
of militant for whom political commitment is aligned with physical fights rather than
with negotiation or compromise. For these people, the use of physical violence precedes
rather than follows entrance into terrorist organizations.[34]
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Terrorist Motivations
In any theoretical examination of the terrorist mindset, one problem will present it-

self to persons who have closely interacted with, or investigated individual members of,
a terrorist group. The members of a terrorist group may not have identical mindsets; in
fact, their mindsets may be extremely different, and the late Dr. Frederick Hacker was
the first scholar-practitioner to fully address this issue. In his examinations of terrorist
groups operating in the 1960s and 1970s, Hacker observed that all the groups under
study were composed of three types of individual with distinctly different mindsets.
Hacker identifies these types as “crusaders, criminals, and crazies.”[35]
According to Hacker, the crusader is the prototypical terrorist motivated by an

external societal or political cause, one who uses violence as a rational means to achieve
a goal that is beneficial, in the eyes of the crusader, to society. The criminal terrorist,
on the other hand, is motivated by personal benefit and is not committed to an external
cause that does not involve personal profit. Not surprisingly, the crazy terrorist is a
rare category. While ranges of mental stability and intellectual capability vary greatly
among all individuals, Hacker sees the crazy as “sometimes delusional and unstable,
immature, [and] often distractible.”[36]
One clear problem with Hacker’s “crazy terrorist” category is its overlap with both

the criminal and crusader categories. For example, the psychotic individual who dis-
plays delusional or extreme paranoiac behavior would not be capable of functioning in
a terrorist group, whereas a lesser degree of mental illness or a severe personality dis-
order, such as psychopathy, might allow an individual to function effectively within a
terrorist group structure.[37] This latter group of individuals, however, would probably
gravitate toward lone wolf activity or membership in small, disorganized cells, where
their self-centered, impulsive behavior would not be detected as readily as it would in
a larger, organized terrorist group.
The psychopathic individual is represented in the criminal terrorist population, but

the extent of that representation is unknown. According to psychologist Robert Hare,
approximately 20 percent of prison inmates are classified as psychopaths, although the
exact percentage in the criminal population at large is unknown. In fact, psychopaths
have characteristics that make them poor members for a terrorist organization or
an organized crime group. For example, their impulsivity, focus on the present, and
undependability are characteristics that would make them unreliable and dangerous
members of any structured, self-perpetuating organization. Other characteristics, how-
ever, would make psychopaths quite valuable, including their capacity for instrumental
violence, lack of empathy for victims, and manipulative behavioral skills. As long as a
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psychopath is conducting successful terrorist actions that showcase her unique skills,
participation in group actions will continue and could be valuable to the group.[38]
It is a mistake to discount the possibility that psychopaths are present within ter-

rorist groups and may even have achieved leadership positions. Some would be able to
do this because, like crusader terrorists, they may possess the ability to influence and
charm prospective followers, as well as the ability to assume a role (imposter) that
will, in their own minds, give them a sense of respect and power over others. The key
to their success as terrorists would be their ability to cloak their true selves. Referring
to this class of psychopaths as subcriminal psychopaths, Hare characterizes them as
egocentric, callous, and manipulative yet possessed of intelligence and social skills per-
mitting them to create a facade of normalcy that allows them to achieve success in
many careers.[39]
One example of a highly probable psychopathic individual successfully integrating

into a terrorist organization occurred in Northern Ireland during the 1970s. The Ul-
ster Volunteer Force (UVF)—an extremely violent Protestant terrorist organization—
recruited a group of violent criminals, known as the Shankill Butchers, led by Hugh
Leonard Murphy. Murphy murdered, tortured, and robbed for the UVF and his own
pleasure. He enjoyed hunting for, and capturing, randomly selected victims on night-
time forays in Belfast. His victims were transported to a Protestant Loyalist social
club, and Murphy used butcher’s knives and hatchets to torture and kill them. He also
never displayed loyalty to his companions; he broke the UVF ’s rules involving murder
and lied to his superiors about his activities in the organization. Murphy operated
as a successful criminal terrorist for several years before being killed by members of
another terrorist group whose criminal extortion racket Murphy had tried to take over.
Murphy is an example of the sort of psychopathic terrorist that some terrorist move-
ments employ because of his skill at murder.[40] To lead a terrorist group, however,
the psychopath would have to assume the role of a crusader, a masquerade that would
be difficult to maintain for an extended period of time.
Unlike the uncommon psychopathic terrorist, Hacker’s crusader is the classical ter-

rorist, one whose motivations predominantly consist of the desire to galvanize social
or political change. There are, however, notable variations in the crusader’s mindset
based both upon the ultimate strategic goal and the tactics used to achieve the goal.
Preexisting beliefs and beliefs constructed by the terrorist movement are reconciled and
merged, becoming part of the individual’s mindset. The mindset’s belief structures are
linked to the group’s tactics, targets, and the logical coherence of the group strategy.
This factor is clearly displayed in religious-based terrorist organizations whose strate-
gic goals are linked to religious beliefs. In the United States, individuals or groups
that have as strategic goals the achievement of white supremacy or the elimination
of a Zionist-controlled government often integrate group goals, however illogical, with
individual religious beliefs that validate and justify the violent tactics necessary to
achieve the goals.[41]
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The major distinction among the three types of terrorists in Hacker’s typology is
their different motivations. Hacker explicitly states, however, that a pure type of terror-
ist is rare and that individuals usually have mixed motivations. Also, the motivations
of some individuals for engaging in terrorism can change over time; for example, an
individual with a crusader orientation could develop a criminal orientation or, in rarer
cases, a criminal terrorist could develop a crusader orientation.[42]
Unlike psychopathic terrorists, those terrorists who still possess conscience-driven

restrictions on the use of violent behavior generally develop mechanisms to neutralize
their inhibitions or justify their violent tactics. These neutralization mechanisms and
justifications become part of the terrorist mindset.
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Justification and Neutralization
The ideologies of revolutionary movements, particularly religious-based terrorist or-

ganizations, include certain standards of behavior and cultural values that the group
espouses as part of its appeal to both potential converts and its public base of support.
These standards include norms regulating the use of violence.[43] The group’s ideology
often furnishes members with a justification for the violent acts they are expected to
commit as part of the group’s strategic plan. The individual member’s mindset may
include beliefs that serve as neutralization mechanisms. The justification, or neutral-
ization, process takes place during the mental explanation, or “selftalk,” that individual
members engage in to dispel conscience-driven, moral restraints on prospective acts
of violence. For example, this process often entails the use of “slogans invested with
recollection of grievance and violence . . . to justify political violence.”[44]
The prominent researcher, Albert Bandura, describes this neutralization and justi-

fication process, which he terms moral disengagement, as the inhibition of the activa-
tion of the self-sanctions that regulate conduct for all socialized people. This process
involves mechanisms we use in everyday life to cut off the pangs of conscience when
we are about to commit an act that violates our moral standards. Bandura explains
moral disengagement as a psychological process involving three components: the act,
the results, and the victim. The perpetrator of a violent act must use psychological
techniques to justify the act, reinterpret or ignore the results, or demonize the vic-
tim.[45]
Using murder as a tactic for carrying out a strategy of terrorism would require most

individuals to use the process of moral disengagement. This process involves similar
techniques, even though the causes motivating the individual or group are different.
For example, an act of murder could be justified as necessary for the defense of the
group, or it could be viewed as a religious imperative or as necessary from a utilitarian
standpoint. The results could be reinterpreted by using the technique of “advantageous
comparison” based on the historical actions of the state, ethnic group, or religious order
the victim symbolizes. For example, it is common to read or hear jihadi terrorist groups
negate the murder of innocent Americans as insignificant when compared to the many
deaths caused by historical
U.S. bombing attacks, such as the World War II use of nuclear weapons on

Japan.[46]
Terrorists, when attacking the military or police forces of the government, routinely

use the disengagement technique of demonization. Opposing military and police forces
are characterized as cruel and subhuman by exaggerating their violent acts or publi-
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cizing the occurrence of legitimately wrongful actions. In attacking civilians, terrorist
groups blame the victims for not heeding the warnings or for working to support the
targeted enemy. Euphemistic language is often used, such as referring to victims as
collateral damage.[47]
According to David Rapoport, religious beliefs are particularly powerful ways to

sanction terrorist acts. Individuals and groups look to a religious historical past to
find a cultural justification for actions taken today. Rapoport illustrates his point
with the historical tale of Phineas, a member of a Jewish tribe who became a Jewish
high priest during the founding period in the Sinai. When Phineas was an ordinary
member of the tribe, he murdered the leader of his tribe and the leader’s foreign
concubine. Phineas believed the victims had committed the crime of the desecration
of a holy place, and he murdered them without any governmental authority for his
act. The later Zealot-Sicarii insurgency against Roman occupation used Phineas’s act
as a justification for their own murder of both Romans and the Jewish supporters
of the Roman government. In the United States today, Phineas’s conduct is used as
a justification for the violent acts of religious terrorist groups, and certain lone wolf
terrorists have been termed “Phineas priests.”[48]
For some—generally ethical and conscientious individuals—moral disengagement

techniques will not easily allow the killing of another human being. If this individual
joins a terrorist group, the group processes will greatly facilitate the disengagement
mechanism.
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Group Dynamics
Group dynamics affect and change the pre-group behavior of prospective members.

A terrorist group is actually composed of two opposing forces: goal-directed behavior
(work group) and group-process dynamics (basic group assumptions). For Post, group
operations are affected by three basic assumptions: (1) fight or flight, where the group
assumes it has an outside enemy; (2) dependency, where the basic group desire is for
an omnipotent leader; and (3) pairing, where the group obsesses about the assumed
eventual arrival of a savior-like figure. Terrorist groups focus on one or all three group
processes in conjunction with goal-directed behav- ior, but the dynamics differ in some
aspects among the different types of groups.[49]
A collective rationality, or group mind, develops in cohesive groups over time. From

a rational-choice perspective on terrorist group decision making, the development of
the group mind prevents the “free rider” problem from developing if the individual
members regard the group’s needs as more important than individual desires. In the
development process of the group mind, the psychological identities of the members
become submerged in the group. The survival of the group becomes the highest goal,
which leads to a disinclination to accept any dissent that could threaten the group.
Group members become rigid and obedient, and the group imposes an absolutist ide-
ology on individual members to assist in the justification of violent acts. In effect, each
individual ideally shares one morality—the group’s.[50]
Because of the emotional pressure caused by the external threat of police and mil-

itary forces and the group’s underground existence, terrorist group members display
an exaggerated group mind. The members may develop feelings of invulnerability and
become prone to riskier behavior than their former individual predilections would have
allowed. They perceive the enemy as an evil force, and plans for violent actions are
justified. The group members become more obedient to group-imposed rules, and a
core set of shared beliefs develops. Challenges to key beliefs by individual members
may result in punishment, expulsion, or possible execution.[51]
The group dynamic makes it easier for individual terrorists to justify violent acts.

The group’s mindset determines the target and degree of violence used. For example,
violence is instrumental for terrorist groups (some individuals may also be satisfying
expressive needs), but a jihadi group may use violence more indiscriminately because
their mindset regards the use of violence against specified targets as a sacred duty.[52]
Belonging to a group also fosters the process of neutralization of morality. The col-
lective nature of actions and decision making allows group members to displace and
diffuse responsibility for violent acts.[53]
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The size of the group and the personality of the group’s leader significantly affect
the group mindset. Small groups, the focus of this book, generally have limited ef-
fectiveness, but their size makes them difficult to detect, and, more often than large,
hierarchically structured groups, small groups often develop an action-supporting ide-
ology that has, at best, a bounded rationality hard for outsiders to understand. Their
ideologies are often apocalyptic and millenarian, and they often believe a new world
will be constructed based on their ideology. These groups are usually not part of mass
social movements or insurgencies, and they do not have a realistic chance of accomplish-
ing a constructive goal. These groups may consist of a small number of autonomous
cells with little contact and no combined strategy among the cells. In some cells, the
cell mindset justifies extreme violence often exceeding the level of violence set by the
groups.[54]
Groups are a powerful influence on individuals who are drawn to them. Certain

individuals have mental and physical characteristics that, although not restricted to
prospective terrorists, are necessary components of an eventual formation of the terror-
ist mindset. These traits may also predispose them to recruitment into a radical group
and to acceptance of ideologies that could lead to the commission of an act of terror.
Today, there is a new emphasis on deciphering exactly how an individual moves from
seeming normalcy, although possibly possessing some characteristics common to most
terrorists, to the rapid development of radicalization and the eventual commission of
an act of terrorism.
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Radicalization Process
Since the 9/11 al Qaeda attack on the United States, Western governments—

including law enforcement, intelligence agencies, and think tanks—have sought an
understanding of the personal transformational process used by terrorist organizations
to convert peaceful members of society to individuals who will commit the mass mur-
der of innocent civilians in the name of religion. This process is termed radicalization
and, in reference to jihadi terrorism, is defined as “the progression of searching, find-
ing, adopting, nurturing, and developing this extreme belief system to the point where
it acts as a catalyst for a terrorist act.”[55] One of the factors in this process is the
influence of relatives, peers, and social groups.[56]
Initially, the radicalization process was believed to be guided by established ter-

rorist organizations. Organizations, such as al Qaeda, utilized recruiters to seek out
potential converts to the organization’s cause in a variety of countries, including Iraq.
Since the 2004 terrorist attack in Madrid and the 2005 bombing attacks in London,
there has been a recognition in the West that individuals without a direct, recruiter-
generated link, and possibly without any link, to preexisting terrorist organizations
can seemingly self-generate into small jihadi terrorist groups and carry out violent at-
tacks. These individuals—local residents and citizens of a variety of countries including
the United States—are now identified as homegrown, self-generating terrorist groups
that are not actively recruited or trained by al Qaeda or any other terrorist group.
These self-radicalized individuals who use a religion-based ideology as a justification
for their violent acts have attacked their own countries. These attacks began in 2004,
when Madrid’s transportation system was bombed, and include subsequent attacks
and attempted attacks in Europe, the United States, and Canada.[57]
The research concerning homegrown terrorist groups is expressed by two types of

influential phase models that illustrate the chronology of the process of radicalization:
(1) the top-down model and (2) the bottom-up model. The model described by the New
York Police Department (NYPD) in their 2007 report on radicalization of homegrown
terrorist groups describes radicalization from the bottom-up perspective. The model
posits the process as being self-generated by individuals through the facilitation of
“radicalization incubators,” a concept that includes bookstores, prisons, and the cyber
world.[58] The Danish Security and Intelligence Service’s 2009 radicalization phase
model looks at the process from the top down as generated by an external radicalizer,
a person connected to an existing terrorist network.[59]
The current research on the radicalization process is focused on those terrorist

organizations that are characterized as Salafi jihadi. Al Qaeda exemplifies a global
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Salafi jihadi group. Marc Sageman, in his work on Salafi jihadism, defines the term
as “a worldwide religious revivalist movement with the goal of reestablishing past
Muslim glory in a great Islamist state stretching from Morocco to the Philippines,
eliminating present national boundaries.”[60] The radicalization process should also
apply to other types of terrorist groups that have similar underlying motivations and
social networks. Interest in this subject is driven by the realization that unless we
develop an understanding of why people join terrorist groups and create mechanisms
to deter such behavior, the battle against terrorism is going to be a long war. This issue
of radicalization was recognized in Rex Hudson’s 1999 governmental report but was
essentially dismissed by Hudson as a viable concept in relation to terrorist groups as
opposed to guerilla organizations: “The goals of a long-range counter terrorism policy
should also include deterring alienated youth from joining a terrorist group in the
first place. This may seem an impractical goal, for how does one recognize a potential
terrorist, let alone deter him or her from joining a terrorist group?”[61] The question
Hudson posed in 1999 has generated possible answers in relation to Salafi jihadi groups.
Although the prominent NYPD and PET studies only examined this type of group,
it is highly probable that some type of radicalization process applies to all terrorist
groups.[62]
The initial interest in Islamist radicalization, on the part of U.S. and European in-

telligence agencies, focused on Muslims in their native countries. These were Muslims
who already possessed a religious orientation and subsequently developed a terrorist
mindset as part of the indoctrination process of a terrorist organization such as al
Qaeda or Hezbollah. This indoctrination was carried out in most cases by charismatic
religious leaders or individuals who claimed this type of mantle. In the 21st century,
the focus of the U.S. and European intelligence community has moved to homegrown
terrorists because of the realization that a jihadist mindset can develop in some indi-
viduals who are not overly active in the Islamic faith, who are not Muslim from birth,
and who are, in some cases, well integrated into the law-abiding community.[63]
The top-down process involving contact with and initiation of susceptible individ-

uals by a recruiter from an existing terrorist organization is easily understandable.
The bottom-up process, however, where individuals self-generate into a terrorist cell,
was initially treated as a new and novel development. Research has revealed, however,
that individuals often intersect at various social sites and form peer groups that may
facilitate the radicalization process. These social sites, or nodes, consist of informal
and formal social settings, such as local gyms, bookstores, mosques, universities, the
Internet, and prisons. The way in which these various social nodes foster radicaliza-
tion in certain individuals has not yet been studied in the United States. However, the
prison system and its influence on the radicalization process of certain inmates has
been studied extensively and may offer valuable insight into this process.[64]
Marc Sageman’s study of terrorist networks led to his theory that homegrown ter-

rorist groups develop from socially alienated “bunches of guys” who join together in a
self-radicalizing process that is not initiated by an external guide. Sageman believed,
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however, that an eventual relationship with a member of the chosen radical movement
would be necessary for the self-radicalized group to carry out terrorist actions.[65]
In some areas of the world the pool of potential converts to terrorist groups is quite

large. In other areas, including the United States, this does not seem to be the case.
Since the 9/11 attacks, there has not been another successful attack by a jihadi ter-
rorist group in the United States. Empirical evidence shows, however, that individuals
in the United States and other Western countries are being recruited and radicalized
on an individual and group basis. Since 9/11, there have been numerous plots and
unsuccessful attempts to commit acts of jihadi terrorism in the United States. The
majority of the individuals involved were homegrown terrorists. There have also been
several successful attacks by lone wolf terrorists. The threat of single terrorists, oper-
ating alone, is hard to address from a security standpoint, and their motivations are
not easily understood. Moreover, radicalization is not a 21st-century development but
has always been a factor in the development of both terrorist cells and lone wolf ter-
rorists. The anarchist wave of terrorism in the 19th and early 20th centuries consisted
of numerous self-radicalized individuals. In the 20th century, self-radicalization was
exemplified by Timothy McVeigh’s 1996 mass murder in Oklahoma City.[66]
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The New Threat
Self-radicalizing, homegrown terrorists, both lone wolves and small, autonomous

cells, have become the newest threat to a civilized society. Chapter 5 explores the
ecoterrorists, whose mindset involves a motivation to protect the natural environment
but sanctions the infliction of extreme damage to property and the tactic of arson.
Chapter 6 examines the nihilistic terrorists, whose mindset is apocalyptic and sanc-
tions the indiscriminate killing of human beings as well as the destruction of our natural
environment, and criminal terrorist hybrid groups, whose dual motivations and capa-
bilities are a difficult threat to security organizations in many of the world’s most
dangerous regions.
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Chapter 5: The Radical
Environmental Movement:
Eco-Warriors or Terrorists?



I know violence is morally wrong and non-violence is morally right. But what about
results? Non-violent action alone has seldom produced beneficial change on our planet.
. . . I compromise by allowing myself violence against property but never against life,
human or otherwise.
—Paul Watson, Sea Shepherd: My Fight for Whales and Seals
[In] cases of the highest importance it is of no consequence whether a man breaks

a human law or not.
—Henry David Thoreau, “A Plea for Captain John Brown”
On May 5, 2002, 10 days before the Dutch election for prime minister, rightwing can-

didate Pim Fortuyn was interviewed at a radio station in the Dutch town of Hilversum.
Upon leaving the station, he was intercepted by Volkert van der Graaf, a member and
cofounder of a small environmental organization called Environment-Offensive. Van
der Graaf, carrying a gun wrapped in a plastic bag, shot Fortuyn five times and fled
on foot. The ensuing police investigation quickly led to van der Graaf’s identification
and arrest for the crime of murder.[1]
Fortuyn, already known for his anti-immigration stance, had stated on television be-

fore his murder that he would suspend restrictions on animal breeding, including mink
farming. He also had written in his book, which serves as the conservative party’s polit-
ical platform, that “it is time we stopped moaning about nature and the environment.”
Van der Graaf was obsessed with liberating animals from being used for food, clothing,
and medical experiments, according to those who knew and worked with him.[2] On
April 15, 2003, van der Graaf was sentenced to 18 years in prison for the assassination
of Fortuyn.[3]
In the history of the radical environmental movement (beginning in the 1960s), the

murder of Pim Fortuyn is the only occasion in which the death of a human being
was directly caused by an environmental activist. On the other hand, individuals and
groups involved in the REM will point out that they have been responsible for saving
thousands of nonhuman lives and have stopped environmental damage caused by in-
dustry and government actions that have negatively affected the natural environment
of which human beings are a part.[4]
Who are the radical environmentalists? Are they eco-warriors, who fight what they

perceive as the evil forces that benefit from their profitmotivated exploitation of the
world’s ecosystems? Or are they terrorists who, despite their seemingly altruistic desire
to protect animals and the natural environment, use illegal acts of violence against
property or persons to achieve political or social change? Unlike other individuals or
groups defined as terrorists, the radical environmental movement is sui generis.
Many of the individuals and small cells that make up the REM are clearly not

terrorists, although they may commit criminal acts of minor degrees and minimal
magnitude. Others can be classified as terrorists if the pertinent legal definition of
terrorism includes acts of violence directed against property resulting in significant
economic loss. Some are clearly terrorists in that they either threaten to commit or do
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commit acts of violence against people and have a strategic goal of social or political
change.[5]
The REM is composed of diverse groups and individuals. To understand this unique

movement, it is necessary to examine its philosophical foundation, causal forces, orga-
nizational models, and chosen tactics.
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Philosophical Foundation
The eco-warrior who is an actual “spear thrower” is usually young and not a philoso-

pher. The predominant belief possessed by most activists in this movement is that
action, not ideological debate, must be taken to save the environment.[6] The REM
movement, however, as developed or expressed by both its underground terrorist cells
and aboveground activist organizations, possesses a philosophical foundation that has
developed through the words and actions of environmentalists, philosophers, and ac-
tivist leaders who have responded to a perceived threatened environment in a reasoned
way, including by developing an ideology that justified their actions. Today, the REM’s
ideology is diverse but possesses the unifying philosophical belief that human beings
do not have the right to exercise unrestricted dominion over the natural environment,
including the nonhuman species that exist within that environment.[7] This belief can
best be understood by examining the thought leaders—those individuals who, for a
period of over 150 years, have expressed in deeds and written works the ideas that
have resulted in the philosophy of today’s REM

Henry David Thoreau (1817–62)
The diminution of the historical belief in the right of human beings to exercise

dominion over the earth was first explored by members of the 19th-century transcen-
dentalist movement. Transcendentalism was the first movement that confronted the
power of America’s growing system of free-market capitalism with the belief that the
spiritual nature of the wilderness should be protected against the forces of the mar-
ket. Although the transcendentalist movement was led by Ralph Waldo Emerson (who
wrote a noted work titled Nature in 1836), the environmental perspective that in-
fluenced today’s environmental activists was that of Henry David Thoreau. Unlike
Emerson, who appreciated nature but believed man was the master of nature and its
products, Thoreau had a perspective on nature that perceived humanity, plants, and
animals as equal “animate beings.”[8] Thoreau could be considered the father of the en-
vironmental movement, although the term itself and its principles did not exist during
his lifetime. In his first work, A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, Thoreau
revealed his latent feeling about man’s dominion over nature through his reflections
on observing an ancient white pine being cut down by human hands.
A pine cut down, a dead pine, is no more a pine than a dead human carcass is

a man. Can he who has discovered only some of the values of whalebone and whale
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oil be said to have discovered the true use of the whale . . . ? I have been into the
lumber-yard and the carpenter shop and the tannery . . . but when at length I saw the
tops of pines waving and reflecting the light at a distance high over all the rest of the
forest, I realized that the former were not the highest uses of the pine. It is not their
bone or hide or tallow that I love most. It is the living spirit of the tree. . . . It is as
immortal as I am, and perchance will go to as high a heaven, there to tower above me
still.[9]
During his trip on the Concord and Merrimack rivers, Thoreau became concerned

about a dam on the Concord River and the fact that fish would no longer be able to
migrate upstream because of man’s manipulation of their environment: “Poor shad!
Where is thy redress? . . . Still wandering the sea in thy scaly armor to inquire humbly
at the mouths of rivers if man has perchance left them free for thee to enter.”[10]
Thoreau actually thought about destroying the dam, a thought that has occupied

the minds of today’s environmental activists: “Who hears the fishes when they cry? I
for one am with thee, and who knows what may avail a crow-bar against that Billerica
dam?”[11]
Thoreau is also important as a source for the justification used today by activists

who commit acts of resistance. In his reflective essay on laws and obedience, which
today is titled Civil Disobedience, Thoreau remarked favorably on rebellion against
an unjust government: “All men recognize the right of revolution; that is the right to
refuse allegiance to, and to resist, the government, when its tyranny or its inefficiency
are great and unendurable.”[12]
Thoreau, an abolitionist, also advocated physical violence against property and

human beings if the situation involved an unjust act, such as enforcing provisions of
the fugitive slave law: “I need not say what match I would touch, what system endeavor
to blow up; but as I love my life, I would side with the light, and let the dark earth
roll from under me, calling my mother and brother to follow.”[13]
In his essay “A Plea for Captain John Brown,” Thoreau justified the violent actions

John Brown had taken in his fight against slavery, including numerous acts of murder.
John Brown was found guilty of murder and was hanged for an attack he and his group
had made on the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry in 1859. His actions, however, were
considered valorous and noble by Thoreau, because Brown’s cause—the abolition of
slavery and the freeing of all slaves—was a worthy cause that required violent acts for
its success: “It was his peculiar doctrine that a man has a perfect right to interfere
by force with the slave-holder, in order to rescue the slave. I agree with him. . . . I
do not wish to kill nor to be killed, but I can foresee circumstances in which both
of these things would be by me, unavoidable.”[14] Thoreau clearly believed that in
matters of conscience, a man could break the law. Today, the Web site of the Animal
Liberation Front offers a comparison of Thoreau’s principles of civil disobedience to
an ALF action.[15]
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George Perkins Marsh (1801–82)
Although not a philosopher or transcendentalist, George Marsh expressed the first

ecological perspective on the environment in his book Man and Nature in 1864. Marsh
was a Vermont fish commissioner, U.S. congressman, and member of the U.S. Diplo-
matic Corps. He believed man had an excessive impact on the environment and needed
to work with nature in order to restore its resources. Marsh had a utilitarian perspective
on wilderness regions and argued that by preserving nature, mankind would benefit
both spiritually and economically. Marsh believed the different components of the
wilderness were interrelated and that our civilization would decline in economic power
if our nation failed to preserve the entire wilderness system.[16]

John Muir (1838–1914)
Bridging the 19th and 20th centuries, John Muir was influenced by Thoreau and the

philosophy of transcendentalism. He developed a mystical relationship with the nat-
ural environment, referring to it as “God’s cathedral.” His extensive travels through
Western wilderness regions were memorialized through his writing. His journals and
articles, along with his spoken advocacy, were essential to the eventual establishment
of the National Park System. Muir had developed a close relationship with President
Theodore Roosevelt, a fellow conservationist, and was able to influence Roosevelt to
set aside enormous tracts of land for national forests and parks. The importance of
Muir to the radical environmental movement was his stance as a preservationist of
the wilderness. Other conservationists, such as Gifford Pinchot, the first head of the
National Park Service, believed in conserving the wilderness but using it wisely. This
conservationist viewpoint, termed the “wise use school,” believed that wilderness re-
sources were valuable but needed to be shared for the benefit of humankind. The
“preservationist school,” as represented by Muir, viewed the wilderness as a threatened
asset that had to be protected from human despoilment. Muir’s focus on preservation
and a belief in public ownership of wilderness areas led to his successful campaign for
the protection of the Sierra region through the creation of Yosemite National Park.[17]
Muir was the first environmental activist and was a founder and first president of

the Sierra Club. Muir’s most famous environmental battle involved the proposed Hetch
Hetchy Valley dam that was being considered for construction in Yosemite National
Park. The dam was designed to bring water to San Francisco, which had a severe water
shortage, but Muir opposed the dam because it would destroy the valley. Opposing
Muir’s viewpoint was Gifford Pinchot, who saw the dam as having an environmental
value as well as an even greater value to the welfare of human beings in San Francisco.
Muir lost the battle, and the dam was built between 1915 and 1920. Muir’s battle was
emblematic of today’s conflict over damming rivers and cutting ancient forests. Muir
was a transitional figure to the environmental movement of today, with its emphasis
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on “quality of life, species preservation, population growth, and the effects of humanity
on the natural world.”[18]

Aldo Leopold (1887–1948)
Aldo Leopold was a formally trained forester who graduated from the Yale Forestry

School in 1909. He began his professional life as an employee of the U.S. Forest Service,
where he was an advocate of the preservationist approach to wilderness areas. Leopold
worked in the Arizona and New Mexico territories and became known for his ideas on
game conservation. Later in life, Leopold became president of the Ecological Society of
America. He embraced an ecological perspective that recognized the equality of man
and nature. His ideas were expressed in his book, A Sand Country Almanac. Published
posthumously in 1949, his book is still widely read for its ecological insights.[19]

Edward Abbey (1927–89)
Beginning in 1954 with his first novel, Jonathan Troy, Edward Abbey was the

midwife to today’s radical environmental movement. Abbey’s works have been charac-
terized by their themes of anarchism, Luddism, government ineptness, and corporate
despoilment of the environment. Abbey defended the American West, and his worst
nemesis was the combination of governmental and industrial forces that wanted to
construct the Glen Canyon Dam. The Glen Canyon Dam was built and finished in
1962 and stemmed the flow of the once-powerful Colorado River. Abbey’s battle over
the fate of the Colorado River and Glen Canyon was a repeat of John Muir’s battle
over the Hetch Hetchy Valley and the O’Shaughnessy Dam. The dam “was a pork
barrel project ostensibly built to provide Los Angeles and Phoenix with electric power
at low cost; in fact, it was an engineering abomination that destroyed an entire eco-
system. Even the dam’s conservative godfather—Arizona Republican Senator Barry
Goldwater— would eventually admit its construction had been a terrible mistake.”[20]
The Glen Canyon Dam was the catalyst for Abbey’s 1975 book, The Monkey Wrench

Gang. Abbey created a cell of anarchists who combated power companies and the
logging industry by acts of sabotage directed against the machinery used to destroy the
environment. Abbey’s book was a blueprint for low-level terrorism, if your definition of
terrorism included violent acts against property but no actual physical harm to human
beings. The objective of Abbey’s group of saboteurs was the destruction of the Glen
Canyon Dam.[21]
Abbey’s book became the bible for environmentalists who were unhappy with the

way mainstream environmental groups were conducting their mission of environmental
protection. Abbey became a guru to a new group of radical environmentalists who
took the name Earth First! and were inspired by Abbey to practice monkeywrenching
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(sabotage). In 1981, Earth First! announced their existence by unfurling a black, 100-
yard plastic streamer down the face of the Glen Canyon Dam, simulating a fracture in
the structure Abbey hated.[22]

Dave Foreman (1947–)
One of the founding members of Earth First!, who helped unfurl the streamer down

the Glen Canyon Dam, was a former wilderness society member named Dave Foreman.
In 1985, he edited an influential book for environmental activists, titled Ecodefense: A
Field Guide to Monkeywrenching. This book, still in print and widely read by members
of the REM, is a primer on sabotage.[23]
In July 1987, Foreman, as one of the leaders of Earth First!, which in six years

had become an iconic environmental organization, set down defining principles for
the environmental movement at a rendezvous on the north rim of the Grand Canyon.
He explicitly embraced the principle of biocentrism, a philosophy that does not place
human beings at the center of the universe and is opposed to our predominantly an-
thropocentric perspective. To Foreman, all other social concerns were subsidiary to
wilderness preservation. He claimed overpopulation and society’s overreliance on tech-
nology needed to be addressed. To Foreman, the threatened ecosystem is an emergency,
and he recommended direct action as an instinctual response to all threats to the en-
vironment. Foreman believed that biological credibility, not political or economic crit-
icism, was the core of an environmental movement. He did not believe that a political
struggle would be a successful strategy or that the environmental movement should be
involved in the workers’ movement, as workers are often enemies of the environment.
Most importantly, Foreman believed that the strategic goal of monkeywrenching was
to protect the wilderness and that Earth First! needed to be a warrior society.[24]
After the Grand Canyon rendezvous, Foreman became embroiled in an FBI under-

cover operation, codenamed Thermcon, and was arrested in 1989, eventually pleading
guilty to conspiracy charges and receiving four years of probation. Today, Foreman
has left Earth First! and charges that the organization has become dominated by anar-
chists, Marxists, social justice, and new leftist anticapitalism forces. Foreman believes
there should be three components to today’s Earth First! movement: (1) biocentrism,
the belief that all organisms are equally important to the environment; (2) monkey-
wrenching as a means to protect the ecological systems and preserve our wilderness;
and (3) direct action to stop and at times confront the businesses, corporation-backed
groups, and government agencies that are destroying the wilderness. Foreman believes
overpopulation is the keystone problem that needs to be solved for the wilderness to be
conserved. Although Foreman is no longer a part of the Earth First! organization, he
is still a respected figure in the REM and is still active in wilderness preservation.[25]
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Paul Watson (1950–)
Probably the most prominent and successful radical environmentalist is Paul Wat-

son, the founder of the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (SSCS). Watson was a
founding member of Greenpeace at the time when Greenpeace utilized direct actions
to further their various environmentally linked causes. Greenpeace was the first envi-
ronmental organization to be regarded as radical. It utilized a broad array of tactics to
protect wildlife. In 1977, however, Greenpeace adopted a policy of not committing ac-
tions that destroy property. Watson, who believed destruction of property was a tactic
necessary to the success of Greenpeace, left, or was forced out of, the organization and
subsequently founded the SSCS. Watson’s focus since then has been on protection of
the oceans, although he has also been involved in land-based actions against ecological
destruction, including the preservation of African elephants.[26]
Today, Watson is most widely known for his activities in the Antarctic region’s

Southern Ocean, where he has opposed the Japanese whaling fleet’s illegal harvest-
ing of whales. Watson, in his battles to protect the maritime environment, has been
responsible over the years for damaging several whaling vessels, blockading the Cana-
dian sealing fleet, and destroying the drift net fishing tackle of vessels operating in
international waters.[27]
Watson’s tenure in the REM stands at more than 40 years. He is decidedly an eco-

warrior but not a terrorist. He uses tactics, including violence against property, that
have resulted in several arrests over his long career, but he has never been convicted of
any felony crime. In explaining why Greenpeace originally decided to protest the killing
of seals in Newfoundland, Watson clearly understands the concept of propaganda of
the deed: “That decision was made primarily because, in addition to the possibility
of saving seals, we could also call attention to the plight of all sea mammals. We saw
the seals as a symbol through which we could dramatize the depletion and wholesale
mismanagement of entire marine ecosystems.”[28]
Watson, in distinguishing between Greenpeace and Sea Shepherd, characterizes

Greenpeace as a protest organization and Sea Shepherd as an interventionist orga-
nization that will counter, in some cases with physical actions, the illegal killing of
marine wildlife and the exploitation of their habitat. Watson grounds his strategic ap-
proach to environmental activism on three ecological principles that he believes form
the basis for his struggle: “1. all forms of life are interdependent; 2. diversity promotes
stability; and 3. all resources are finite.”[29]

Deep Ecology Philosophers
Despite the fact that there are a variety of influences, both philosophical and opera-

tional, that affect today’s REM, it is still accurate to say that an important, if not core,
tenant of today’s REM is biocentrism—a belief that all life forms have equal value, in-
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cluding nonsentient organisms. Arne Naess, a Norwegian philosopher, developed the
principles of biocentrism, which he referred to as deep ecology in a 1973 article “The
Shallow and Deep Long-Range Ecology Movement.” Naess contrasted a biocentric, or
deep, approach to ecology to a shallow ecology, which Naess believed was based on
an anthropocentric view of the natural environment. In 1985, American associates of
Naess—George Sessions, a philosopher, and Bill Devall, a sociologist—published Deep
Ecology: Living As If Nature Mattered, incorporating Naess’s concept of returning to
a prior state of civilization and the re-creation of a wild, primitive environment.[30]
The basic principles of deep ecology have been set out by Devall and Sessions:
1. The well-being and flourishing of human and nonhuman Life on Earth have value

in themselves (synonyms: intrinsic value, inherent value). These values are independent
of the usefulness of the nonhuman world for human purposes.
2. Richness and diversity of life forms contribute to the realization of these values

and are also values in themselves.
3. Humans have no right to reduce this richness and diversity except to satisfy vital

needs.
4. The flourishing of human life and cultures is compatible with a substantial de-

crease of the human population. The flourishing of nonhuman life requires such a
decrease.
5. Present human interference with the nonhuman world is excessive, and the situ-

ation is rapidly worsening.
6. Policies must therefore be changed. These policies affect basic economic, techno-

logical, and ideological structures. The resulting state of affairs will be deeply different
from the present.
7. The ideological change is mainly that of appreciating life quality (dwelling in

situations of inherent value) rather than adhering to an increasingly higher standard
of living. There will be a profound awareness of the difference between big and great.
8. Those who subscribe to the forgoing points have an obligation directly or indi-

rectly to try to implement the necessary changes.[31]
Deep ecologists want society to restore civilization to a wilder, lesspopulated state.

To do so, they believe all political decisions must be based on the effects the decision
will have on an entire ecosystem and not just the effects on human beings.[32]
To understand the REM, it is essential to understand the effects of a REM activist’s

absolute belief in the principles of deep ecology. These principles afford a justification
for direct actions taken by members of the REM.
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Causation Process
To combat ecoterrorism, it is necessary to understand the causation process for the

development, within a broader insurgent or political/social movement, of autonomous
small, radicalized groups or individuals who utilize terror as a strategy to obtain a
variety of goals related to the environment.
Professor Martha Crenshaw formulated a systematic method of examining the cau-

sation process from a rational choice perspective. Crenshaw looked at causation by
examining the setting, proximate causes, and individual motivations for terrorist acts.
In analyzing the setting, or environment, for terrorism, Crenshaw advocated looking
at two factors:
(1) the preconditions that allow terrorist actions to arise within a specific envi-

ronment and (2) the precipitants, or immediate catalysts, for acts of terrorism. The
Crenshaw process further breaks the preconditions down into permissive and enabling
factors.[33] The Crenshaw framework, with the addition of natural environmental fac-
tors, furnishes a viable method for examining the development of REM terrorists, both
group and individual.

Permissive Conditions
In regard to the REM, it is clear that it is an international movement with some

members engaging in terrorist actions that occur in numerous countries. Although the
worst overall environments are in developing countries, the most active REM terrorist
groups have been in the United States and Europe.[34] That the REM is an interna-
tional movement shows, in general, that environmental causes are important to a sig-
nificant element of the general public of several nations, and, to some degree, the REM
movement has been tolerated by those nations’ democratic governments. Democratic
governments, with their increased respect for civil liberties, are inherently permissive
political environments that facilitate the organization of radical social movements and
terrorist organizations.[35]
Another permissive condition is the increased technological development of Western

society. This is a conundrum for the REM because one of their stated goals is a return
to a preindustrial society,[36] and yet without the use of the industrial state’s technol-
ogy, specifically the Internet and cellular transmission devices, it would be extremely
difficult for the REM to be as effective as it has been.
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For example, the Internet allows the REM to furnish a consistent set of guidelines or
principles to coordinate a movement that is both national and international. Without
the Internet, the structure of REM terrorist groups— small cells or, in some cases,
lone individuals, operating without central control—would suffer major problems in the
areas of training and operational goal setting. The Internet enables the transmission of
information concerning tactics, strategy, ideology, and operational security techniques
to any potential or active member of the REM. Web sites that serve as repositories
for a variety of technical and professional information in regard to terrorism have
enabled the REM’s small groups and individuals to operate relatively effectively for
many years.[37]
Another permissive factor that guides the scope of activities of the REM are the

social habits and historical traditions of the societies in which the REM operates.
If the political or social environment advocates or accepts some degree of violence
against the property of corporations or the government, then that type of activity
might characterize the activities of an individual REM cell or organization. For exam-
ple, in the Earth First! movement, which originated in the American West, there was
some degree of acceptance regarding violence against property. This attribute of Earth
First! corresponded to an historical tradition of the use of violence against property by
various groups throughout Western history.[38] The historical social tradition within
the United States has certainly embraced the use of interpersonal violence. That ac-
ceptance has largely waned today, and the government has been largely effective in
curtailing such violence, with the government’s actions normally accepted by the popu-
lation at large. Thus, The Monkey Wrench Gang, Edward Abbey’s seminal novel of the
environmental movement, advocated violence against property but not against people.
Another permissive condition is a government’s inability or unwillingness to con-

front the growth or advent of terrorist activity. Initially, the U.S. government was not
active against REM terror groups for approximately a decade. During that time, these
groups committed sporadic actions usually involving minor property damage. For law
enforcement, these acts of political violence were in most cases easily confused with
minor vandalism of property. This was fortunate for the REM in the United States
because it enabled the movement to grow before the government became aware of the
extent of the problem; the government began to conduct a relatively effective cam-
paign only during the 1990s. In effect, the REM in the United States was able to carry
out a multiplicity of direct actions without being apprehended by law enforcement
throughout most of the 1980s and part of the 1990s.[39]

Enabling Preconditions
Enabling factors are those societal conditions that serve as a motivation to resist the

laws of the state and furnish direction to the movement. Enabling preconditions are a
more direct cause of terrorism than permissive conditions. They can include grievances
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among a society’s subgroups and elite disaffection.[40] These two preconditions are
pertinent to the REM. In regard to subgroup grievances, the REM serves as a surrogate
for the earth, which is regarded as the victim by individuals involved in the REM. The
representatives of various terrorist groups, such as the ELF, regard themselves as
defenders of the earth who are attempting to gain rights and autonomy from human
dominion for the environment. They believe that the environment is being unjustly
deprived of its right to life and that there is no moral basis for this deprivation.
The members of the REM could also be described as an elite minority group that

has assumed the power to act for the environment in order to give it a voice. This group
has become disaffected from society’s general populace and regards them as voracious,
ignorant, and motivated by selfinterest and profit. Members of the REM believe the
general populace would support its goals if they were capable of understanding the
issues.[41] Besides enabling and permissive preconditions, terrorist actions are often
caused by certain events that act as precipitants to outbreaks of violent action. Unlike
preconditions, precipitating events are unpredictable. This is why social and political
movements can often fester for long periods of time before one particular event causes
an outbreak of group or individual violence against an identified enemy.[42] For ex-
ample, in 1969, one year before the 1970 Earth Day, Union Oil Company suffered an
equipment failure that resulted in oil leaks that dumped five million gallons of crude oil
into 800 square miles of ocean off the coast of Santa Barbara. Over 10,000 birds, seals,
dolphins, and other species were killed or seriously sickened, and 35 miles of shoreline
were contaminated. This occurred at a time when the environmental consciousness of
the United States had been raised significantly by Rachel Carson’s best-selling book,
Silent Spring. In addition, citizens in the Santa Barbara area were activists for a variety
of counterculture, antigovernment, and anticapitalist groups. One of the communities,
Isla Vista, had a citizenry that was very active in war-resistance activities. In 1970,
after the complete ramifications of the oil spill became known, a group broke into the
local branch of Bank of America and burned it to the ground. At the time, Bank of
America directors were known to also sit on the board of Union Oil and were thus
connected to the terrible oil spill.[43]
In some terrorist movements, a precipitating event can be excessive repression by

governmental force of what would normally be First Amendment–protected activ-
ity.[44] The FBI has been extremely successful in its investigations of the REM during
the last decade. These investigations have resulted in the successful prosecution and
imprisonment of numerous members of the REM. It remains to be seen whether this
will curtail the movement or act as a precipitating factor for an increase in REM terror-
ist activity. So far, it seems that FBI actions have caused a curtailment of activity in
the United States and that such actions might, in fact, serve as traditional deterrents
to criminal activity as opposed to precipitants to increased activity.
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Reasons for Using Violence
The one constant among all terrorist campaigns is the question of whether a partic-

ular use of violence will be valuable or politically useful to the cause by engendering
popular support. For the eco-warrior who, in the past, has only engaged in acts of civil
disobedience and possibly minor acts of vandalism or ecotage, the decision to actually
engage in serious acts of violence to property or people may be made for a variety of
reasons.

Publicity
Publicity for the cause is one reason for the use of violence. Violence to obtain

publicity is a standard short-term objective of terrorist groups. It garners the attention
of the media and the public. In some cases, publicity is so important that it can sway
the logical thought process of members of a radical organization, causing them to
commit an act of violence that can discredit the movement in the eyes of a public that
won’t accept it.[45] In the United States, once eco-warriors decide to engage in serious
physical violence to people or property, they become regarded as ecoterrorists and
subject to increased investigative efforts, often led by the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task
Forces. In addition, they have exposed themselves to potential penalties that include
incarceration on felony charges.

Demonstrate Potency
Another reason for utilizing terror as a tactic is to gain support from a potential

constituency and instill fear in an audience defined as the enemy.[46] The prohibition
of violence against people, which is currently the position of ecoterrorists, means that
they may have difficulty gaining support from desired members of the public. The use
of force to instill obedience through fear is an option unavailable to those with a policy
of no harm to human beings.

Provocation
Another reason terrorist organizations decide to utilize violence is to provoke an

excessive counterreaction from the forces of the government directed against the general
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population, thus increasing resentment of the government and increasing support for
the terrorist group.[47] Provocation is one of the traditional short-term objectives of
terrorist acts, but this tactic would not be successful for the ecoterrorist. The small
number and size of the cells ensures that the scope and intensity of the government’s
response would not be so large or intrusive toward members of the general public that
it would cause an increase in sympathy for the group.

Failure, Contagion, and Frustration
Reasons for utilizing violence to instill terror can be varied, but the decision is

made based upon the specific situation that radical groups face, and, in some cases, it
occurs because there is a complete failure of all other alternatives to violence. Another
factor that sometimes causes individuals or cells to commit an act of terror is the
contagion effect: the knowledge of successful acts of terror being committed by other
similar individuals or groups who have gained publicity through their successful actions.
Violent actions may also be utilized by REM cells because of impatience or frustration.
Small autonomous cells are driven by emotions more than larger organizations that
have a review process for decisions to commit an act of violence.[48]
Although the setting for terrorism is conducive and there are reasons for the use of

terror, the final determinant as to whether terrorism will be utilized as a tactic involves
individual motivations that impel participation in the commission of the terrorist act.

Individual Motivation
What type of person kills innocent people for a political or social cause? Who joins

radical organizations? These two questions have engendered many contrasting opin-
ions over a period of 150 years. In regard to subconscious predispositions, no psycho-
dynamic personality characteristics specific to members of terrorist groups have been
identified.[49] Terrorist groups are composed of individuals with a variety of person-
ality types and differing expressed attitudes toward society and the government. It is
extremely hard to accurately identify attitudes when people are interviewed or furnish
their own reports concerning their motivations for committing acts of violence. People
often confuse rationalizations with their true motivations for illegal behavior.[50] The
motivations of individuals who join a traditional structured terrorist organization may
differ from those who join a small autonomous cell or who commit individual acts of
terror without belonging to a group. Traditional terrorist groups select their members
and may not choose individuals whose motivations they determine are risky for the
group, such as thrill-seeking behavior. In regard to the REM, the organizational struc-
ture makes it difficult, if not impossible, to select members through a formal group
evaluation of their suitability. Members who are involved in the REM are usually self-
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selected. Inevitably, a movement composed of numerous autonomous cells will attract
thrill seekers as a major component of their membership.
To understand the key characteristics of a REM member’s mindset, you need to

examine the required actions of a terrorist cell member. These actions often involve
danger and premeditated violence. The REM, however, because its constituent parts
consist of small cells and individuals, will also have a unique group dynamic that could
increase the likelihood that the cell will commit increasingly violent acts.[51] On the
other hand, individuals and members of small groups without any hierarchical leader-
ship will still, unless psychotic or suffering from severe personality disorder, require the
formulation of a pre-offense justification for violent acts. The process of real or virtual
group indoctrination as to goals and objectives and the formulation of a justification
for the use of violence are components of an instrumental approach to terrorist actions.
In theory, this approach is rational and easily analyzed.
From a less instrumental, but more expressive, demographic perspective, REM ac-

tivists may be predisposed to the commission of terrorist acts not because of indoctri-
nation or a process of moral disengagement but because of age. The highest rates of
property and personal crime occur during late adolescence and early adulthood. Sub-
sequently, as individuals age, the steepest decline occurs in the category of property
crimes. The available research studies on REM membership show that the majority of
activists are teenagers and young adults.[52]
Age is an independent determinant of the propensity to commit crimes. The develop-

ment of the areas of the human brain that control emotions and understanding extends
into late adolescence, with the pertinent areas being malleable throughout life.[53] The
relationship between age and judgment is the basis for one highly probable explana-
tion for the propensity of REM activists to commit acts of property damage: they are
acting, in some cases, less from a politically instrumental reason to commit their acts
and more from a satisfying emotional reason for engaging in acts of violence that have
as their proximate target property, rather than human beings. If these individuals are
restrained by moral considerations, then their actions against property and not human
beings also aid in their justification process for the use of violence. Referring back to
Hacker’s typology in chapter 4, the criminal terrorist certainly exists among environ-
mental activists at the vandal level. Destroying property, torching cars and buildings,
and breaking and entering are activities that can stimulate and intrigue young adults.
The psychic appeal of crime, when harnessed to a movement that offers a preexisting
philosophical justification for violent acts against property, can act as an inducement
to join or initiate a REM cell or engage in individual acts of terrorist violence.
Professor Jack Katz explores the psychic appeal of crime in his perceptive work The

Seductions of Crime. In examining the individual’s motivations for committing crim-
inal acts, Katz breaks the motivational process down into background, determinative
factors, and the immediate environmental precipitants of the act itself. To Katz, a pow-
erful precipitant is the emotional attractiveness aspect of a criminal act. For example,
property crimes such as vandalism, burglary, and theft are characterized by Katz as
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“sneaky thrills” and are linked to young people. As Katz explains: “A common thread
running through vandalism, joy-riding and shoplifting is that all are sneaky crimes
that frequently thrill their practitioners.” Katz describes the sneaky thrill experience
as “not simply utilitarian and practical; it is imminently magical.”[54]
Eco-warriors engaged in acts of animal liberation or environmental protection could

certainly find an experience that was magical. For example, Jeff “Free” Luers, a former
REM member, whose radicalization pathway is explored further in this chapter, has
described having a mystical experience during a tree-sitting campaign while enduring
severe weather conditions, “It came to light that the forest understood why I was there,
that I was there to protect it. I understood that within this forest I would be safe. I
felt this calm and peace wash over me like a kind of magik [sic].”[55]
Emotional motivation for criminal acts is not limited to the adolescent age group;

even with regard to serious property offenders, instrumental objectives may not be
dominant motivational factors.[56] Age, however, may be the master variable in ana-
lyzing the reasons for REM activists’ commission of property crimes, including arson,
bombing, and burglary. It is a given that any analysis of the eco-warrior phenomenon
shows that many of the activists are young in age, which, along with the opportunity
for thrills, are factors that would cause them to initially join the REM. These factors
may not, however, explain the motivation of older individuals who remain active in
the REM at a more mature age. The following possible pathway to radicalization can
be discerned through studying the autobiographical accounts of career REM activists
that are available in print and through Internet sources:
1. Interest in environmental problems
2. Obsessive concern for the welfare of the environment
3. Association with like-minded peers
4. Development of biocentric perspective
5. Identification of an enemy
6. Action imperative accepted
A. Non violent—civil disobedience and minor acts of monkeywrenching
B. Violence toward property—serious acts of monkeywrenching; arson and

bombings—with warnings to people and mitigation measures taken to prevent harm
to all living beings
C. Violence toward persons—arson and bombings without mitigation attempts; per-

sonal assaults and murder
For REM cells and lone wolves, the choice to engage in violence against persons

may be highly dependent upon individual personality traits.
In studying individual examples of the radicalization process, Rod Coronado stands

out as a mythic figure in the REM. Coronado’s life followed the REM pathway to
radicalization. While watching television as a boy, Coronado saw baby harp seals in
Canada being harvested by being clubbed to death. This created a powerful impres-
sion on him and caused him to want to do something to prevent harm to animals. He
developed a biocentric viewpoint that equated the lives of humans and animals. When
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he graduated from high school, he actively solicited Paul Watson’s SSCS for mem-
bership. In 1986, while a member of the SSCS, he found out that Iceland killed 200
whales every year under the guise of scientific research while there was a moratorium
on whaling. Thus, he identified his enemy and accepted an action imperative. This
precipitated a trip to Reykjavik, Iceland, where allegedly, he and one associate sank
two whaling ships. Through the commission of a violent criminal act, Coronado had
crossed a line from radical activist to identification by the government of Iceland as an
alleged criminal and terrorist. Coronado escaped from Iceland, and the prime minister
of Iceland called him an international terrorist and requested that he be extradited
from wherever he was apprehended. He turned up in England, where he was allegedly
involved in the sabotage of fox hunts and eventually returned to the United States.
Fortunately for Coronado, Iceland never actually charged him for any criminal acts.
In 1988, he was recognized at the Earth First! rendezvous by Dave Foreman, the co-
founder of Earth First!, as the next generation of eco-warrior. At the time, Coronado
had just turned 22.[57]
Subsequently, Coronado gathered evidence of the mistreatment of animals impris-

oned on Western fur-ranch installations by sneaking into the buildings at night and
videotaping the horrible conditions of the animals. In 1991, Coronado planned Op-
eration Bite Back for the ELF. He and his accomplices broke into animal research
facilities and mink farms and released the animals, taking anonymous credit on behalf
of ELF. In 1994, Coronado was arrested by the FBI, convicted, and sentenced to 54
months in prison. Coronado never identified his accomplices and adapted well to prison
life, even maintaining his vegetarian habits. Coronado’s motivation certainly changed
during his years as an activist, and his actions had an instrumental motivation based
on ideological commitment to the REM. Coronado has always supported the use of
sabotage and arson as necessary direct actions if directed only at property but does
not advocate the use of explosives.[58]
To understand both the thrill aspect of committing violent acts and the REM

pathway to radicalization, a monograph by Jeff “Free” Luers, titled “How I Became an
Ecowarrior,” offers valuable insight. Luers began his eco-warrior career in 1998 at 19
years of age by becoming a tree sitter to protect and prevent the harvesting of the
old-growth forest area in Oregon. Recounting climbing a 200-foot-tall Douglas fir for
the first time, he describes his feelings as “scared to death.” In describing a nighttime
fireside conversation he had with his two companions, he states that they “shared tales
of adventure, hopping trains, shoplifting, and running from the cops and in some cases,
fighting them.”[59]
After depicting sitting at the top of the tree in a heavy rainstorm, he characterizes

his experience as a transcending moment: “It is one of those beautiful moments in life
that you remember with absolute clarity. At that moment I had no doubt we would save
this forest.”[60] Describing a long period of tree sitting in volatile weather conditions,
Luers interprets his experiences as feeling “the magik [sic] of the forest and of Mother
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Earth in my blood. I finally truly understood what it was to be a human being and
be alive.”[61]
Luers’s experience in the forest began with a thrill-seeking motivation and ended

with his transformation to a fully radicalized individual. He recounts taking a vow to
fight for the freedom of all life because he believed “We are all interconnected: we are
all made of the same living matter, and we call this planet home. I vow to defend my
home; I vow to stand in defense of Mother Earth.”[62] Luers had clearly developed a
biocentric perspective through his experience with the natural environment. He was no
longer motivated by the thrill of his actions. Luers’s adoption of the action imperative
is shown when he ends his monograph with an impassioned argument for the use of
violence in the defense of nature when faced with such a yes-or-no decision.
You have to decide what is important to you—clean water, freedom? You have to

decide if you are willing to be a part of something larger than yourself. And you have
to decide if you are willing to fight for it. We have already lost too much, we can not
lose anymore.
If your answer is “yes,” then it is time for you to pick up your spear, draw a line

in the ground, and say “you have come this far and you shall come no further. . . . I
will not let you rape, murder, and oppress any longer. I am a warrior and I will fight
you.”[63]
Jeff Luers was young when he wrote this monograph. He has since been convicted

of the crime of arson (involving the firebombing of SUVs), has served a prison sen-
tence, and has been released. He intends to continue being an environmental activist
but without violating any laws.[64] His monograph portrays the REM radicalization
pathway taken by young activists. Luers, however, only harmed property. Despite the
fervor of his beliefs, his personality did not have the requisite traits for the commission
of acts of violence against persons.
In the first two parts of a three-part series titled “Letters from the Underground,”

written anonymously and printed in No Compromise (an ELF zine), an ELF activist
discusses her decision to become a member of ELF and commit criminal acts. There
are several key points of her narrative that express the thrill component of her decision
to commit an act of ecoterrorism—the interest step in the REM radicalization pathway.
For example, in discussing her decision to become an ELF member, the “sneaky thrills”
motivational dynamic is apparent: “After reading stories about lab break-ins and fur
stores being torched, I too, desperately wanted to join this group.”[65] The risk involved
in committing break-ins and setting fires emotionally stimulated the author. Her focus
is on the thrill of the action, not the underlying cause, as the incentive to join the
group. Further in her narrative, she makes a cogent observation about direct actions
by ecoterrorists: “There are always plenty of people who want to help in the actual
execution of the plan—people are always willing to share in the ‘excitement,’ but not
in the actual work.”[66]
Another statement indicates that the author has become immersed in the REM, and

the action imperative stage is emphasized: “The more of these types of actions done,
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the more competent, confident, and experienced you and your cell will become and
you can soon ‘move up’ to bigger and better actions.”[67] Direct actions undertaken
by cell members serve to increase the commitment to the objectives and goals of the
REM and enhance the cohesiveness of the cell.[68]
In examining individual motivation from a rational choice perspective, the personal

rewards an individual REM member gains from participating in the commission of
violent acts has to be understood. Although his or her motivations are often mixed,
there must be some benefit for the individual to decide to commit a criminal act that
could lead to severe penalties. Criminals are usually motivated by personal profit, and
their actions are usually directed at institutions or individuals that possess valuable
items to steal or rob. The targets of ecoterrorist actions will normally not be capable of
enriching the individual or cell. The benefits for the REM member can include the good
feeling that comes from having performed an altruistic act. Saving the environment
or rescuing animals can be an act of altruism that is also a justification for an illegal
act. Unlike acts of interpersonal violence committed by other terrorist organizations,
the reasons for the commission of violent acts of property destruction by members of
the REM serve as justifications that are readily accepted by many members of society.
In addition, the benefits may also include an adrenalinefueled emotional high. The
REM’s use of violent acts is also a rational strategy for small autonomous groups who
desire publicity for their ideological cause.
Rik Scarce, the author of Eco-Warriors: Understanding the Radical Environmental

Movement, believes, however, that “most eco-warriors have no interest in a well con-
ceived philosophy. . . . It is intuition which spurs them to act, not some clear, rational,
deductive thought process. Radical environmentalism emerges out of an ecological con-
sciousness that comes from the heart—not the head—that has experienced the natural
world.”[69] In fact, Scarce’s position is an acknowledgement of “magic”—that the de-
sire to experience magic in their lives can lead individuals to take the ultimate step of
committing an act of violence for a cause.
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Organizational Structure and
Method of Operation
The REM is a worldwide movement that is sometimes characterized by the commis-

sion of violent actions against property. It is difficult to make generalizations about
the REM as a whole because there are varying organizational structures, some of them
covert, and methods of operation that distinguish different sectors of the REM.[70]
There are five major REM organizations and all are to some degree international

in scope: (1) Greenpeace, (2) Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, (3) Animal Liber-
ation Front, (4) Earth First!, and (5) Earth Liberation Front. In addition, there are
a multitude of autonomous self-generating small cells and lone wolves who operate in
numerous countries under the banner of the REM. These small cells and lone wolves
often profess allegiance to the Animal Liberation Front, the Earth Liberation Front, or
to both of them. To understand the organizational structures and methods of opera-
tion of the REM, this chapter examines these five major organizations, three of which
are aboveground, legal organizations and two that are underground, loosely connected
organizations whose exact size and scope of operation are unknown.

Greenpeace Foundation
Greenpeace began in 1969 as a small group of peace activists and Sierra Club

members who found a common cause trying to stop nuclear testing conducted by
France and the United States. First called the “Don’t Make a Wave” committee, they
employed direct confrontation as theater and manipulated the media to publicize their
actions. Their first action took place in the Aleutian Island chain, specifically Amchitka
Island. After their initial antinuclear operations, they began defending whales from
illegal harvesting by Russia, Norway, Iceland, and Japan. The organization grew, but
internal divisions developed over their tactics.
In 1977, Greenpeace abandoned actions that would destroy property and restricted

their members to acts of civil disobedience only, but the acts were well publicized.
Today, Greenpeace is the largest environmental organization in the world, with its
headquarters in Amsterdam and offices in 23 nations, including the United States.
Greenpeace is the only organization to have an office in the Antarctic. Greenpeace
has a standard hierarchical structure and does not employ any type of covert group
to carry out operations at their behest under a different name. They are an ecological
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organization that solicits funds, lobbies government organizations, and functions as a
multinational corporation.[71]

Sea Shepherd Conservation Society
The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society was founded by Paul Watson in 1977 with

financial backing by Cleveland Amory, the director of the Fund for Animals. Originally
called Earthforce, Watson’s organization has for over 30 years physically intervened to
stop the massacre of dolphins, whales, and seals and has, when necessary, damaged or
hindered ships engaged in illegal whaling. The SSCS focuses on both marine mammals
and the marine ecosystem but uses individual endangered species as the focus of their
media campaigns. Their membership has always included individuals from the animal
rights movement.[72]
The modus operandi of the SSCS has been to utilize direct actions that have os-

tensible legal justification along with a powerful moral justification. This operational
format has been successful. The major battle facing the organization is in the Southern
Ocean against Japanese whalers, who currently operate under a research exemption
to the international moratorium on commercial whaling. Japan has often threatened
to bring suit against Sea Shepherd for alleged acts of ecoterrorism and piracy and
has called Sea Shepherd ecoterrorists, labeling their acts piracy in violation of the UN
Convention on the Law of the Seas.[73]
Sea Shepherd’s mission statement advocates direct-action tactics, if needed, to stop

criminal acts occurring on the high seas. Sea Shepherd also has a written mandate
that states they are to engage in policing on the high seas in accordance with the
UN World Charter for Nature. Sea Shepherd relies upon the UN World Charter for
Nature, specifically section 21 under the heading of implementations, as their authority
to take action to enforce international conservation law. This charter is the basis for
Sea Shepherd’s intervention and acts of physical interference directed against Japanese
ships that are harvesting whales in international waters in what Sea Shepherd and
Australia consider a protected sanctuary.[74]

The Animal Liberation Front
The Animal Liberation Front was founded in Great Britain in 1976, and its ac-

tivities spread to the United States by 1979. The ALF organizational system, unlike
that of Sea Shepherd, is based on an autonomous cell concept. The cell model used
by ALF is the type of structure popularly identified with noted white supremacist
and former member of the Ku Klux Klan Louis Beam, who wrote about the concept
in a 1983 article titled “Leaderless Resistance.” Essentially, the cell structure utilized
under the leaderless resistance model dispenses with any type of central organizational
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body and traditional leadership hierarchy. This type of cell structure has been used for
approximately 25 years by various U.S. right-wing terrorist organizations. In Beam’s
writings, he explains the difference between a cell structure that also has a central con-
trol and one in which that central control is lacking, which Beam terms a “phantom
cell.” According to Beam, the use of a cell-based organization with a central command
structure is only possible if the organization has sufficient resources, obtained from
outside support, to operate effectively under a command structure. When extensive
outside support and funding are not available, Beam’s recommendation is to dispense
with a central command function. Beam believes this is possible because the cell struc-
ture would have unity of purpose, although individual cells would lack the traditional
unity-of-organization requirement.[75]
The ALF, although operating under a leaderless resistance or autonomous cell con-

cept, which it implemented prior to the date Beam’s article first appeared, does have
a Web site presence that serves as a source of ideology, mission, operational guidelines,
and tactical instruction. The ALF’s mission is to protect the rights of all sentient crea-
tures and to end their status as the property of humans. The ALF guidelines include
an introductory section that states: “Any group of people who are vegetarians or veg-
ans and who carry out actions according to ALF guidelines have the right to regard
themselves as part of the ALF.”[76]
In effect, ALF operations are carried out by autonomous individuals or small cells

of terrorists who can claim to be part of ALF and gain publicity for direct actions that
comply with ALF ’s guidelines. ALF utilizes a franchise model: a group can claim to
be a member of ALF if the group adheres to the ALF’s contractual provisions (ALF
guidelines).[77] The ALF guidelines are as follows:
1. TO liberate animals from places of abuse, i.e. laboratories, factory farms, fur

farms, etc. and place them in good homes where they may live out their natural lives,
free from suffering.
2. TO inflict economic damage to those who profit from the misery and exploitation

of animals.
3. TO reveal the horror and atrocities committed against animals behind locked

doors, by performing non-violent direct actions and liberations.
4. TO take all necessary precautions against harming any animal, human and non-

human.
5. TO analyze the ramifications of any proposed action and never apply generaliza-

tions (e.g., all “blank are evil” ) when specific information is available.[78]
In their use of autonomous cells “the ALF embodies the principle of individuality

within collectivity. Individual cells are free to be as creative as they please within the
guidelines set by the minimal ALF principles.”[79]
When ALF began its operations in the United States, there was not a similar

radical organization for the wilderness environment. The environmental movement
was a conservationist movement, and the large, bureaucratic organizations involved
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restricted their strategic approach by allowing only nonviolent tactics. This changed
in 1980 with the birth of the first radical environmental organization—Earth First!

Earth First!
In 1980, several conservationists, members of various major environmental orga-

nizations who had become dissatisfied with the current status of the environmental
movement, formed a new environmental group they called Earth First! In forming
Earth First!, the founders were motivated by several issues: (1) the perceived inef-
fectiveness of the traditional conservation organizations, (2) the Sagebrush Rebellion
(attempts by states to claim federal public lands for transfer to private concerns), (3)
excessive population growth, and (4) Ronald Reagan’s opposition to environmental
improvement. By naming the new environmental group Earth First!, they were signi-
fying that it was intended to be a radical organization that would not compromise in
protecting the environment.[80]
Earth First!, as a radical organization, adopted a preservationist and biocentric

perspective based upon the principles of deep ecology. They intended to adhere to
all laws but would encourage others to carry out actions to protect the environment
similar to the radical group of eco-warriors in Edward Abbey’s The Monkey Wrench
Gang. Earth First! wanted their organization to be defined by action. The founders
wanted a diverse membership and alliances with other social movements. Earth First!,
from its inception, was not envisioned as an organization but as a movement. As a
movement, it did not have officers, bylaws, or constitutions. It was not incorporated
and did not have a tax status. It was essentially anarchistic in structure.[81]
On March 21, 1981, Earth First! held its first gathering, or rendezvous, at Glen

Canyon Dam in Colorado. This event garnered a great amount of publicity and the
attention of law enforcement primarily because of the previously discussed simulated
sabotage of the dam. Since that first gathering, Earth First! has inspired numerous
incidents of monkeywrenching—acts of sabotage directed at machinery—that, in ad-
herence to Earth First!’s philosophy, were intended to help save the environment from
destruction by man’s machines. The movement has also developed an antitechnology
slant, and some members advocate a return to a hunter-gather society with a drasti-
cally reduced human population. At its core, however, Earth First! is still a movement
that addresses the issues of public land usage and wilderness preservation.[82]
Today, Earth First! has become an international movement composed of numerous

small, bioregional-based groups. Earth First! advocates the formation of such groups
and furnishes instructions on these “affinity groups” on its Web site and through the
Earth First! Journal, which has its own Web site. Although Earth First! still advocates
civil disobedience and monkeywrenching, their Web site emphasizes actions that are
legal: “Learn the law. While getting arrested will often bring increased media attention,
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weigh all the options. Freedom is an important asset. Avoiding jail is sometimes a better
strategy.”[83]
Differing viewpoints as to the types of direct actions Earth First!ers should commit

became a problem within the movement in the late 1980s. Some members had always
disagreed with the monkeywrenching concept while others desired to go beyond it. In
addition, younger and newer members, although claiming membership in Earth First!
and adhering to a biocentric perspective, often had other ideologies. They believed in
anarchism and anticapitalism; they were also antigovernment, specifically the United
States. The membership divided over ideology and tactics, and some members left the
movement.[84]
In 1992, a small group of disaffected members located in England founded another

movement. This movement would defend the environment without the restraints placed
upon environmental activism by the Earth First! movement. The new movement was
the Earth Liberation Front, and it soon expanded to include cells located in the United
States.

The Earth Liberation Front
The Earth Liberation Front is an offshoot of the UK’s Earth First! movement and

possibly arose out of the first UK Earth First! gathering that took place in Brighton,
England. The new organization is also believed to have been influenced by the ALF,
which was very active in England at the time the ELF movement developed. The new
organization developed an ideological approach that included social justice concerns
popular in Europe along with its deep ecology core principles. The ELF movement
spread to Germany and the Netherlands and to the United States in the mid-1990s.
In 1997, ELF activists took credit for their first action in the United States with an
arson attack on a Bureau of Land Management horse corral in Oregon and the release
of captured wild horses designated for slaughter.[85]
ELF’s justification for the arson attack was stated in a communiqué released to the

public through a spokesperson: “This hypocrisy and genocide against the horse nation
will not go unchallenged! The practice of rounding up and auctioning wild horses must
be stopped. The practice of grazing cattle on public lands must be stopped.” ELF ’s
first action and the justification for that action show ELF’s link to both Earth First!
(misuse of public wildlands) and ALF (saving wild animals from slaughter).[86]
ELF utilizes the small, autonomous cell structure of the leaderless resistance model.

It is essentially an international movement composed of individuals and cells oper-
ating in many countries. In the United States, ELF operates over a wide area but
predominantly within the western states. To claim an action and obtain the publicity
the ELF’s limited aboveground Web site structure can generate, a cell must adhere to
the ELF’s guidelines. Unlike Earth First!, whose strategic goals are essentially limited
to environmental protection, ELF’s ideologically based strategic goals are much more
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revolutionary. In fact, some ELF cells and self-designated spokespersons have advo-
cated a revolutionary insurgency to change existing political structures, particularly
the capitalist social system.[87]
Parsons, in a review of ELF ’s communiqués between 1997 and 2003, agrees that

ELF’s original focus on deep ecology as the ideological foundation of the movement has
changed. ELF’s ideology has incorporated other political and philosophical streams of
social movement thought, such as green anarchism, anticapitalism, antiglobalization,
and social ecology. ELF’s written communiqués still incorporate deep ecology, and that
alone, with its demand for a decreased human population and a voluntary decrease in
the size of the human environmental footprint, could be considered revolutionary.[88]
The ELF operates as an international franchise system with stated requirements:

“If you believe in the ELF ideology and you follow a certain set of widely published
guidelines, you can conduct actions and become part of the ELF. The ELF guidelines
are as follows, (1) to cause as much economic damage to a given entity that is profiting
off the destruction of the natural environment and life for selfish greed and profit, (2)
to educate the public on the atrocities committed against the environment and life,
and
(3) to take all necessary precautions against harming life.”[89]
The ELF and ALF movements have engendered numerous autonomous cells in many

regions of the world. Some are franchisees and claim their successful actions under the
banner of the ELF, ALF, or both. Others operate as independent entities, adhering to
a variety of guidelines or none at all.[90]

Other Radical Environmental Cells
During the last decade, the underground component of the radical environmental

movement has become more diffuse, with individual cells operating under the names of
ELF and ALF and other cells operating under a variety of names, all with varied ideo-
logical motivations and located in a variety of countries. These radical environmental
cells are often rooted in modern anarchist philosophy. Anarchism, with its simplistic
concept— eliminate government and everything will be fine—is attractive to the new
breed of radical environmentalist who is primarily interested in action, with only a
secondary interest in the philosophy that underlies the action. These individuals and
cells are merging or cooperating with other cells that link environmental concerns to
anticapitalism and antiglobalization. These groups see climate change, as caused by
man’s greenhouse gas emissions, as the harbinger of an ecological disaster. They often
link social and environmental harms, such as climate change, to the capitalist system’s
destructive power.[91]
In a 2005 Rand report, Chalk and colleagues predicted the radical environmental

movement would start to focus on the evils of corporations and on a government that
lets those corporations harm the environment.[92] Liddick, in his 2005 book on ecoter-
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rorism, stated that the radical environmental movement has developed an ideological
framework that includes a belief in deep ecology; an anarchistic, apocalyptic, and mil-
lenarian perspective; and a belief that the human population must be decreased. This
belief structure could form an ideological basis for the justification of attacks on people
to save the planet.[93]

Organizational Weaknesses of the REM
Revolutionary Ideology
The international scope of the REM has expanded, which has caused the ideological

foundations of the REM to change as the movement becomes wider. The original
opinion leaders, who traditionally shaped the guidelines of the REM, have become
much less influential, and thought leaders from Europe, Mexico, and Australia have
increasingly influenced the strategy of the REM. The ideology and strategy of all REM
cells have begun to show similar ideological justifications for their direct actions.[94]
This is readily seen by analyzing the communiqués sent out by cells that acknowl-

edge strategic goals that originate from other cultural and political regions. An ex-
cellent example of this development is a communiqué from an ELF cell located in
Santiago, Chile, and posted on the North
American ELF press office (NAELFPO) Web site, titled “Earth Liberation Front

Torches Slaughterhouse.” The communiqué states, “We decided to carry out this action,
during the international week of agitation for prisoners, given that we identify authority
and the exploitation of the land and its beings as the great common enemy of all the
battles of anti-authoritarian insurrection.”[95] The underlying ideology of the Chilean
communiqué clearly expresses an anticapitalist, antigovernment, revolutionary ideology.
By incorporating antigovernment rhetoric into the REM ideology and perceiving the
REM as engaged in an armed struggle with government forces, the REM becomes a
revolutionary threat to individual nations. In democratic nations, this revolutionary,
antigovernment motivation will not be supported by the overwhelming majority of the
population. In the United States, for example, a limited ideological focus, similar to
that of the SSCS and Earth First! during its formative years, appeals to a significant
portion of the population. A violent, antigovernment ideology will not achieve even
a semblance of support from the U.S. populace and will engender an enhanced law
enforcement response to eliminate the movement.
Tactical and Strategic Control of Cells
Based on arrests of REM members for acts of violence against property, there is an

operational profile that, although limited, is accurate. REM members, who belong to
covert cells or operate individually, are on average in their early twenties, usually in
college or graduate school, although they may not be currently enrolled. Internationally,
their socioeconomic class varies, although a middle-class background is the median.
The operational units are individuals or cells composed of two to six persons. They
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usually operate at night, and they will travel long distances to carry out operations.
They rarely combine into larger units. As a movement composed only of independent
cells, there is a limited ability for the REM to ever achieve their stated strategic goal
(i.e., to save the environment or liberate animals from human domination).[96]
The REM’s covert groups have adopted a variation on the operational model labeled

leaderless resistance. This model is “defined by the absence of control or influence at
the tactical level, at most weak influence at the operational level, but strategic shaping
by opinion leaders within the movement.”[97] The covert component of the REM is
what Brian Jackson refers to as a “loosely coupled movement,” which means it has
a common ideology and some general goals but limited operational or tactical con-
trol.[98] The REM’s covert component is not a pure leaderless resistance movement.
As the movement has endured, it has utilized the Internet and new technologies to dis-
seminate strategic goal-directed information and tactical instructions to cell members.
The necessity of utilizing Web-based, open-source information is, however, a weakness
of the REM. The REM’s status as a “loosely coupled” organization makes it necessary
for the movement, through its Web-based entities, to “broadly disseminate their strate-
gic platform and whatever operational or tactical guidance they expect their members
to take into consideration.” This type of readily available, open-source information al-
lows an analyst or investigator to gain an understanding of some of the movement’s
activities.[99]
The main drawback of the REM’s operational structure is the lack of tactical control

the REM can exert over covert individuals and cells. Because these entities essentially
operate at will, there is no unity of action—apart from that displayed by individual
cells—in the activities of the movement.[100] In addition, the current tactical restric-
tions (e.g., no harm to human or animal life), which are promulgated by the movement’s
Web sites and other open-source material, may be disregarded by individual cells or
individuals. This could and has hurt the movement’s goal of influencing public opinion
toward the movement. The issue of what tactics should be utilized in direct actions is,
at heart, the most divisive issue for the REM.
Vulnerability of Large Cells
In the first decade of the 21st century, the division between the separate domains

of the environmental and the animal liberation movements has essentially disappeared.
Individual cells, which are the covert operational component of the REM, determine
the targets of their actions based on individual interests and capabilities. A cell may
carry out both animal liberation and environmental protection actions and claim they
are acting for both ELF and ALF under their respective guidelines, or a cell may
operate under only one domain.
When cells expand their targets to include both domains, they become less effec-

tive because of their limited manpower and enhanced logistical requirements. If they
increase their manpower, however, they become more vulnerable to law enforcement
penetration and less able to control the activities of the increased number of cell mem-
bers.
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For example, “the Family,” a cell operating under the banner of both ELF and ALF,
committed direct actions in Oregon, Wyoming, Washington, and California from 1995
to 2001. This cell, consisting of 12 or more members, committed 25 direct actions and
caused property damage in excess of
$40 million. The Family operated for a significant period of time and with a great

degree of success. The government, predominantly in the shape of the FBI, made
their case on the Family by developing a cooperating witness (who agreed to wear
a recording device) from among the members. The evidence developed through the
cooperative witness subsequently caused the other members to furnish information
about their fellow members as part of the plea-bargaining process.[101]
The Family case displays the weakness of an enlarged ecoterrorist cell system. The

ability to commit dramatic and repeated direct actions requires an expansion of the
size of the normal twoto six-member operational cell. But this also makes the cell more
vulnerable to infiltration by undercover FBI agents and law enforcement’s development
of weak or compromised cell members as informants and cooperating witnesses. The
predominant types of individuals who initially join or create ecoterrorist cells are usu-
ally not familiar with the criminal justice system and probably possess a noncriminal
orientation to it. Once they are arrested, labeled as criminals, and find themselves
facing severe penalties, some will not be able to resist government inducements to co-
operate and inevitably will decide to testify against fellow cell members. The Family
cell members were easily coopted by the FBI and accepted governmental plea bargains
that required cooperation against other cell members.[102]
Increased REM cell size also leads to difficulty controlling the tactics used by in-

dividual members. Even without increased size, the loosely coupled nature of REM
cells necessitates the development of specific REM tactics and adaptations to popular
terrorist tactics used by larger, traditionally structured terrorist organizations.
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Rem Tactics
The tactics used by the REM are generally limited by a restriction on harming

animal or human life, especially if the REM cell intends to claim a direct action un-
der the banner of ELF or ALF. Because of the increased use of an antiglobalization,
anticapitalism justification for REM actions, along with the increased influence of the
green anarchists, the scope of potential REM members is greatly enhanced. This leads
to an increased probability that some individuals or cells will adopt violence against
humans as a permissible action. This has already occurred and will continue to occur
in the future.
In August and September 2003, the revolutionary cells of the Animal Liberation

Brigade utilized pipe bombs to attack two companies in northern California because
of their business links to Huntingdon Life Science (HLS), the target of the UK’s Stop
Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC) organization. The first bombing attack was on
Chiron Life Science Center in Emeryville, California, and involved two conventional
pipe bombs that caused property damage but no injuries to people. The bombs, how-
ever, were set by timers with different detonation times. If intentional, it would have
represented a widely known technique used to kill or harm first responders. The second
attack, in September, was against Shaklee Incorporated, a subsidiary of HLS’s client
Yamanouchi located in Pleasantville, California. This attack utilized an ammonium
nitrate pipe bomb wrapped with nails. Again, no one was injured, but the pipe bomb
was clearly designed to harm human life. After the attack, responsibility was claimed
through a communiqué by the revolutionary cells of the Animal
Liberation Brigade and issued through the ALF Web site. The revolutionary cells

used violent language in their communiqué: “No more will all of the killing be done by
the oppressors, now the oppressed will strike back.”[103]
The revolutionary cells claimed that they were a “front group for militants across

the liberationary movement spectrum.” Their communiqué also listed their guidelines,
which allow the use of violent tactics directed at human targets:
1. To take strategic direct action (be it non-violent or not) against the oppressive

institutions that permeate the world.
2. Make every effort to minimize non-target casualties, be they human or nonhuman.
3. Respect a diversity of tactics, whether they be non-violent or not.
4. Any underground activist fighting for the liberation of the humyn [sic], earth, or

animal nations may consider themselves a Revolutionary Cells volunteer.[104]
The revolutionary cells’ guidelines do not prohibit harming humans; instead, they

require an effort to “minimize” harm to humans. Although no one was injured or killed
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by the revolutionary cells’ pipe bombs and they have not repeated their actions, the
FBI charged Daniel Andreas San Diego, discussed earlier in chapter 1, in connection
with both crimes. He is currently a fugitive and the only environmental activist on the
FBI’s Most Wanted Terrorists list.[105]
The SHAC campaign against HLS, their customers, and their associate businesses

displays an evolution in REM tactics. SHAC-related tactics include the basic ALF
tactic of releasing animals from facilities that utilize them for testing clothing or food.
SHAC, however, also developed a Web site–based campaign that portrays itself as
an informational media outlet but, in reality, identified individuals and companies as
targets for direct actions initiated by REM cells or individuals. Individuals and cells
could obtain information, such as the names and addresses of businesses that were
customers of HLS, from the SHAC Web site. The SHAC-facilitated direct actions
taken by ELF, ALF, and affiliated cells and individuals included the following tactics:
1. Threatening letters were sent to company offices and employees.
2. Red paint was poured on residences, and accusations of terrible crimes were

painted on the homes of targeted individuals.
3. Activists made “home visits” to identify targets and utilized threatening chanting

and signs to intimidate them.
4. Smoke bombs were released in the offices of one of the clients of HLS.
5. Computer and fax jamming techniques were directed at clients and related com-

panies.[106]
In the UK, other ALF and ELF-offshoots utilized even more violent tactics during

the SHAC campaign, including the following:
1. Threats of murder
2. One case of abduction and branding (ALF letters on the victim’s back) of a

reporter who had infiltrated ALF
3. Physical assault using baseball bats on HLS’s managing director
4. Booby trapped (razor blades) letters sent to employees and researchers involved

in vivisection experiments in the UK and the United States[107]
Although bomb and arson attacks have been used by covert REM cells and indi-

viduals on an international basis, the primary tactics of the aboveground REM are
composed of acts of nonviolent civil disobedience—for example, blocking logging roads
and tree sitting. Monkeywrenching, which is generally defined as the destruction or
sabotage of equipment or facilities used to destroy or degrade nonhuman life in the
natural environment, is a controversial tactic within the REM. Monkeywrenching in-
cludes a wide range of actions, involves differing degrees of economic damage, and
makes up the majority of direct actions engaged in by covert REM cells.[108]
The book Ecodefense: A Field Guide to Monkeywrenching advocates the tactic

and recommends that it be accomplished with simplicity, nonviolence, and ethical
actions. The ethical prescription is based on the morality of saving the natural envi-
ronment.[109] Examples of the effective use of monkeywrenching include the following:
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1. Tree spiking, used to deter timber sales, is a potentially dangerous tactic that has
become controversial among REM activists. In the United States in 1988, Congress
passed anti-spiking legislation that allows for severe penalties if anyone is injured even
slightly, if property damage occurs that exceeds $10,000, or if an individual is convicted
of a second offense even if the offense did not result in physical injury or serious property
damage. The minimum penalty of such an act can be up to 10 years imprisonment.[110]
2. Pulling up survey stakes (a felony crime in some states) is used to delay or pre-

vent the building of roads or development projects that affect the natural environment.
Ecodefense recounts the possible countermeasures the U.S. Forest Service or private
development companies can use to apprehend survey stake pullers and advises mon-
keywrenchers to use a lookout, plan an escape route, be careful of invisible dyes on
stakes, and wear disposable gloves.[111]
3. Sabotage of power lines, which in Ecodefense is extensively discussed but not

recommended, is seldom used because of the severe reaction it engenders from federal
law enforcement. However, sabotage of seismic exploration equipment and cables in
potential energy exploration sites located in wilderness regions is recommended.[112]
4. Plugging waste discharge pipes is used to stop industries from polluting lakes and

rivers.[113]
5. Cutting selected fences in livestock ranching areas to harm the cattle and sheep

ranching industries.[114]
6. Sabotaging vehicles and heavy equipment is the classic form of monkeywrench-

ing.[115]
Arson is the tactic that divides REM members. To most REM members, direct

actions that involve physical destruction of property do not violate the “no harm to
animal or human life” guideline that the overwhelming majority of REM cells agree
to if operating under ELF or ALF guidelines. Arson, however, can also be considered
either a direct attempt to harm human life or an unacceptable risk that human or
animal life could be harmed even if precautions to prevent such harm are taken. For
example, a firefighter could be killed or injured in the line of duty fighting a REM cell’s
arson attack, or a human or animal present but not discovered by the cell members
prior to igniting the fire could be killed or injured. Arson is the tactical choice that
affords REM cells the greatest ability to cause extreme property damage but also has
the greatest risk to human life. An arson attack on most large facilities will require a
threeto six-person cell to safely execute, pre-raid surveillance, and knowledge of arson
techniques.
Unfortunately, information on all aspects of accomplishing an arson attack is widely

available. Ecodefense has fairly extensive information on arson scattered in various
sections of the book. In addition, the Internet contains instruction on arson, including
the “Arson Around with Auntie ALF” booklet that is found on several Web sites,
including ALF’s. Arson entails severe penalties if a person is convicted. It was the
major tactic used by the Family cell taken down by the FBI in its Operation Backfire.
The use of arson enabled the Family to gain extensive publicity for ELF in their 1998
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attack on the Vail Ski Resort, which caused $12 million in damage, at the time the
most costly action committed by ecoterrorists.
The underground elements of the REM in the United States have allegedly corrected

their security procedures to prevent future FBI successes against them.[116] Since
the FBI’s announcement of its successful Operation Backfire campaign, these groups
have continued to operate, both internationally and in the United States. An ELF
arson action in 2008 resulted in the destruction of domestic homes in a Seattle suburb,
although the homes were vacant and no one was hurt.[117] In September 2009, an ELF
cell toppled two radio towers in Washington State.[118] Internationally, the ELF has
been active in arson attacks in Mexico: in 2009, a Mexican cell committed a bombing
with a subsequently issued communiqué justifying the act because of global warming
caused by capitalism.[119]
From 1977 to July 2008, according to the FBI, the U.S. REM has committed over

2,000 criminal acts and has caused economic losses of more than
$110 million.[120] In analyzing the tactics used by the REM for over 40 years, the

lack of human victims is striking. Unfortunately its ideology, based on philosophies of
biocentrism and animal rights, offers a justification for direct attacks on human beings
who are perceived as destroying the natural environment and imprisoning animals. An
increased use of arson and explosive devices will inevitably lead to the loss of human
life, either planned or inadvertent. If isolated individuals and cells see the current
strategy and tactics as unsuccessful, then an escalation in the tactics used could be
seen as the only means to stop what is viewed as the eventual death of the Earth.
The words of one unknown activist commenting on 40 years of environmental events

and direct actions may be a prediction of future escalation:
If we are to make the slightest progress in not nearly slowing down the ecological

rapists and murderers, but actually pushing back the assault on nature, the force of
our collective response must be greater than the assault. . . .
I, for one, have only a single option; and it has been imbued in my psyche from the

moment my ears first heard the song of native birds and the soothing yet determined
waters flowing from a Sierra snowmelt. I will bleed for the land that sustains me. I will
fight for my home.[121]
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Chapter 6: Nihilistic Terrorists:
Fanatical Cells, Lone Wolves, and

Hybrid Groups



In the very depths of his being, not only in words but also in deeds he has broken
every tie with the civil order and the entire cultured world, with all its laws, properties,
social conventions, and its ethical rules. He is an implacable enemy of this world, and
if he continues to live in it, that is only to destroy it more effectively.
—Sergey Nechaev, Catechism of the Revolutionist
On November 2, 2004, in Amsterdam, filmmaker and social critic Theo van Gogh

was murdered in the street by Mohammed Bouyeri, a nihilistic terrorist driven by a
fantasy-fueled rage who has been characterized as a jihadi.[1] Bouyeri, whose alias
is Abu Zubair, was born and raised in the Netherlands and had limited experience
with the Islamic religion, but he hated and felt alienated from Dutch society. He is
an excellent example of a homegrown terrorist aided in his radicalization process by
friends and associates with similar feelings of alienation. Van Gogh had once called
Muslims “goat fuckers” and had stated in some of his public pronouncements that the
prophet Mohammed was a perverse tyrant. He and Ayaan Hirsi Ali—a female friend
and former Muslim who was a Somali-born member of the Dutch Parliament—had
made a film, titled Submission, directed by van Gogh and written by Hirsi Ali. The
film mocked the Koran by showing parts of the text on the body of a seminude girl.
Van Gogh was also a columnist and had a Web site on which he had identified himself
as a writer of social commentary. He was critical of many elements of European society
and was known to be particularly caustic in his approach to commentary.
Bouyeri was a member of a small, jihadi terrorist cell later identified by law enforce-

ment authorities as the Hofstad group. He had been born and raised in the Netherlands
and lived in an area that had a high concentration of immigrants from Morocco. He
had dropped out of college after attempting to obtain a degree for five years. He had a
criminal record, including a conviction for an assault in which he threatened another
individual with a knife. He was convicted for that incident and served 12 weeks in jail,
where he began to study the Koran.
After his release from jail in 2001, Bouyeri was able to go on Social Security and

did not work. He became increasingly involved in a radical form of Islam, holding
meetings in his home with other radical, re-Islamized young Muslims who were also
citizens of the Netherlands. He became connected to a Syrian preacher, Riduan al
Issar (also known as Abu Khaled), whom he met at a phone center. Between 1997 and
2004, Bouyeri had five encounters with the Dutch police. In the last incident, he was
arrested after he kicked and struck the police officers. The group of young Muslims he
associated with was being watched by the Dutch domestic intelligence agency called
the AIVD (Algemene Inlichtingenen Veiligheidsdienst), but the authorities believed
him to be only a peripheral member.
On the day of the attack, Bouyeri awoke at 5 a.m. to pray and have breakfast. He

departed the house on his bicycle and met van Gogh, also on a bicycle, in the street;
Bouyeri then shot at van Gogh, knocking him from his bike. Bouyeri dismounted from
his bike and continued to shoot at van Gogh, who was lying in the street unable to
move. After firing all the rounds in his gun, he reloaded his pistol and then drew a
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knife, which he used to stab the dead or dying van Gogh numerous times. Finally,
he cut van Gogh’s throat severely in what may have been an attempt to ritually
behead him. Bouyeri then took a second, smaller knife; wrote a note; and stuck it on
van Gogh’s chest with the knife. The note contained Bouyeri’s complaints concerning
Dutch politics. Bouyeri fled after the attack but was soon caught by the police and,
after a gun battle, was shot in the leg and taken into custody. While Bouyeri was
killing van Gogh, there were 53 eyewitnesses to his crime. He actually fired 20 shots,
8 of which struck van Gogh.
During the subsequent investigation, the police learned Bouyeri was practicing Tak-

firi Islam, a radical form of Islam. In his parents’ house, the police discovered a large
number of photographs of murders, torture scenes, and decapitations. They learned
that he was a member of a previously identified jihadi group—a small, self-radicalizing
cell the police had named the Hofstad group. Bouyeri had acted alone, however, in
his attack on van Gogh and had intended to become a martyr by engaging in a battle
with the police, assuming that they would kill him rather than wound him.[2] The
jihadi group of which Bouyeri was a part is an example of a domestic, selfradicalizing
network of nihilistic terrorists who profess a religious motivation for their actions.
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Nihilistic-terrorism
Nihilistic terrorists are on the margins of every radical movement that has chosen

terrorism as a strategy to achieve its goal. This type of terrorist, both group and in-
dividual, professes to be motivated by a variety of causes: religion, ethnic separatism,
regime change, or other political or social issues. Their terrorist acts, however, are
committed for personal motivations: to gain an identity, to expend their anger, or
to assuage their grievances against a society they believe has not recognized their
value. Their violent acts—including, in some cases, resultant martyrdom—would, they
believe, give meaning to their lives. In other words, their acts of violence—like Mo-
hammed Bouyeri’s brutal murder of the defenseless Theo van Gogh—make them feel
important and send a signal to the world that rejected them.[3]
The term nihilism derives from the Latin nihil, which means “nothing.” The term

was used by the 19th-century Russian novelist Ivan Turgenev, in his work Fathers and
Sons, to portray a younger generation “who valued or recognized nothing as restraining
their morals and behavior.”[4] Although in Turgenev’s view the nihilistic generation was
a benign group, the term nihilist was given evil connotations in Dostoevsky’s novel
The Possessed, which drew upon Dostoevsky’s own experiences as a young, foolish
revolutionary in Russia. From Dostoevsky’s standpoint, nihilism was “the rejection of
all religious and moral principles, often in the belief that life is meaningless.”[5] The
19th-century philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche has often been incorrectly characterized
as a nihilist “because he questions the value of such ideals as truth and morality, but
he does so because they eclipse other, more important values.”[6]
The ideological foundation of nihilistic terrorism is found in Sergey Nechaev’s work

Catechism of the Revolutionist, which describes Nechaev’s model of a revolutionary.
Although Nechaev’s work serves as a model for nihilistic terrorism, Nechaev’s own
career as a revolutionary was very short. In 1868, Nechaev established a small, eight-
man cell of alleged revolutionaries. Within two months, however, Nechaev murdered
one of the cell members who he believed was a police spy. In committing the murder,
Nechaev was assisted by four other cell members but personally strangled the victim,
Ivan Ivanov, and shot him in the head. The murderers tried to hide Ivanov’s body by
sinking it in a pond, but the body bobbed up shortly thereafter, leading to a police
investigation and the subsequent arrest of the five men. Nechaev fled to Switzerland
but was extradited back to Russia, where he was convicted of the murder and sentenced
to 20 years of solitary confinement; he died in prison in 1882, probably of starvation.[7]
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The prototype of a nihilistic terror cell was also born in Russia during the reign
of Czar Alexander II. A small group of revolutionaries, who termed themselves “The
Organization,” created a subset of the group called “hell.”
The hell cell was led by Nikolai Ishutin and was, in reality, a group of juvenile

fantasists who dreamed of assassination and crime. The group, which only lasted from
1864 to 1866, came to an end when one of their deluded members, Ishutin’s cousin,
Dmitry Karakozov, attempted to assassinate Czar Alexander II in a St. Petersburg
park. Karakozov fired at the czar with his pistol but missed his target when a passerby
deflected his arm. He then failed to take the poison that was secreted on his person
and was taken alive. Karakozov and Ishutin were subsequently hanged by the govern-
ment.[8]
This chapter examines terrorism’s nihilistic fringe—those lone assassins and

bombers; autonomous fanatical cells; and anarchistic, criminal-terrorist hybrid organi-
zations that are predominantly driven by feelings of alienation and rage, a fascination
with violence, and in some groups, a desire for financial gain. The chapter starts
with an analysis of the motivations and organizational systems of three categories of
terrorists who often exhibit nihilistic behavior: (1) small, auto-radicalizing cells, (2)
lone wolves, and (3) criminal-terrorist hybrids, including an emerging threat—pirates.
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Organizations
Nihilistic terrorists usually operate as small, autonomous cells within several radical

movements. These cells do not usually have a formal organizational structure with a
designated leader. Their membership is amorphous but revolves around a core group of
members that have a consistent relationship often based upon prior social or political
connections. The lack of central control or a defined leader makes the cell susceptible
to unilateral action by individual members or smaller subsets of the group.[9]
The lack of a formal organizational structure in nihilistic terrorist groups compli-

cates both the investigative and prosecutorial processes. The groups can resemble
typical groups of friends and acquaintances who meet together in common locations
that function as places for recreation. Investigative guidelines in the United States and
foreign countries may limit the type of investigative techniques that can be utilized
against individual organizations unless the government possesses a defined quantum
of proof, such as probable cause, for believing the group or individuals are involved in
terrorism.[10]
In addition, the applicability of legal statutes may be based on proving that “an

organization” as defined in a pertinent legal code has engaged in criminal or terrorist
acts. Unlike formally structured organizations such as the Sicilian Mafia or al Qaeda’s
central organization, nihilistic terrorist cells do not easily fit the legal definition of
an organization. The prosecution of the Hofstad group by the Dutch government was
challenged by defense attorneys on the basis that the “group” did not exist. The prose-
cution had to prove that the unstructured association of individuals fit the definition of
an “organization” as required by the Dutch penal code. The Dutch court in Rotterdam
resolved the legal issue by finding that the charged individuals were organized around
a common intent, thus meeting the definition of a terrorist organization.[11]
Nihilistic terrorists exist within a broad spectrum of the world’s political, religious,

and social movements. Although their true nihilistic motivation is to express their
hatred and gain a sense of importance, their expressed motivation varies according
to the cause they have adopted. These causes are diverse but usually involve a belief
in irrational conspiracies and are often related to religion, race, antiglobalization, and
the environment. When the cause has a nexus with the natural environment, it can
include either the destruction or protection of the environment.[12]
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Religious Groups
Although nihilistic terrorists exist on the fringes of several religions, jihadi terrorist

groups are highly relevant on an international basis, while Christian fundamentalist
groups that preach racial supremacy or antiabortion violence have traditionally posed
problems for U.S. authorities. This has changed, however, and currently Salafi jihadi
groups are the most significant problem in both the United States and European
countries. The Islamic faith has an historical militant tradition. Its concept of jihad is
the cornerstone for jihadis who interpret the concept as justification for violent acts
directed against those who threaten Islam.
Ideology
In the modern era, radical followers of the Sunni Islam tradition uniformly adhere

to the teachings of Sayyid Qutb (1906–66), whose most significant work, Milestones,
was published in 1965. In Milestones, Qutb calls upon Muslims to fight a holy war
against those who threaten Islam. He justifies the use of violence and teaches that
other religions are evil. Qutb, who lived in the United States for two years as an
exchange professor, believed the West to be an enemy of Islam. In Milestones, he
claims that all existing Islamic states were not adhering to the true principles of Islam
and that their leadership were pagans. Qutb, a member of the Muslim Brotherhood,
was imprisoned for many years by Egyptian authorities, was released in 1964, and
was subsequently imprisoned and hanged because he had been part of a conspiracy to
assassinate Egyptian ruler Gamal Abdel Nasser. Today, Qutb is considered a martyr,
and his teachings are used by Salafi jihadis to justify acts of terrorism.[13]
Although Qutb’s influence remains strong, other jihadi leaders use the Internet

to provide guidance to the decentralized network of jihadi terrorists. Abu Musab Al
Suri, the nom de guerre of Mustafa Setmarian Nasar, is a senior al Qaeda ideologue,
currently in custody, who is influential in the Salafi jihadi movement. He concentrated
on the jihad concept and how jihadis could maximize their success. Al Suri advocated
the use of media campaigns and communications technology to justify the Salafi jihadi
movement’s “use of violence to the public particularly to the young, Muslim men around
the world in search of ways to participate.”[14]
In Europe and the United States, the greatest threat in the last decade has been

homegrown groups who profess to be motivated by a distinct fundamentalist movement
within the Islamic faith referred to as Salafism. The term Salaf in Arabic means “the
ancient ones.” Salafism is based on revivalist ideology, which advocates a return to the
original Muslim community as it existed in the seventh century after the revelations
made to the prophet Mohammed. This golden age, in which Islam made great advances
through military means throughout North Africa and into Europe, was a community
governed by Sharia law, which is based on the Koran. Those who follow the Salafist
ideology as interpreted and expressed by Qutb and Al Suri are essentially a terrorist
sect within the Salafist movement.[15]
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Marc Sageman, in his book Leaderless Jihad, characterizes the young people who
are on the fringes of the nonviolent Salafist movement but will eventually resort to
terrorism as romantics with an inflated and unrealistic vision of themselves and their
society. Sageman equates these Salafi jihadis with Russia’s 19th-century anarchists
as to their self-image and personal sense of sacrifice: “My data shows that they are
generally idealistic young people seeking dreams of glory fighting for justice and fair-
ness.”[16]
Although many of al Qaeda’s followers may be looking for a just, utopian society

under an Islamic caliphate, homegrown nihilistic jihadists are not interested in the
complexities of a caliphate based on Sharia law. For these alienated individuals, bin
Laden’s communiqués and the writings of al Qaeda’s fundamentalist ideologues offer
“simplistic conspiracies to explain their world.”[17]
Domestic Salafi jihadi cells are self-organized and radicalized in the home coun-

tries of their members. The NYPD study of homegrown terrorism conceptualized
a four-stage process in the organization of a domestic Salafi jihadi group: (1) pre-
radicalization, (2) self-identification, (3) indoctrination, and (4) jihadization.[18]
The NYPD’s four-stage process comes with caveats:
• Each of these phases is unique and has specific signatures.
• All individuals who begin this process do not necessarily pass through all the

stages.
• Many stop or abandon this process at different points.
• Although this model is sequential, individuals do not always follow a perfectly

linear progression.
• Individuals who do pass through this entire process are quite likely to be involved

in the planning or implementation of a terrorist act.[19]
The NYPD identifies three factors that are usually essential to the unfolding process

of radicalization: First, an individual who has begun to explore Salafi Islam must
experience a personal crisis that causes him to begin the development of a new mindset.
Second, the indoctrination phase usually needs to be guided by a “spiritual sanctioner.”
Third, the process needs to be undertaken with other friends and associates who are
also on the pathway for the process to take full effect.[20]
RAND researcher Kim Cragin, in testimony before the U.S. Congress on December

15, 2009, stated that in general the radicalization process had three phases: availability,
recruitment, and commitment to action, but “research conducted at RAND and else-
where suggests that no single pathway toward terrorism exists.”[21] Marc Sageman’s
research concerning Salafi jihadism determined that joining a terrorist network was
“a collective process based on friendship or kinship” and that this process involved in-
timate networks of individuals that were structured as in-person groups and “virtual
online groups.”[22]
The FBI points to the Internet and social networking as linked in serving as a

conduit for the radicalization of extremists.[23] Social network analysis (SNA) is an
essential tool for understanding nihilistic terrorism, including hybrid crime and ter-
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ror groups. When movements adopt a leaderless resistance structure that relies on
networking principles fostered by modern technology, SNA offers the best hope of
understanding their operational characteristics. Unlike overt groups and movements,
however, covert groups prove difficult for SNA experts to accurately map. The use of
SNA is a countermeasure to the operations of nihilistic terrorists and is discussed more
thoroughly in chapter 8.[24]
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Case Example—europe: the
Hofstad Group
The jihadi cell informally referred to by Dutch authorities as the Hofstad group

began and ended with an Amsterdam teenager named Samir Azzouz, who initially
came to the attention of Dutch authorities when he attempted to travel to Chechnya
to fight as a mujahideen against the Russians.[25] He never made it into Russia and
was arrested and sent back to the Netherlands by Ukrainian authorities, where he
was first interviewed by the Dutch police. He was released after the interview as the
Dutch authorities did not have enough information to charge him with a crime. Azzouz
settled in Rotterdam, where he began to visit various social networking sites, the most
prominent being a phone center in the Rotterdam suburb of Schiedam.
The phone center was frequented by a group of young Muslims, who used it to

watch videos of terrorist attacks, pray, and discuss their aspirations concerning Islam
and jihad. While there, Azzouz gathered a group of friends. Jason Walters was also
born in Amsterdam to a native Dutch mother, who was divorced from his father, a
former American serviceman. Walters was a Baptist, but, in 2000, he and his brother
Jermaine converted to the Islamic faith. Walters became active on the Internet and
soon came into contact with other cyber jihadis. By this time, his views had become
more radical, and the mosque he was attending asked him to no longer attend services
because he had become too radical. The number of acquaintances Azzouz and Walters
attracted at the phone shop grew, and they began other meetings at the more radical
Tawheed Mosque and private apartments of the various friends in their network.
One of those friends was Mohammed Bouyeri, the eventual killer of Theo van Gogh.

Bouyeri became a magnet for additional new members after he left his parents’ home
in Amsterdam for his own apartment in a poorer section of Amsterdam West. His
roommate, Nouredine ael Fatmi, an illegal immigrant from Morocco, had worked in
the Schiedam phone center.
The phone center was significant in the activities of the group because of the pres-

ence of a Syrian named Riduan al Issar, who actually lived in a room above the phone
center. Al Issar claimed to be a mujahideen and gave lectures to the other young men
who frequented the phone center. Bouyeri and ael Fatmi hosted al Issar in their Am-
sterdam apartment, and these meetings were attended at various times by a group of
40 to 50 young Dutch Muslims who lived in various cities. Al Issar was an attraction
for these young Muslims, and Bouyeri and ael Fatmi’s apartment became a hub for the
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Hofstad group. By 2003, the Hofstad group had a core membership of approximately
15 to 20 members.
In 2004, Samir Azzouz was arrested by Rotterdam police. A search of his apartment

turned up bomb-making materials, weapons, and a bulletproof vest. The police also
found maps and floor plans of an airport and a nuclear power plant along with gov-
ernment buildings in The Hague. Then, in November, Bouyeri killed Theo van Gogh.
After Bouyeri’s arrest and confinement, the Dutch authorities arrested other members
of the Hofstad group. The police were attacked when they attempted to arrest Jason
Walters and his roommate in their apartment, and three officers were wounded by
hand grenades.
Subsequently, the police gained information that Samir Azzouz, who had been re-

leased from jail after serving three months for possession of a firearm, had begun
planning attacks with a small remnant of the Hofstad group. On October 14, 2005,
Azzouz and six others were arrested and charged with various crimes using a new
antiterrorism statute. In March 2006, the court in Rotterdam determined that the
Hofstad group was a terrorist organization, and the group’s members were convicted
of various crimes.
The Hofstad group demonstrates the characteristics of a nihilistic terrorist group: (1)

they lack a defined organizational structure; (2) they do not have a formal recruitment
process; (3) the radicalization of the members is autonomous and does not rely upon
a recruiter; (4) there is no formal affiliation to international terrorist organizations;
(5) they often have an egalitarian, informal authority structure without a formally
designated leader and the individual cell members are capable of acting independently;
and (6) there is a lack of realistic goals, with the membership “seemingly driven more
by a nihilistic attraction to violence than by a concrete political goal.”[26]
The psychological state of nihilistic individuals and groups is best described as

fantasy driven. For example, the Hofstad group wanted to overthrow the Netherlands’
government and impose an Islamic state governed by Sharia law. An overall strategy
for accomplishing this goal was never part of the group’s planning process. The group
was action oriented and driven by the desire for revenge upon Dutch society more than
by an intellectual desire to achieve a better, more utopian society. They also engaged
in the demonization of people of other faiths, including those Muslims who did not
agree with their radical interpretation of Salafist Islam. “The group’s members were
quintessentially nihilistic, certain about what they hated but unclear about what they
wanted.”[27]
The Dutch AIVD characterized the Hofstad group as a jihadi network that was

distinct from other terrorist groups and organizations. As a network, rather than an
organization, it was not structured like a pyramid and its membership fluctuated. These
networks contain a subset of dedicated members, but the majority of the membership
is loosely attached and changeable. The members of the Hofstad group were linked
only by a common mindset. They acted independently, and their direct actions were
committed by single individuals or small subgroups.[28]
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The nihilistic jihadi groups that operate in Europe and the United States are char-
acterized by their loosely coupled organizational structure, lack of defined leadership,
possession of a consistent set of stated anti-Western goals, and an unrealistic, violent
strategy that bears little relationship to their stated goals.

Environmental Antiglobalization Groups
As with jihadi groups, environmental antiglobalization terrorist groups are also a

fringe element of a broader movement, in this case both the environmental and antiglob-
alization social movements. These social movements are predominantly nonviolent or
engage in civil disobedience, including vandalism of property. The terrorist groups, on
the other hand, exhibit more violent tendencies, including the routine destruction of
high-valued private and public property and occasional acts of personal violence.
In regard to acts of personal violence, environmental antiglobalization groups have

not exhibited the consistent violence against people that religious groups routinely
demonstrate. They are, however, responsible for many more acts of terrorism directed
against property, and, to a lesser degree, against people, but without the murder-
ous armed assaults and suicide bombing attacks that have been carried out by some
religious terrorist groups. The complex ideology of the environmental antiglobaliza-
tion groups explicitly identifies targets for cell members and demonizes the various
individuals and organizations that harm the environment, including its human social
structure.
Ideology
Environmental antiglobalization groups have an ideology that combines the exist-

ing ideologies of separate movements. The environmental movement has at its core
the principles of deep ecology. The dangerous component of this biocentric ideology is
its principle that the “flourishing of human life and cultures is compatible with a sub-
stantial decrease of the human population” and that “the flourishing of non-human life
requires such a decrease.”[29] If you combine this principle with the nihilistic belief that
human life is without objective meaning, purpose, or intrinsic value, the elimination
of human life could become the solution to a problem.[30]
The followers of deep ecology have a religious perspective toward the environment

and perceive an eventual apocalyptic ending for the world unless action is taken to
reverse the current anthropocentric and technological models for our existence.[31]
Correspondingly, adherents to deep ecology principles believe they “have an obligation
to try to implement the necessary changes.”[32] Once human life has been devalued
and demonized, terrorist actions that injure and kill humans can be easily justified by
inherently violent individuals and groups.
This deep ecology ideological thread has increasingly become intertwined with an

antiglobalization thread, which serves as a link to several radical ideologies, such as
antiglobalism, anticapitalism, and antigovernment. These are the main ideologies in-
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corporated into the antiglobalism social movement, which advocates against free trade
and the Westernization of the world. It also includes individuals who are against U.S.
involvement in the United Nations and who believe the United States has become
subservient to a new world order.[33]
Some REM groups merge antiglobalization with deep ecology by casting capitalism

as the means that powerful corporations and government supporters use to dominate
and destroy nature for economic profit. In deciding to attack the economic system
of capitalism, these REM cells move from special interest terrorist organizations with
restricted goals to revolutionary organizations whose goal is to replace the Western
economic model of capitalism. With this revolutionary goal, radical environmental
cells become a hypothetical threat to the governments of most nation states.[34]
Of course, the small, decentralized cells that comprise the REM are incapable of

successfully attacking a modern nation state. This reality, however, does not cause
these groups to rethink their strategic goals, despite the fact that the antiglobalism
social movement does not support terrorism. For example, a recent (2010) article by
Leslie James Pickering, formerly an ELF spokesperson and head of their press office,
contained the following observations:
Many ELF actions, including a number of very significant actions, remain unsolved

and at least some strategic evolutions have apparently taken place to better prevent a
repeat of Operation Backfire. The organization continues to engage in guerrilla sabo-
tage in the defense of the Earth, including the toppling of two controversial AM radio
towers in Washington with a commandeered excavator on September 4, 2009 and a
series of recent high-profile strikes and arsons in Mexico.
EMETIC took the seemingly scattered and isolated incidents of “monkeywrenching,”

popular in the 1980s, to a significantly more organized and powerful level. The Earth
Liberation Front has built an extensive legacy of very costly guerrilla strikes and has
frequently incorporated liberation philosophies outside the realm of environmentalism.
Looking back to the early 1970s, the Revolutionary Force 9 bombings are a solid exam-
ple of how Earth liberation politics can be effectively integrated into a revolutionary
struggle.[35]
Pickering, although no longer representing ELF, has been an observer of the REM

for many years. His comments concerning Evan Mecham EcoTerrorist International
Conspiracy (EMETIC) and Revolutionary Force 9 are furnished as examples of how
a limited, single-issue strategy can be converted to a much broader and more radical
strategy of revolution. EMETIC involved a dangerous three-year campaign of sabo-
tage of the nuclear power industry in the southwestern United States. The results of
EMETIC were significant in terms of property damage, but no humans were killed or
injured. Revolutionary Force 9 refers to a domestic terrorist group responsible for the
bombings of the headquarters of several major corporations based in New York City
during 1969–70. Although the bombings caused serious property damage, no one was
physically harmed, and prior warnings to evacuate were given to the police before the
bombs exploded.[36]
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The essential nature of small, self-radicalized groups is irrational, nihilistic behavior.
Today, however, the availability of powerful weapons and the ability to use the media
as a force multiplier for environmentally linked attacks make these small, nihilistic cells
a probable threat even to powerful nations. The fear engendered by terrorist attacks
has been recognized by terrorists as a psychological weapon as powerful as conventional
explosives in its economic damage.[37]
Nihilistic environmental cells operate in accordance with the principles of leaderless

resistance and franchising as described in chapter 5. They are true self-generating
organisms that are part of the social networks prevalent in both the environmental
and antiglobalization movements. The leadership component of these nihilistic groups
is not always well delineated, which may be a major reason for the lack of success of
many of these groups. The NYPD study of jihadi groups concluded that leadership
was the major factor in the effectiveness of terrorist groups and that leadership needs
to be both operational and charismatic. One leader may incorporate both traits, or
the respective qualities of leadership can be shared by two cell members.[38]
The nature of the leaderless resistance concept practiced by environmental antiglob-

alization cells seems less authoritarian than the jihadi groups and may be one reason
for their lack of violent acts directed against people, in contrast to the Salafi jihadi
cells, which prefer human targets. For the leadership resistance concept to work, the
members of a cell must be in sync with one another in respect to their mindset. If
they are not, and because of the “no leader concept of organization,” these cells are
inherently prone to dissolving into networks of lone wolves.[39]
This lack of authoritarian leadership and an ideological doctrine that explicitly re-

jects the use of interpersonal violence may be the reasons nonnihilistic, REM cells have
engaged in few acts of violence against people. The potential, however, for nihilistic,
ecoterrorist cells to commit extreme acts of violence has been demonstrated on at least
one occasion.
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Case Example: Rise
The ecoterrorist cell identified by the name RISE, or the Rising Sun, was formed

in 1971 by two somewhat disturbed Chicago college students.[40] The cell was
the quintessential small nihilistic cell with a core membership of only two active
conspirators—Allen Schwander, who was 19 at the time of his arrest in 1972 and
Steven J. Pera, 18 at the time of his arrest in 1972—and a small group of friends and
associates. The strategic objective of the group, or, more likely, that of Schwander
and Pera, was to eliminate a large part of the human population in order to preserve
the environment.
The method they selected to accomplish this goal was a biological weapon attack.

Schwander planned to use an aerosol spray to disperse a biological agent over major
cities. Pera used social engineering to gain access to laboratory facilities and acquire
microbial pathogens.
Schwander and Pera envisioned three techniques for disseminating their biological

agents: the use of aerosol sprayer technology for airborne dissemination; direct contam-
ination of water supplies; and food contamination, also through the use of an aerosol
sprayer. The group developed a very basic sprayer that was to be utilized by dumping
bacteria in a glass container and spraying it around an enclosed area.
Fortunately, the group began to self-destruct in December 1971, when Pera lost his

access to the hospital and the biological cultures he was working on were taken away.
Then, one of their recently recruited members went to a hospital emergency room in
January 1972 and advised the attending personnel about the group and its plans. This
caused the Chicago
Police Department and eventually the FBI to become involved. Police arrested

Schwander and Pera on January 17, 1972, which brought an end to their career as
ecoterrorists.
The only members of RISE who took an active role were Schwander and Pera, al-

though there were probably an additional six to eight people associated with the group.
In sum, the strategic goal of the RISE group, specifically Schwander and Pera, seemed
ominous, but their incapability of carrying out the envisioned biological attack made
their goal a delusion. If, however, Pera had possessed a better scientific background
and had been able to obtain a sufficient amount of an appropriate biological agent,
the group might have been able to carry out an attack that could have resulted in
the deaths of human beings. Even an unsuccessful attack, had the cell members not
been apprehended and the scope of their activities and abilities ascertained, could have
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caused a panic in the city of Chicago that may have resulted in a variety of unpleasant
consequences.
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The Lone Wolf
On November 19, 2009, in testimony before the U.S. Senate’s Committee on Home-

land Security, Brian Jenkins of the RAND Corporation addressed the committee con-
cerning the mass murders by Major Nidal Malik Hasan that had occurred at Fort
Hood:
The path that takes Hasan to the Fort Hood slayings include many of the sign-

posts identified in the radicalization process: the search for meaning and spiritual
guidance, his engagement via the Internet with jihadist ideology, his adoption of the
jihadist view that the West and Islam are irreconcilably opposed, the broadening of
his sense of grievance from the personal to what he saw as a besieged Muslim commu-
nity, his reported on-line encounter with an enabler—a jihadist imam whose writings
would morally validate and reinforce Hasan’s own feelings of anger and aggression, his
expression of extremist views, and at some point, his decision to kill. If some of the
markers of radicalization and recruitment are missing, it is because, except for Hasan’s
reported correspondence with the imam, Anwar al-Awlaki, his journey may have been
entirely an interior one.[41]
Since the 9/11 attacks, the only other successful terrorist attacks that have resulted

in the deaths of individuals on U.S. soil were committed by individuals acting alone,
otherwise known as lone wolves.[42] The FBI states that the lone offender is repre-
sented in all types of domestic terrorism. The Bureau defines the lone offender as the
“single individual driven to hateful attacks based on a particular set of beliefs without
a larger group’s knowledge or support.”[43] Lone wolves cross ideological and religious
boundaries. Their unifying theme is leaderless resistance, which advocates individual
acts of terror without any form of centralized coordination rather than actions coordi-
nated by others.
Lone wolves sometimes deliberately choose their solitary actions, but in other cases

the lone wolf’s underlying pathological personality makes membership in even small
autonomous cells impossible. In other instances, individual members of small cells
break away from those cells and act alone, outside the scope of control or knowledge
of the other cell members. This may occur because of an impulsive need to commit a
violent act that other cell members may have questioned and that the lone wolf feels
is imperative.[44]
The most significant lone wolf in U.S. history was Timothy McVeigh, who bombed

the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City on April 19, 1995. McVeigh’s truck
bomb took the lives of 168 people, including 19 children. McVeigh hated the govern-
ment and believed it was conspiring to take away the second amendment rights of
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U.S. citizens. He was self-radicalized and probably inspired by William Pierce’s book
The Turner Diaries, which deals with the themes of racism, white supremacy, anti-
Semitism, antigovernment, and new world order conspiracy theories.[45]
Pierce, who is now deceased, also furnished a fictional portrayal of a lone wolf in a

subsequent book, Hunter. Pierce dedicated Hunter to Joseph Paul Franklin, a serial
murderer who used sniper attacks to kill at least 20 victims. In Hunter, the lone wolf
is portrayed as a white supremacist who decides to take direct action without external
leadership to combat what he perceives as the government’s threat to the white race.
Pierce’s protagonist, Oscar Yeager, is described as alienated and frustrated with actions
the government has taken concerning racial relations. Yeager (which means “hunter” in
German) independently decides that the solution to the problem of racial integration
is to shoot mixed-race couples as a primary tactic. He reasons that this tactic will be
successful because it will be a symbol to other white Americans, because the violent act
will be therapeutic for himself, and finally because sniper-type attacks could be easily
imitated by others. Yeager advocates assassination of individuals in key positions as a
tactic that will keep society in turmoil and influence other societal problems.[46]
McVeigh himself, after his arrest, became intrigued with the tactic of assassination

through a book by John Ross titled Unintended Consequences. Ross’s book is the story
of a team of assassins who murder agents of the federal government because of their
attack on members of the gun culture. McVeigh told the reporters who interviewed
him in prison that if he had read the book (which was published in 1996) before his
bombing of the Murrah Building, he could have adopted another strategy.[47]
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Case Example—lone Wolf: Joseph
Paul Franklin
The prototype for the lone wolf, who is driven by personal pathology but has a

poorly conceived or impossible political or social goal, is Joseph Paul Franklin (born
1950), currently on death row at Potosi Correctional
Center in Missouri.[48] Franklin was born in Alabama and named James Clay-

ton Vaughn. He had a disadvantaged childhood, lost his sight in one eye through a
childhood accident, and developed into a delinquent who failed to finish high school.
Franklin, while an adolescent, developed white supremacy ideas, believed in Nazism,
and changed his name to Joseph Paul Franklin in honor of Joseph Goebbels, the Nazi
war criminal, and Benjamin Franklin. Joseph Paul Franklin has been a member of
the Ku Klux Klan, the American Nazi Party, and the National States’ Rights Party.
Although he was a fanatical member who wore a swastika on his clothing, he was a
loner in all these groups and left them because he felt they were not sufficiently action
oriented.
Franklin began murdering African American men and mixed-race couples involving

black men and white women. Concurrently, Franklin became a skilled bank robber
and conducted robberies while engaging in racially motivated terrorism. The most
famous of Franklin’s numerous victims were Vernon Jordan, the civil rights leader who
survived Franklin’s attack, although he was seriously wounded, and Larry Flynt, the
former publisher of Hustler magazine, who was paralyzed by Franklin’s bullet.
According to John Douglas, former FBI profiler, Franklin believed that by murder-

ing black people he would cause other white people to imitate his acts.[49] Franklin
was eventually arrested and convicted of multiple murders and is widely considered
a serial killer. His murders did, however, have a political element, and the National
Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime’s Crime Classification Manual lists Franklin
under the category of “political extremist homicide.”[50]
Although Franklin specialized in sniping attacks using rifles and handguns, other

successful lone wolves have utilized diverse weapons ranging from actual biological
weapons (Dr. Bruce Ivins) to the use of package bombs (Theodore Kaczynski) and
pipe bombs (Eric Rudolph). The lone wolf is distinguished from the cell member who
carries out an individual assignment. The lone wolf acts on his own volition without
any form of external command or control. Recent suicide bombings by lone individu-
als commanded by jihadi organizations may be attributed to a recognition by those
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organizations that one-man suicide missions are simpler and have a higher likelihood
of success and catastrophic loss of human life than attacks by armed groups.
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Criminal-terrorist Hybrid Groups
The need for cash causes the incorporation of criminal objectives within the strategic

approach of terrorist groups. These criminal objectives are fostered by the inevitable
presence of members within the group who possess criminal rather than crusader ori-
entations.
Terrorist organizations have three types of criminal involvement with legitimate so-

ciety. First, they act as predators by committing violent crimes to obtain money for
their operations. The crimes of robbery (usually of banks and armored cars) and kid-
napping for ransom are traditional predatory crimes, historically referred to by leftist
groups as expropriations. If the money gained through crime is used to help achieve
political goals, the group’s orientation remains that of the crusader. If not, and the
group members are using the money for their own benefit, then the group is developing
a criminal orientation. Terrorist groups that start out with the traditional strategic
goal of political change can, with the sudden possession of wealth, develop a criminal
rather than a terrorist orientation.[51] A well-known example of this occurrence was
Germany’s 1970s terrorist group, the Red Army Faction. In order to raise operational
funds and gain publicity for the group in the hope of increasing their recruitment,
the RAF conducted a series of successful bank robberies. Although the money helped
fund the organization, the new recruits were more interested in money rather than
revolution.[52]
Northern Ireland’s loyalist paramilitary organization, the Ulster Defense Organiza-

tion, made so much money from their criminal activities that they did not return the
majority of the money to their organization. Instead, individual members kept it for
themselves, thus destroying the effectiveness of the group as a reactionary terrorist
organization.[53]
Predatory acts used to enrich the group’s members are the only logical type of

crime that small cells of nihilistic terrorists can successfully engage in. These nihilistic
cells easily degenerate to a disorganized mixture of political rhetoric and criminal
activities. Some members of these small hybrid cells may also exhibit severe personality
disorders.[54]
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Case Example—hybrid Group:
Aryan Republican Army
The Aryan Republican Army (ARA) is a textbook example of a nihilistic, criminal-

terrorist hybrid group.[55] The ARA used guns and bombs to rob banks in the Midwest
in imitation of the bank robbery gang portrayed in the popular movie Point Break.
Like the gang in Point Break, the ARA also wore masks that impersonated various
U.S. presidents. The leaders of the ARA were Peter Langan, a violent transsexual ex-
convict who believed in Christian identity theology, and Richard Guthrie, a violent,
intelligent, dishonorably discharged former sailor with some military explosives train-
ing. These individuals met in Cincinnati in 1991 because of their similar interests in
white supremacist movements. They visited the Aryan Nations, a white supremacist,
antigovernment organization located at Hayden Lake, Idaho. At the Aryan Nations,
Langan and Guthrie decided to start their own terrorist group because they believed
the groups that were part of the Aryan Nations community were not active enough; Lan-
gan and Guthrie were interested in action, not talk. Eventually, Langan and Guthrie
recruited three other individuals as members of the ARA and began their operation
as a criminal terrorist hybrid group.
The ARA decided to obtain money for their cause by committing bank rob-

beries. During their robberies, they showed a unique amount of organizational skill.
Although they had revolutionary goals that were related to their antigovernment,
white supremacist ideology, they were actually more enamored with obtaining money
than in being terrorists. Their robberies accumulated over $300,000 for the group,
which they actually believed should be used, in part—probably a very small part—to
accomplish their strategic goal of overthrowing the U.S. government.
However, on June 15, 1996, their organization started to unravel. The FBI arrested

Guthrie in a suburb outside Cincinnati. Guthrie immediately informed on Langan,
furnishing the FBI with his location in Columbus, Ohio. The FBI arrested Langan but
only after a shootout with the FBI SWAT team that left Langan covered with glass
and shaken up but essentially unharmed. Guthrie pled guilty to 19 bank robberies in
seven states. He subsequently hanged himself with a bed sheet in his prison cell in
Covington, Kentucky. Langan was found guilty of numerous crimes and sentenced to
life in prison.
The ARA was a group with a strategy but no feasible way of achieving its strategic

goal. The lack of an obtainable end goal did not deter the group from engaging in crimes
to fund their alleged revolution. The acts they committed were personally satisfying to
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Langan and Guthrie, and they obviously received an additional psychic benefit from
their belief that they were terrorists.

Hybrid Group Strategies
Unlike small nihilistic cells, larger terrorist groups can move from their initial preda-

tory acts to a parasitic strategy in which they take a share of the wealth possessed by
members of the public. This entails “revolutionary taxes” on members of the public
who are wealthy, own a prosperous business, or are criminal groups who require the
services of the terrorist organization.[56] The best example of a parasitic strategy is
that developed by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia (Fuerzas Armadas
Revolucionarias de Colombia), which was founded in 1960 as the armed wing of the
insurgency of Colombia’s communist party. The FARC was a relatively unsuccessful
guerilla and terrorist force throughout the 1970s. During that period, the size of the
FARC was approximately 100 to 200 members. In the early 1980s, the FARC leader-
ship made a deal with the drug organizations operating in the jungles of Colombia.
They offered protection for the growers, smugglers, and those operating the refining
plants. The FARC required a 10 percent protection payment from the local growers,
which equated to millions of dollars for the FARC’s coffers. The increased funding
enabled the FARC to expand their size and influence in Colombia. By 1984, the FARC
was estimated to have 2,000 members and soon became the most powerful terrorist
organization in Colombia.[57]
Large, well-established criminal terrorist hybrid groups can move from parasitic

relationships with their societal victim to symbiotic relationships. The symbiotic rela-
tionship can result in environmental resources becoming targets of the hybrid group
because of their value. For example, the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA), an
insurgent group in Burma until the mid 1990s, taxed the illegal cutting and export of
teakwood to Thailand and China by legal businesses engaged in illicit transactions. The
KNLA was also involved in establishing sawmills to increase cutting the endangered
teakwood forest within Burma. In effect, the KNLA became a business partner in an
illegal business involving the degradation of a nation’s valuable natural resource.[58]
Generally speaking, the major source of illicit income for criminal terrorist hybrids

is the narcotics trade. Terrorist groups can participate in this trade as predators by
robbing dealers, as parasites by being paid to offer security for processing facilities, or
as a symbiotic component of the illegal trade by becoming exporters of the product.
Cocaine, opium, and marijuana are valuable natural resources that cause groups to
engage in conflict in some areas of the world. As other natural resources become ex-
ceptionally valuable as a source of illegal profit, criminal terrorist hybrid organizations
will develop symbiotic relationships with the region in which the resource is located
and will aid in the eventual degradation or depletion of the resource for profit.
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It is also possible for criminal organizations to begin espousing revolutionary goals
for the purpose of gaining public support and protection for their criminal activities. In
addition, for nihilistic terrorist groups where the expressed motivation is not the real
internal motivation of the members of the group, it is easier to switch to a criminal
orientation while still espousing a political goal. There is one group today that is
difficult to evaluate as to their future status—pirates.
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Pirates: an Emerging Risk
On October 7, 1985, six members of the Palestinian Liberation Front (PLF), a

Middle Eastern terrorist organization, took control of an Italian cruise ship, the Achille
Lauro, during the 6th day of a 12-day cruise. The vessel was on its way from Alexandria,
Egypt, to Port Said, Egypt. The terrorist pirates were armed with automatic weapons
and took over the ship without incident. They then used the ship’s radio to state
their demands to the authorities in Port Said. They demanded the release of 50,000
Palestinians who were being held in Israeli prisons. They threatened to execute their
hostages, starting with the Americans, and said they would blow up the ship if any
rescue was attempted. The taking of the Achille Lauro was the first recorded piracy of
a ship by a terrorist group.[59]

Historical Overview
The possibility of a terrorist group engaging in an act of piracy is not an open

question. They already have and will certainly do so again. As terrorists look to the
environment as an increasingly valuable target, they will realize that “acts of piracy
have the potential to cause major environmental damage, especially if they take place
in crowded sea-lanes against heavily laden petroleum tankers.”[60] Historically, pirates
have always been a thorn in the side of empires and nations. Three critical periods of
pirate activity offer instructive insights into what the United States and other nations
are facing in several areas of the world.
The first critical period lasted for three centuries. From the 17th through the early

part of the 19th century, the Mediterranean was dominated by rival pirate fleets—the
Barbary (Muslim) and Maltese (Christian) corsairs. The Barbary corsairs operated
from the Ottoman Empire’s Barbary states’ Muslim ports on the North African coast.
The Maltese corsairs operated from the island of Malta and were under the control
of the Knights of the Order of St. John. The two groups of corsairs were organized
businesses engaged in the plunder of ships, but their respective religious hatred was a
factor in deciding what ships they would plunder and who they would take captive as
slaves or for ransom. Maltese corsairs plundered Muslim ships, and Barbary corsairs
plundered Christian ships. Barbary corsairs also plundered U.S. ships after the United
States had gained independence from England. The Maltese corsairs were eliminated
in 1798 by the actions of the French government. The Barbary corsairs were stopped
in 1830 through a combined effort of the United States, England, and France.[61]
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The second critical period occurred in China during the early 1800s. Piracy reached
its highest historical development during this period. Because China was a weak state,
government forces were incapable of aggressively moving to stop the endemic practice
of piracy by numerous small pirate organizations operating in China’s offshore waters.
The weakness of the Chinese government and the organizational skills of two pirates,
a husband and wife team named Cheng I (the husband) and Shih Yang (known as
Cheng I Sao, the wife of Cheng I), allowed the unification of numerous small pirate
organizations into one powerful confederation. The confederation had over 400 ships
and thousands of pirates. It developed a protection racket in which merchants engaged
in trade were required to pay for pirate escorts. This practice began with the advent
of the trade in salt and expanded to all types of trade merchants were engaged in with
China.[62]
Cheng I died in battle in 1807, but, upon his death, his widow, Cheng I Sao, took

command of the confederation. She led 50,000 pirates, the largest pirate force ever
assembled anywhere in the world. Cheng I Sao continued Cheng I’s practices, including
the kidnapping for ransom of people and vessels and the trade-protection racket. When
Chinese government forces decided they had to regain authority over their waters, they
requested help from the United States in attempting to destroy the confederation.
Unfortunately, the pirates successfully stopped the government forces. In 1809, the

confederation dissolved because of disputes between the leaders of the various pirate
groups and the retirement of other key leaders.[63]
The confederation was never destroyed by the government of China, but neither

was it ever strong enough to overthrow the government. The confederation was “the
world’s most significant instance of piracy qua piracy: without some other overarching
political, economic, or social reason for its existence.” The pirates of the confederation
“had no other reason for existence than the sheer force of strong leaders who, for nearly
a decade, outperformed the [Chinese] state’s own officials in extracting resources from
the local economy and enforcing their ‘right’ to do so with military power.”[64]
The third critical period of piracy extends from 1980 to the present day. Today ’s

piracy in East African waters and the Gulf of Aden is a resumption of pirate activity
that began “in the Arabian Gulf as early as 1600 BCE.”[65] The previous high point for
attacks in this region occurred in the 1690s, when pirate forces from several countries
established bases on various islands in the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean. Madagascar
Island was the main base for pirate activity during this period. American pirates such
as Captain Kidd and Black Bart operated in this region and traded with colonial
traders in the United States and Virgin Islands who also, in some cases, financed the
pirates’ expeditions. U.S. pirates plundered the Moorish ships owned by the Islamic
ruler of Hindu India known as the Great Mogul.[66]
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Modern Piracy
The age of modern piracy began in 1980 with attacks on fleeing Vietnamese boat

people by local fishermen from nearby nations. In 1981, Nigeria was believed to have
the most dangerous coastline, according to the International Maritime Organization
(IMO). Piracy in the 1990s occurred frequently in Southeast Asian waters, particularly
the Strait of Malacca.[67]
Today, the most active pirate area is off the coastline of Somalia and in the Gulf of

Aden. The Gulf of Aden is of great strategic importance: 22,000 vessels go through the
Gulf annually, encompassing 8 percent of the world’s trade and 12 percent of the total
volume of oil. Between January and December of 2008, 90-plus vessels were attacked in
the Gulf of Aden (a 100% increase from 2007).[68] In 2008, there were also 135 attacks
off the coast of Somalia, and pirates seized 44 ships and 600 seafarers were kidnapped
and held for ransom in this area. The pirates obtained $30 million in ransom during
this period.[69]
In 2009, there was an increase in naval vessels deployed in the Horn of Africa

region, and the UN Security Council has passed security resolutions allowing increased
international jurisdiction over piracy. The pirates, however, increased their actions in
2009 for a total of 214 Somalia pirate attacks on vessels and the seizure of 47.[70]
A high incidence of pirate attacks points to a linkage to criminal organizations that

have the contacts and networks to dispose of property seized by pirate groups. In
Somalia, piracy may have begun as a response to illegal fishing by foreign nations in
Somalia’s national waters. Allegedly, fishermen were angry over these incursions and
began extorting license fees from foreign fishing trawlers. This activity expanded to
the seizure of vessels and their cargos when criminal gangs, such as the Somali marines,
saw a golden opportunity for profit. Most pirates today are young, and their numbers
may be as high as 1,000.[71]
The greatest potential for an environmentally linked pirate attack is in international

waters off the East African coast. The probable scenario will involve the seizure of an
oil tanker headed to the United States. The tanker will be held for ransom by terrorists
claiming allegiance to al Qaeda, allegedly as a response to America’s exorbitant use of
the oil that contributes to the global warming that is negatively affecting the countries
of Africa. The resultant ransom money could be split among group members, the
operational needs of the pirate groups, and Islamic charities. In November 2008, Somali
pirates hijacked a Saudi Arabian Aramco-owned ship, the Sirius Star. The Sirius Star
carried over $100 million worth of oil and was taken 400 miles from shore and motored
back to Somalia.[72]
Another possible scenario is for a pirated oil tanker to be destroyed in one of the

key straits or ports of the world. The destruction of a tanker with its load of crude oil
would cause environmental devastation to the affected region. Another option would be
a suicide attack on an oil-carrying supertanker, which could possibly be accomplished
by driving a fast boat filled with explosives into the side of the tanker.
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The often-stated axiom that criminals and terrorists cannot coexist because of their
different motivations should be changed to a statement that terrorist groups can en-
gage in criminal activities either as hybrid crime-andterror organizations or in limited
partnerships with a criminal organization. In regard to piracy, terrorists can operate in
both fashions, either of which can result in environmentally linked attacks. Generally,
pirate attacks will be for monetary and nonideological purposes, but the potential for
such attacks by terrorists for propaganda or funding purposes has to be considered
highly probable because such attacks are both achievable and logical.
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Nihilistic Strategy
Within the spectrum of terrorism, nihilistic cells and individuals occupy the outer

band of the spectrum. At the band’s inner margin, small cells are loosely coupled
to an active, international social movement by the Internet and other social nodes
that furnish doctrinal guidance, tactical training, and motivation. At the middle, they
are small, autonomous cells, lacking a link to a broader social movement, that make
decisions in an atmosphere dominated by group dynamics that take place under the
pressure of their cell’s isolated existence. At the outer margin exists the lone wolf,
normally with a severe personality disorder or driven by irrational beliefs based on
hatred of a demonized group or individuals. The strategic direction of these respective
cells and individuals will vary greatly. The small groups that have either developed
from social networks or lack any connection to a social movement will have a changing,
situationally based leadership lacking a strategic vision. The strategic direction of
these cells is developed through a participatory rather than authoritarian process and
is influenced by emotional desires of individual members. The strategic direction for
lone wolves will be influenced by Internet communications and motivational books,
such as William Pierce’s Hunter and The Turner Diaries or the Phineas Priesthood
works by Richard Hoskins, such as Vigilantes of Christendom, that furnish justification
for the pathological beliefs and goals of the lone wolf.
The strategic approach of nihilistic cells and individuals will always be based on in-

ternal, expressive motivations rather than a rational, instrumental approach. The logic
will be dominated by the strategies of attrition and intimidation, but these strategies
may not be based on a realistic assessment of the capability of the terrorist group.
For these types of strategies, the small size of the group requires the use of a weapon
of mass destruction or an attack that will result in similar psychological effects. The
strategic approach, however, will be dominated by a bias toward action more than
accomplishment. The strategic goals of these cells and individuals will vary, but the
predominant goal will be social control. This particular goal will be chosen because
the core motivational factor of these groups and individuals is hatred of an external
enemy whose behavior the group desires to restrain or eliminate. For some right-wing
groups, the strategic goal will be status quo maintenance, or the desire to protect the
existing political order from a perceived revolutionary threat that is usually expressed
by a nascent political movement.[73]
To be successful, nihilistic groups and individuals should formulate a strategy and

select tactics that will achieve strategic goals that fit their operational capability. For-
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tunately, these nihilistic cells, groups, and individuals rarely follow such a rational
process. When they do, however, their success often has grave consequences.
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Tactics
It is midnight, July 4, 2012. The Gulf Coast is preparing for the arrival of a Category

4 hurricane forecasted to reach landfall within 24 hours. A speedboat, loaded with C4
military explosive and containers of gasoline, is racing through the night from the
direction of New Orleans. In a southern state, a backpacker in the state’s forest system
has set the last of six firebombs with electronic ignitions and is walking toward the
trailhead where she left her car. At a large, well-known resort hotel in a major southern
city, a recently hired maintenance employee has emerged from a hiding place near the
heating and air conditioning system carrying a sealed container filled with anthrax
spores.
At 12:15 A.M., the speedboat strikes the largest deep-water drilling platform in the

Gulf of Mexico and explodes, causing other explosions on the drilling rig that result
in outbreaks of fire throughout the platform. At 12:30 A.M., six firebombs explode at
various locations scattered throughout 1000 acres of wilderness forest that intersects
with extensive residential subdivisions 5 miles from where the closest firebomb exploded.
At 6 A.M., a communiqué is e-mailed to the major news media headquarters in New

York, Miami, and Washington, D.C., claiming credit for the destruction of the drilling
platform and the wildfire arson in the state forest. The communiqué also states that
the next attack will be to infect the guests at a resort hotel located in a large southern
city with anthrax. The communiqué is signed “Al Qaeda in America.”
The hypothetical, nihilistic terrorist cell grandiloquently calling itself “Al Qaeda in

America” may not actually be successful in carrying out a combined attack of this
nature. It could, however, try, and the attempt itself would change the way we look
at our energy infrastructure, vulnerable environmental areas such as residential areas
that intersect wildlands, and the air we breathe within our buildings.
Striking at the natural environment’s nexus with human life is an effective tactic.

Three tactics offer nihilistic terrorists the ability to maximize their potential capability
to instill fear in their intended targets with limited risk of detection and apprehension
by law enforcement:
1. Arson attacks on the wildlands-built environment junction
2. Sabotage or bombings of oil and natural gas facilities and transports located

within environmentally sensitive areas
3. The use of biological toxins and agents to attack our air, food, and water
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Arson Attack on Wildlands
Arson attacks on wildlands and on the intersection of wildlands and the built envi-

ronment (e.g., housing subdivisions and resort hotels) occur frequently in many areas
of the world. These attacks are often due to malicious mischief or the psychological
desire for excitement linked to fire setting, but many are intentionally caused for a
variety of criminal reasons. From the standpoint of terrorism, arson has been used as
an asymmetrical tactic by terrorist groups and lone wolves.[74]
From an international perspective, terrorist attacks on forests have already occurred

and offer a low-risk, high-value method of attack that requires a minimal amount of
equipment, usually only an ignition device and highly combustible fuel. Changing cli-
mate has exacerbated the flammability of wildlands in many regions of the world,
including the United States. Jihadi groups are well aware of how to use arson as a
tactic. Israel’s forests were subject to numerous arson attacks implemented by Pales-
tinians during the first Intifada (1987–93). The Israelis termed these attacks “pyro-
terrorism.”[75]
Spain in 2006, Estonia in 2006, Greece in 2007, and Australia in 2008 had extensive

forest fires, and their governments initially characterized those fires as possible acts
of terrorism. The motives of the individuals who set the fires in Spain and Greece
are uncertain. Estonia’s forest fires were possibly started by a nihilistic terrorist group
with a seemingly specious motive—anger at the government’s refusal to remove a Soviet
monument from the capital city of Tallinn. Calling themselves the Forest Incinerators,
the alleged terrorist group seems to have overreacted by conducting an irrational attack
that was not successful in achieving its goal of monument removal. Although pyro-
terrorism has been suspected as one cause of Australia’s extensive forest fires, the
government has not been able to prove that terrorist actions actually occurred.[76]
In the United States in 2003, USA Today reported that an al Qaeda detainee had

revealed an al Qaeda–directed plot involving three or four people who would use timed
ignition devices to start wildfires in Colorado, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming. The FBI
sent a memo to certain law enforcement agencies stating that the detainee’s credibility
could not be confirmed. The wildfires never occurred, and it is obvious from the facts
recounted by USA Today that the FBI did not regard the threat as credible.[77]
Overall, pyro-terrorism remains a high risk for use by nihilistic terrorists, especially

lone wolves, who would find this type of tactic within their limited operational capa-
bilities.

Biological Weapons
America’s worst act of biological terrorism occurred one week after the 9/11 al

Qaeda attacks on targets in the United States. The weapon was dried, powdered spores
of Bacillus anthracis, the bacterium that causes anthrax. The vehicle was letters sent
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through the U.S. mail system. Targets were the media and selected U.S. senators. The
results of the attack were deadly and costly: five people died from inhalation anthrax;
several buildings and postal service facilities were contaminated (two of the deceased
victims were postal service employees); the facilities of the U.S. Senate were shut down;
the safety of the U.S. mail system was questioned by citizens; and hundreds of false
alarms over benign powders maliciously sent to people through the mail threatened
the public’s belief in the safety of the U.S. Postal Service.[78]
After a multiyear investigation, the FBI used traditional investigative methods and a

novel approach to the new field of microbial forensics in concluding that the perpetrator
of the anthrax attacks was Dr. Bruce Ivins, a microbiologist employed at the U.S.
Army’s Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID).[79] Only two
credible questions remain concerning the FBI’s determination of Ivins’s guilt. First,
Ivins was limited to working on liquid formulations of anthrax spores, not the powdered
spores that were sent through the mail system. Second, Ivins committed suicide in late
July 2008 as the U.S. government was moving toward an indictment of him, and, thus,
the evidence against him has never been tested in a criminal trial.[80]
One of the major benefits of using a biological weapon is the anonymity of the attack.

The weapon can be delivered covertly, and the deadly results will surface hours (if a
toxin) or days (if an agent) after the attack. Even then, medical and law enforcement
authorities may believe that any resultant deaths and illnesses occurred as a result of
a natural disease or poisoning that was acquired through accidental contact with the
organism or toxin.[81] Thus, the number of people killed by the anthrax attacks could
have been significantly larger if the attacker had disseminated the anthrax spores by a
more covert method. For example, a mechanical aerosol sprayer could have been used
in a movie theater without any of the people being aware they had inhaled anthrax
spores.
If Ivins had not sent any type of communication with the spores, he might not

have been caught. The initially unknown perpetrator of the anthrax letter attacks sent
notes with the spores, and terms in the notes related to Islam. Initially, this caused
elements of the U.S. government to believe the attacks may have been implemented
by Iraq. The FBI, however, performed a linguistic and behavioral analysis of the three
letters and transmittal envelopes and a behavioral assessment based on a hypothetical
perpetrator’s use of anthrax as a weapon. The key elements (paraphrased) of the
assessment were as follows:
1. Adult male
2. May work in a laboratory and possibly has at least a strong interest in science
3. Has access to a source of anthrax and the ability to utilize it as a weapon
4. Has access to the necessary laboratory equipment
5. Holds grudges[82]
Ivins fit the profile, and the profile helped the FBI focus their investigation on him

as a lone wolf with the requisite scientific background and access to anthrax spores.
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Nihilistic individuals and small cells are likely to regard biological weapons as an
effective and appropriate method of attack. An attack with a potent biological weapon
has the capability of causing large losses of life. If the agent or toxin used is not a
true biological weapon, it can still be a weapon of fear and chaos. According to Jessica
Stern in her work The Ultimate
Terrorists, the types of terrorists who would select bioweapons would do so because

those weapons inspire dread, and they would regard the formation of chaos as a suc-
cessful attack. Stern believes “the groups most likely to use these weapons are groups
with amorphous constituencies, including religious fanatics, groups that are seeking
revenge, and groups that are attracted to violence for its own sake.”[83]
According to Jonathan Tucker of the Center for Nonproliferation Studies, the hur-

dles for terrorists to overcome in choosing a biological weapon attack using an infectious
agent or toxin are many:[84]
1. The biologic agent that is selected needs to be sufficiently virulent.[85]
2. The terrorist or terrorist cell members must have sufficient knowledge, training,

and equipment relevant to microbiology.[86]
3. Dissemination for large-scale attacks would need an aerosol delivery system, which

would create difficulties and also be subject to the atmosphere and wind conditions.[87]
Tucker believes the problems inherent with aerosol delivery are beyond the ability

of most terrorists. He describes the problem thusly: “To infect through the lungs, infec-
tious particles must be microscopic in size— between one and five microns (millionths
of a meter) in diameter. Terrorists would therefore have to develop or acquire a so-
phisticated delivery system capable of generating an aerosol cloud with the necessary
particle size range and a high enough agent concentration to cover a broad area.”[88]
Opposed to Tucker’s viewpoint, Michael Osterholm and John Schwartz, in their

book Living Terrorism, state, “Experts in the burgeoning field of aerosol technology
disagree, say that the achievements of their discipline would make aerosol distribution
simple and that these technologies have been well described in the scientific litera-
ture.” Stern, in her review of the aerosol dissemination issue, believes that the truth is
“probably somewhere between these two viewpoints.”[89]
The only logical attack venue for small cells and lone wolves would be an enclosed

space, such as a hotel, mall, train, subway, or plane. “Such an attack, if it involves
respirable aerosol, might infect thousands of people, but even here the technical hurdle
would be by no means trivial.”[90] Despite the difficulties inherent in an attempt to
use bioweapons, a variety of terrorist groups have demonstrated an interest in their
usage. Al Qaeda is undoubtedly the greatest threat. Bin Laden has consistently, over
many years, displayed an awareness of the benefits of bioweapons and is believed to
have implemented plans to obtain or develop such weapons.[91] The reality is that
bioweapons have failed as a tactic for causing mass casualties when used or attempted
to be used by terrorist groups. They do, however, possess an inherent capability to
engender fear and possibly panic on the part of the public. Forecasted projections of
deadly epidemics and mass casualties are only theoretically possible.[92] The use of
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such tactics, however, does meet the strategic goals of provocation and intimidation.
Even an unsuccessful attack, if combined with the force multiplier effect of consistent
media interest in publicizing the attack, would cause the targets of the attack to
reasonably become panicked.
The drawbacks to the use of such weapons are such that individual terrorists who

do not desire a slow, painful death may not wish to use these weapons. The handlers
of bioweapons face a high risk of being infected. A resultant death would not be rapid
in most cases of infection with biological agents. If poisoned with certain toxins, death
would be fast, but painful. Terrorists are imitative, however, and the successful anthrax
letter attacks could cause terrorists to try to improve on Ivins’s work.[93]
Certainly, Ivins could have increased the severity and frequency of his attacks if

he had wanted to. Ivins’s motivation seemed to be inherently personal, and he seems
to have wanted more governmental focus to be given to biological weapons and to his
own position. By utilizing the tactic of biowarfare, he refocused the nation’s interest on
anthrax as a weapon of terrorism, and, thus, his own position became more important
to the government that employed him.[94]
A bioterrorism attack could also be used to target agriculture. “A major act of

agricultural terrorism, one that causes over one billion dollars in damages, could be
produced by a series of limited infections triggered by pathogens delivered by simple
methods.”[95] There are several advantages to an attack on agriculture over committing
an attack on humans:
1. It is easier to produce animal and plant pathogens from natural sources than it

is to produce human pathogens.
2. It is easier to obtain plant and livestock pathogens from micro-libraries.
3. The most dangerous animal and plant pathogens are easier to obtain from the

environment than to acquire from a laboratory.
4. Weaponization of the pathogen is not required.
5. It is easier to disguise an attack on agriculture than it is to disguise an attack on

humans.[96]
Terrorists could target both crops and animals, but different techniques for the

respective targets would have to be used to disseminate the disease. Such an attack
on agriculture could cause devastating economic and psychological damage. Nihilistic
ecoterrorists could conceivably use this type of attack because of their belief that mod-
ern agricultural methods are deadly to the environment. Animal farms would probably
be the chosen target, as “this concentration of animals combined with communicabil-
ity of livestock diseases suggests that a handful of attacks could cause widespread
devastation to an important sector of the U.S. economy.”[97]
The list of critical bioweapon threats compiled by the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention include those that might be foodborne:
(1) Clostridium botulinum neurotoxin (the most lethal substance known),
(2) Salmonella typhi, (3) Shigella dysenteriae, (4) E coli O157:H7, and (5) Vibrio

cholerae 01. Because the food supply “is characterized by centralized production and
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processing and widespread distribution,” a bioweapon attack on the critical centers or
nodes could have cascading effects that could panic the population.[98]
Bioweapon attacks on water supplies have been planned or conceived by several

U.S. terrorist groups in the past. Although the success of such an attack is possible,
it would be extremely difficult to accomplish.[99] The security measures in regard to
water supplies make such an attack unlikely in regard to municipal treatment centers
and large, urban reservoirs. The water distribution networks might be logical targets
for small-scale attacks, and remote, small reservoirs that service a restricted population
could be possible targets for a nihilistic terrorist cell or individual.[100] The Rajneeshee
cult that employed biological agents against people in the small Oregon town called The
Dalles during August and September of 1984 included the attempted contamination
of the town’s reservoir among their direct actions.[101]

Attacks on Junctions of Built and Natural
Environment
To maximize the effects of an environmentally linked attack, nihilistic terrorists

will attack facilities that are economically important and adjoin critical areas of the
natural environment. The methods of attack will be sabotage, bombings, and arson.
The most frequent attacks on vulnerable builtenvironmental areas will be directed at
energy facilities and infrastructure, such as oil and gas pipelines. These pipelines and
other oil and gas facilities are located on both land and water, specifically in our rivers,
oceans, and seas.
Attacks on drilling platforms and oil tankers will be increasingly attractive in the

foreseeable future. The explosion of the deep-sea oil-well drilling rig Horizon and the
resulting damage to the Gulf ’s already damaged ecosystem has, once more, focused
the concern of governments and citizens on the environment. The damage that can be
caused by the destruction of drilling rigs and the failure of the fail-safe technologies
used to prevent devastating fires and well blowouts exposed a vulnerability that could
be exploited. The risk that nihilistic terrorists could utilize a small craft loaded with
explosives and attempt to destroy an ocean well-drilling rig or large, oil-carrying tanker
is apparent, and the probable environmental damage could be much worse than the
financial loss due to the destruction of the rig or tanker. An example of such an incident
occurred on October 6, 2002, when a French oil tanker, the MV Limburg, was attacked
in Yemeni waters by an explosives-packed boat operated by suicidal members of the
Aden-Abyan Islamic Army. The attack was unsuccessful, as the targeted ship did not
sink, and the spilled oil, approximately 90,000 tons, was successfully contained. The
attack also only caused one casualty. The attack, however, did negatively affect the
stock market because of concerns by oil industry investors, and it serves as a model
for other nihilistic terrorist groups.[102]
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The most frequent targets of terrorist attacks are the pipeline systems for crude oil,
refined petroleum, and natural gas that exist in most of the world’s countries. Among
the most frequently targeted pipelines are those located in Colombia, Russia, Turkey,
Sudan, India, and Nigeria. Colombia has the most extensive history of pipeline attacks.
Occidental Petroleum’s 480-mile Cano Limon-Covenas oil pipeline has been bombed
over 900 times, costing the Colombian government $2.5 billion in lost revenues.[103]
The United States has 470,000 miles of oil and gas pipelines, with the greatest con-

centration in the southern (energy production) and northeastern (energy consumption)
regions. These pipelines cross the United States and link to pipelines in Canada and
Mexico. Most U.S. pipelines lie underground, but there are required markings above
them in order for repairmen and other first responders to locate them.[104] On an in-
ternational basis, more than half of all pipelines are aboveground. Generally, pipelines
are located in areas that follow existing roads or traverse wilderness areas. Pipelines
are difficult to protect and are commonly attacked with improvised explosive devices
(IEDs) placed directly on the line. Increased security measures, such as a patrolling
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), make IED attacks more problematic, and the use of
standoff weapons, such as rocket-propelled grenades and mortars, has become more
common.[105]
Attacks, even those carried out by single individuals using easily obtained weapons,

can be highly damaging. Although common in other countries, attacks on U.S. pipelines
are rare. In 1999, however, a former member of the U.S. Army’s Special Forces was
arrested in possession of high explosives and 14 timing devices. He planned to blow up
a section of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline in order to make a profit in oil futures.[106] In
2001, vandals attacked the Trans-Alaska Pipeline with a high-powered rifle, causing a
two-day shutdown of the pipeline and ecological and economic damage.[107]
The difficulty in stopping energy infrastructure attacks was recently demonstrated

by the inability of Canadian authorities to capture the group or individual who has
bombed six natural gas installations in Alberta, Canada, since October 2008. Canadian
authorities believe the bombings have been committed by ecoterrorists. The victim of
the attacks is Encana, North America’s largest natural gas company.[108]
Attacks on targets that lie within the intersection of the built and natural environ-

ment are attractive to nihilistic terrorists with varying mindsets. Terrorists motivated
by environmental protection concerns regard these facilities as a desecration of the
natural environment. Nihilistic terrorists who lack such concerns see these attacks as a
way to strike at the government and corporations, both economically and ecologically.
Jihadi cells may also be aware that al Qaeda and its affiliates have called on their
cohorts, via the media, to strike at the oil and gas industry in order to disrupt oil
supply to the United States.[109]
There are many attractive targets that have an environmental nexus, and they are

often located in areas of the world in which ecoterrorists and nihilistic terrorists operate.
It is the responsibility of government and private enterprise security planners to protect
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their nations or organizations from these attacks through accurate risk assessment and
effective security planning to both detect and prevent such attacks.
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Chapter 7: The Risk of Terrorism



In strategy, it is important to see distant things as if they were close and to take a
distance view of close things. It is important in strategy to know the enemy’s sword
and not to be distracted by insignificant movements of his sword. We must study this.
—Miyamoto Musashi, A Book of Five Rings
On April 20, 2010, in the Gulf of Mexico, a deep-sea oil well located 5,067 feet under

water blew out, sending flammable gas and oil up the well shaft onto the attached
drilling vessel, the Deepwater Horizon. The resultant explosion and structural fire
created chaos and destruction. Personnel on the bridge delayed activating the vessel’s
emergency disconnect, which was designed to disconnect the vessel from the well and
stop the eruption of gas and oil. When the disconnect system was finally activated, its
blowout prevention device failed to stop the cascade of fiery gas and oil. The vessel’s
crew could not stop the well’s eruption or fight the raging fire, and the captain ordered
them to abandon ship. The surviving crew members loaded onto the two life boats
or jumped from 75 feet into the black, oilslick waters. Fortunately, a 260-foot ship,
the Damon Bankston, was at the scene and possessed a fast recovery craft that was
used to rescue the survivors in the water. The Coast Guard arrived at 11:15 p.m., but,
by that time, 115 survivors were already aboard the Bankston, 11 crew members were
dead, and 17 were injured. The Deepwater Horizon continued to burn for over 36 hours
before eventually sinking into the ocean’s depths.[1]
This tragic loss of human life and property was the beginning of one of the worst envi-

ronmental disasters in U.S. history. Unfortunately, the well’s owner, British Petroleum
(BP), and the U.S. government did not know the magnitude of the crisis they were
facing in the Gulf. They had not foreseen such a disaster, and BP’s existing emergency
plan was soon proven to be shockingly inadequate.
With the Horizon on the ocean’s floor and the toxic oil gushing, the U.S. government

and BP began to respond to the environmental crisis—the unceasing spread of oil
that would create an ecological disaster for the entire Gulf region. As they fought
the oil spill, BP and the U.S. Coast Guard, whose Department of Homeland Security
had final oversight and control of the disaster response, realized that the existing
emergency response plan had numerous deficiencies. Even worse, the plan’s equipment
requirements were based on flawed government assessments regarding the probability
of oil reaching landmass as the result of a spill.[2]
Almost immediately after the Horizon tragedy gained national attention, questions

arose as to the possible causes of the disaster. Right-wing commentators and the blo-
gosphere raised the possibility that the Horizon had been destroyed by ecoterrorists.
Although this has been debunked by information gained from survivors and later scien-
tific analysis of the explosion, the belief that terrorists would attack an oil-well drilling
ship is not improbable.[3] BP’s emergency response plan, however, did not consider
the probability of a terrorist attack, and there is no information that such an attack
had ever been assessed to determine its likelihood. Although the idea of an ecoterrorist
attack on the Horizon oil-well drilling ship may perpetuate in the minds of conspiracy
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theorists, the technical requisites for a successful attack would, more than likely, have
been beyond the capabilities of any known ecoterrorist group.
Although the BP response plan has been criticized for its inadequacy, BP’s manage-

ment defended their emergency preparedness in a May 10, 2010, Wall Street Journal
article. They based their failure to stop the blowout on a lack of prior incidents under
similar circumstances: “You have here an unprecedented event. Never before have you
seen a blowout at such depth and never before has a blowout preventer failed in this
way.”[4]
Although worse than the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe, the 9/11 al Qaeda at-

tack against the U.S. homeland revealed a similar lack of risk assessment and security
planning. After that attack, government intelligence agencies were asked by the 9/11
Commission if they understood the risk of such terrorism, if they had planned responses
and defenses, and if they knew their planned responses and defenses might not succeed.
The agencies defended themselves but the 9/11 Commission concluded that the U.S.
government’s leaders did not understand the magnitude of the threat they were fac-
ing.[5] The 9/11 Commission, in the last recommendation of their final report, stated
that the government should “regularly assess the types of threats the country faces
to determine (a) the adequacy of the government’s plans—and the progress against
those plans—to protect America’s critical infrastructure and (b) the readiness of the
government to respond to the threats that the United States might face.”[6]
Corporations—an integral part of our physical and economic infrastructure—and

the U.S. government have the responsibility to plan the protection of governmental
and corporate operations within the United States and foreign countries. Because
the threat of terrorism is not improbable, the mission for government and corporate
security planners is to determine the likelihood of a terrorist attack, the targets of
the attack, the vulnerabilities that can make such attacks successful, and the possible
severity of such attacks. These determinations are difficult to make but are necessary
and required for a multitude of possible terrorist attackers.
This chapter examines the difficult process of terrorist risk assessment. The ap-

proach to this subject begins with an overview of the general concept of risk and, more
specifically, risk in relation to terrorism. Then, the basics of risk analysis methodology
are presented as they are applied by both governmental and private enterprise analysts.
Further, selected key elements of the risk assessment process are examined in relation
to environmentally linked terrorist attacks. Finally, some of the more critical problems
with analysis and prediction of rare events, such as terrorist attacks in most areas of
the world, are presented.
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Risk
Al Qaeda’s founders have been consistent in decrying the presence of
U.S. interests in the Islamic countries of the Middle East. They have pledged to

destroy that presence and establish a caliphate in the region.[7] When a
U.S. multinational corporation establishes operations in the Middle East, they face

the possibility of a terrorist attack, which could entail the murder of their employees
and the destruction of their facilities. Today, that possibility is referred to as the risk
of an attack, and some individuals believe that with sufficient, accurate information,
it is possible to assess with an actionable degree of probability the risk that terrorists,
such as al Qaeda, will launch an attack against a defined target. Such a risk assessment
is a relatively modern concept based on the belief that we can predict the future with
some degree of success and thus influence its outcome by our activities.
Risk, from an organizational standpoint, is defined as the “potential for loss or harm

to systems due to the likelihood of an unwanted event and its adverse consequences.”[8]
The term derives from the early Italian risicare, which means “to dare” and signifies a
choice rather than a fate.[9] Today, risk is intimately connected to the ideas of proba-
bility and prediction. In the past, at least in the Western world during the centuries
before the Renaissance, human beings believed that their lives in relation to the future
were determined by impersonal fates whose decisions they hoped could be influenced
by offerings or sacrifices to various deities or natural forces. An example of this practice
was the ancient Greeks’ solicitation of the providence of the winds, which they believed
could influence their lives.[10] The failure of the Greeks to develop a rational system
of thinking about the future was based on their belief that life on earth was under the
control of irresponsible, unpredictable forces.[11] Today, because of developments in
mathematics over the centuries, risk has become linked with the modern term probabil-
ity, which has two accepted meanings: (1) the degree of doubt concerning an opinion
because of a lack of human knowledge, termed epistemic uncertainty; and (2) events
whose occurrence or outcome is uncertain because of their random characteristics (e.g.,
the game of craps)— termed aleatoric uncertainty. The development of mathematical
concepts and their application to situations of aleatoric uncertainty led to the discov-
ery of the laws of probability, which allowed human beings to quantitatively measure
the likelihood of a future event or its adverse consequences.[12]
The concept of risk is also divided between situations involving the chance of suf-

fering either a loss or gain when a specific event occurs—such as the throw of the dice
in a game of craps, termed speculative risk (e.g., gambling)—or situations where, if an
event occurs, it could be a loss, but if the event does not occur, there will be neither
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a loss nor a gain—termed pure risk. Events involving pure risk are typically insured
events and are the focus of the field of risk management.[13]

Risk Management
The assessment and management of pure risk in the area of security planning for

terrorism is engaged in by both governments and private enterprises. Randall Nichols
and colleagues, in Defending Your Digital Assets against Hackers, Crackers, Spies,
and Thieves, defines risk management as “applying reason in choosing how much risk
we can accept and, hence, how much security we can afford.”[14] Peter Bernstein, an
historian of the concept of risk, states that “the essence of risk management lies in
maximizing areas where we have some control over the outcome while minimizing the
areas where we have absolutely no control over the outcome and the linkage between
effect and causes is hidden from us.”[15]
The process of accomplishing the objectives identified by Nichols and Bernstein is

based upon the assumption that there is a rational method for determining the exis-
tence of certain risks and the belief that there are other risks beyond the purview of the
risk management process. The assumption of rationality occurs when there are known
historical instances of losscausing events. As James Broder states in his comprehensive
book on risk analysis, “when experience (history) has provided an adequate data base,
loss expectancy can be projected with a satisfactory degree of probability.”[16] The
two universal, preliminary steps in the risk management process are to understand the
mission of the organization and to accurately identify the assets of the organization
that need to be protected. Once these have been accomplished, the risk to the success
of the mission and security of the assets can be analyzed and assessed.

Risk Analysis
In chapter 6, a hypothetical scenario was presented that dealt with the threat of

a multifaceted terrorist attack involving three distinct threats: a suicide attack on an
oil-well drilling vessel utilizing a speed boat and explosives, a pyro-terrorism attack on
a wildlands-built environment junction, and a biological weapons attack on the occu-
pants of a resort hotel. These three scenarios are all possible attacks, but how probable
are they? Which attack is worse in terms of actual loss and psychological harm? What
would it cost to defend against each attack? Which attack is easiest to defend against?
How do you know your estimates of threat, vulnerability, and consequences are valid?
These are tough questions to answer, and any security professional who has conducted
a risk analysis for a government or private enterprise knows the difficulty in finding cer-
tainty in the assessment process. Within private industry and the government, there are
approximately 200 risk assessment methodologies currently in use.[17] These method-
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ologies usually employ either a qualitative (intuitive) or quantitative (mathematical)
approach but can blend both approaches. The various methodological approaches uti-
lize techniques that are often similar in regard to the basic algorithms employed. For
example, ASIS International has published their “General Security Risk Assessment
Guideline,” which covers both quantitative and qualitative assessments. This guide-
line, which is highly influential with private security consultants and security officials
of major corporations, portrays the following algorithm, which is used in quantitative
assessments to assess loss event probability or frequency: p = _f n where: p = the
probability that a given event will occur f = the number of actual occurrences of that
event n = the total number of experiments seeking that event[18]
Nichols, in Defending Your Digital Assets, recommends the following algorithm but

advises that it is not a mathematical equation that can be used to quantitatively
determine the percentage of risk; however, it can be used to assess the qualitative level
of risk for varying scenarios.[19]
(threat × vulnerability)
Level of Risk = × Impact
(countermeasures)
When conducting risk assessments without factoring in countermeasures, the equa-

tion used in most systems is expressed as follows: risk = threat × vulnerability ×
criticality. Colonel Joel Leson, in Assessing and Managing the Terrorism Threat, ex-
plains this basic formula: In this equation, risk is defined as the extent to which an
asset is exposed to a hazard or danger. Threat times vulnerability represents the prob-
ability of an unwanted event occurring, and criticality equals the consequence of loss
or damage to the critical infrastructure or key asset.[20]
Dealing with risk in some large organizations can be viewed as a fourpart sys-

tem: enterprise risk management, standard risk management, risk analysis, and risk
assessment. Enterprise risk management requires a toplevel process driven by senior
organizational executives. Its focus is on the strategic goals and value centers of the
enterprise, and it addresses all aspects of its risk exposure, including pure risks—such
as crime, natural disasters, and terrorism—and traditional business and political risks.
Standard risk management is an older system of risk management that focuses on
lower-level operational units (e.g., departments and units) and the control of casualty
risks linked to insurance.[21] The terms risk analysis and risk assessment are often
used interchangeably, but they have distinct meanings.
Broder refers to risk analysis as “a management tool, the standards for which are

determined by whatever management decides it wants to accept in terms of actual
loss.” Risk assessment is a subset of risk analysis and is the method used to identify
problems and determine probabilities.[22] According to the Society for Risk Analysis,
risk analysis is comprised of both risk assessment and risk management.[23] The focus
of this chapter now shifts to the risk assessment process in relation to terrorism.
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Assessing the Risk of Terrorism
Regardless of the methodology employed, a comprehensive terrorism risk assessment

always involves three factors: threats, vulnerabilities, and consequences. Within the
United States government, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is the main
player in the area of terrorist risk assessment. Other departments and agencies also
conduct terrorist risk assessments using a wide variety of methodologies. Even within
DHS, various organizations with distinct mission needs employ a diverse set of methods
that “range from formal analytic methods and models or simulations to more generic
applications of basic concepts of risk assessments.”[24]
The DHS’s approach to terrorist risk assessment is based on the aforementioned

three variables—threat, vulnerabilities, and consequences. The starting point in the
terrorist risk assessment process is the evaluation of the threat. In evaluating the threat
of a terrorist action, the analyst must identify probable terrorist attackers and deter-
mine the intent and capability of these groups and individuals. Then, an analysis must
be made of the vulnerabilities of the targets these groups could possibly attack. Vul-
nerability refers to the probability a terrorist attack will strike and damage the target.
The “likely” effects of a terrorist attack against the target are the “consequences.”[25]
From a private enterprise perspective, the methods of risk assessment will also assess

the threat, vulnerabilities of the target, and the potential consequences of a successful
attack. However, private industry methodologies require an examination of the use and
cost of countermeasures and a cost-benefit analysis that includes both the cost of the
countermeasures and the probable benefits to the enterprise if the countermeasures
prevent a successful attack. Although cost is a factor in governmental risk assessments,
the national security mission makes cost a peripheral matter once a countermeasure is
determined to be necessary to counteract a specific attack. Private enterprises, however,
have the goal of achieving an “economic balance—between impact of risks on the
enterprise and cost of implementing prevention and protective measures.”[26] Thus,
countermeasures have to be cost effective from a private enterprise standpoint.
From both governmental and private enterprise perspectives, the most important

and difficult component of the assessment process is determining the potential threats
that have the requisite intent and capability to attack the target. This chapter is
limited to threat and vulnerability assessment. Assessing consequences is beyond the
scope of this work.
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The Threat
The assessment of conventional risks (e.g., natural disasters and accidents) by pri-

vate and governmental enterprises relies on a standardized portrait of the specific risks
and usually leads to the implementation of a generic set of objective countermeasures.
Terrorism does not permit one generic portrait of the threat (group or individual)
or a corresponding set of standardized countermeasures to protect against the threat.
Terrorists, and criminals to a lesser degree, need to be able to adapt to the security
environment in order to survive. They must have the ability to learn on both strategic
and tactical levels in order to adapt. “The greater a group’s learning capabilities, the
more threat it poses to its adversaries. . . . In the face of this threat, the law enforce-
ment and intelligence communities must try to stay one step ahead of the enemy.”[27]
Assessing a terrorist threat will have a subjective component that makes it essential
for the individual or group that conducts the assessment to be an expert on the subject
matter.[28]
The intelligence analyst or security planner conducting the assessment will be re-

quired to determine the likelihood of a successful attack by specific terrorist groups or
individuals. In essence, their job is prediction. Prediction can be strategic, in which
the analyst forecasts threats and trends without precise information as to date, time,
place, and method of attack, or it can be a point prediction, which is expected to
predict attacks in the immediate future with preciseness. In reality, point predictions
are much more difficult to formulate with a high degree of certainty than long-term
strategic predictions.[29] The basic components of a threat assessment are intent and
capability, but the mindset of the group and external situational factors, relative to
the social, political, and natural environment, should also be factors in the assessment.
The sheer complexity of threat assessment can result in uncertain predictions because
of the frequent inability to obtain accurate, relevant data.[30]
Despite the difficulty in prediction, there are methodological principles that planners

and analysts should consider in conducting terrorist threat assessments:
• In making a strategic prediction as to the likelihood of terrorist attacks, take an

historical retrospective in determining future trends. This historical review should en-
compass not just the recent past, but, even more importantly, a perusal of the recorded
history of political warfare and violence as far back as Thucydides’s History of the Pelo-
ponnesian War. For example, the proposition made in chapter 6 that there is an emerg-
ing threat of terrorist pirate hybrid groups could be criticized if one takes a short-term
view of history and only looks at pirate attacks during our 20th-century experience
with piracy. During this time period, piracy has usually been limited to small-scale
banditry. An analysis restricted to only a review of the 20th century would probably
not be concerned about a present-day threat of terrorist pirate hybrid groups engag-
ing in catastrophic attacks against vulnerable targets in the maritime environment. If,
however, one looks to the 17th and 18th centuries, a different perspective emerges of
the real potential of piracy as a terrorist threat. The Christian and Muslim corsairs
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operating in the Mediterranean during the 17th and 18th centuries were operating
not only as hostage takers and cargo robbers but also as opposing religiously inspired
forces with political objectives. Their respective religious ideologies undoubtedly fur-
nished justifications for their violent depredations, although the potential profit may
have been an even greater motivation for their actions.[31] History does sometimes re-
peat itself, and the history of piracy is instructive for a current analysis of its potential
as a terrorist threat.[32]
• Point prediction from a tactical perspective is the predominant level of analysis

used by security planners. Brian Jackson and David Frelinger, RAND Corporation
researchers, advocate a methodology for tactical point analyses composed of three
steps: (1) determine the “terrorist group’s capability and resources,”
(2) determine the group’s ability to adapt to the “requirements of the operations the

group previously attempted and the current operation it is planning,” and (3) evaluate
the “relevance and reliability of security countermeasures.”[33] Although the three com-
ponents of this methodology are used routinely in risk assessments, the way the three
elements are evaluated in Jackson and Frelinger’s work is novel. They do not consider
the determination of absolute values for the individual elements as being excessively
important. Rather, they advocate an evaluation of the relationships between the three
elements as the critical factor in predicting the likelihood of success or failure of a
terrorist attack. Even within their own analytical framework, Jackson and Frelinger
do not furnish definitive predictions. They are concerned with degrees of probability
of risk rather than deterministic factors of operational success or failure.
Jackson and Frelinger correctly recognize that a terrorist threat assessment will offer

security planners information that will improve their likelihood of success but will never
eliminate uncertainty because of variables that are unknown or uncontrollable. With
this caveat, we can examine the application of two of the three factors—capabilities and
resources, and ability to adapt to operational requirements (i.e., learning ability)—in
a limited threat analysis (countermeasures are examined in chapter 8) of ecoterrorists
and nihilistic terrorists.
Terrorist Group Capabilities and Resources
Ecoterrorists who operate in accordance with the guideline of not harming human

or animal life have a limited set of tools to carry out their operations. Their attacks on
facilities consistently involve vandalism, sabotage, and arson. Their most destructive
tool is arson. These groups do not attack security officers or law enforcement and chose
targets that do not have effective physical security. Their attacks are almost always
at night, when the targeted facilities are unoccupied by people. The groups, usually
small cells of two to six or single individuals, utilize simple techniques. These tech-
niques, however, are easy to master, and, at the right location and appropriate facility,
ecoterrorist groups such as the Family have been able to unleash highly destructive at-
tacks resulting in large economic losses. Their leaderless resistance cell structure limits
their operational capacity, however, as their cell size determines not only the type of
attack but also the approximate scale of the attack.
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Nihilistic terrorist cells and individuals are also limited by size and capability in
regard to their operational units. However, the mindset of nihilistic terrorists incor-
porates the desire to kill a demonized enemy. Thus, they are capable of committing
deadly, highly consequential attacks that require only a small group or a single individ-
ual, such as sniper attacks, bombings, and suicide attacks involving armed assaults or
bombings. Their success with these styles of attack will depend, however, on their skill
and training in a variety of areas. In looking at terrorist group capabilities, Jackson
and Frelinger believe the degree of operational skill in regard to the areas of security
and planning will influence a group’s overall chance of success.[34]
The alleged terrorist group self-identified as the Hutaree, discussed in chapter 4, is

an example of a nihilistic militia cell whose operational skills for security and planning
were not equivalent to the law enforcement force opposing it. The Hutaree engaged in
training for their planned attack on law enforcement but possessed a weak operational
security apparatus and, in addition, did not have the technical expertise to match
their operational plan. Their plan allegedly involved an IED they intended to use to
kill law enforcement officers, who the cell believed would be attending the funeral of
a police officer the cell had previously assassinated. The militia cell did not possess
the ability to construct the required IED and had to contact another person, outside
the cell, for assistance in manufacturing the explosive device. This breached their
operational security and led to the cell’s penetration by an undercover FBI agent. In
addition, the plan itself was obviously beyond the group’s capabilities. They had no
prior experience in carrying out such a complex plan of operation that included the
use of additional IEDs in an ongoing battle with governmental forces.[35] This alleged
nihilistic terrorist group motivated by paranoia, social alienation, conspiracy theories,
and fanatical hatred exhibited deficiencies in operational planning and security. Other
nihilistic groups, however, have shown an ability to enforce operational security and
employ logical planning in relation to the limited scope of their tactical operations.
The small size of their cells and their decentralized, loosely coupled structure reduces
the scope of potential operations and the corresponding requirements for security and
planning.
For nihilistic terrorists, even a simple suicide attack using black powder IEDs can be

within the technical parameters of their operational capability but still be beyond their
security or planning capabilities. An excellent example of this defect was exhibited by
two Palestinian terrorists, Gazi Abu Mezer and Lafi Khalil, who planned an attack on a
New York City subway in July 1997. The two Palestinian natives of the West Bank had
planned to attack a subway station using five black powder IEDs. The two terrorists
were characterized by acquaintances as not being particularly religious and interested
more in women and money. During the investigation, Mezer told investigators that the
reason for picking the Penn Avenue subway station was because he wanted to murder
Jewish people. The FBI analysis of the terrorists’ bomb-making expertise concluded
that they were technically proficient, and the FBI subsequently reconstructed a similar
weapon for testing that functioned properly as designed. The overall planning process
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of the terrorists was adequate to accomplish the task. They had selected a target that
was within their capability of attacking. They could have successfully accomplished
their attack, but a deficiency in operation security ended their mission. On the evening
before the attack, Mezer showed the IEDs to a friend, another Arab immigrant who
resided with the terrorists in the same apartment, and told him of his plan to blow
up the train. That man, the next day, notified the police and furnished a key to the
apartment, diagrammed the layout of the apartment, and led the police to its location.
The police entered the apartment and during a struggle with Mezer and Khalil, shot
both of them, although not critically, because the two individuals were attempting to
detonate the IEDs during the police raid.[36]
Operational security, in this case the lack of it, caused this nihilistic terrorist cell to

fail in their mission. This is an example of the importance that operational security has
for successful terrorist actions. For terrorists groups, both ecoterrorist and nihilistic,
to be capable of functioning over an extended period of time as a viable threat, they
must be able to continually adapt to the techniques and countermeasures employed
by law enforcement. The continued operation of some terrorist groups is an indicator
that they possess organizational learning ability.
Learning Ability
Brian Jackson and fellow RAND researchers believe that the ability to learn and

adapt to their operational environment determines the resilience of terrorist groups.
They propose that groups with a history of committing attacks should be analyzed to
see if they possess a high degree of adaptability. If the adaptability factor of a group
is strong, it means the prior history of the group has limited applicability as to the
group’s current capability. This factor should also be considered by the analyst in
determining the likelihood of a successful attack, as Jackson and his team believe that
the greater a terrorist group’s ability to learn, the more adaptable the group is, and the
greater the threat the group poses to law enforcement and intelligence agencies. They
posit that group learning occurs at both strategic and tactical levels.[37] In Horace
Trujillo’s examination of attacks committed by terrorist cells of the REM, he arrives
at the following conclusions:
• The REM’s terrorist groups have demonstrated a relatively low level of organiza-

tional learning.[38]
• The REM’s virtual and social integration of their autonomous terrorist cells aids

their ability to learn.[39]
• The REM terrorist groups’ strategic learning capability is demonstrated by the

shifting of their targets from the forest to both the streets and the wildlandssuburban
nexus.[40]
• The REM terrorist groups’ strategy in regard to targeting has shifted their fo-

cus from the proximate victims of a terrorist attack to the wider audience of the
attack—the public and those individuals and organizations that would be the target
for demands made by the group (i.e., public officials).[41]
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• The REM terrorist groups use a low technology approach tactically because it is
the best approach in regard to their capabilities and ideological restrictions.[42]
• The REM terrorist cells’ direct actions may be subject to the J-curve theory,

normally applied to revolutions, that posits that incidents of terrorist actions should be
expected to increase when a period of political and social progress, from the perspective
of an activist, is reversed through a change in governmental policies.[43]
• Although the language used in communiqués transmitted by self-identified REM

spokespersons and anonymous terrorist cell members has taken an increasingly violent
and apocalyptic tone, it is probable that lethal violence would appeal only to that
small extremist fringe of the movement with the greatest risk for violence against
persons—namely, the lone wolf.[44]
The last two of the aforementioned conclusions relate not to the learning ability of

terrorists but to their motivation for the commission of acts of violence.
Motivation
The motivation of identified terrorist groups operating in a specific jurisdiction or

region is a factor in analyzing the likelihood of an attack. Motivation is usually linked
to the stated reason for terrorists’ violent actions. Ecoterrorist and nihilistic terror-
ist groups will usually espouse distinctly different motivations. The “environmental
destruction by human beings” causal factor, however, is always a motivational factor
with REM terrorist cells and for some nihilistic lone wolves, such as Theodore Kaczyn-
ski, and groups, such as the revolutionary cells.
Standard analytical methodology requires a determination of motivation, often by

analyzing written and oral statements of a terrorist organization’s political or social
goals—that is, their platform for change. This method has two problems analysts and
planners must be cognizant of in preparing threat assessments. First, if identified ter-
rorist threats within the analysts’ sphere of responsibility (private enterprise analysts
or planners) or jurisdiction (law enforcement or intelligence analysts) are part of a
larger movement with a published political goal, the strategic goals of the larger move-
ment may not be the motivational goals of the local terrorist group. This is true for
both domestic and international terrorist groups. Second, significant research casts
doubt on the validity of the proposition that terrorists are always rational actors who
are motivated by the strategic goals they espouse. Because of these two problems,
determining the motivation of terrorist groups is a more nuanced process than some
analysts might currently realize.[45]
The cause-based motivations of nihilistic terrorists vary greatly, depending upon the

group’s political or social focus, but can reflect the goals of a broader social movement.
For example, the Islamic fundamentalist movement, which influences jihadi groups,
uniformly states as one of its goals the creation of an Islamic Palestinian state and
the elimination of “Jews residing in the Holy Land.”[46] The far-right movement in
the United States, which generally incorporates nihilistic groups, generally espouses
antigovernment beliefs.[47] However, this linkage between movement goals and indi-
vidual terrorist group motivation can be weak or nonexistent.
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For example, in examining the Salafi jihadi movement led by al Qaeda, the move-
ment’s strategy involves (1) eliminating the U.S. presence in the Islamic areas of the
Middle East in order to establish a Pan-Islamic caliphate in Egypt and (2) conducting
a jihad against the West.[48] This strategy may not coincide with the actual goals
desired by various local jihadi groups.
According to counterinsurgency expert David Kilcullen, al Qaeda does not control

the operation of the numerous cells that claim a direct connection or at least allegiance
to it. Kilcullen believes that al Qaeda is more of a sponsor of terrorist action but that
local groups gather intelligence and select targets that are driven by local causes. These
causes may have no relationship to al Qaeda’s strategy for a global jihad. Kilcullen
believes that the al Qaeda global jihad “appears to function more like a tribal group,
organized crime syndicate or extended family, than like a military organization.”[49]
Kilcullen posits that al Qaeda has inserted itself into local and regional conflicts

as a patron that wants its goals melded with local issues. For Kilcullen, the key to
weakening al Qaeda is to weaken it as a global force through the destruction of its links
with regional terrorist groups—“a strategy of disaggregation.”[50] Kilcullen’s concern
is with the overall threat of al Qaeda’s global insurgency. He believes that al Qaeda
has identified and established links with regional terrorist groups that can aid in the
global insurgency. In regard to local groups, he believes that al Qaeda “seems not to
have direct dealings with local insurgent groups, but to deal primarily with its regional
affiliates in each theatre.”[51]
Kilcullen’s approach to countering al Qaeda’s reach is to cut it off from regional

actors as a way to eliminate its power and allow local governments to deal with the
clearly identifiable local issues that really motivate local insurgent movements. Kil-
cullen, in his approach to counterterrorism, believes that you eliminate an insurgency
by eliminating its ability to spread its revolutionary ideology. From an operational
standpoint, Kilcullen believes it is essential that the military and diplomatic forces
engaged in the global insurgency include individuals with a deep understanding of
cultures and languages and with the interpersonal skills to facilitate personal relation-
ships with key individuals from other Islamic countries and regions. The primary skill
of these political and military operators should be foreign language ability. This ability
is essential to develop the necessary interpersonal relationships and to understand the
often-nuanced motivations that drive politics in these areas.[52]
Kilcullen’s look at al Qaeda assumes that its strategic goals are motivators for its

actions. He knows, however, that local groups will be driven by other causes and may
have unique objectives. One of the premises of this book is that some terrorist groups
with an environmental nexus may be influenced by nonideological reasons and that
such groups and individuals may have highly idiosyncratic reasons for committing acts
of terrorism. Thus, when an analyst examines the motivation component of a threat
assessment, it is necessary for the analyst to ask what the terrorist group really wants.
In regard to al Qaeda, the answer to the question of what they want may be uncer-

tain. In 1988, after the USSR began withdrawing troops from
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Afghanistan, the dominant leaders of the Afghan jihad—Osama bin Laden and
Abdullah Azzan (a Palestinian cleric who partnered with bin Laden in obtaining Arab
recruits for the Afghanistan jihad)—and other jihad leaders were faced with a choice
about what to do next, as they had achieved their original objective. They decided
that their organization—the Bureau of Services, created specifically for Afghanistan—
“should not be allowed to dissolve,” and they then transformed the Bureau into a
“general headquarters for future jihad” that they named al Qaeda, or base in Arabic.[53]
The decision by al Qaeda’s founders to continue a jihad without formulating a

strategic platform based upon a causal condition illustrates the difficulty in determin-
ing the motivational component for terrorism. Max Abrahms, in his prescient article
on counterterrorism strategy, “What Terrorists Really Want,” criticizes what he calls
the “classical strategic model.” He believes that the classical model bases its analysis of
the motivational component of terrorism on three assumptions: (1) terrorist political
platforms state consistent goals, (2) terrorists are rational actors and utilize a utili-
tarian calculus in deciding upon their courses of action, and (3) terrorists utilize the
“logic of consequences” in selecting their strategic options.[54]
Abrahms’s position is that these assumptions are flawed. He buttresses his position

by empirical evidence, a rarity in the field of terrorism studies. He states that the
assumptions of the classical model are simply false and explains why. In regard to
the consistency of their goals, Abrahms states that terrorists are actually inconsistent.
Their goals are protean, which makes it impossible for any government to rationally
bargain with them over their platform. Abrahms furnishes examples of how readily ter-
rorist groups reject government proposals that meet their previously stated goals.[55]
As to the second assumption, that terrorists utilize a utilitarian calculus in their

choice of actions, Abrahms states that terrorists do not always do so. He believes
they do not seize opportunities to achieve their goals through nonviolent means. The
majority of their attacks are anonymous, which negates their ability to use attacks
calculated to affect public opinion or to obtain beneficial policy concessions from the
government. If the public is unaware that the group has committed a specific act,
they lose the public’s ability to change the government’s approach. Lastly, Abrahms
shows that terrorists put the survival of the group over the achievement of their stated
goals.[56]
Abrahms believes the classical, goal-centered strategic model should be replaced

when analyzing terrorist motivations. He uses organizational theory to support his
position. Because terrorist groups are organizations, Abrahms reviews the natural sys-
tems model, formulated by Chester Barnard in the 1930s, as a correct strategic model
for terrorism. Barnard was the founder of the human relations approach to organi-
zational theory and emphasized that personal benefits are an inducement to joining
organizations. Barnard believed that people gain a desired sense of community from
working with other people on a task. According to Abrahms, the natural systems model
applies to terrorist groups because there is strong empirical evidence that “individuals
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participate in terrorist organizations not to achieve their political platforms, but to
develop strong effective ties with fellow terrorists.”[57]
Abrahms cites several empirical studies that attempted to determine why individu-

als join terrorist organizations. The consensus opinion, according to Abrahms, is that
individuals join terrorist organizations because they are already lonely, rejected, and
alienated from their society and possess social or family linkages with other similarly
alienated individuals. The necessary social connection to terrorists develops through
these linkages if one or more of these friends or associates are already involved in
some peripheral manner or are actual members of a terrorist organization. This social
connection to terrorists can cause certain individuals from the larger pool of alienated,
lonely people who are present in any society to join a terrorist group. The social link-
age with terrorism precedes any ideological commitment to the group.[58] Supporting
Abrahms’s theory, Jerrold Post, in his book The Mind of the Terrorist, comments
briefly on the main strategic goal of ecoterrorists: “To preserve the environment sug-
gests that the cause is not the cause. Rather it is the justification, the rationale for
frustrated, alienated individuals who have had their frustration channeled against a
particular group.”[59]
For the analyst, Abrahms’s position, if correct, means the common counterterrorism

strategies, designed to reduce terrorism by reducing its value as a productive strategy,
may not be effective in at least some situations. Abrahms offers a solution based
on the importance of social bonds as a factor in the analysis of terrorist groups. He
recommends the utilization of social network analysis to map the social connections
originating from known or suspected terrorists. Once this information is organized, the
objective of a counterterrorism strategy would be to disrupt the linkages between mem-
bers of a group by attacking the social bond. The easiest way to affect the cohesion of
social ties is by destroying the trust social relationships are based upon. One technique
is to target vulnerable members of terrorist groups who have been charged with crimes
or who are already in prison facing long sentences and offer them a deal with the gov-
ernment. The deal would entail their testimony against the group or their agreement
to become informants for the purpose of gathering information about planned attacks
and evidence that would eventually be used against other group members. This strat-
egy has two purposes: (1) to obtain evidence for eventual prosecution and information
about attacks for the purpose of interdiction and (2) to cause the group to distrust
one another, thus making the group ineffective as its social bonds decay.[60]
The FBI, in their investigation of the ecoterrorist group known as the Family, uti-

lized this strategy in disrupting, arresting, and obtaining convictions of the Family’s
members, after the group had ceased operations, for the most serious acts of property
destruction committed by any ecoterrorist group. The FBI compromised one former
group member, whom they had record conversations with other former members of
the Family. The information gained resulted in the successful indictment of several
of the Family’s members. After their arrests, subsequent plea bargains in return for
testimony against other Family members resulted in further destruction of any bonds
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the group once had. Not all members participated in plea bargaining if it required fur-
nishing information or testifying against former members, but those who did finished
off the group.[61]
Social network analysis is a technique security planners should consider utilizing

as part of their overall methodology. It can aid in determining the actual extent of a
network of individuals that composes an identified terrorist group. This technique can
be controversial, but, if applied correctly, it may shed considerable light on the extent
of the threat posed by terrorism in a particular jurisdiction or area. This technique
will be discussed more thoroughly in the following chapter on security planning.
Once a terrorist group or individual has been identified and assessed in regard to

capabilities, resources, adaptability, and motivation, the next step is to begin gathering
intelligence, including conducting surveillance of both terrorists and their probable
targets, for the purpose of identifying indicators that the group intends to commit a
future attack.
Pre-Attack Indicators
Pre-attack indicators are often the illegal actions committed by terrorists for the

purpose of obtaining operational funds and living expenses for individual members of
the terrorist group. The classic form of pre-attack preparation is institutional robbery.
All types of terrorist groups perceive robbery as a potential method to obtain needed
funds. In addition, the planning and commission of robberies serves as a bonding
and training exercise for terrorist group members. The stress, danger, and violence of
a robbery are excellent preparation for direct actions involving armed assaults. The
joint planning and operational requirements instill teamwork and, if the robbery is
successful, will build the requisite group solidarity necessary for a functional terrorist
unit. The use of robbery as a primary criminal activity applies particularly to nihilistic
terrorists. Because of their lone wolf or small-cell organizational profile, involvement in
typical organized crime activities, which can be more lucrative with less risk of arrest,
is unlikely. This is due to organizational deficiencies, such as the lack of a network
of collaborators, or personality requirements, such as the desire for the emotional
“rush” that accompanies a violent robbery.[62] Another reason nihilistic cells might
prefer robbery over safer and more lucrative organized crime or financial fraud is the
strategy of presenting the illusion of the strength and activity of the terrorist group to
the public and governmental authorities.[63]
For the private enterprise risk manager who is involved in the threat assessment

process, the issue is relevance. How can information about preincident activity on the
part of suspected terrorists be of value to a security planner whose area of interest is
usually a city, small regional area of the United States, or overseas location? Research
conducted by Brent Smith and colleagues for the National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
and reported in two published studies looked at the length of time it took international
and ecoterrorists to plan their attacks, where they planned their attacks, and where
their residences were in relation to the targets of their attacks. Based on their first NIJ
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study, which involved four types of U.S. terrorists, Smith’s team reached the following
conclusions:
• A significant percentage (44%) of all terrorists resided near their targets.[64]
• The international terrorists selected targets close to their residences, but right-

wing terrorists selected urban targets and resided further away in rural areas.[65]
• Prior to an attack, terrorists utilized pre-operational surveillance and intelligence

to gather information about the planned target. These activities “took place relatively
near their homes, which, in turn, were close to the targets.”[66]
• The single-issue terrorists generally committed preparatory acts relatively close to

their targets. This predilection could be the result of “local targeting by ‘lone wolves’
sympathetic to the cause.”[67]
In their second (2006) study, Smith and his fellow researchers analyzed the distance

between 250 ecoterrorist and international terrorist homes and their targets. Their
analysis found as follows:
• Approximately “half of the environmental terrorists and nearly three-fifths of the

international terrorists lived within 30 miles of their targets.”[68]
• “Sixty-five percent of the environmental (ecoterrorists) terrorists and 59 percent

of the international terrorists prepared for their attacks within 30 miles of their target
sites.”[69]
• Although both types of terrorists committed the majority of “their preparatory

offenses near their homes, they committed robberies, burglaries and thefts much further
away—an average of 429 miles from home.”[70]
• The data indicates that environmental and international terrorists generally live

and operate close to residences and targets. “Major crimes to procure funding for
the group—like thefts, robberies and burglaries—however, are intentionally commit-
ted many miles away to avoid drawing attention to the group’s location and target
choice.”[71]
Smith and his team also examined the time it took from the beginning of pre-attack

preparatory behavior to the actual attack. The researchers concluded, “Preparations
generally began less than six months before the attack and ended with a flurry of ac-
tions a day or so before. This pattern varied by group type. Single issue and right wing
terrorists engage in substantially less preparatory crime over a shorter period—once
again most likely reflecting the use of ‘leaderless resistance’ and ‘lone wolf’ strategies.
The planning cycle of international terrorists tended to be longer.”[72]
The most important conclusion for security planners that can be drawn from these

two studies is to think locally about pre-attack indicators. There is a likelihood that
terrorists targeting a critical asset within your area of responsibility could live within
30 miles of the target. In addition, preparations for a planned attack will take place
somewhere within a short driving distance from the target.
According to Smith, “knowledge of the threat—for example, understanding how

long environmental or international terrorists prepare for their attacks—will affect the
manner in which local officials respond. Identifying preparatory actions by environ-
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mental terrorists may signal that an attack is imminent, whereas similar behavior by
an international group might suggest that an attack is still several months away.”[73]
A specific type of pre-incident behavior that should be looked for by analysts and

planners is the communication of threats concerning a target, which can be a person,
property, or institution. The variety of online periodicals and zines prevalent within
the REM are often used to indicate that terrorist cells and individuals are planning
attacks and to announce successful attacks. Nihilistic groups and individuals vary as
to their propensity to issue pre-attack threats in written or oral form. As a general
rule, the quantity of threatening communications from terrorists, part of the “chatter”
analysts have to review, does not correspond to the much smaller number of attacks.
This general rule is also applied by analysts who evaluate the threats made by assassins
and potential assassins of prominent officials or public figures. Despite the general rule,
threatening communications, in all forms, cannot be disregarded by security planners.
Threats made by lone wolves and small nihilistic cells are particularly problematic.
Assassination—the targeting, stalking, and murder of political leaders, government
officials, and public figures—has historically been a favored tactic of terrorists, and
security planners should understand the who, why, and how of this act.
The authoritative U.S. Secret Service’s study on the subject of assassination looked

at 83 individuals who were grouped as assassins, attackers, and near-lethal approach-
ers. The Secret Service’s Exceptional Case Study Project (ECSP) specifically examines
seven questions, two of which are relevant to an analysis of pre-incident indicators as ap-
plied to nihilistic individuals and groups whose mindset involves hatred of a demonized
enemy. The first involved interest or membership in a militant/radical organization.
The second involved the communication of threats by the subjects of the study.
Of the 83 subjects of the study, 52 were either involved at the time of the inci-

dent, had a history of membership, or had a history of interest in militant/radical
organizations. Although most of the actual attackers had an interest in belonging to
military/radical groups, most were not members at the time of their attacks. This
pattern is similar to terrorist attacks by lone wolves, who often have prior histories of
involvement in radical organizations before leaving those groups and acting on their
own. The actual attackers in this study were “more likely to have histories of interest
in these groups and of joining them than were near-lethal approachers.”[74]
In regard to the communication of threats by the 83 subjects, the subjects rarely

communicated threats directly to the targets or law enforcement authorities (10% of
offenders). But, “about two thirds of the subjects did make an implicit or explicit threat
about the target before the principal incident,” but these threats were communicated
to friends, associates, and others known to the subjects or were written in the subjects’
diaries or journals (9% of the offenders).[75]
The receipt of threats concerning the target are important indicators, and sources

tangential to the target, individual or institutional, should be surveyed for information
concerning such threats; if there are threats, attempts should be made to identify the
source. In addition, an individual with a prior history of involvement with the REM
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or another radical organization and who has ceased participation in these movements
should not be automatically classified as rejecting the group’s ideology. This individual
might be dissatisfied with the group because its ideology was not extreme enough or
because the group did not offer the desired amount of action. In addition, almost all
the individuals in the ECSP had difficulty dealing with problems of daily living. They
saw murdering their targets as a solution. The authors of the study state, “It seems
obvious and it is true: persons who see themselves as doing well in life rarely attempt
assassinations. Almost all American assassins, attackers, and would-be attackers were
persons who had—or believed themselves to have had—difficulty coping with problems
in their lives.”[76]
The ECSP’s documented facts surrounding the attacks often reveal preattack indi-

cators. For example, Lynette “Squeaky” Fromme attempted to assassinate President
Gerald Ford in 1975 because she was angry about the
U.S. government’s imprisonment of Charles Manson and also wanted to make a

statement about the actions of corporations and the U.S. government that she believed
threatened the environment. Prior to the attack on President Ford, Fromme, along
with Sandra Good, another Manson family member, created a fictitious organization,
called the International People’s Court of Retribution, for the purpose of threatening
executives whose companies they believed were harming the environment. Manson
had given Fromme the nickname Red, as it was her job to save the redwood trees. At
her trial for the attempted murder of President Ford, Fromme only spoke about the
environment.[77]
Another attacker, who is not identified by name in the study, mistakenly attacked a

government official on the U.S. Capitol grounds while the official was being interviewed
by a television reporter. The attacker had reasoned irrationally that his victim was
another government official with whom he was angry. The reason for his attack was to
“warn the world of an impending environmental catastrophe.”[78]
The Secret Service also determined that the subjects of the ECSP engaged in some

planning prior to their attacks. The most meticulous planners, however, were not those
who had political motives but those whose motives were money—paid assassins. There
was one nihilistic group analyzed by the study. This well-known group had identi-
fied itself as the Order. It included Robert Jay Mathews, Bruce Pierce, David Lane,
Jean Craig, and Richard Scutari. The Order was a right-wing, antigovernment, anti-
Jewish organization that, in 1984, spent months preparing to assassinate Alan Berg, a
Jewish talk-radio host. Berg’s on-air comments and Jewish heritage had enraged the
group and made them decide to target him. The group engaged in extensive pre-attack
surveillance prior to successfully assassinating Berg.[79]
The ECSP also analyzed the prior communication of threats by the subjects of the

study. The ECSP’s authors reached the following conclusions:
• “No assassin or attacker communicated a direct threat about their target to the

target or to a law enforcement agency before their attack or near-lethal approach.”[80]
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• “Almost two-thirds of the subjects are known to have made some threat about
their targets in the days, weeks, and months before their attack or near-lethal approach.
. . . Some subjects told family members . . . others mentioned their aims to co-workers
or friends; still others kept detailed journals in which they recorded their hopes and
plans.”[81]
The attackers did not send direct warnings to their intended victims before mounting

their attacks because they wanted to succeed. The findings of the ECSP that are
relevant to security planners are the following facts: the subjects of the ECSP engaged
in target surveillance, they practiced with weapons prior to their attacks, and they
attempted to gain information about the security of their targets. This is important
and points to the necessity of obtaining intelligence about suspicious individuals or
groups that engage in unusual amounts of practice with firearms, particularly in covert
or out-of-the-way locations.[82]
From another perspective on the communication of threats by terrorists, Jonathan

Tucker, in the book Toxic Terror, asserts that even hoaxed threats are important
indicators of possible terrorist attacks using chemical or biological weapons. According
to Tucker, “even if a threatened attack turns out to be a hoax, it still means the terrorist
was thinking seriously enough about chemical or biological weapons to develop credible
scenarios for their use.”[83]
Case Analysis
Ecoterrorist cells and individuals, unlike nihilistic groups and individuals, have self-

imposed limitations on their tactical approaches. By far the most successful ecoterrorist
group, in terms of economic loss to the government and private industry, has been the
Family, the subject of a longterm FBI investigation for crimes committed by this group
from 1995 to 2001. An examination of pertinent trial documents concerning the Family
reveals a limited but consistent and effective set of pre-incident steps that subsets of
the Family undertook in planning their operations.[84] The following are the steps
that could be vulnerable to detection through a comprehensive, all-hazards security
planning process:
• A subset of the cell’s members (all members did not participate in the individ-

ual direct actions) physically met at locations distant from their residences prior to
engaging in direct actions. The meetings were also used for hands-on training in lock
picking, computer security, encrypted messaging, and the manufacture of improvised
incendiary devices (IIDs).
• The cell conducted a pre-attack reconnaissance of both the selected target and

for the purpose of locating a staging area near the location of the planned attack.
• The cell purchased equipment near the location of the target, prior to the direct

action, that would include some or all of the following items: petroleum products
(gasoline was recommended but diesel and kerosene were also acceptable) for use as
accelerants; model rocket engine igniters; matches, kitchen timers, and alarm clocks;
five-gallon buckets; one-gallon jugs; hydrochloric acid (to destroy evidence); candles
and incense sticks; shrink tubing; alkaline batteries, nine volts or more; battery snaps
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for nine-volt batteries; digital multi-meters; cloth and latex gloves; portable soldering
irons; tents; and bullet or snap-on connections.
• The cell prepared their IIDs at the staging area or another location (a tent would

be utilized in forested areas) that could be prepared as a clean room to hamper any
subsequent DNA analysis of evidence recovered during a search by law enforcement
agencies. The cell members also wore surgeon’s masks to guard against depositing
saliva-based DNA, and they stored the constructed IIDs in zip-lock bags and plastic
storage containers.
• The group purchased dark clothing, shoes (larger than the wearer’s actual size),

ski masks, surgeon’s masks, shower caps, and painter suits.
• The cell utilized bolt cutters, if necessary, to cut locks and fencing and carried two-

way radios with earpiece attachments and a radio scanner to intercept police response
traffic.
• At the conclusion of a direct action, the cell returned to the staging area. In

several cases, they buried their clothing and shoes after pouring acid on them. After
one raid, a cell member returned to the staging area in order to recover the buried
clothing. (Discovering staging areas either before an attack, as part of the security
planning process when a terrorist threat has been identified, or after an attack, as part
of the response plan, is essential.)
• The Family used subsets of three to seven members for their attacks.
• Family members carried false identification and used code words and code names

as part of their tradecraft.
Ecoterrorist cells look for soft targets because their modus operandi is sabotage

and arson, not armed assaults or high-explosive bombing attacks. These cells, like
the Family, are not a threat to facilities with layered security systems or trained, 24-
hour security personnel. As Clint Eastwood so famously said, “A man must know his
limitations,” and when these cells work within their limitations, their tradecraft is often
superior to other terrorist groups.
Once the terrorist threat has been identified and analyzed, the next step in the

assessment process is to determine the vulnerability of the potential targets of identified
terrorist groups.

Target Vulnerability
A vulnerability assessment in relation to a terrorist threat examines the various

attributes of a security system in order to determine the likelihood of withstanding
various attacks.[85] Generally, a vulnerability is a characteristic of a particular situa-
tion, security system, or facility that “can be exploited by a threat to do us harm”[86]
and that can occur in the “design, implementation, or operational practices” of the
relevant system.[87]
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Various conditions that can increase the vulnerability of a target generally fall
into five categories: (1) physical environment, (2) social environment, (3) political
environment, (4) historical experience, and (5) terrorist capabilities. The fourth and
fifth categories are problematic for the assessment process. In most regions of the
world, there is not enough historical data concerning terrorist attacks to forecast the
likelihood of attacks when directed at a specific target. This lack of data also influences
the accuracy of the assessment of terrorist capabilities. Because of uncertainty in the
background conditions, “the standard loss event probability equation is impractical
when attempting to determine the probable amount of loss for terrorist actions directed
against specific assets.”[88]
To increase the degree of certainty in the assessment process, the analyst should

consider the following four factors when determining asset vulnerability:
• Location: Geographic location of potential targets or facilities and routes of ingress

and egress; location of facility or target relative to public areas, transportation routes,
or easily breached areas
• Accessibility: How accessible a facility or other target is to the adversary (i.e., dis-

ruptive, terrorist, or subversive elements); how easy it is for someone to enter, operate,
collect information, and evade response forces
• Adequacy: Adequacy of storage facilities, protection, and denial of access to valu-

able or sensitive assets such as hazardous materials, weapons, vehicles, or heavy equip-
ment, and explosives or other materials that some person or organization could use
deliberately or in an opportunistic manner to cause harm.
• Availability: Availability of equipment, adequacy of response forces and of general

physical security measures.[89]
The vulnerability assessment for terrorist threats has three steps: (1) the security

system components (e.g., guards, locks, fences) are individually evaluated to determine
the likelihood of defeat by different types of attack; (2) the techniques (how) an attacker
could use to compromise critical assets in order to disable the system are identified;
and (3) the pathways or routes of approach an adversary could take to be in a position
to compromise critical assets are identified.[90]
Step one of the vulnerability assessment methodology is self-explanatory. Step two

requires an understanding of both the identified threat’s known tactics and other tac-
tical methods that are within the threat’s capability to utilize effectively. Step three
recognizes that in possible terrorist scenarios, once a primary asset is identified as vul-
nerable to terrorist attack, there are steps that must be completed and conditions that
must be met by the attacker prior to a successful attack on the asset. To accomplish a
complete vulnerability assessment after the aforementioned three steps have been ac-
complished, the standard approach is to construct a risk matrix. This can be done by
the individual security planner utilizing standard printed forms or as a computerized
assessment process using software designed to estimate the relative risk of each critical
asset in relation to (1) the probability of the successful attack and (2) the criticality
of the loss of the identified asset. The answers to the questions of probability and
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criticality are determined based upon the situation at the time of the assessment and
do not factor into planned countermeasures. In conducting vulnerability assessments,
the process involves one or more of the following assessment tools:
• Checklists and questionnaires are used as part of a qualitative evaluation of sub-

systems.
• Ratings/scoring matrices are criteria-based and non-probabilistic but provide a

quantitative evaluation of components and systems.
• Testing using exercises involving simulated attacks on security systems is used to

analyze vulnerability.
• There is an increasing use of software that employs mathematical-based modeling,

which simulates attacks on security systems and their vulnerability to those attacks.[91]
The last phase of the assessment process involves the consequences of a successful

attack; although important, this phase is beyond the scope of this book.

Methodologies
A major issue for analysts and security planners faced with assessing a terrorist

threat is the adaptive nature of human adversaries, whose evolving tactics force se-
curity planners to prepare responses based on speculation. The increasing complexity
and connectivity of our energy, agricultural, technological, and economic systems make
it difficult for analysts and security planners to determine vulnerabilities and conse-
quences. This is due to the uncertainty of judgments as there will almost always be a
lack of relevant and accurate data concerning the integration of various systems. It is
important for analysts to understand the possible cascading effects of a terrorist attack
on a critical node that serves as a linkage between various systems.
To assist in resolving assessment problems caused by the increased complexity of se-

curity systems, a multitude of assessment methodologies have been developed. These
assessment tools have proliferated throughout private industry and the federal gov-
ernment. They range from highly quantitative stochastic modeling to the intuitive
technique of expert-opinion elicitation.
These methodologies are not only extremely diverse, some are difficult to understand

without possessing advanced mathematical skills. A review of the majority of these new
methodologies is beyond the scope of this book. There are two methodologies, however,
that will be used in almost any terrorist risk assessment. Unfortunately, they are often
used incorrectly. These methodologies are (1) threat scenario analysis and (2) the use
of threat attack trees. Using both of these assessment tools greatly facilitates the threat
and vulnerability assessment process.
Threat Scenario Analysis
Threat scenario analysis utilizes both real prior incidents and hypothetical scenarios.

It is a team project and usually begins with a brain storming session. A realistic per-
ception of the capability of pertinent terrorist groups and a “what if” mentality should
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be possessed by all members of the planning team. Some members should be involved
actively in the operation of the current security systems that are being analyzed. Once
the scenario has been constructed by the planning team, it should be evaluated by a
separate team drawn from employees familiar with the target. Scenarios are also used
as a starting point for complex practical exercises. In this case, the practical exercise
will incorporate a simulation cell that will introduce injections (pre-scripted messages
introduced by telephone, e-mail, or other methods) of changing circumstances into
the scenario in order to simulate an adaptive adversary and changing environmental
conditions. A practical exercise, if properly conducted, will use an evolving scenario to
force the individuals and units that are being evaluated to respond.[92]
Attack Tree
When the assessment process identifies a primary vulnerability of the potential

target of a terrorist attack, there will always be preliminary steps and conditions that
must be achieved prior to a successful attack.[93] The model that displays the steps
necessary to achieve a successful attack on a protected target is termed an attack tree.
Building an attack tree offers the security planner a method to disrupt possible attacks
before terrorists achieve their objective. An attack tree utilizes threat logic to build
the tree by looking at the various steps an attacker must negotiate before achieving
success. Threat logic refers to the various ways to perceive and display the options
encountered by an attacker at various stages during the attack process in relation to
target vulnerabilities.
The threat logic steps and the options presented to the attacker are represented

through the use of specific words. The following examples illustrate threat logic terms
and their definitions:
• And: Two steps simultaneously
• And, but X before Y: All must be taken in a stated sequence
• Or: Any step alone must be taken
• Or, but, if X then not Y: Any step alone but not all together or in a stated

sequence[94]
The attack tree will have complex schematics if the threat combines several tactics

or if there are numerous steps that must be taken after the threshold vulnerability has
been breached. In one method of constructing the tree developed by security expert
Ted Almay, the overall tactical goal of an attack is the trunk. The branches begin at
the top with the initial method of attack, which exploits the threshold vulnerability of
the target. For example, the threshold vulnerability could be the entrance to a facil-
ity’s fenced-in grounds. The branches are pruned after the tree has been constructed
based upon existing countermeasures that eliminate the vulnerabilities displayed on
the branches.[95]
An attack tree is a visual threat model, a picture that aids security planners in

determining where countermeasures should be applied most effectively to eliminate
vulnerabilities. The tree aids security planners in using the leverage principle for cost
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effectiveness by displaying the locations for applying countermeasures that will neu-
tralize those vulnerabilities that are common to two or more methods of attack.[96]
Software programs that model the attack tree process exist, but a tree can be

constructed by a planning team without utilizing a software program.
The mental and physical process of building an accurate tree furnishes insight into

the mind of a potential attack planner and may be more valuable than the tree itself.
For an example of a terrorist threat attack tree, see appendix A.
Countermeasure applications are part of both the risk assessment and security plan-

ning processes. Although some have been introduced in this chapter, they are examined
comprehensively in chapter 8. Before ending this examination of the risk of terrorism,
a significant problem has to be addressed. This problem exists at the level of the an-
alyst or security planner and involves a process of assessment that assumes a level of
certainty in prediction that may be impossible to achieve.

The Problem with Prediction
A terrorist attack is an unusual event in the Western world. Al Qaeda’s 9/11 attack

on the United States’s economic and political centers was a shockingly catastrophic
event. In fact, no other act of terrorism by a nonstate actor approaches the magnitude of
the 9/11 attacks. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the FBI were excoriated
for their failure to accurately predict the attack. The consensus opinion of experts and
the widely held opinion of the majority of the public were that the attacks should have
been predicted and that a similar attack in the future could be predicted if the FBI
and CIA, along with other members of the intelligence establishment, improve their
capabilities.[97] This opinion is fallacious. A catastrophic act of terrorism is the type of
event that philosopher and economist Nicholas Taleb has referred to as a “black swan.”
Taleb characterizes a black swan as something (an event) that is rare, has an extreme
impact, and possesses the attribute of “retrospective predictability.”[98]
Human Cognitive Problems
Intelligent human beings believe they should be capable of predicting rare events.

We base our beliefs on our great achievements as a species and our knowledge that
experts in various fields have the power to forecast certain events by reviewing the
historical past and using the power of rational thought. There are several problems
with this position. First, we do rely on experts, usually in the government, military, or
academia, to be the oracles of modern-day society. But experts, when tested on their
prediction ability, have error rates much greater than the rate of error they predicted
they would have.[99]After failing tests of their abilities, experts routinely advance
excuses in their defense—or, as Taleb states while reflecting on human nature, even
that of experts: “We attribute our successes to our skills and our failures to external
events outside our control, namely to randomness.”[100]
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Another problem with prediction lies in the concept of mathematical probabilities.
We rely on this concept to predict events and believe we can determine the probability
of an event occurring in the future based on other occurrences of the event in the past.
This conceptual basis for our predictive ability is valid, but only when we utilize past
events that are a set of independent observations. These observations also must be
numerous. If those two conditions are met, we can make predictions of the same event
occurring in the future with varying degrees of exactitude. In real life, history may
not be so helpful. The event we are trying to predict probably did not occur as an
independent event but was one of a sequence of interrelated events and may only have
occurred on rare occasions.[101] Taleb believes that our “mistaking a naïve observation
of the past as something definitive or representative of the future is the . . . cause of
our inability to understand black swans.”[102]
Humans also have a tendency to believe human-directed events possess a rational

nature. We desire to use the rational part of our intellect to reduce the uncertainty in
our lives. Some of us (possibly most of us) believe we can calculate the probability of
success or failure in our various endeavors. This is a false belief. We can never have suf-
ficient information concerning human actions or the randomness of human responses
to develop a rational calculation of probability. We can do this with many natural
events (e.g., the skies are overcast and gray so it will probably rain today), but we
routinely fail to do so in situations involving the actions of human beings, including
ourselves. Today, adherents of game theory assume that human beings are rational ac-
tors, and the belief that “such behavior can be measured and expressed in numbers has
unleashed a flood of exciting theories and practical applications.”[103] Game theory be-
lieves in the power of humans to predict the responses of humans. However, the extent
of our powers of rationality is subject to doubt. A theory of decision making developed
by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky,[104] called “prospect theory,” proposes that
man possesses two shortcomings in regard to rationality:
(1) our emotions overwhelm our self control and (2) we have problems with

cognition—our decision making is subject to a variety of deficiencies and biases.
Overall, “the evidence . . . reveals repeated patterns of irrationality, inconsistency,
and incompetence in the ways human beings arrive at decisions when faced with
uncertainties.”[105]
Richards Heuer, a former CIA analyst and the author of Psychology of Intelligence

Analysis, believes that our cognitive biases cause our analytical abilities to be flawed,
that we mistake causes for accidental and random events, that we desire to structure
our environment, and that we overestimate the rationality of individuals and give too
little credence to the situational aspects of an actor’s behavior.[106]
Mathematical Models for Risk Prediction
Today, the emphasis is on mathematically based software models for risk assess-

ment and prediction. Our mathematicians and computer scientists have purportedly
made great strides in search of the holy grail of mathematical modeling—a model that
can predict the actions of human terrorists. The latest development in mathematical
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modeling comes from the field of physics, where some scientists believe the behavior
of subatomic particles and terrorists have some similarities. By treating terrorists as
irrational, individual particles subject to changing influences on their behavior as a
collective body that is beyond individual control, scientists believe that terrorist ac-
tions should create distinct mathematical patterns that are discoverable. Mathematical
modeling is based on a perspective on human nature that rejects the belief that human
behavior is so complex and unique that it is unpredictable.[107]
The belief that advances in computer modeling of human behavior have reached the

stage where that behavior can be reduced to a mathematical formula may not itself
be a rational belief. There are probably many members, however, of various national
and homeland security agencies who believe the plethora of mathematical approaches
to assessing risks of terrorism are a viable solution to the prediction problem. Few
law enforcement and intelligence community professionals understand how mathemat-
ical models work or what problems might exist with the theories that underlie their
operational results. Our belief that experts will have a solution has led us astray on
numerous occasions in the past. It may be a mistake to assume that our new experts’
belief in the validity of their models is reasonable. In looking at mathematical model-
ing, Taleb states that the “gains in our ability to model (and predict) the world may
be dwarfed by the increase in its complexity—implying a greater and greater role for
the unpredicted.”[108]
The novelist and essayist G. K. Chesterton, writing almost three-quarters of a cen-

tury ago, perceived the problems with predicting rare human events, such as terrorist
attacks, through the use of mathematical modeling:
The real trouble with this world of ours is not that it is an unreasonable world, nor

even that it is a reasonable one. The commonest kind of trouble is that it is nearly
reasonable, but not quite. Life is not an illogicality; yet it is a trap for logicians. It
looks just a little more mathematical and regular than it is; its exactitude is obvious,
but its inexactitude is hidden; its wildness lies in wait.[109]
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Chapter 8: Security Planning for
Environmentally Linked Terrorism



Now if the estimates made in the temple before hostilities indicate victory it is
because calculations show one’s strength to be superior to that of his enemy; if they
indicate defeat, it is because calculations show that one is inferior. With many calcu-
lations, one can win; with few one cannot. How much less chance of victory has one
who makes none at all! By this means I examine the situation and the outcome will
be clearly apparent.
—Sun Tzu, The Art of War
On October 18, 1998, several structural fires erupted on Vail Mountain in Vail,

Colorado, a resort town located approximately 100 miles west of Denver. The fires
overlooked a national forest area where Vail Resorts, Inc. planned an 885-acre ex-
pansion that would entail the destruction of a forested area. The fires, which burned
so strongly that the responding fire department was unable to extinguish them, de-
stroyed or damaged two restaurants, a ski lodge, and the ski patrol headquarters for
Vail Mountain.
For months prior to the fire, Vail Resorts’s decision to expand the ski resort had

been controversial, engendering arguments at volatile public meetings where environ-
mentalists, backcountry skiers, and residents of Eagle County wanted to block the
planned expansion. Environmental groups accused Vail Resorts of trying to destroy
old growth habitat, which would harm wildlife migration and destroy the mountain
lynx. The week before the fire, at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit in
Denver, an action for an injunction to stop Vail Resorts’s plan to expand, brought by
a variety of environmental groups, was denied. Once it was denied, Vail had began
their preliminary work of building fences and clearing trees for trails.[1]
On October 21, the Earth Liberation Front sent an e-mail communiqué claiming

they had set the fires atop the mountain. The communiqué read as follows:
On behalf of the lynx, five buildings and four ski lifts at Vail were reduced to ashes

on the night of Sunday, October 18th. Vail, Inc. is already the largest ski operation
in North America and now wants to expand even further. The 12 miles of road and
885 acres of clear cuts will ruin the last, best lynx habitat in the State. Putting profits
ahead of Colorado’s wildlife will not be tolerated. This action is just a warning. We will
be back if this greedy corporation continues to trespass into wild and unroaded areas.
For your safety and convenience, we strongly advise skiers to choose other destinations
until Vail cancels its inexcusable plans for expansion.
—Earth Liberation Front[2]
On October 22, federal agents concluded the fire was caused by arson. The inves-

tigators had found empty plastic jugs that had been filled with gasoline and used to
ignite the fires at several locations on the mountain. The consequences of the arson
were estimated to be $12 million—at the time, the most expensive and infamous act
of sabotage by an environmental group in U.S. history.[3]
Vail Resorts had little or no security at the site of the arson attack. The company

was not prepared for such an attack and had not been alerted by any pre-attack inci-
dents committed by the attackers. Vail Resorts should, however, have picked up some
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obvious warnings that such an attack could occur. First, the plan for expansion, which
had been approved by the federal government, was vigorously fought against and had
been in litigation for two years. The denied injunction had been filed by a coalition of
environmental groups to specifically stop the expansion and protect the lynx’s natural
habitat. Once the appeal was denied, it cleared the way for a very large expansion.
The fires were set the night before construction was to begin. The arson perpetra-
tors expressed motivation for the attack was shared by numerous people who were
concerned about the impact the expansion would have on the local environment. The
Earth Liberation Front, by using arson to destroy the resort’s property, was attempting
to influence the government by an act of violence. This met the federal government’s
definition of terrorism, and the FBI began its investigation.
The investigation lasted eight years. The case was resolved on January 19, 2006,

when the FBI’s Operation Backfire resulted in the issuance of an indictment, obtained
by the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Eugene, Oregon, that charged 11 people with criminal
conspiracy related to a multitude of successful attacks on a variety of targets that
included the Vail Ski Resort.[4] The Vail Mountain arson was an act of domestic ter-
rorism. It was committed because an ecoterrorist group believed a local corporation’s
activities would harm the natural environment. The act of violence was directed at the
site of the allegedly harmful activity. Corporations have also suffered the consequences
of international acts of environmentally linked terrorism when their allegedly harmful
acts occurred in one country yet engendered subsequent acts of terrorism at their fa-
cilities in other countries. The impetus for two such attacks was the single deadliest
chemical leak in human history, which occurred on December 3, 1984, at the Union
Carbide pesticide plant in Bhopal, India. In the morning hours, a poison gas produced
by the plant, called methyl isocyanate (MIC), leaked from the plant and drifted over
the town of Bhopal for one hour. Although the exact number of deaths caused by
the deadly leak is uncertain, the estimates range between 2,000 and 4,000 people and
with an estimated 200,000 injured. The injuries included blindness and lung damage.
Twenty years after the incident, 14,000 deaths were linked to it, along with hundreds
of thousands of injuries.[5]
The reasons for the disaster were varied but can be summed up as negligence, in-

adequate safety procedures, a lack of emergency response planning, and poor overall
strategic planning. The plant’s safety procedures should have included furnishing infor-
mation to nearby city residents concerning the dangerous chemicals produced by the
plant. For example, the inhabitants in the surrounding neighborhoods in Bhopal had
never been informed about the danger of a leak from the plant and believed the chem-
icals made by the plant were harmless. The residents had never even been informed of
a simple life-saving technique, a wet cloth held over the mouth and nose, that could
have saved many lives.[6]
After the incident in Bhopal, Union Carbide was excoriated by the international

media. This occurred for months, and the resulting civil litigation kept the case before
the courts and in the media for years. In December 1984, soon after the news concerning
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the incident had been spread by the media, two gasoline firebombs were placed in the
Union Carbide factory at Milstedt, Germany. One of the firebombs exploded, but the
other failed to detonate. No injuries occurred, and there was little damage to the
factory. An anonymous caller indicated the attack was in retaliation for the Bhopal
gas leak. There was also graffiti at the building site, using the terms “slime” and “poison
killers.”[7]
Then, seven months after the Bhopal incident, a bomb exploded outside a Union

Carbide plant that manufactured flashlights in Rosebury, a suburb of Sydney, Australia.
After the incident, responsibility for the bombing was claimed by the Peace Conquerors
as retribution for the collective murder at Bhopal.[8]
The bomb attacks subsequent to the initial Bhopal incident were an international

response to an event that only harmed local residents of Bhopal. The terrorists did not
allege that the local environment of the other locations had been harmed by Union
Carbide. Terrorists in Germany and Australia seized on a significant foreign event as
a cause and took local action in revenge for the catastrophic effects of the incident in
India.
Another way a corporation operating internationally can become the victim of an

environmentally linked terrorist attack was exemplified by a kidnapping that took place
in Ecuador in 1997 as described by Ann Hagedorn Auerbach in her comprehensive
book on international kidnapping. On February 15, Mark Thurber, a geologist, was
conducting an environmental study with a small team in the rugged countryside 100
miles from the city of Quito. Thurber was a contractor for an American environmental
company that was, in turn, working for a petroleum corporation (Compania General
de Combustibles); his job was determining which areas of an oil reserve should be open
to drilling and which areas should be preserved from this type of activity. Thurber and
his team were working at the remote site when they were abducted by members of the
Achuar indigenous community, which was upset over what it perceived as exploitation
of its land by oil companies. The community was particularly angry at Texaco, who had
been operating in its territory for several years. In 1992, the Achuar, along with many
other Amazon indigenous communities, had filed a class-action suit against Texaco for
alleged environmental damage to their land and people. The kidnappers of Thurber
wanted money, scientific data from the study being conducted by the victims, and
a commitment from the petroleum company to stop oil production in the Achuar
territory. Thurber and one other team member were eventually released on February
23. According to Hagedorn Auerbach, it was not clear exactly what caused their release,
although it is highly probable ransom was paid to the kidnappers.[9]
The kidnapping of a corporation employee for an actual or alleged environmental

harm caused by the company is a tactic employed by terrorists, criminals, and hy-
brid groups, all of which have been using kidnappings as a means to gain money for
their operations since the 1960s. Kidnapping is a tactic that is usually successful be-
cause the victim’s location is not known during the negotiation period, and there is
enormous pressure on the affected companies, governments, and families to pay the
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kidnappers.[10] Personnel are the most critical assets of an organization, and their
protection is the highest priority for security planners.
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Security Planning Process
Today’s security planners for government agencies and multinational corporations

often have a common duty of protecting the critical assets of the nation. Corporations
also have a duty to protect the interests of their stockholders, and, when engaging in
security activities, corporations are increasingly expected to serve two masters. The
question is, can they do so effectively?

Private Enterprise Perspective
In examining the subject of security planning, it is apparent that the terrorist

attacks on 9/11 and the ensuing 9/11 Commission Report caused major changes in
the way both the public and private sectors handle their security responsibilities. Under
the general heading of private sector preparedness, the 9/11 Commission stated the
new paradigm:
The mandate of the Department of Homeland Security does not end with govern-

ment; the Department is also responsible for working with the private sector to ensure
preparedness. This is entirely appropriate, for the private sector controls 85 percent of
the critical infrastructure in the nation. Indeed, unless a terrorist’s target is a military
or other secure government facility, the “first” first responders will almost certainly be
civilians. Homeland Security and national preparedness therefore often begins with the
private sector.
Preparedness in the private sector and public sector for rescue, restart, and recovery

of operations should include (1) a plan for evacuation, (2) adequate communications
capabilities, and (3) a plan for continuity of operations. As we examined the emergency
response to 9/11, witness after witness told us that despite 9/11, the private sector
remains largely unprepared for a terrorist attack. We were also advised that the lack of
a widely embraced private-sector preparedness standard was a principle contributing
factor to this lack of preparedness.[11]
Security planning starts with the individuals charged with the responsibility. They

should have an attacker’s mindset, often termed a “what if” perspective. They should
be capable of envisioning attacks that exploit the vulnerabilities of the targets they
protect. Security consultant and author Bruce Shneier believes this type of mindset is
possibly innate and very hard to inculcate in an individual who is not already inclined
to look for weaknesses in security.[12]
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Security planning fits within the overall process of an organization’s strategic plan-
ning, which is defined as “the process of establishing objectives and choosing the most
suitable means for achieving these objectives prior to taking action.”[13] Leonard Good-
stein, Timothy Nolan, and William Pfeiffer, in their influential work Applied Strategic
Planning, state that planning for contingencies begins with the strategic planning pro-
cess by which the guiding members of an organization envision its future and develop
the necessary procedures and operations to achieve that future.[14] In carrying out the
strategic planning process, they also believe the planner must answer three questions:
(1) Where are you going? (2) What is the environment? (3) How do you get there?[15]
In answering the question of destination, or, as Goodstein and colleagues termed it,
engaging in “down board thinking,” predictions concerning climate change should be
factored in because of the implications such change could have for an organization’s
operations. For example, the high probability of an increased scarcity of natural re-
sources, such as water or natural sources of fuel, might impinge on a decision to build
facilities in regions where such a scarcity is predicted as likely to develop in the future.
The authors’ concept of strategic planning is not synonymous with long-term planning.
Strategic planning looks to the future to visualize responses to the organization’s ac-
tions and how the organization’s actions can change that future by actions taken now
and in the future.[16]
In answering the second question—what is the environment?—the planning team

must examine the relevant strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats currently
facing the organization and as envisioned in the future. Among the threats facing any
organization that operates in many nations and regions is the certainty of significant
environmental change and, in most regions of the world, the rare but consequential
threat of terrorism. The nexus of terrorism and the natural environment is an issue
the strategic planning process should address, not only during the planning phase but
also during the implementation phase.[17]
As part of the implementation of the strategic plan, or getting there, the macroen-

vironment has to be monitored for social, technological, and political developments,
along with macroeconomic trends in the regions or areas of the world where the corpo-
ration operates.[18] The monitoring of trends can identify emerging problems that can
be critical for the profitability or even survival of an organization. With certain trends,
an organization should institute a point when the trend becomes significant enough
to become dangerous to the operational ability of the corporation. For example, polit-
ical trends in Venezuela, currently under the leadership of Hugo Chavez, indicated an
increase in the degree of resentment displayed toward Westernowned petroleum compa-
nies. Chavez’s negative actions and comments concerning oil companies occurred prior
to his nationalization of the petroleum industry within the country of Venezuela.[19]
In the summer of 2010, Moscow suffered from extreme temperatures and wildfires, and
the U.S. State Department decided, based upon their monitoring of the environment,
that the worsening weather conditions had reached the unsafe point and recommended
that the families of Foreign Service personnel return home.[20] Similarly, the J-curve
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theory, discussed in chapter 7, could be integrated into the macroenvironmental scan
as a way to determine the point when a change in political conditions signals an
increased possibility of a terrorist attack. This would allow an organization to take
actions that could avert the possible attack and the negative results that would follow.
In the strategic planning process, a terrorist attack is a threat that is handled as a
specific contingency by organizations that have an identified likelihood of facing such
a threat. Normally, contingency planning should start with a consideration of those
events that the risk assessment process, described in earlier chapter 7, has identified
as probable. However, unless a terrorist event is assessed as impossible, the potentially
serious consequences of such an event will make it a contingency that must be planned
for, and trigger points must be established to indicate when developments necessitate
intervention by specific actions. These actions can include higher-level monitoring of
the situation or actions specific to the event.[21] Goodstein and colleagues believe that
in deciding which events should be planned for as contingencies, it is important to
include those events that would have severe consequences for the organization and
involve “other than the most likely scenarios.” An act of terrorism would usually be
this type of event.[22]
As part of the ongoing strategic planning process, contingency planning for the

unforeseen development of problems with an organization’s security system is of the
highest importance from both an operational and legal standpoint. To reduce problems
when designing or evaluating security systems, Bruce Schneier recommends a five-step
process: (1) identify valuable assets, (2) identify and assess the risks to those assets,
(3) evaluate if risk is reduced by the current or planned security system, (4) find
out if the security solution will cause other risks, and (5) quantify the cost-tobenefit
ratio of the security solution.[23] Schneier’s methodology can be utilized from the
perspective of both a private company’s and a government agency’s security planning
team. In relation to environmentally linked terrorism, the assets to be protected will
include people, property, natural resources (e.g., forests), public symbols, infrastructure
(e.g., water systems), and the “feeling of safety” possessed by the targeted population.
The targets at risk can be generalized as physical, economic, social, and emotional
targets.[24]
Security systems need three qualities to ensure that even the existence of vulnera-

bilities will not make the security scheme easy to penetrate: “Defense in depth ensures
that no single vulnerability can compromise security. Compartmentalization ensures
that a single vulnerability cannot compromise security entirely. And choke points re-
duce the number of potential vulnerabilities by allowing the defender to concentrate
his defenses.”[25] Above all, security systems must be dynamic, capable of responding
to novel attacks and an innovative enemy. Computer-based systems, although having
many benefits, lack the dynamism only human beings can bring to the system.[26]
For some organizations, the security system component of the planning process will

involve the protection of the nation’s critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR)
from man-made and natural disasters and intentional attacks. These private sector
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organizations are currently not required, but are encouraged, to develop contingency
plans for threats to CIKR under their control. The federal government encourages the
interaction of state, local, and private enterprise security planners with it to ensure
their plans are consistent with the national planning system’s requirements.[27]

Public-Private Partnership
The current relationship between the U.S. government and private organizations

in regard to security planning is based on the joint recognition of the importance
of protecting the critical infrastructure of the United States. The importance of the
U.S. infrastructure to national security and the identification of the critical elements
of that infrastructure were formally set out by a 1997 report from the President’s
Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection. The commission recognized that
the national infrastructure essential to U.S. security was mainly privately owned and
operated. Based on this fact, the commission concluded that critical infrastructure
protection was a shared responsibility of the public and private sectors. The commission
proposed the fostering of public-private partnerships in which the objective was for
private industry to focus on protecting themselves with the government’s help. The
commission also proposed that a national policy be crafted for the protection of critical
infrastructure.[28]
Subsequently, on May 22, 1998, President Clinton issued Presidential Decision Di-

rective 63, Protecting America’s Critical Infrastructure. The directive sets out several
goals, of which the following two are relevant to the current relationship between the
U.S. government and private industry:
(1) ensuring the capability to protect critical infrastructure from intentional acts by

2003 and (2) seeking the voluntary participation of private industry to meet common
goals for protecting our critical systems through public-private partnerships.[29]
Today, the United States is still in the process of fulfilling both goals, and the current

National Strategy for Homeland Security incorporates the concept of a public-private
partnership:
The private and non-profit sectors also must be full partners in Homeland Security.

As the country’s principal providers of goods and services, and the owners or operators
of approximately 85 percent of the Nation’s critical infrastructure, businesses have
both an interest in and a responsibility for ensuring their own security. The private
sector plays key roles in areas as diverse as supply chain security, critical infrastructure
protection, and research and development in science, technology, and other innovations
that will help secure the homeland. The nonprofit sector, including volunteer and
relief groups and faith-based organizations, provides important support services for
the Nation, including meals and shelter, counseling, and compassion and comfort to
Americans, particularly in the aftermath of an incident.[30]
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The National Strategy identifies 17 sections of critical infrastructure and key re-
sources. Of these 17, the following are attractive targets within the capabilities of some
nihilistic terrorist cells: agricultural and food; government and commercial facilities;
energy; drinking water and treatment systems; and small dams.[31]
The National Strategy explains the importance of private sector participation in

safeguarding these 17 sectors. It stresses the fact that the private sector owns and op-
erates the majority of America’s critical infrastructure and concludes that because of
“the multiple and essential roles the private sector plays across all areas of Homeland
Security, continued collaboration and engagement with the private sector to strengthen
preparedness is imperative.”[32] The strategic importance of protecting our national
infra- structure is demonstrated by the U.S. government’s development of a compre-
hensive plan to protect that infrastructure.
The current 2009 National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) has as its over-

arching goal “to build a safer more secure and more resilient America by preventing,
deterring, neutralizing, or mitigating the effects of deliberate efforts by terrorists to
destroy, incapacitate, or exploit elements of our nation’s CIKR and to strengthen na-
tional preparedness, timely response, and rapid recovery of CIKR in the event of an
attack, natural disaster, or other emergency.”[33]
The drafters of the NIPP examined the vulnerability of the U.S. infrastructure and

concluded that its great diversity and redundancy would allow it to survive and recover
even if a successful terrorist attack were to take place. On the other hand, according
to the NIPP, our highly integrated and complex system also presents a very attractive
target to terrorists. If a terrorist group has the ability to hit certain targets within the
overall infrastructure system, it could have a cascading effect and drastically enhance
their ability to inflict great damage with a relatively minor attack.[34] The NIPP states
that some of the terrorist groups identified as threats to the United States have proven
to be “relentless, patient, opportunistic, and inflexible, learning from experience and
modifying tactics and targets to exploit perceived vulnerabilities and avoid observed
strengths.”[35] The NIPP further notes that terrorists will focus on both domestic and
international CIKR as targets, but as security is enhanced around those targets that
have been hit before, terrorists are likely to shift their focus to targets that have been
left relatively unprotected. Based on this assessment, the NIPP’s advice in regard to
the use of countermeasures is to look for target shifting as countermeasures increase
around formerly attractive targets.[36]
The NIPP also posits that terrorists are taking an approach that measures the

consequences of their attacks on a variety of critical infrastructure. Their objective is
to focus their efforts on those areas of U.S. infrastructure in which attacks can “result in
mass casualties, weaken the economy, and damage public morale and confidence.”[37]
Terrorists have conducted numerous successful attacks and will do so in the future.
Planning must include a robust response to such attacks.
The National Response Framework (NRF), another Department of Homeland Secu-

rity document that private sector security planners should be thoroughly familiar with,
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is a guide to conducting an “all hazards” response to terrorism. The term response, as
used in the NRF, includes “immediate actions to save lives, protect property and the
environment, and meet basic human needs.”[38] The NRF “commits the Federal Gov-
ernment in partnership with local, tribal, and state governments and the private sector
to complete both strategic and operational plans for the incident scenarios specified
in the National Preparedness Guidelines.”[39] The NRF is based on five response doc-
trine principles: “(1) engaged partnership; (2) tiered response; (3) scalable, flexible, and
adaptable operational capabilities; (4) unity of effort through unified command; and
(5) readiness to act.” By the first principle—engaged partnership—the NRF stresses
the concept of preparedness, which is fostered through the use of practical exercises
to test the capability of the combined forces of federal agencies and private organiza-
tions to respond to the various threats portrayed in the federal government’s incident
scenarios.[40]
The NRF has numerous requirements in regard to planning and states, “Emergency

planning is a national priority as reflected in the National Preparedness Guidelines.”[41]
The NRF identifies seven specific criteria that it recommends to measure response
planning: (1) acceptability, (2) adequacy,
(3) completeness, (4) consistency and standardization of products, (5) feasibility,

(6) flexibility, and (7) interoperability and collaboration.[42] The NRF also identifies
the likely incidents for which planners, in both the private and government sectors,
should formulate contingency plans. The NRF breaks these specific incidents down
between scenario sets and planning scenarios. The key scenario sets are the following:
(1) explosives attack— bombing using improvised explosive device; (2) nuclear attack;
(3) radiological attack—radiological dispersal device; (4) biological attack—with an-
nexes for different pathogens; (5) chemical attack—with annexes for different agents;
(6) natural disaster—with annexes for different disasters;
(7) cyber attack; and (8) pandemic influenza.[43] The predicted biological attacks

involve aerosol anthrax, plague, food contamination, and foreign animal disease. In re-
gard to chemical attacks, the planning scenarios include blister agents, toxic industrial
chemicals, nerve agents, and chlorine tank explosions.[44] The NRF, along with the
NIPP, recommends that the general thrust of all Homeland Security planning should
be an “all hazards” approach and that the public and private sectors should be inte-
grated in all aspects of both the planning process and the evaluation process, via the
exercises.[45]
Implementing the various requirements for security planning as set out in the NIPP

and NRF is difficult and requires a high level of commitment on the part of both
public and private partners. In preparing and planning, it is necessary to utilize a
planning team. Goodstein and colleagues, in their book Applied Strategic Planning,
are emphatic that no less than 5 and no more than 12 persons should constitute a
security planning team. They furnish the following basis for recommending that 7 to
9 persons constitute the planning team: “Significant amounts of research indicate that
groups of five are typically the most effective in problem solving, and our experience
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tells us that groups larger than twelve are difficult to ‘read’ in terms of group process;
furthermore, a group larger than twelve limits each person’s ‘air time’ to the degree
that it is difficult for every member to make appropriate contributions.”[46]
As part of the strategic planning process, the design (evaluation or plan) of the

security system should be integrated into the process. If one of the identified threats
to the organization is terrorism, the planning team should be cautious about reducing
the number of security personnel in the interest of cost control. As experienced security
managers know, one of the easiest ways to cut down on the cost of security is to
replace people with technology, such as increased closed-circuit television coverage of
company property and assets. A terrorist threat could make such a decision a highly
consequential one. The best defense against an adaptable threat is an adaptable defense.
Only a strong human component can make a security system capable of responding
to a human threat that can react in several ways to a fixed, technology-based security
system.
Bruce Schneier has several observations on the importance of the human component

of a security system. Schneier believes “a good security system leverages the benefits
of ‘trusted people’ while building countermeasures to prevent them from abusing that
trust.”[47] He believes the most important component of a security system is the human
one and that the motivations of security personnel are as important as the motivations
of attackers. Schneier, although believing that “trusted people” form the keystone of a
security system, cautions that they are also the weak link of the system. People are vul-
nerable to social engineering techniques used to manipulate people on an interpersonal
basis. Knowing the necessity of trusted people to the system, Schneier recommends
that aside from routine, comprehensive background checks, security systems should
also be compartmentalized and countermeasures should be employed to protect sys-
tems from insiders, or trusted people, who decide to exploit their trusted status. He
also believes all trusted people should have overlapping responsibilities.[48]
The two most important factors for security planners who have responsibility for

critical infrastructure located in foreign areas are knowledge of their operational envi-
ronment, especially if that environment includes dangerous regions, and the utilization
of appropriate countermeasures for identified threats to those infrastructure assets that
are considered attractive targets.
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Dangerous Regions, Hot Spots, and
Attractive Targets
The component of the security planning process that identifies the linkage between

terrorism and the natural environment is the strategic environmental scan that should
include the external environment. This macro-level evaluation should include an exam-
ination of the political and social problems of pertinent geographical regions and the
possible natural environmental linkages to those problems. There are certain regions
of the world where environmental characteristics are sufficiently imbued with danger-
ous qualities that they should receive serious attention during the security planning
process.
Specifically, when a multinational corporation is considering building facilities or

investing capital in a new region of the world, the criteria for selecting that region will
always include the laws, regulations, and political stability of the region. The social and
physical climate, however, should also be evaluated for suitability and stability. The
natural environmental conditions in certain regions of the world are fragile, and cli-
mate change will exacerbate those ecological weaknesses.[49] This can affect resources,
and a scarcity of renewable resources (e.g., forests, crops, and water) can, in some
circumstances, “contribute to diffuse, persistent, subnational violence, such as ethnic
clashes and insurgencies.”[50] Multinational corporations and nongovernment organi-
zations (NGOs) operate in some of the most volatile regions of the world. International
businesses may see opportunities for great profits and believe the risks are worth it.
NGOs and relief organizations may operate in these regions for humanitarian reasons
or in conjunction with a variety of international projects.
There may be targets in these dangerous regions that if successfully attacked by

terrorists, coupled with the intrinsic social and political factors that made the attack
possible, would severely affect both the natural environment and human life. Other
terrorists—believing that private or public organizations are currently, or are consider-
ing, engaging in actions that harm the natural environment—could launch damaging
and destructive attacks on those organizations. In the more dangerous regions of the
world, these types of attacks are either already occurring or will be more likely to occur
in the future, and the ramifications of such attacks are more severe than in other areas
of the world.[51]
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Terrorism Statistics
This book examines two dangerous regions of the world based on their potential

for violent conflict, the importance of their natural resources to the world economy,
and their importance to U.S. national security. The regions are Africa, specifically the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Nigeria, and the maritime region—
our world’s seas and oceans. In determining the dangerous regions of the world, the
frequency and severity of terrorist activity was one criterion examined. An analysis
of terrorism data, compiled and maintained by the National Counterterrorism Center,
was conducted during the preparation of this book.
Number of Attacks
In 2009, on an international basis, there were approximately 11,000 terrorist attacks

that occurred in 83 countries, resulting in over 58,000 victims and nearly 15,000 fatali-
ties. The amount of deaths and attacks decreased from 2008.[52] In Africa, 850 attacks
occurred, approximately 700 of which were in connection with situations in Somalia
and the DRC. Compared with 2008, the number of attacks in this region rose by 140
(19%), and the amount of fatalities increased by over 250 (8%).[53]
Attackers
On an overall basis, approximately 50 percent of the attackers were Sunni Islam

jihadis. The largest non-Sunni group of attackers was the Lord’s Resistance Army
(LRA), who were responsible for murdering 400 people by assaults and incendiary
attacks in the DRC. In addition, the Forces for Liberation of Rwanda (FLR) murdered
86 individuals in the DRC, including 25 children.[54]
Statistical Totals in 2009
In looking at the countries of the world, the majority of the deaths caused by

terrorist attacks occurred in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, and the DRC.[55]

Africa
Although Africa has many dangerous regions, the two most closely connected with

environmentally linked terrorism are Nigeria and the DRC. Africa will have great
strategic importance for the United States in the future because of the abundance of
both renewable and nonrenewable natural resources that are important to our changing
technological needs. There are four important resources that Africa has in abundance:
oil, minerals, gems, and timber. The minerals are the key resource for the future.
Africa has large reserves of valuable minerals such as bauxite, cobalt, gold, platinum,
and uranium. Because of this abundance of resources, the main focus of multinational
companies has been in the mining area.[56]
Africa’s old-growth timber is another key resource for the world. After the Amazon,

Africa has the next largest rainforest located in its central region. The 2010 National
Security Strategy (NSS) refers to Africa’s vital carbon sinks. Finally, Africa is also rich
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in oil and gas reserves and has agreements with several multinational corporations to
develop their petroleum industry. The 2010 NSS recognizes Africa as a future partner in
clean energy endeavors. The major African country in regard to oil and gas exploration
is Nigeria. The major country in Africa in regard to mineral wealth is the DRC. Nigeria
and the DRC are “hot spots” of environmentally linked terrorism.[57]
According to Michael Klare in his book Resource Wars, Africa is in danger of becom-

ing the site of increased conflicts over resources. Klare believes all the preconditions
for conflict are present in Africa: “Large concentrations of vital minerals, numerous
territorial disputes in areas harboring valuable deposits, widespread political instabil-
ity and factionalism, the presence of private armies and mercenaries, and a history
of collaboration between foreign resource firms and local warlords.”[58] For example,
according to Klare, the DRC has been forced to accept coalitions between powerful in-
terest groups that have developed plans to take over the DRC’s reserves of oil, timber,
gems, and minerals.[59] The DRC has over 250 tribes and contains over 900,000 square
miles of territory. It is Africa’s third-largest country, with the eighth-largest river in
the world. The DRC also has 70 percent of the world’s cobalt, and more than one
billion dollars worth of gold is mined in the Congo each year. Although the DRC has
large deposits of valuable natural resources, Robert Young Pelton, the author of The
World’s Most Dangerous Places, refers to it as “everyone’s favorite hell hole—corrupt,
fetid, dangerous, and deadly.”[60]
In recent history, the Congo’s key figure has been Joseph Mobutu, who seized power

via a military coup in 1965. He later changed his name to Mobuto Sese Seko and the
country’s name to Zaire. Mobuto nationalized the mining industry in 1966 and had
close relationships with the United States, although he was totally corrupt. In 1997,
Mobuto was overthrown and subsequently died in exile in Morocco at 66 years of
age. He was replaced by Laurent Kabila, a long-time revolutionary who spent years
in the jungle, and the country was renamed the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
Since Kabila took power, the Congo has been the scene of an endemic resource war
that has resulted in thousands of deaths. Today, with the revolutionary growth of
the information technology area, the DRC has an even greater value as a source of
resources. It has large amounts of gold, coltan, cassiterite (tin ore), and tungsten (used
in cell phones and light bulbs).[61]
Rwanda and Uganda are two countries that have been involved, along with the

DRC, in a rare interstate war—the first continental war in Africa over nonrenewable
resources. It began when the governments of Rwanda and Uganda tried to overthrow
Kabila, who was aided by other African nations that were offered mining concessions
for their support. Warlordcontrolled rebel groups also proliferated in the DRC. In 2001,
Laurent Kabila was assassinated but was succeeded by his son, Joseph Kabila. A peace
accord between the warring nations was signed in 2001, but the warlords still fought
until 2006, when the United Nations arranged the first free election since 1960. Joseph
Kabila won the election and merged the former warlords still active in the country
into his army and administration. Then, in 2007, the Ebola virus struck the Congo
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further disrupting the social system. Regardless of the DRC’s volatility, China has
invested nine billion dollars into the Congo for mining concessions, and multinational
corporations have returned to the DRC, investing and setting up operations in the
industrial mining area. The DRC has privatized the former nationalized companies
that were involved in mining. Armed guards are still necessary in this area, and another
investment opportunity has been the international security firms.[62] To review a map
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, see Map 1 in appendix B.
The major terrorist threat, and also a classic nihilistic threat, is the Lord’s Re-

sistance Army. The LRA initially based their insurgency on a desire to change the
government in Uganda to one based upon the biblical Ten
Commandments. The LRA fights throughout the nations of Uganda, Sudan, and

the DRC. Since 1992, when it was first formed, the LRA leader has been Joseph Kony,
who is renowned for an exceptional brutality that often involves the crimes of rape
and torture along with numerous murders. The LRA is also known for its use of child
soldiers and for capturing young girls for use as sex slaves. The basic strategy of the
LRA is to use fear to obtain the support of the populace for the operations of the group.
Kony is currently believed to be hiding in the Ugandan jungles, but the LRA continues
to rampage throughout the rural regions of these three African nations. The LRA’s
goal is survival, and its various commanders have stated that they will target U.S.
citizens. Recently, the LRA is believed to be seeking shelter in the DRC’s Garamba
National Park.[63]
Nigeria is another African state with great potential for development and of strategic

importance to the United States. Nigeria has the largest population in Africa and is
the country’s top oil-producing state. It is historically known for its corruption and
has, for several years, been experiencing conflict in the Niger Delta region between
multinational oil companies, supported by the government, and a variety of rebel
groups, the largest of which is the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta
(MEND).[64] The goals of MEND are to expel the foreign oil companies and Nigerians
not indigenous to the Delta region from the Niger Delta and to use the oil to benefit the
inhabitants of the region. They have utilized armed assaults, bombings, and hostage
taking. This region, however, is the home of numerous other small terrorist groups
numbering approximately 100 or more. MEND, however, has incorporated many of
them and is by far the region’s largest and most significant threat to the operations of
multinational corporations.[65]
The political movement in the Niger Delta region is led by an organization called

Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP). The Ogoni people populate
the region of the Niger Delta and believe their region has been severely harmed by the
multinational oil companies. This aboveground organization has mobilized strongly in
protest over the oil corporations’ practices and what they consider the destruction of
farmlands. In 2009, Royal Dutch Shell, the third-largest petroleum company in the
world and the most significant company operating in the Niger Delta, reached a set-
tlement in a lawsuit filed against Shell by the Ogoni people. The settlement involved
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a $15.5 million payout. After the settlement was announced, however, bombings oc-
curred at three different Shell installations in the Niger Delta. Also in 2009, MEND
stated they would not allow the trans-Saharan gas pipeline project to link Nigerian oil
fields with Europe.[66] The government of Nigeria reached what they thought was an
amnesty agreement with MEND in 2010, but in June of 2010, MEND attacked an oil
facility in the Niger region.[67]
In July 2010, Julia Baird, in a Newsweek essay titled “Oil Shame in Africa,” said,

“Each year since the 1960s, there has been a spill the size of the Exxon Valdez’s into
the Niger Delta. Large purple slicks cover once fertile fields, and rivers are clogged
with oil leaked decades ago. It has been called the ‘black tide’: a stain of thick, gooey
oil that has oozed over vast tracts of land and poisoned the air for millions of Africans.
In some areas, fish and birds have disappeared: the swamps are silent.”[68] Nigeria is a
volatile mix of valuable resources, terrorist groups, and opportunities for huge profits.
The oil companies have increasingly invested in offshore oil fields, which the Nigerian
government believes will cut down on attacks by rebels. The rebels, however, now use
speedboats to attack offshore oildrilling platforms located in the open ocean.[69] In the
years to come, Nigeria will maintain its status as a dangerous area, one of the world’s
hot spots. To review a map of Nigeria, see Map 2 in appendix B.

Maritime Region
Our world has an ocean region that is larger than our land region. Oceans cover

roughly 75 percent of the world and have a tremendous influence on how we live. The
oceans feed us, we travel on them, and they influence our climate in ways we still do
not completely understand. This enormous ecosystem, part of the global commons, is
essentially a free zone, owned by no one but traversed by thousands of ships. These
ships, whose ownership is murky but who are ultimately under the authority of large
corporations, travel over the oceans under the flags of various nations that have limited
control over their operations.[70]
The system was designed by the United States during the defense of the UK in the

early days of World War II. The United States wanted to avoid violating neutrality laws
and upsetting Germany but also wanted to support the UK’s conflict with Germany.
American-owned ships were re-flagged as Panamanian vessels and were able to deliver
materials to the UK. After the war, ship owners realized the system allowed them to
avoid paying the high wages required by U.S. law and limited the regulatory require-
ments imposed on all U.S. flagships under U.S. law. The oil companies, who owned
most of these ships, created a Liberian registry for their ships that was sanctioned by
the U.S. government; at this point, two registries— Panama and Liberia—were used
by ship owners to send their ships around the world. The system proliferated in the
1980s, with an increasing number of countries becoming registration harbors for ship
owners. Possibly as a result of this system, there have been growing problems in the
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maritime region involving pollution, overfishing, and destruction of habitat. This has
now been exacerbated by the warming of the climate and the resultant acidification of
the ocean. In effect, the non-ocean world is slowly destroying its ocean sibling.[71]
The United Nations, through its specialized London-based agency, the International

Maritime Organization (IMO), has issued regulations believed necessary to keep order
in the system and provide standards for the maintenance and operation of ships at sea.
The IMO’s laws and regulations, termed conventions, govern only the member states
of the United Nations that adopt them. The IMO also has no enforcement powers.
The modern practice of piracy has taken advantage of today’s freedom of the seas as
it has always done throughout history. The high seas used to begin over the horizon.
Today, by convention, the high seas begin 12 miles from the shore of bordering nations,
with some exceptions linked to the territorial and riverine systems of the nations that
border the maritime region.[72]
There are international conventions concerning piracy and terrorism in the maritime

environment. Piracy under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) does not cover all acts of armed robbery against ships:
Article 101. Definition of piracy. Piracy consists of any of the following acts:
(a) any illegal acts of violence or detention, or any act of depredation, committed

for private ends by the crew or the passengers of a private ship or a private aircraft,
and directed:
(i) on the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against persons or property

on board such ship or aircraft;
(ii) against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the jurisdiction

of any State;
(b) any act of voluntary participation in the operation of a ship or of an aircraft

with knowledge of facts making it a pirate ship or aircraft;
(c) any act of inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act described in subpara-

graph (a) or (b).[73]
The piracy convention requires that the act take place on the high seas, although

most acts of ship robbery take place in territorial waters or in port. The perpetrators
must also be members of the crew or passengers on another ship. The UNCLOS does
not apply to acts of terrorism, as it specifically restricts its jurisdiction to acts “com-
mitted for private ends.” The hijacking of the Achille Lauro by Palestinian terrorists
was treated legally as an act of piracy rather than terrorism. This led to the subse-
quent international law designed to furnish jurisdiction over acts of piracy that are
committed for political purposes: the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts
against the Safety of Maritime Navigation.[74]
The potentially critical issue involving the maritime region is the development of

terrorist pirate hybrid groups that intend to inflict damage to people and the natural
environment by (1) hijacking a petroleum tanker, converting it to what seems to be
a legitimate vessel, loading it with explosives, and then detonating it in a port; (2)
hijacking a very large crude carrier (VLCC) and destroying it in a critical strait or off
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a valuable coastline where the oil would leak from the ship and create an environmental
disaster and, if in a strait, shut down the transit of vital goods to the nations of the
world; and (3) using a small, explosives-packed vessel in a suicide attack, steering it
into an oil or chemical tanker in order to cause a loss of lives and an environmental
catastrophe.
Pirates have already successfully taken large oil and chemical tankers, which are very

valuable targets. In April 1998, pirates hijacked a petroleum tanker, Petro Ranger, in
the South China Sea between Singapore and Vietnam. They took the ship to China,
where they sold the fuel.[75] In 1985, pirate terrorists hijacked the Achille Lauro, which
was discussed in chapter 6. Between 1992 and 1994, terrorists of the Al-Gama’a Al-
Islamiyya targeted cruise ships on the Nile River in order to destroy Egypt’s tourist
trade as a tactical approach to destroying the economic well-being of that country.[76]
In 1996, Chechen rebels hijacked a Turkish passenger ferry in the Black Sea for four
days, holding the passengers hostage and threatening to blow up the ship as part of a
strategy to bring attention to the Chechen cause.[77] In 2000, al Qaeda attacked the
USS Cole with a bombing attack. Al Qaeda used 600 pounds of C4 explosives packed
into a small attack vessel. The attack happened while the ship was refueling at the
port of Aden in Yemen. It resulted in the deaths of 17 U.S. sailors and injuries to 39
sailors, along with severe structural damage to the ship.[78] In 2002, al Qaeda claimed
credit for another suicide bombing attack, this time an oil tanker, the M/V Limburg,
attacked off the coast of Yemen.[79] In 2003, the Gerakan Aceh Merdeka hijacked a
fully loaded oil tanker, M/V Penrider, while the ship was en route to Penang from
Singapore. The group of hostages was released upon payment of a ransom.[80] In 2004,
Abu Sayyaf was responsible for bombing the Philippine SuperFerry 14, causing the
deaths of 116 people—probably the most destructive act of maritime terrorism to
date.[81] In November of 2008, Somalian pirates hijacked a 1,000-foot super tanker,
the Sirius Star, a Liberian flag vessel owned by Aramco (Saudi Arabia’s national oil
company.) The ship was carrying over $100 million worth of oil and was taken, along
with its 25 crew members, to the Somali coast by the pirates.[82]
The latest troubling incident occurred in August 2010, when Somali pirates hijacked

the M/V Suez, a Panamanian-flagged cargo ship, along with its 23 crew members. The
pirates used small arms fire against the ship and took command of it. The ship was only
carrying cement, but the attack took place in the internationally recommended transit
corridor, which is considered relatively safe as it is regularly patrolled by a coalition of
navy ships.[83] Even worse, during the last week of July 2010, the 333-meter-long oil
tanker M Star was attacked in the Persian Gulf near the Strait of Hormuz by what was
believed to have been a small boat containing explosives that was steered into the ship
and exploded. The details are sketchy, but, after the incident, the Abdullah Azzam
brigades, a group linked to al Qaeda, claimed it had carried out a suicide attack on the
ship. The Japaneseowned ship was docked at the United Arab Emirates’s (UAE) main
port, and the UAE took charge of investigating the event. According to Reuters, on
August 6, the Emerati state news agency WAM said the ship was struck by a boat filled
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with explosives. If the incident was a terrorist attack, it demonstrates the continued
interest and capability of terrorist pirate hybrid or terrorist groups in attacking large
ships, thus operating as a serious threat to our maritime regions.[84]
The worst site for an attack utilizing an explosives-packed fuel tanker would be in

one the world’s major ports. Ports are attractive targets as they often contain chemical
and petroleum facilities. Terrorists know how lethal this type of attack would be and
realize it would engender an enormous amount of publicity and fear on the part of the
public.[85]
The critical ocean straits, particularly the straits of Hormuz and Malacca, are a hot

spot. If the terrorist attack on the M Star, which occurred near the Strait of Hormuz,
had been successful in disabling and destroying the ship, it could have affected not
only the ecology of that region, but also the transit of sea-borne petroleum through
the strait, which currently sees 40 percent of the traffic in that region.[86] To view the
straits of Hormuz and Malacca, see the maps of the Middle East and Southeast Asia,
respectively, in appendix B.
Large and very large tankers are attractive targets to terrorists. However, tankers are

not easy to destroy as the modern ships have double hulls and watertight compartments
built to sustain extremely heavy collisions without excessive damage. But, pirates have
hijacked these ships in the past, and terrorists can do so in the future. A difficult
target is like any other target: given enough time and thought, it can be successfully
attacked.[87]
Cruise ships are also attractive and vulnerable targets because of the large numbers

of persons on board. Terrorists have already hijacked cruise ships and have successfully
attacked them. Terrorist attacks on these targets will occur again.[88]
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Countermeasures
The selection and application of countermeasures is the signature skill of the security

expert. All countermeasures can be defeated, but they can be employed to defeat
most attackers. A complete review and analysis of countermeasure methodology is
beyond the scope of this book and would entail presenting information that can also be
obtained from many other sources. This chapter presents some general concepts of the
use of countermeasures relevant to environmentally linked terrorism, and analyzes the
tactics most likely to be used by ecoterrorists and nihilistic terrorists. It then focuses
on three proactive, detection-oriented countermeasures designed to stop a potential
terrorist attack during the planning stage: covert social network analysis to identify
and determine the scope of a terrorist threat, surveillance and countersurveillance
techniques to identify potential threats and determine the locations of the residences
and meeting places of terrorist group members, and personnel protection tactics to
stymie one of the easiest terrorist attacks for small nihilistic cells to accomplish—
kidnapping key corporate or government employees.

General Concepts
There are varying levels of facility security. The first level—level one, or minimum

security—is designed for low-threat environments, such as a home in a low-crime area
that can be protected by locks on doors and windows. The highest level—level five,
or maximum security—has redundant security in depth, involving several layers and
including sophisticated intrusion detection systems and an on-site, armed response
force. In some dangerous areas of the world or in certain industries (e.g., nuclear
power plants), maximum security is required.[89]
For ecoterrorists who adhere to the guideline of not harming any animal or human,

medium security (level three) or enhanced level-two security is sufficient for the preven-
tion of an attack. Enhancement of a level-two security system necessitates the addition
of an intrusion detection system that annunciates at a separate location staffed with a
response group or a nearby police department. If the system only annunciates locally,
it is necessary to also have an unarmed security officer capable of communicating with
a local police department. For nihilistic terrorist threats, mediumor highlevel security
is necessary, with the decision between specific levels based upon the threat assessment.
Some elements of a security system should not be concealed. The idea is to display your
strength as a capable guardian to decrease the motivation of potential attackers. This
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concept, at the core of situational crime prevention, deters criminals and will deter
ecoterrorists and some nihilistic groups depending upon their degree of capability.

Tactical Choices of Terrorists
The range of possible attacks against facilities is fairly extensive. The
U.S. Army, in their Physical Security Manual, identifies 15 tactics that terrorists

have used to achieve their objectives. The choice of tactic is dependent upon the
capabilities of the terrorist group and the defenses of the target.[90] The choices of
ecoterrorist and nihilistic groups will differ in some aspects, particularly in regard to
the more lethal tactics. The behavioral characteristics of the two types of terrorists will
also influence their choice of tactics and are one of the main reasons for the emphasis
in this book on knowing the enemy.
Ecoterrorist Tactics
• Exterior attack: The ecoterrorist often attacks the exterior of structures with

firebombs or tools. The goal is to destroy the facility by arson or damage it by what
is seemingly an attack by vandals.
• Forced entry: The ecoterrorist uses tools to enter a facility. Once within, the

release of caged animals is effectuated and property maintained within the facility can
be destroyed or sabotaged.
• Covert entry: The ecoterrorist may enter a facility by using false credentials or

stealth. The goals are the same as for forced entry.
• Insider compromise: This tactic has been used by the ALF. The terrorist gains

authorized access to a facility and has several options: (1) compromise the security
of the facility by taking photographs and stealing or copying confidential records, (2)
smuggle incendiary devices into the facility for later use, or (3) use monkeywrenching
to disrupt the operations of the facility.
• Visual surveillance: The ecoterrorist uses ocular and photographic equipment

to develop intelligence about the operations of the facility. This tactic can be used as
the primary tactic for some facilities or as a pre-attack tactic when the goal is to attack
the facility.[91]
Ecoterrorists, such as ELF or ALF and their franchisees, use arson as their most

violent primary tactic. They believe it is an effective and efficient tactic for their capa-
bilities and that it causes as much economic damage as high explosives.[92] Their other
primary tactics are sabotage (severe damage to vehicles and property) and vandalism
(low-level damage to property, graffiti, or breaking windows). ALF and ELF cells have
utilized preoperational video and photographic surveillance and have obtained intelli-
gence from open sources. The ALFWeb site contains a link to Bruce Schneier’s security
blog. These groups target low-security targets and use social engineering and develop
company insiders or place sympathizers in low-level positions as aids to carrying out at-
tacks. Their valued targets include the facilities and property of companies involved in
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logging; genetic engineering; home building; automobile dealerships, if SUVs are sold;
energy production and distribution; and the hospitality industry, if operating within
or near ecologically vulnerable areas. They have recently targeted new construction, if
considered urban sprawl, and continue to target facilities that hold animals for use in
experiments or to obtain their fur for commercial purposes.[93]
Nihilistic terrorists, whose behavioral characteristics entail extreme acts of violence,

including suicide attacks, have a wider choice of tactics that also include the tactics
used by ecoterrorists.
Nihilistic Terrorist Tactics
• Vehicle bombs: The terrorist may use both stationary and moving (suicide

attack) vehicles packed with explosives to ensure a powerful explosion that can be
effective even if it is an exterior attack.
• Standoff weapons: The terrorist can use military weapons or improvised versions

of those weapons to attack a facility from a distance. This is an indiscriminate tactic
used to kill and destroy.
• Ballistics: The terrorist uses small arms (e.g., pistols, rifles, and submachine

guns) from a distance or at close range in an assault on a facility.
•Mail-bomb delivery: Theodore Kaczynski is an example of a nihilistic terrorist

who used this tactic. Small bombs are delivered to a target in letters or packages. The
goal is to kill or injure people.
• Supplies-bomb delivery: The terrorist conceals powerful bombs in containers

and inserts them into shipments to be delivered to a facility.
• Airborne contamination: The terrorist gains access to a facility’s air supply

and contaminates it with chemical or biological agents.
•Waterborne contamination: The terrorist contaminates a facility’s water sup-

ply at a point in the water distribution system past the decontamination point. The
terrorist will use biological or chemical agents with varying effects based upon the
quantity of water and the chemical or biological agent employed.[94]

Specific Defenses
The basic countermeasure for most ecoterrorist attacks is the perimeter fence in

conjunction with a human response capability. The fence often used is a chain-link
fence, seven or eight feet in height and topped by strands of barbed wire six inches
apart and angled outward 30 to 45 degrees from the vertical. The standard perimeter
fence, however, should not be overrated as a defense. It can be climbed without aids,
with the assistance of one person who does not cross over, within 3½ to 5 seconds. For
maximum security, the perimeter fence has to be combined with an intrusion detection
method. Remember, if sufficient time is taken for study, all fences can be climbed.[95]
Nihilistic terrorists, individuals and cells, demand a higher level of security than

ecoterrorists, and the possibility of their attacks on an international basis is also much
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greater. The belief that a corporation is harming the environment in a developing area
of the world will only be part of a litany of reasons for the use of terrorism by these
groups. But resource scarcity, made worse by climate change, will amplify any existing
antagonism, possibly generating an attack. In regard to resource scarcity caused by
global warming, the Pew Center on Global Climate Change offers this warning: “As
is the case today, America will not be able to help everyone. Those most affected by
climate change could come to resent the imposition of climate change. As the world’s
largest historical emitter of heat-trapping greenhouse gases, the United States is likely
to be the chosen target of resentment. . . . Al Qaeda leaders have cited global warming
repeatedly in propaganda intended to foment anti-American sentiment.”[96]
Michael Harvey’s 1993 study of how multinational corporations manage their risk

of terrorism concluded that most corporations focus too much on the hardware com-
ponent of security countermeasures. Harvey believes their defensive emphasis on the
protection of physical assets was matched by a lack of environmental scanning. The
corporation, in effect, became a target waiting to be attacked but without any idea
of the plans and movements being made by potential attackers. This lack of proactive
intelligence gathering meant the attackers’ capabilities and methods of attack could
over-match the corporations’ security measures because the hardware was no longer a
useful defense. Harvey believes that adaptable terrorists can bypass or eliminate hard-
ware countermeasures and that “more attention needs to be directed at early warning
systems to detect possible attacks.”[97] To support his position that current security
practices should be changed to a more proactive model, Harvey used data from the
ITERATE Database, a database on international terrorism, to determine the type
and success rate of terrorist attacks. Harvey’s analysis showed that terrorists were
successful 87 percent of the time with bombing attacks, 76 percent of the time with
hostage-taking missions, and 75 percent of the time with assassinations.[98]

Proactive Detection
The first step in a proactive strategy of detection countermeasures is to identify the

threat—the terrorist groups that are likely attackers. This entails not just the name
of a group and its capabilities and motivations but the names and other identifying
information of the individual members. In a foreign environment, the ease of obtain-
ing this information will depend partially on the relationship between the corporation
and relevant law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement agencies include U.S. law
enforcement and intelligence agencies that participate in the partnership relationship
between multinational corporations and the U.S. government. After the initial identi-
fying data is obtained, it can be enhanced by the utilization of social network analysis
and physical surveillance.
Social Network Analysis
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Social network analysis, introduced in chapter 7, may be problematic as to its
feasibility and effectiveness, but, for a sophisticated security program of a multinational
company charged with the security of work sites in urban or suburban locations, SNA
can be a valuable tool that should be examined as a countermeasure.
Traditionally, SNA uses all available information to determine the membership and

association of overt social groups, not terrorist groups. Historically, law enforcement
investigators have always tried to determine the membership of criminal organizations.
This approach became systemized by the 1970s with the development of a logical
analytical method referred to as link analysis.[99] SNA developed from a variety of
academic disciplines. In the field of social science, Stanley Milgram’s experiments,
which examined relationship links between people who were not aware of one another,
resulted in the finding that most people in a society are linked by six individuals—thus
the phrase “six degrees of separation.”[100]
Researchers in the fields of social and cognitive psychology and anthropology were

instrumental in the development of SNA through their work on information flow in
groups and through anthropological field studies on various methods used to exam-
ine interpersonal relationships within subgroups. Currently, SNA has two orientations.
In one, SNA is used to capture and describe social network data for the purpose of
understanding individual behavior. This perspective on human behavior sees social
relationships as the major contributor to human behavior because behavior is based
upon the processes of socialization. The second orientation is to use relational data
between nodes (i.e., links among individuals, groups, or objects) for the purpose of
describing a specific network of individuals. One result of this application of SNA is
the socio-gram, a picture using points and links to show relationships between individ-
uals. Sociograms are a staple of organized crime, gang, and terrorism investigations
today.[101]
In their overview of SNA theory, criminal justice researchers Jean McGloin and

David Kirk state that SNA has three mathematical foundations and three types of
analyses. The mathematical foundations are (1) graph theory, (2) algebraic models,
and (3) statistical/probability theory. The analyses are (1) description graphs, (2)
network measures, and (3) network modeling techniques.[102]
For terrorist groups that are loosely coupled organizations, their mode of operation

is usually a network system. In utilizing SNA, the basic assumption has to be accepted
that individual behavior is affected, negatively or positively, by a person’s position in
a social network, such as a gang.[103] The most advanced methodology for studying
social network dynamics is network modeling, which uses computation tools to predict
how people in a network will react to certain designated situations.[104]
Valdis Krebs, a prominent expert in SNA, applied SNA to a covert group—in this

case, the 9/11 hijackers. According to Krebs, traditional SNA was used for identi-
fying overt, known members of social groups. Terrorist groups, however, because of
their members’ general disinclination to identify themselves as terrorists, may be hard
to identify prior to an attack. Krebs, in analyzing and mapping the 9/11 cell, used
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open-source data, predominantly newspaper information, public documents (e.g., court
documents), and the search engine Google.[105]
Krebs discovered that the 9/11 terrorist network was diffusely spread with minimal

centrality. Krebs saw this as evidence of organizational methods to prevent the total
compromise of the network if an individual member was captured or cooperating with
the government. Krebs determined that the problem in analyzing covert networks
is that they just do not behave like normal networks. The strongest ties in covert
networks will be hard to detect or may masquerade as weak ties by only infrequently
demonstrating activity with the network. Krebs points out, however, that “the covert
network must be active at times” and “it is during these periods of activity that they
may be most vulnerable to discovery.”[106]
Security planners with knowledge of the mathematical and statistical tools of SNA

could employ SNAmethodology to map terrorist groups located in their areas of respon-
sibility. The available research, discussed in chapter 7, on the spatial characteristics
of international and domestic terrorist groups is definitive in regard to the relatively
short distances between the residences of terrorists and their targets. Once the network
is mapped, descriptive information (i.e., photographs and public source descriptions
of network members) can be obtained. Krebs describes the process of attacking the
mapped terrorist network: “The best solution for network disruption may be to dis-
cover possible suspects and then, via snowball sampling, map their ego networks—see
whom else they lead to, and where they overlap.”[107]
Once the network is mapped, all available information concerning suspected terror-

ists should be collected, analyzed, furnished to trusted law enforcement partners, and
to the external-threat component of the organization’s security group. As Krebs recom-
mends, the background investigation of suspected members should include the skill sets
possessed by those members.[108] By identifying the skills that are essential to feasible
attacks, emphasis can be given to removing those individuals from the network. The
network analysis will rely upon, and in turn will aid, the organization’s external-threat
component responsible for surveillance and countersurveillance operations.
Surveillance/Countersurveillance
The security planning and operational structure of a multinational corporation will

need to move beyond a static defense strategy and incorporate an external-threat unit
that includes a strong surveillance/countersurveillance operational capability. Terror-
ists need to obtain information about their target. This necessity offers the best op-
portunity to identify previously unknown members of a terrorist group.
As previously explained, ecoterrorist and nihilistic groups engage in pre-attack

surveillance of their targets. In addition, lone wolves are prone to being identified
through countersurveillance. Lone wolves are vulnerable when surveilling their targets
because of the absence of partners who normally enable members of a surveillance
team to break off the surveillance either at predetermined intervals or when needed
to prevent being compromised by the target’s countersurveillance operation. A solo
surveillance conducted by the same person more than once will give a surveillance
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team the opportunity to identify a potential attacker. It is a rare and highly skilled
individual who can conduct a one-person surveillance on an aware target for any sig-
nificant period of time.[109]
Unlike larger terrorist groups, small ecoterrorist and nihilistic cells have difficulty

in utilizing separate intelligence/surveillance subcells. However, they may possess the
information and training necessary to discover or avoid a subpar level of proficiency in
surveillance operations directed against them. Some specific guidelines for surveillance
of their enemies’ locations is contained in the al Qaeda manual discovered in Britain
titled “Military Studies in the Jihad against the Tyrants.” This manual stresses the
value of photography to an effective surveillance: “It is preferable to photograph the
area as a whole first, then the street of the location. If possible, panoramic pictures
should be taken. . . . The brother/photographer should use a modern camera that can
photograph at night or from a distance, and only the lens of the camera should be
visible.”[110]
Information on countermeasure techniques is covered in a well-known manual for

ecoterrorism titled Ecodefense: A Field Guide to Strategic Monkeywrenching, which
presents the following observations concerning law enforcement surveillance techniques:
Don’t look around in an obvious manner. The trick is to spot the surveillance

without the bad guys knowing it. . . . Most cautious people only check for surveillance
shortly after leaving home, work, or school. Most professional surveillance picks up
after this to avoid being ‘made.’ Make your checks random. . . . If you live in a remote
area, concealed video cameras may monitor your home. Take walks in the area and be
alert to new boxes on power poles, unexplained cables, or monitoring vehicles parked
at some distance. . . . Be suspicious of night-flying aircraft when you’re out driving.
They’ll usually maintain a healthy distance to avoid tipping you off. . . . The FBI will
commonly use six vehicles when tailing a suspect. One vehicle will follow within sight
for awhile, and then drop out as another takes over. The tailing vehicles will be in
radio contact so all know where the suspect vehicle is at all times.[111]
The Brazilian revolutionary Carlos Marighella, in his manual on urban guerilla

tactics, stressed that “North American firms and properties in the country for their
part must become such frequent targets of sabotage that the volume of actions directed
against them surpasses the total of all other actions against vital enemy points.”[112] In
explaining the techniques of attacking targets, Marighella stressed the importance of
surprise to make up for what could be a disadvantage in capabilities between the urban
guerilla and government forces. He based the technique of surprise on four requisites,
the first being the importance of intelligence gathering and surveillance activities: “To
compensate for his general weakness and shortage of arms compared to the enemy,
the urban guerilla uses surprise. . . . Surprise is based on four essential requisites of
which the first is to know the situation of the enemy we are going to attack, usually
by means of precise information and meticulous observation.”[113] The Encyclopedia
of Afghan Jihad offers an example of how a jihadi checks to see if he or she has been
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under observation while surveilling a target by “casually dropping something out of
your pocket and observing who will pick it up.”[114]
For a countersurveillance unit to be successful, it has to be staffed so it is capable

of operating on a 24-hour basis. The number of personnel is dependent on the scope of
the program, the scale of the facilities at risk, and the personnel under protection. If it
is limited to a countersurveillance program at the physical sites of facilities, it is easier
to staff, less risky, and less expensive. If the program involves active surveillance of
individuals who have been identified as terrorist suspects through countersurveillance
at the corporation’s facilities or through network analysis, the cost of personnel and the
risk go up with the increase in targets. One of the most important surveillance-related
activities for foreign corporations is personnel protection.
Personnel Protection
Multinational corporations have long recognized the risk that employees could be

victims of kidnappings in both foreign and domestic locations. These kidnappings
can happen on land or on the open seas and can be carried out by terrorist groups,
criminals, or hybrid groups. Major insurance brokerages routinely arrange kidnap-and-
ransom insurance policies for corporations. These policies should include provisions for
assistance in the negotiation and recovery of kidnap victims by a team of recognized
professionals. One problem with evaluating the threat of kidnapping is the lack of re-
liable data. Ann Hagedorn Auerbach, in her examination of international kidnappings
that occurred over a two-year period from 1997 to 1999, states that statistics concern-
ing kidnappings are problematical. She found that many incidents of kidnapping were
not reported and that the incidents that were reported may not have been accurately
reported due to political reasons. One obvious reason is the impact a rash of kidnap-
pings could have on the economies of countries that rely on the tourist industry or
foreign corporation investments for a large part of their national income. She believes
that only 30 percent of kidnappings on a worldwide basis are reported and that “in
some countries, the reporting rate is as low as 10 percent.”[115]
In the United States, kidnapping is a rare crime. Foreign locations have significantly

higher numbers even when corporations have active antikidnapping procedures and
personnel protection plans in place. Identifying whether a kidnapping is committed
by a terrorist group or by common criminals is difficult. Terrorists sometimes employ
criminals to act on their behalf by kidnapping individuals and holding them for ransom
even though the ultimate beneficiary of the act is the terrorist organization, which takes
the bulk of the ransom money and gives the criminal kidnappers a set fee or percentage
of the ransom. Today, kidnapping operations are sometimes even more complicated.
Terrorists with criminal accomplices often work in separate cell structures, with each
cell responsible for a different part of the kidnapping. For example, one cell will snatch
the subject, another cell will guard and take care of the subject, and a third cell will
handle the ransom negotiation and turnover of the victim. One important characteristic
of kidnapping is that it can happen to corporate employees at all job levels of the
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corporation; thus, corporations should have personnel protection programs that are
not limited to only executive-level employees.[116]
According to Auerbach, “One five-year study, beginning in 1992, showed that of the

foreign nationals kidnapped, 66 percent were eventually released after some sort of
negotiation, 20 percent were rescued, 9 percent were killed or died in captivity, and 5
percent escaped.”[117] Protection procedures for a kidnap attempt have to include the
possibility that the kidnap is actually an assassination attempt. The basic procedures
for the two crimes are essentially the same.[118]
Kidnapping a protected employee with a full-time security detail is a complex op-

eration. As part of the operation, the kidnap team will surveil the target to gather
information about her routine and determine the best venue for the attack. Then, the
kidnappers initiate the operation by an attack on the victim’s home, vehicle, or out-
of-office location. The specific actions and training a security detail must undergo are
outside the scope of this book, but there are four tactical issues that are so important
but often neglected that they need to be covered:
• Unless the protectee is armed and has the ability to protect herself and intends to

assume that responsibility, there should be a minimum of two security personnel with
the protectee any time the protectee is at an unsecured location, which includes the
vehicle and most residences.
• The most dangerous time is when the protectee is in transit, as over 70 percent

of all successful kidnappings take place under these conditions. During movement by
vehicle, the protectee is most vulnerable entering and leaving the vehicle.[119] The
locations of entry and exit from the transport vehicle should be closely examined
during protection planning. Ideally, entrance and exit from a vehicle should occur at a
protected location with no one, except cleared personnel, within 50 feet of the vehicle.
• Routes of travel should be varied on a random basis. Periodically, several

surveillance-detection checks should be made. This procedure will necessitate long-
range optical viewing devices and cameras with telephoto lenses. The surveillance-
detection sites should be established at vehicle choke points, where a suspect’s vehicle
during the surveillance of the protectee’s vehicle has to pass by the surveillance-
detection site. All vehicles passing through the choke point detection site should be
photographed and described by the surveillance team manning that site. This should
be done for several minutes after the protectee’s vehicle passes the choke point. This
same procedure should be implemented at two additional locations during the same
surveillance-detection check on the protectee’s route of travel. At the conclusion of the
detection check, the vehicle photos and descriptions from the three locations should
be compared to detect similarities. If the same vehicle passed two of the choke point
detection sites after the protectee’s car, it is almost certain the protectee is being
surveilled, possibly as a preliminary step to a kidnap attempt. This same tactic can
be employed if an employee of the company reports possible hostile surveillance or
has other reasons to fear she could be the target of a prospective kidnap attempt.
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• Company employees involved in ocean-shipping activities in certain areas of the
maritime region are at risk of being taken hostage by pirates or terrorists and held
for ransom. Historically, pirates have often taken hostages and held them for ransom.
The pirates of the Barbary Coast took so many Americans hostage in the early 19th
century that it led to the formation of an international coalition, including the United
States, to control the actions of the Barbary pirates.[120]
In today’s world, security planning for terrorism will involve both private industry

and the government working together as partners in the long, possibly never-ending
battle against terrorism. Successful terrorist attacks in most countries not involved in a
national insurgency are rare. But as the climate changes, environmental conditions will
become worse in those countries that cannot mitigate destructive changes. Striking out
against foreign multinational corporations occurred in a variety of countries during the
1970s, 1980s, 1990s, and it is occurring today. Attacks with linkages to environmental
conditions, such as resource scarcity, could significantly increase in the next decade
as the effects of climate change worsen. To protect an organization against terrorist
attacks, active countermeasures designed to both detect and prevent deadly actions
should be the goal of security planning on behalf of both the government and private
industry.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion



On September 1, 2010, at the headquarters building of Discovery Communications
in Silver Spring, Maryland, James J. Lee, a known environmental extremist, entered
the first-floor lobby of the building and forcibly took two Discovery Communications
employees and a security guard hostage, thus beginning a four-hour siege. Lee was
armed with what were believed to be pistols, had at least one explosive device strapped
to his body, and was carrying boxes and backpacks. Lee had previously protested at
the building over Discovery’s television programming. He wanted new shows designed
to save the planet and reduce the human population, which Lee saw as the main threat
to the planet.[1]
During negotiations with the police, Lee told them he was prepared to die. The

police response team, monitoring Lee on the building’s security cameras, entered the
building after Lee was observed pointing what appeared to be a pistol at a hostage; the
team shot Lee, killing him and causing an explosive device on his body to go off. Prior
to the police assault, Lee had told an NBC news producer, who had called the building,
that he was armed with a gun and bombs, one of which would go off if he dropped it.
After their successful assault, the police determined that Lee’s weapons were actually
starter pistols designed to make noise but incapable of harming anyone.[2]
Arguably, the nature of Lee’s actions—the use of violence to obtain a political

or social goal—meets most statutory definitions of terrorism. If he had planned to
detonate the explosives, it would also be the “first recorded incident of environmentally
motivated suicide terrorism in the United States, and likely the first worldwide.”[3]
Although Lee was unsuccessful in that he did not obtain his goal, he did succeed in

capturing the attention of television and Internet viewers for several hours. If his plan
had been better executed and he had possessed better weapons and greater expertise
in bomb making, the situation would probably have involved a mass murder before Lee
was shot by police or took his own life. Lee’s irrational decision to take human hostages
to resolve an environmentally linked dispute illustrates the difficulty in predicting a
terrorist attack. However, we can now reach some important conclusions about the
current status and future of environmentally linked terrorism.
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The Worsening Environment
On August 15, 2010, New York Times reporter Justin Gillis, in an article titled

“Extreme Weather Raising Global Warming Questions,” reviewed the climate-caused
disasters that occurred in 2010: heat waves in the United States; flooding in the United
States and Pakistan; and heat waves, wildfires, and drought in Africa, Eastern Asia,
and Russia. In reviewing information gleaned from a variety of sources on the hottest
year on record so far, Gillis wrote the following: “Certain recent weather events were
so extreme that a few scientists are shedding their traditional reluctance to ascribe
specific disasters to global warming.”[4]
Terrible weather in 2010 has caused famines and contagious disease outbreaks in

some of the endangered areas of the world. It seems apparent that global warming
is causing or contributing to serious weather problems on a worldwide basis. In May
2010, the National Academy of Sciences issued three reports outlining the problems
caused by global warming and recommending that world governments take responsive
actions. The prestigious scientific body also called for a drastic, 80 percent reduction of
U.S. carbon emissions from 2012 to 2050.[5] According to Susan Solomon, a respected
climate scientist, the current physical climate changes caused by anthropogenic carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere are essentially irreversible. This means that the warming
of the planet that has already occurred will continue to cause environmental damage
in different regions and sectors of the world, specifically related to the patterns and
amount of precipitation and rising sea levels. These changes can have a negative impact
on current populations in affected regions, including “heavy rainfall and flooding.”[6]
During the summer of 2010, the results of climate change have already had catastrophic
results in many regions of the world. In Russia, a recordbreaking heat wave and the
resultant drought caused numerous wildfires that inundated Moscow with smog. The
death rate in Moscow doubled, at one point rising to 700 deaths a day. The 2007 IPCC
report had predicted droughts and fires for Russia, along with future crop losses. The
2007 IPCC report had also predicted an increase in rain and flooding in Pakistan,
China, and the United States. In China, flooding in the summer of
196 Eco-Warriors, Nihilistic Terrorists, and the Environment
2010 resulted in 1,100 deaths. All the IPCC’s predictions occurred in the identified

nations.[7]
The current strategy for reducing global warming does not seem effective. Both the

UN 2009 Climate Conference in Copenhagen and the UN 2010 Climate Conference in
Cancun reached uncertain results. In 2009, the major industrial nations would not agree
to definitive cuts in carbon emissions but did reach a political agreement (Copenhagen
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Accord) in which the nations with the largest economies offered specific pledges to
reduce emissions. In 2010, the world’s nations again failed to produce a treaty but
did reach agreement (Cancun Agreements) on several issues. Essentially, the results
could be characterized as “hopeful.”[8] In the U.S. Congress, it seems unlikely that any
type of effective climate control legislation, which would require deep cuts in carbon
emissions, will become law. The transportation industry, in particular, is united in
opposing climate change legislation and will probably win.[9] Climate change will never
be addressed from an international perspective until the current environmental crisis
becomes a disaster affecting such a large number of countries that the nations of the
world will have to unite in bringing down GHG emissions. Unfortunately, that may
be too late. The warming natural environment will increasingly serve as a nexus for
terrorism in the years to come.
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Terrorism
Protests, civil disobedience, minor acts of sabotage, and vandalism by individuals

and small groups of eco-warriors will continue to occur in the United States and Europe,
with likely increases in the future. The potential for extremely consequential attacks
is not predictable, but this group of activists, who adamantly oppose both violence
directed against people and arson attacks against property, has never committed con-
sequential attacks. For U.S. ecoterrorists, who since 2000 have committed 37 percent of
all terrorist attacks in the United States, pressure by law enforcement organizations and
the federal government’s successful prosecutions of the few significant groups should
deter most individuals and small cells from escalating their direct actions to major at-
tacks on property and sectors of the national infrastructure. These groups have, over a
30-year period, rarely used bombs or explosives. The majority of their attacks have uti-
lized improvised incendiary devices. Prior to James Lee’s armed hostage taking, none
of these groups or individuals had used firearms or taken a hostage.[10] Ecoterrorists
remain a major threat to commit serious acts of environmentally linked property dam-
age, but only outliers—lone wolves and small groups with nihilistic motivations—will
pose a threat capable of causing serious death or injury to human beings.
Nihilistic terrorists, particularly lone wolves, are always a threat to commit deadly

acts of terrorism. Their professed motivation may be to protect the environment, as
James Lee demonstrated, or they could seemingly be motivated by religion, such as
homegrown jihadi terrorists, but their real impetus for attacks will be nihilistic alien-
ation and anger. These individuals have observed the extreme harm that can be caused
by wildfires and damage to petroleum infrastructure. They can see the advantages of
using the environment as a weapon or attacking the nexus of the natural environ-
ment with the built environment. These individuals and small groups could become a
threat to U.S. interests and multinational corporations operating in dangerous regions
of the developing world, particularly to industries related to the extraction of natural
resources for profit.[11]
The culmination of environmental change and resource depletion in certain nations

of the world, such as Nigeria and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, will increase
the amount of diffuse, subnational conflict. The interests of the United States could be
bound up in these conflicts and U.S. government personnel and facilities could become
terrorist targets for environmentally linked reasons.
It is also likely that ecoterrorists, nihilistic terrorists, and hybrid groups will per-

ceive elements of the petroleum infrastructure in the maritime regions of the world as
attractive and vulnerable targets. The targets are numerous: manned and unmanned
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oil-well drilling platforms, petroleum tankers, and various hazardous facilities in the
world’s seaports.[12] The oilwell blowout in the Gulf of Mexico focused the world on
the dangers the petroleum infrastructure poses to the most critical regions of our en-
vironment. This will motivate ecoterrorists to take actions to protect these regions
by dissuading oil-well drilling through attacks on selected parts of the infrastructure
that do not pose a risk of damaging the environment. Nihilistic groups will see this
infrastructure as vulnerable to attack and the presence of multinational companies
operating in developing regions as posing a threat to the environment, thus offering a
justification for deadly attacks on Western companies.
The increasing degradation of the natural environment will continue to serve as a

catalyst for environmentally linked terrorism in many regions of the world, including
the United States, for years to come.
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Appendix A. Attack Tree:
Destruction of Urban Fixed Facility
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Appendix B. Maps



Democratic Republic of the Congo, Map No. 4007 Rev. 8, January 2004, United
Nations.
Nigeria, Map No. 4228, October 2004, United Nations.
Middle East Region, Map No. 4102 Rev. 3, August 2004, United Nations.
Southeast Asia, Map No. 4365, May 2009, United Nations.
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